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The true reason why Highlanders are ao fond of 
\ distillation is that it costs then little labour and 

brings them what they conceive to be profit.
Sir George S. Mackenzie.

A General Survey of the Counties of Ross and Cromarty
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SYNOPSIS OF THESIS

■An Economic History of the Scotch Whisky Industry to 101*1«

I. A. Glen, M.A.t B. Litt.

This historical survey of the Scotch whisky industry attempts to 

cover the period fro« the late eighteenth century when distilleries first 

emerge as commercial enterprises in Scotland, through the changes of the 
nineteenth century to the outbreak of the First World War.

The study opens with a short introduction, which is followed by 

observations on the nature and state of distilling in Scotland, baaed on 

the Old Statistical Account, and by an examination of the legislative 

framework affecting the industry up to the year 1823. The problems of 
illicit distillation, such as the attitudes of landowners, and the Excise 
authorities, the supply of equipment, and whisky smuggling, are treated 

in a separate section. The proliferation of licensed pot still distill

eries in the early nineteenth century is supported by case studies of 
individual entrepreneurs and their business activities, while the problems 

of the Lowland capitalist distillers are considered in a section devoted 

to the enterprises of the Stein family, which spans the years from c.

1780 to £. 1840.
The innovation of the patent still, producing alcohol by continuous 

distillation, took place from 1826 onwards, and it had profound effects on 

the structure of the Scotch whisky induatxy. A consideration of the changes 

associated with the patent still culminates in a study of the rise of the 
Distillera* Company Ltd.

A gap in business records from 1840 to 18(i0 is partially bridged by



ruaterial from tho New Statistical Account and other contemporary sources, 

as veil os by a review of legislative modifications during the nineteenth 

century.
^The expansion which distilling in Scotland enjoyed from 1870 to 

1898 is discussed under the title of 'The Great Distillery Promotion*.
This phase came to an abrupt end with the collapse of the firm of Pattisons, 

Ltd., of Leith, which was a substantial blending and broking organisation.

Tho events of the period 1887 to 1914 are described from the records provid
ed by William Grant & Sons, Ltd., Glasgow, and these demonstrate the problems 
of establishing s new distillery, and of promoting trade in blended whiskies 
both in the home market and abroad.

This economic history of the Scotch whisky industry is concluded with 

an investigation of whisky blending, the conflicts which it provoked, snch 

as the 'What is Whisky Case* of 1903, and the subsequent appointment of a 

Itoynl Commission in 1Q08, whose findings confirmed the arrival of blended 
Scotch whisky. The account also traces the effect of government interfer
ence on the Scotch whisky industry, which has proved such a lucrative 

producer of revenue and foreign exchange for the British economy.
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Whisky distilling in Scotian! has created for itself a special reput

ation and tradition, and Scotch whisky has been defined at both Scottish 

and English Law. The industry is not only distinguished by tbe renown 

of its product, but also by its adaptability in the face of change - 

economic, fiscal, political and social; its resilience has enabled it to 

survive to modern times. A home-made spirit, made essentially for local 

consumption has been transformed hy commercial expertise into a marketable 

coiuuo 1 ity with world-wide recognition and acceptance.

The Origins

As early as the fifteenth century, a distilled liquor, describe! us 

»aqua vitae’, was being prepared in Scotland; references to malt being 

supplied for the waking of aqua vitae occur in the Exchequer Rolls for 

1404.' When King James IV visited Inverness in September 1506, hia

Treasurer’s Accounts have entries showing that aqua vitae was procured
2for the King. Other examples relating to the use of aqua vitae are 

found in the Statutes of Iona (1561), and in the Register of the Privy
T

Council (1^15), but it is not clear that this soirit was in fact whisky.

The first use of the word 'whisky1 appears in the Account Booh of

Bailie John Steuart of Inverness in 1755» although ’uiskie* is mention—
5ed as being provided for the funeral of a Highland laird in 1619. Gaelic 1 * 3

1. Kobb, J. Marshall, Scotch Whisky (1950), p. 9
?. The Scotch Whisky Association, Scotch Whisicv, Questions and Answers.

(1965), p . 10. .... ....... .
5. Gregory Smith, Geo. The Book o*Ç Islay. Dispositions before a Committee of 

the Privy Council, Edinburgh, May, 1013, (Edinburgh, 1894), p. 264.
4. Mackay, b’., (ed), T)ie Letter-hook of Bailie Joltn Steuart of Inverness,

1715-1752, Scottish History Society, (Edinburgh) (1915), n. 591 and 
p. 593.

3 . The Scotch Whisky Association, on. cjt., t>. 10.
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1 Lterature before 1700 however rarely includes any references to whisky, 

whose Gaelic equivalent uiaye henthn is a direct translation of aqua 

vitae, meaning the water of life; the -Irinka of the Highland nobility, 

»raised by the bards, were brandy and wine, especially claret, and this 

consumption pattern persisted until the mid-eighteenth century. A 

Gaelic poem of this period gives the impression that the distillation 

of whisky had only recently become a domestic craft:

The Friend of Whisky

G’e b’e tbionnsgainn no dh'inntrig 
Air an ionnsramaid phrisei!
' S duine grunndail *na inntinn 
Dha gu h- innleachdach glic:
Thug o arbhar gu aiol e,
Thug o bhraich gu ni 'a brigheil’,
Thug a praia *na choo liath e 
Mach throimh chliath o nan lub trie.

Whoever first devise-l or discovered the precious instrument, 
he was a man deep of mind who was inventive and wises who 
brought it from co m  to grain, who brought it from malt to some
thing more potent, who took it from a pot in grey smoke out 
through the worm of many bends.

John MacCodrum, North Uist,
1693 - 1779

Occasionally rent whs paid in whisky; n return for the farm of Cross

bill near Campbeltown in l-'-36 included six quarts of aoua vitae payable by 

the town of Lochead (Campbeltown).‘ Scott Moncrieff, discussing the early

McDonald A., Story nml Song frein Loch Ness-side (lOLb), n. k2 
McKerral, A., Kintyre in the 17th Century (lObS), p. IS.



use of aqua vitae in Scotland, noted that spirits were given as part pay-
8ment for the rental of several farms und mills in Perthshire.

Distilling appears to have become established by the aid-eighteenth 

century, although as late as 1772, whisky was described ns a 'modern
' 9liquor', because in former times, ale was in common use. The activity

exnerienced fluctuating prosperity, depending principally upon changes in

Excise legislation, and also on the availability of grain supplies.

Whisky was produced in pot or ama* stills of some 10 to *»0 gallons
z \capacity, at form totfna, crofts and mills, especially in the Western High

lands and the Hebrides. Distillation became part of a folk tradition, 

shared by the Highlanders with their kindred in Ireland. Locally grown 

here, a four rowed barley was especially cultivated for the purpose;*0 

there was peat for drying the multed grain in kilns, and an ahundance of 

water both for steeping and mashing, ns well as for condensing the distill

ate. For heating the pot 3tills, wood was preferrod, and oak and pine 

forests were extant in mony Highland areas; peat could be used if wood 

vas scarce na on some Hebridean i3les. The spent grains or draff, togeth

er with the dregs from the stills afforded a valuable food for cattle.

Distilling was n seasonal pursuit, during the non-agrarian months 

of late autumn, winter and early spring, when burns were in spate, and the 

here harvest had been gathered. Where activities like fishing and kelp 

gathering competed for the people's attention, women seem to have ployed 

a substantial part in making whisky.11 * 9 10 *

R. Scott Moncrieff, M.N., 'Notes on the Early Use of Aqua Vitae. Proc.
Soc. Ant. Scot., 5th Series, Vol. II, r>. 266.

9. Pennant, T., A Tour in Scotland and the Western Tales, (1772), p. 19*».
10. Parliamentary Papers. Fifth Report of the Coirgni as loners of Incuiry into 

the Revenue,(i825) VII, Appendix, b8; Duncan Stewart, Factor to the 
Puke of Argyle, 28 Nov. 1822, p. IBS.
Hobert Armour, Campbeltown, An Illicit Still Maker, 1811-17: Infra:11.
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Legislative Change: 1707-1823

During the eighteenth century, distilling in Scotland begun to moke

the transition from a peasant activity to a specialised industry vith a

coniaeircial scaler of operation. The Doard of Excise vaa instituted in

1707» and it levied a duty of 3d. per gallon on vhisky, but ale vaa the

customary beverage of ordinary Scots folk. Fiscal policy hovever caused

the malt tax to be extended to Scotland in 1725 “ on episode vhich vas
1°marked by protest, riot and even bloodshed in burghs like Glasgow. Ale 

thereafter began to give place to whisky.

General StAMart of Garth, writing in 1828, considered that whisky 

drinking on a large scale was a post-1730 phenomenon,^ while the Parish 

Ministers in the Old Statistical Account, also reported the demise 'of 

good wholesome ale*, and the setting up of distilleries, 'those fountains
14of iniquity'- A major shift in patterns of consumption thus took place

during the eighteenth century, leading to increasing demand for whisky,

rather than other potable alcohols.

Perhaps the most dramatic developments occurred in Lowland Scotland,

where by £. 1770* whisky was not only being consumed in quantity, but also

distilled on a very extensive scale in large works like those of the Steins
15at Kilbagie and Kennetpans in Clackmannan. " These distilleries were new 

capitalist enterprises in the grand manner, using coal for fuel, importing 12 13 14 15

12. Hamilton, H., The Economic History of Scotland in the 18th Century 
(Oxford), 1963, p. 105.

13. StM«»rt of Garth, I>., Observations on the Origin and Cause of 
Smuggling in the Highlands of Scotland: Quarterly Journal of 
Agriculture, 1828-9, pp. 360-2.

14. Sinclair, Sir J. (ed.), The Old Statistical Account, Parish of 
Langholm, XIII, p. 603.

15. The Steins: Capitalist Distillers: infra. See also O.S.A..
XIV, Parish of Clackmannan, p. 623.
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grain from Scottish districts where it was surplus, and most significantly 

exporting spirits to London for rectification into gin for the English 

market. These Lowland distilleries produced rapidly and in quantity, 

taking raw grain as well as malted barley into the process; quality was 

a lesser priority. In 1707 the output of spirits in Scotland wos comput

ed to he about 50,000 gallons, but by 17^0, the volume had risen to over 
16400,000 gallons. On the grounds of superior quality alone, the way

was left open for the small scale pot still distillers to maintain more
17than u foothold in the market.

Numerous changes in fiscal policy which at times adversely affected 

the Scottish distiller's were enacted in the eighteenth century. Briefly, 

the impact on distilling came from alterations in duty, in the licence 

system for distillers, and in regulations governing processes and output. 

From 1709 to 17^2» the duty on whisky was only Id and 6d a proof gallon, 

but one effect of the prolonged French wars was the necessity of raising 

revenue on the one hand, and of reducing home grain consumption in brow

ing and distilling on the other. The duty on spirits which had stood at 

3s. llifd. per gallon in 17S4, had by 1814 been replaced by a levy of 

£7 IPs. on each gallon of a still*» content. This fora of legislation 

did not favour the makers of Scotch whisky, for it was influenced by the 

requirements of English gin makers; the levy was based on the volume of 

wash placed in the still as compared with the volume of alcohol expected 

to be produced by it. Sma* still operators were handicapped because 

they preferred to use a weak wash which yielded only a small volume of 

spirits. 16 17

16. Barnard, A., The Whisky Distilleries of the United Kingdom. (1887) 
p. 5.

17. Haldane, A.B.B., New Ways Through the Glens (19^2), p. 183.
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Highlanders in particular objected to ¡»aying for the privilege of 

making their ovn whisky and a flourishing illicit trade developed. Glen

livet, in the Eastern Highlands, became a nucleus of this activity. As

the tax rose, sol did legislation become impossible to enforce in areas
\

vhere the Excise officers were despised, and of which they often had only

a tenuous knowledge. Snuggling became widespread; 'Highland whisky*
18became a staple commodity, and Glenlivet prices ruled the market.

Highland whisky was patronised by wealthy and knowledgeable persons,

who saw no liara in buying from law breakers who did not take out licences

for their still*. The Badenoch gentry malted their ovn barley, brewed

their own beer, and on occasion distilled their own whisky. Brandy and

wines were purchased at Inverness, but whisky was got from Glenlivet and
19Ferintoah at Is. lOd. per pint. Regarding the latter, the Forbes of 

Cnlloden had developed a flourishing distilling business located at Ferin- 

tosh on the northern shores of the Black Isle in Ross-shire. The family 

had obtained a substantial duty concession from the government as compensat

ion for damage to their lands by Royalists in revenge for the family's 

loyalty to Cromwell's cause. The Forbes built up virtually a monopol

istic position so that 'Ferintosh* became practically synonymous with

Highlund whisky. The lucrative exemption was withdrawn in 1785, leading
20Robert Burns to lament for 'Thee Ferintosh, 0 sadly lost.'*’

Technological improvements in legal distilling led to a vastly 

increased output by the end of the eighteenth century. The working of * 20

IS. Glen, UA., The Scotch Whisky Industry, An Economic Survey 1939-1963;
B. Litt. Thesis, Glasgow, 1963.

10. Grant, I.F., Everyday Life on an Old Highland Farm 1709-1782 (192*»)
p. 82. ~~ .... ~ ~  ' ~ ....... ' .... .

20. Menary, G., The Life and Letters of Duncan Forbes of Culloden (1936)
p. 3 and pp. 373 - **.
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stills became so rapid that a logical outcome vas the evolution of stills 

capable of continuous distillation. Rivalry with the close-knit group 
of London distillers led to marketing problems for the Lovland 'capital

ist' distillers, like the Steins and the Haigs. Eventually, the unfort- 

unate Lovland distillers vers virtually excluded from the English market
by the London distillers combining to hold the price of spirits belov the

21level at vhich the Scots could afford to export. At the same time, the 

capitalist distillers found their Scottish outlets eroded by floods of 
smuggled Highland vhisky sold openly in tovns like Aberdeen, Perth and 

Glasgow. Some indication of the flourishing state of sma* still product

ion may he gained from the fact that 859 detections of illicit distillation
22were made in 1798* probably 4 to 5 times that number continued unchecked.

The hard pressed licensed distillers in the Highlands also suffered 

adversely during the phase of illicit distillation. Venturers tried to 

start distilleries in the Northern counties in the early nineteenth 
century, but bankruptcies and sequestrations recurred, because the entre
preneurs experienced business difficulties compounded of the incidence of

duty, the complexities of distilling regulations, and at times their own 
23mismanagement. These licensed distillers had to endure the severe 

competition of their illegal rivals to whom high duties were a positive 

encouragement. The vhisky from the unlicensed stills vas frequently so 

reputable and full-flavoured that it easily competed in terms of price and 

popularity with the product of the legal establishments. 21 22 23

7.

21. P.P. Report from the Committee upon the Distilleries in Scotland 
m a - 9 .  Second Memorial of ifoim Stein, 7 May* 1709» pp. 689-90.

22. P.P. 179S-9J Recommendations, pp. 512-26 and p. 682.
23. Early Nineteenth Century Distillers) Case Studies) infra.
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A docline in the number of Scottish license«! distilleriaa, from 89 

in 1793 to 36 in 1816 was a measure of the difficulties being experience«! 

by the regular industry. A slight revival took place about 1817, when

there was a legislative modification, but the breakthrough for legal
\

distilling did not come until after 1823, when recommendations put forward

by a Commission of Inquiry were embodied in a new Excise Act and other 
24statutes. The year 1823 is a divide of the utmost significance in the 

creation of a modern Scotch whisky industry; the government was obliged 

to reduce the duty to 2s. 4}d. per proof gallon in on attempt to suppress 

the illegal trade, am! distilling in stills of 40 gallons capacity or more 

was permitted - this was modest volume, and hence an inducement to sotugglers 

to comply with the law by purchasing a licence to distil. There then 

followed a period of consolidation during which licences were taken out; 

owners of sma* stills gradually became owners of legal distilleries, often 

located on or near the sane site.

Inveterate smugglers, like Smith of Glenlivet, lairds like Campbell

of Jura and Mackenzie of Seaforth, as well as entrepreneurs, like Fraser
05

of Taynahinch or Stevenson of Oban, began to take out licences. The

outcome was that by 1833, there were no fewer than 260 licensed distillers
26in Scotland. The effectiveness of the Excise establishment was improv

ed; the deployment of Revenue personnel in cutters, and even the military, 

bad a marked deterrent impact. The active support nnd participation of

lairds in the eradication of smuggling was another major factor in the
27suppression of illicit distilling. Some landowners like the Marquis 24 * 26 27

24. P.P., Fifth Penort from the Commiasioners of Inquiry into the Revenue.
Vol. VII, (1823).

05. Early Nineteenth Century Distillers, infra.
26. P.P., Seventh Report of the Commissioners of Inquiry into the Excise 

Establishment. (1834). Appendix 07. p. 229.
27. Prebble, J.t The Highland Clearances (1963) p. 115.



of Stafford in Sutherland, and the Duke of Argyll in Tiree, were prepared
28to evict tenants guilty of either offence.” Better transport and cotnrain- 

ication also aided the maintenance of law and order, and was to the advant

age most sections of the community, except the smugglers. It thus 

became safer to pay the standard licence fee of £10 per annua than to take 

the risk of being caught by the Excise authorities, or the Factor, have 

one*a utensils confiscated, be fined or imprisoned, and perhaps face evict

ion. Illicit distilling was not finally suppressed until the 1840s in 

remoter areas of the Highlands and islands; by the end of the nineteenth

century, fewer than 20 detections of the practice were being made in Scot-
29land in the course of a year.

Not only was there a remarkable increase in the number of licensed 

distilleries in Scotland, there was also a notable expansion in the volume 

of legally made spirits; in 1326, the quantities charged for home consumpt

ion ns compared with 1820 were "5.9 million gallons as against only 1.8 

million gallons. The new regulations had the merit of combining greater 

security for the Revenue, with the release of the distiller from many of the 

legal hindrances under which he had conducted his business.

Technological Change» 1830-1900

All whiskies, whatever their country of origin, are forms of ethyl 

alcohol. Due to their different homelands, their raw materials and other 

constituents nay vary, and each will have certain characteristics modified 

by the method of processing, bonding, and in some instances by blending.

Two types of whisky are produced in Scotland; the first and oldest * 29

2S. Cregeen, E.R., Argyll Estate Instructions, 1771-ISO1?. Scottish 
History Society, 4th Series, Vol. I, (1964).

29. P.P»> Reports of the Coicmiaatoners of Inland Revenuet (o.g. 14th 
Report: 1870, p. 28).
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type is pot still or malt whisky marie wholly from malterl barley. It 

contains some 0.5 per cent of residuals, such as esters, aldehydes and 

higher alcohols, which it is asserted give it a distinctiveness and aroma,

which nark it off from all other whiskies. It is distilled twice, although
\

in former tines, triple distillation was not uncommon.

In the 1850s, a new method of production was introduced into distill

ing; this was the patent still, mass producing spirit by a continuous 

process of distillation, whereby wash fed into the apparatus emerged as 

alcohol. Patent still whisky is made in a Coffey still, named after Aeneas 

Coffey, an Irish Inspector-General of Excise, who perfected a columnar still 

in Dublin about 1831. Prior to this date, a Scot, Robert Stein of Kin

cardine in Fife, had also patented a still on the principle of continuous

distillation. Early Coff8y stills were functioning in Scotland prior 
30

to 1S36. In the patent still, the distillation is carried out to limit

the volume of residual matter in the alcohol to about 0.1 per cent; the

resulting spirit has-much less character and bouquet than pot still whisky.

The second variety of Scotch whisky is thus made in a patent still from a

mixture of unmalted barley, and other cereals (e.g. maize) with a small

proportion of malted barley. The bland grain spirit yielded by the new

innovation was well suited to rectification into gin, or to nethylation,

but between 1850 and I860, the practice arose of blending it with pot 3till
31whisky to give a cheaper potable alcohol.

The patent still brought mass production techniques into conflict 

with the craft tradition of the pot still distillers, who would.have denied 

its product the title of whisky. Although a greeter initial capital

30. The New Statistical Account. Pari-sh of Inverkeithing. LX, (l8j6),p. 2kn.
31. Wilson, R., Who was the First Blender0 W.3.T.R.: 17 January, 1966,p. A6.



outlay vaa required to establish a patent still unit, there were consider

able economies of scale to be reaped; the spirit was reckoned to be one
32third to one half cheaper to produce than malt whisky. The innovation 

was quickly adopted in Lowland Scotland, but it is probable that there were 

no more than 20 distilleries running patent stills at any one time in the 

region.

The big output of grain spirit led to a glutted market, and fierce 

competition in the mid-nineteenth century. Differences among the patent 

still distillers were composed from time to time by quota arrangements and 

price fixing; the first agreement was concluded in 1856, and this event 

had a significant outcome two decades later with the formation of the
<■

Distillers* Company Ltd., an amalgamation of six Scottish groin distillers. 

The combine was one of the comparatively few immense business organisations 

to appear in Britain before 1914. The patent still introduced a new 

ole::ient to the industry, namely the very large technological unit, which 

changed distilling from a craft to a science.
During the nineteenth century n contraction in the number of mnlt 

wbislcy distilleries took place, which was countered by an almost continuous 

growth in output for the whole distilling industry in Scotland.

No. of Distilleries Production: millions
Year in Scotland of proof gallons
1833 243 8
1869 110 14
1897 173 35

Sources: Nsttleton, J.A., The Manufacture of Spirit. 
Wilson, G.B., Alcohol and the Nation, 
Appendix F, Table 3, pp. 336-9. ~ ~

32. Nettleton, J.A., The Manufacture of Spirit (1913), p. 232 and pn.
261-2. ~  ” ~ ..... ....  '

33. Bruce Lockhart, Sir H., Scotch (1959), pp. 6l-2.



The 1323 generation of distilleries was augmented by rebuilding 

nnd between 1870 and 1900, by new pot still establishments. The 1890s 

were marked by a phase of distillery promotion, during which new units

proliferated especially in the Speyside area, where they could lay clain
\

to the celebrated name ‘Glenlivet’ and incorporate it with their own desig

nation.^*

The increase in distilling capacity was a response to several factors, 

such as growing urbanisation, rises in real wages, and the availability of 

capital for investment in consumers* goods. The Highlands were being 

opened up by the railways, and the bulk movement of raw materials and of 

the finished product, brought a different dimension to pot 3till distilling 

there. Hitherto, it had been the Lowland distilleries and the patent still 

units, near canals or in estuarine locations, which had enjoyed transport 

advantages, for assembling raw materials and distributing their output. 

Another decisive factor was the need to provide malt whisky in bulk for 

blending purposes. d3l ended whisky may have begun as a means of absorbing 

the overproduction of grain spirit from patent stills, but by the 1890a, 

blended Scotch whisky, sold under distinctive brand names, with appropriate 

bottles and labels supported by energetic marketing and extensive advertis

ing, had become the raison d*etre for the industry*s rapid expansion. 

Excessive speculation and unsound promotions induced glut, uncertainty and 

collapse in 1898, when the failure of Pattisons Ltd. of Leith, precipitat

ed a crisis of such severity that the industry was only recovering from the 

debacle shortly before the First World War. * 35

"yh. Moray & Banff Illustrated (1895)» p. 7, and letter from Mr. George S. 
Grant, Glenfarclas Distillery, Ballindalloch, 18 Oct. 19&7.

35. The Failure of Pattisons Ltd., of Leith, 1898: infra.



Change» in Consumption Pnttema:

Until the aid-nineteenth century, Scottish distilling was princip

ally cocerned with supplying the home market, with a small export going

to England, especially to the London area, and to Ireland. Aa early as
\

1 50 consignments were being sent to Australia, which became the leading 

export market for Scotch whisky before 191*». There was keen rivalry for 

n time between the Scotch and Irish whisky merchants for dominance in the 

English market, but Scotch whisky succeeded in displacing Irish, just as 

it subsequently supplanted brandy. In the ISSOs phylloxera and other 

diseases attached the French vines front which brandy was distilled) bran

dy became very scarce and expensive, while imitations undermined its rep

ute."^ Whisky entrepreneurs, like the Ushers, and others, seized the 

opportunity presented to them. Merchants and blenders, like Buchanan,

Walker and Dewar were joined by auch distillers ns the Haigs and Mackies,
37in promoting blended Scotch whisky in Britain nnd throughout the world. 

Before the First World War, there was scarcely a country where Scotch whisky 

v4f»s aot available. The iiupire, with its Scottish emigres and regiments 

was •- natural outlet; agencies were al3o sot up in iJurope, in the United 

States nnd in the Far East.

By the opening years of the twentieth century, grain spirit and nnlt 

whisky were rarely sold separately ns single whiskies, outside restricted 

areas in Scotlr-nd. As early na l b, advertisements for whisky generally 

referred to blended whiskies. Although Scotch whisky has been differ

entiated from other whiskies by legal process, this definition is coinparnt-

I
13.

Wilson, G.B., Alcohol and the Nation, (19A0), pp. ?3-6.
57. The Distillers' Company Ltd., D.C.L. and Scotch Whisky. (I9b6), 

pp. 7-1*
”, . Barnard, A., The Whisky Distilleries of the United Kingdom (lf?7), 

see concluding pages of advertisements (unnumbered).
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ively recent. The popularity of blended whisky required that action be 

taken to define what constituted certain classes of spirits. The problem 

arose initially in Ireland, where in 1 ‘7^* Irish distillers complained to

the inland Tlevenue that Scottish patent still whiskies were being blended
\

with those from Irish pot stills. No action was taken, but in ll91, a 

Select Conanittee of the House of Commons, appointed to inquire into ’mnttera 

relating to spirits'. reported that there was no legal definition of whisky 

anyway. It declined to formulate one, ns there was such a wide diverg

ence in trad# opinion. The pot still interests in particular were oppos

ed to the name 'Scotch whisky' being applied either to grain whiskies or
39blended whiskies from Scotland.

Matters were brought to « head by prosecutions in London in 1905»

when publicans selling blended 'Scotch' and 'Irish' whisky were accused
40of 'not supplying an article demanded*. Although the dealers lost the

action, the grain distillers supported them in their appeal, and by 

propaganda on an extensive scale, they kept the issue before the public.

This 'What is Whisky' case was finally examined by a Hoyal Commission on 

Whiskey ¿/sic7 and other Potable Spirits in 190--9. Respite conflicting 

evidence, its decisions appeared to favour the patent still distillers, 

as no distinction was made between blended Scotch whisky and the exclus

ively malt variety.^

Although duty on spirits for home consumption fluctuated between 

U ’,90 and 1909, responding for example to the need to augment revenue dur

ing the Doer War, it had stood nt 10s. ner proof gallon from 1*60 until

59.
40.
41.

Glen, I.A., Thesis, on. cit. 
Bruce-Lockhart, ft., on. cit.,
P.Ì*., iloynl Commission on Wbts
190 -  9.

o. 69.
key and other Potable Spirits,
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1 90. Whisky merchants had become accustomed to a secure home market, 

with an annual consumption of Scotch whisky of over 15 million proof 

gallons a year (compare1! with 7 million proof gallons in 19&"1)» ** Total

exports of Dritiah soirita in 1900 barely exceeded 5 million proof gall-
\

ona oer «annum. In 1009 however there began a trend which lias continued

to the present - the turning away of the Scotch whisky industry from the

home market, because of the disincentive effect of u heavy duty on spirits

consumption in Britain. This pattern was initiated with the 1909 Budget

of the Liberal government, whose Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lloyd
inGeorge, was a man of strong temperance enthusiasms. A duty increase 

of 3s. 9d., giving a total impost of 14s. 9d. per proof gallon was placed 

on Scotch whisky. From this time onwards, the export orientation of the 

Scotch whisky industry was to become more and more pronounced.

A concomitant development was the growth of bigger business units. 

The initial P.C.L. merger was the first of several; later amalgamations 

tended to be for purposes of vertical integration, encompassing malt 

whisky distilling, blending, marketing nnd distribution, but the greatest 

of these did not occur until after the First World War.

Locational Change.

Consolidation of the industry after the crisis of 1«9*-1900 inevit

ably led to contraction in certain directions. The Speyside distilleries

held their own with little change, hut of the 20 pot still units which 

Barnard s.nw in Campbeltown in only 2 survive ns distilleries to—day. * 16

>i°. Rirnie, W., Statistics relating to British Potable Spirits (Inver
ness) I9firt,

.’t5. Wilson, R., Seventy Years of the Scotch Whisky Industry, W.S.T.R.:
16 March, 19i'5, p. 35^-

hh Barnard, op. c i t., pp. 33-̂ 1».
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The whiskies from Strathspey have been acclaimed for their excellence - 

some as single whiskies, like the Glenlivet, Glenfnrclna and Glenfidd- 

ich, and others for blending purposes. Good transport facilities, barley 

from^the north east counties and abundant water of exceptional purity from 

granite, schist and sandstone country, together with the peat banks of the

upland moors, are factors to which is attributed the success of the 'gold—
45en triangle' of distilling. Another crucial factor is of course the 

accumulated skill and expert knowledge of the craft of pot still distill

ation: it is the outcome of generations of experience, which ensure the

maintenance of a tradition, especially in the persons of the brewer and 

the stillman, tho key employees at such a distillery.

The foci of blending and bottling for the Scotch whisky industry have 

become concentrated in Lowland Scotland. The Lowland dominance of the 

coumercial functions of the industry was indeed already discernible in the 

1710-90 period, when the capitalist distillers conducted their business 

affairs from towns like Edinburgh and Glasgow. The advent of the patent 

still reinforced this locational pattern; the innovation was either insert

ed in existing distilleries, such as Port Dundns in Glasgow, or in a few 

instances, was installed in new premises like Menzies' Caledonian distill

ery at Ilaymarket in Edinburgh about 1355» Compared with pot still units, 

grain whisky distilleries required much greater volumes of water for 

processing, greater supplies of cereals, of coal for fuel, and of timber 

for casks. In contrast to the Highlands, these raw materials were readily 

procured in the Central Lowlands, either because they already existed there 

(c.g. coal) or might thence be imported. ' ' Furthermore, labour was

Storrie, M.C., The Scotch Whisky industry, T.I.U.G., No. 31, 1932, 
p. 93 e_t aeq.

kb. P.P■, Uoyal Commission 190^-0: op. c it. Minutes of Evidence, Vol. 
t (Cd. >il l) Mr. V.H. 'loss, 30'i2-8, pp. 192-3.
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plentiful, and the transport network of canals, railways and roads was 

no re coniolete. Those towns and cities which were close to grain whisky 

plants were thus well placed to become the dominant centres of the blend

ing trade: Glasgow, Edinburgh with Leith, and Perth were convenient'(\
centres for assembling volumes of malt whiskies from different regions 

to be ’carried' with grain whisky. Furthermore the growing urban markets 

of industrial Scotland were annually absorbing 6 to 7 million proof gall

ons of Scotch whisky between 1872 and 1909. A vigorous temperance move

ment campaigned for a restriction of licences and the control of liquor 

consumption, but the necessities of a war economy which required alcohol 

for munitions, and curtailed the production of Scotch whisky, reduced the 

level of consumption to leas than 3 million proof gallons by 1918.

The following study of the Scotch whisky industry during the last 

200 years is an historical and an economic one. It is difficult to dis

entangle and isolate the economics of an industry from its social consequen

ces. Every economic choice is nade between competing ends to the attain

ment of which there are only scarce means. The question of the right

ness or morality of the choice is cue of which the economic historian is 

well aware, but of the dependence of the Scottish economy on the success 

of the Scotch whisky industry there can he no doubt.



A Survey of DiatiUin#* in Scotland in 1795.
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The Old Statistical Account of Scotland, prepared from reports sub

mitted by the Pariah Miniatera, affords the earliest survey of the nature 

and extent of distilling in Scotland. It describes the uneasy co-exist-
V

ence of the Lowland capitalist distillers alongside their Highland rivals, 

and shows how the interests of both were being undermined by the preparat

ion and smuggling of illicit whisky. lthereus the economic aspects of the 

developing industry are only partially outlined, the Account is much con

cerned with the misuse of whisky on the character and morals of the people 

of Scotland. Here the circumstances surrounding the distillation of 

whisky In the Highland region will be considered first, and thereafter the 

situation in the Scottish Lowlands will be examined.

1. The Highland Region:

The cultivation of barley and bere for the specific purpose of distill

ing was typical of many parishes in the northern counties. The entire 

barley harvest in the parish of Urray was made into whisky, despite the 

fact that no fodder and little meal was left for winter use.* The barley 

for distilling seems to have been prepared in ordinary neal mills; in

Monedie, in Perthshire, two mills operated which were capable of grinding
o

'here into pot barley pretty well, without any additional machinery.,4"

In Kiltarlity, Inverness-shire where there were no fewer than eight licens

ed stills, about 2*»96 bolls of barley were being made into spirits each

year, the alcohol produced being bought by whisky merchants from Lochaber,
3

Uintail and Strathglass.

1. O.S.A., VII, Urray, p. 23 .
2. O.S.A., III, Monedie, p. 275»
3. O.S.A., XIII, Kiltarlity, p. 322.
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The production of barley was most successful in the drier eastern

districts of Scotland. in Elgin parish it is recorded that 'the •whole

low oart of the county of Moray is fruitful in c o m  .... Besides what is

exported by seaj and sent to the Highlands, the license! stills in the
i,country consume a great quantity.' There were 19 of these stills, with 

a combined volume of 635 gallons (giving an average individual capacity of 

about 39 gallons) which were permitted to distil 3865 bolls of bere per 

annum. A distinction between bere and barley is rarely drawn in the 

Account. Bere or bigg (hordeum sativum vulgare) was a four rowed type 

of barley, which withstood wet weather satisfactorily, and matured 1*» to 

21 days earlier than did the ordinary two rowed barley (hordeuia sativum 

distichon). Bere could thrive on land too poor to support barloy, yield

ing a return of from h to 7 bolls per acre, but barloy gave a grain of 

fuller body, and a higher return per acre.'

In addition to the stills in the Elgin district, a brewery in the 

city malted about 1,396 bolls a year. A curious reason is advanced for 

turning a blind eye to smuggling; if the practice were to be suppressed 

then the sale and export of barley from Moray would tend to diminish, 

and this would cause gluts there. A neighbouring pariah, Ruffus, was 

also noted for its barley harvest; quantities sent to the Firth of Forth, 

yielded as good a price as the best Stirlingshire or East Lothian barley.**

Regarding the price of barley, which was the main cost incurred by 

whisky makers, there is some evidence from various Highland areas. In 

the Radenoch parish of Alvie, barley was available at 1 s. to 20s. per 

boll, reckoned at 9 stone. This was the price level for several years;

h O.S.\., V, Elgin, p. 9-
3 . Handley, J.E., Scottish Fanning in the Eighteenth Century (1953) p. 5*».
6. O.S.A., VTTT, Ruffua, p. "85.
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about 25 per cent core was given for barley meal. In other localities7

price rises had taken place after the passage of the Distillery Act of 

1786. At Kirkhill, near Inverness, the consumption of barley had made

Golspie, the yearly rent payable for the Kirklands was 'about 1000 bolls

of victual and 200 L. sterling money, vhich valuing the victual at 10s.

per boll, snakes 700 L. sterling.' The report shows that grain had been

selling at a higher price in the area, especially after nor* whisky stills

had been started. Although there were said to be comparatively few stills

in Sutherland, the neighbouring counties of Caithness and Doss had many,
9a factor which drove up grain prices around Golspie.

At Tnveraven, Banffshire, barley was marketed at a higher rate than 

oats (which sold at 15»» to 16s. the boll) 'especially if weighty and good, 

and fit for malt and for the s t i l l . T h e r e  were only two stills in the 

parish, distilling 'nquavitae or whisky.' The parish of Urray had however 

9 licensed distilleries, which consumed so much local grain that barley had 

to be imported from other areas; the operators claimed that the locally 

grown barley was of exceptional quality, which they attributed to the warmth 

and dryness of the parish's alluvial soil. The people depended on the 

barley harvest, and hence on the distilling of whisky, for the payment of 

their rents; the stills had the advantage of keeping up the price of grain, 

which was regarded as a boon to both tenants and landowners.^ * 11

7. O.S.A., XTIT, Alvie, p. "578.
8. O.S.A., IV, Kirkhill, p. 122.
9. O.S.A., XXI, Golspie, p. 217.
10. O.S.A., XIII, Invemven, p. ;o.
1 1 . O.S.A., VII, Urray, on. cit.

all high for the poor', while further north, at
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fn King Edward pariah, in N.W. Aberdeenshire, rent was also paid 

in groin, sene of which was exported to aouth and west Scotland: further

more, when prices were low, 'bear meal' even found a market in Norway. A 

brewery for ale and porter at Banff, and the sme* stills in the district 

gave an immediate market for barley. It is again clear that stills not 

only increased the consumption and price of barley, but conferred other 

benefits: they supplied whisky ’of a quality greatly superior' to that 

of 'the larger stills in the southern districts', and indeed 'no less 

wholesome than foreign spirits.' Two benefits had ensued — namely, a

marked decline in smuggling, and improved faro incomes for local agricult-
12ure.

Most of the here harvest at Wotten in mid-Caithness was being distill

ed in the parish, and too much of the product was being drunk by the parish

ioners 'without bringing what it otherwise might into their pockets.' Here 

it was customary for an individual to draw 3 bolls of malt, aud to pay the 

owner of the still for the use of his equipment. Besides having a market

able commodity, he could then sample ns ouch ns he pleased during the manu-
13facture of the whisky.

In the West Highlands distilling was also creating an inflated demand 

for here or barley. By 1795» next to the herring fishing, the major activ

ity in Campbeltown, Kintyre was the making of whisky, nnd output was comput

ed as follovsj-

No. of Stills Bolls Distilled Produce in Gallons
In the town 22 5,500 19,.k,00
In the country 1£ 2,134 6,350

32 7,634 26,150

Q.S.A., 'll, King Edward, p. 404. 
O.S.A., XI, Watten, p. 269.

12.
17.
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These figures indicate that the average output of each pot still was about 

800 gallons per annum, while 3^ bolls of grain were yielding a gallon of 

whisky. The greater part of the grain used in the srca' stills was rais

ed in the pariah; the local contribution was put at 5»000 bolls. The 

spirits were disposed of throughout the Highlands, which was 'gainful to 

a few individuals but extremely ruinous to the community', because it

consumed 'their means, hurts their morals, and destroys their understand-
14ings and their health.' Scarcities of grain were occasionally caused;

To this trade we owe the want of whest or flour of 
our own, which takes yearly out of the place about 
£2000.

Meal had therefore to be bought in, because so much of the harvest

was destroyed by distilling. On the other hand, very handsome gains are

reputed to have been made by distillers; the encouragement of whisky

exports was desired, as this would at least help to pay for cereal icp- 
15orts for food.

Recurrent scarcities of grain were troublesome in Argyll; for ex

ample, Pennant observed that despite the quantity of bere raised, there 

was a dearth, the inhabitants of Kintyre 'being mad enough to convert their 

bread into poison', distilling annually six thousand bolls of grain into 

whisky.*^ In 1782-3* the harvest failed, and acute distress was caused 

among the poor of the Burgh of Campbeltown. The Commissioners of Supply 

took steps to forbid the making of whisky, at the same time ordering all

14.. Q.S.A., X, Campbeltown, p. '5*>r .
13. TVd ■
1 Pennant, T. ,  A Tmir in Scotland nnJ the TTehr de.q, (l~72), 

n. 104.
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private »tills throughout Argyll to be confiscated. The distilling 

of whisky was again prohibited from 1795 to 1797 due to grain shortages 

during the French Wars, but by 1800, 20,000 bolls of here were said to 

be converted into whisky each year in Argyll - one half being distilled

in Kintyre, and one third in Campbeltown alone, without a single licence
15?being taken out by the still owners.

In Islay, the quantity of whiaky which waa made waa reputed to be 

very large, and the signs of excessive consumption were visible on the 

island. To distilling waa ascribed a major cause of the people's pov

erty - 'for the barley tliat should support the family of the poor 

tenant, is sold to a brewer for 17a. the boll, and the same fanner is 

often obliged to buy meal at 1£ 3a. sterling, in order to keep his family 

from starving.' When maltsters knew that n tenant was in difficulties 

they were prepared to make small advances on condition that the tenant 

disposed of bis barley or bere crop at the cheap rate. Meanwhile, those

persons who could afford to wait for payment until they delivered their
19grain, received 20s. or more per boll for it. This type of transaction 

also persisted in Killean and Kilchenzie in beat Kintyre until after 1820. 

There the Campbeltown maltsters enjoyed a buyer's market, taking bere from

the poorer fanners at a low price which they bad previously fixed among
20themselves.

A similar criticism of distilleries is voiced for the parish of Glen- 

orchy and Inishail. There one distillery functioned, which destroyed

17

17. Colville, D., The Origin and Romance of the Distilling Industry in
Campbeltown, A Paper read to Kintyre Antiquarian Society, 23 Jan. 1923.

I . Smith, J., A General View of the Agriculture of Argyll» (lf05)» p. 92.
19. 0.3.A., IX, Kildalton, p. 296.
20. N.S.A., VII, Kilchenzie and Killean, pn. 390-1.
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{»rain, and thereby deprived people of bread. As distilling vaa so wide

spread in Argyll, over 40,000 bolls of meal were being imported to the

county each year; had no spirits been uannfactured, the meal imported
21would have been"trifling in amount, according to the Accounts.

The spoliation of grain by distilleries might have been mitigated 

had the spent grains or draff been used for feeding livestock, but ex

perience in the parish of Urray showed that no use was made of distillery 

waste, although the only resource of significance was stated to be black

cattle; so long ns grass and winter keep were deficient the stocking
22could not be increased.

The problems created by grain growing for the distilleries are 

summarised in the report for Urquhart and Glenmoriston:

The bear is generally distilled into whisky, but it may,be 
questioned, whether the profit attending this branch of busi
ness be not counterbalanced by a degree of idleness and dissip
ation, with which the distillery of spirits is attended ... it 
is difficult to say how the bear could be disposed of to advant
age in any other way than by distillation, as the people are 
unacquainted with brewing it into beer, and that too many prefer 
whisky to ole or porter, though this be fortunately wearing out.
If manufactured into meal, that meal would scarcely find sale 
among Highlanders, who never use it when oatmeal can be found....
And of course, bear would give a very inferior price to what is

23given by distillers.

The fuels employed in the making of emit whisky were various. At 

Moulin, a Perthshire parish, the growing scarcity of peat moss was largely 

attributed to the diatilling of whisky; indeed one still consumed as much 21 22 23

21. O.S.A., VIII, Glonorchy & Inishail, p. 340.
22. 0.3.A., VII, Urray, on. cit.
23. O.S.A., XX, Urquhart & Glennoriston, pn. 303-6.



peat ns would have served five families. Ardclach in Moray is des

cribed ns so abounding 'with moss for peats, and moss fir', that prior 

to the passing of the 1786 Distillery Act, a considerable number of

persons had been lured into 'making whisky in a smuggling way', with
\

attendant excesses. Even in 1795 there were 5 licensed distilleries
25operative in the parish.

Summary:

Throughout the Highlands, the stills appear to have been mainly 

of 30 gallons content: Killearann (Roaa-shire) had 7 licensed sma' 

stills of that capacity, Moulin had 2, and Urray had 9 of a similar vol

ume; in Urquhart and Glenmoriston, one or two licences for stills of 

from 30 to 40 gallons were taken out, when the here liarvest was suffic

ient for distillation. It is clear that although these units were of 

such limited size, local barley or bere supplies were often depleted by 

distilling, and in some areas, even fuel became deficient.

II. Organisation}

An insight into the organising of distilling is given in the Urray 

report. It is stated that the normal practice in distilling was for 

'from 5 to 10 or 12 tenants' to operate a still jointly; by this means, 

each had an opportunity of distilling his own barley crop, or if that 

should prove inadequate, surplus grain was purchased from neighbours to 

make up a share. As it was so uncommon it was especially remarked that 

'one man only in the pariah occupies a still without partners. 24 25 26

24. 0.3.A., V, Moulin, p. fr'.
25. 0.3.A ., TV, Ardclach, p. 153.
26. 0.3.A., VTI, Urray, on. cit.
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A table of occupation» in the account for Xildonan shows that six

distillers ’in Co. with 1 Pot, Excise L.50 sterling', operated in the
27parish. The 'group practice' system in distilling rust have been gen

eral ¡in crofts and fera toons, a fact borne out by the Still Books of
o;

Robert Armour, of Campbeltown.

At Tomintoul in Banffshire, which was a village of 37 families, the 

Puke of Gordon left the people at liberty 'each to pursue the occupation 

nost agreeable to them.' Hence the people not only made spirits, but 

'all of them sold whisky, and all of them drank it.' The other mainstay 

of the economy was cattle and sheep rearing. The sole manufacture was 

however whisky, and the fact that the inhabitants were *k0 measured miles' 

from the nearest seaport added to their difficulties in developing their
29resources.

A careful examination of Highland distilling is presented for the 

parish of Killeaman in Rose-shire. There were 7 licensed stills of the 

standard 30 gallon size, yielding nn annual revenue of £315, but at the 

same time 'consuming a very considerable proportion of the producd of the 

pariah' With regret it is recorded that the price of 'ardent spirits' 

had not risen in proportion to the increase in the tax cn whisky, as the

increase was not being passed on to consumers, but was absorbed by the
30distillers.

Because the sma' still owners had generally no capital the minister 

noted that they were often obliged to sell their whisky at a considerable 

disadvantage. Nevertheless, they supplied the local market so abundantly 27 28 * 30

27. O.S.A.» XXI, ivildonau, p. 7*».
28. The Still Books of Robert Armour, Campbeltown, 1811-17, infra.
20. O.S.A., XIT, Kirlonicbael, n. *»39.
30. O.S.A., XVII, Xillearnan, p. 351.
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that those who did have some capital coul<l not take advantage of it by 

holding stocks of whisky until demand should force up price, giving « 

reasonable profit margin, and thus a viable return on their capital. 

Parity is said to have been selling at a guinea a boll, while the price 

of n gallon of whisky was only 3»., and it was actually rotuiiled in draw 

houses at 3s* d.; this was the same price at which it was marketed 

prior to the levying of un additional tax on each still in l?8h. Hence 

it is concluded that the tax had had no effect in rendering spirits 'more 

inaccessible to the lower ranks', and it was evident that the tax was 

being paid out of distilling profits, and the consumer's pocket was un

touched .

There then follows in the Killearnan report an analysis of the cost 

of working a 30 gallon still, using an allowance of 18frV bolls of barley, 

ft was the practice to process k bolls at a time in a still of this kind.

The table thus shows:-

k bolls pay about ... £0 19 0
The price of barley ... averaged at 19s. 
being for this quantity ... 3 11# 0
Price without including carriage for 
3 or more miles ... 0 10 0

£ 5 5 0

Candles, bandages, tear and wear 
of distilling utensils ...
Attendance for 8 days and 8 nights, 
carriages to and from mills, expence of

0 5 0

malting, the kiln drying, &c., S.C., valued at 9 10 0

Total expense £ 6 0 0

The minister reckoned the average yield ns *19 Scotch or 36 English 

gallons': the average price was reported to be 13s. f»d. per .Scotch gall

on (or 3s. kd. ner English) giving a total income of about £6. The waste 

for cattle fodder was worth about 3s., a sum which was 'in fact tbe only 

profit to be derived from distilling.'^*

31 Ibid
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As the returns vere deduced to be so low, it was questioned whether 

there should be so many distilleries in operation. Once again, investig

ations allowed that whisky making was 'almost the only method of converting ...

victual into cash for the payment of rent and servants'; whisky was in
\

fact the staple commodity. For their part, the ara' still owners did not

attempt to make an accurate estimate of costs, not bothering to lay 'the

proper value on their time and trouble', regarding everything over und

above the expenditure on fuel and barley, plus the tax, as clear profit.

They rated the perquisite of 'tasting the quality of the manufacture during
32the process' very highly.

Marketing and Social Consequences?

The main markets for Highland whisky uppear to have been local ones - 

peoplo consuming the produce of the local stills, but n growing and more 

widespread demand was also being supplied from some parishes. For instance, 

Highlanders from 'Lochaber, the extensive west coast of Ross-ahire und the 
[sle of Sky* came to Urrny to buy up spirits at 10s. to Iks. per Scotch 

gallon. The inhabitants of Kiltarlity found that their whisky was sought 
after by merchants from Lochaber, Kintail and Strathglass, while Camobel- 

town whisky was reputed to be sold throughout the Highlands.

The retail outlets for whisky were numerous and diverse; the report 

for Monedie (Perthshire) shows that the quality of the public houses varied 

greatly. One public house existed in the parish, which 'rather deserves 

the name of a two-penny house, as there is no entertainment to be hail in it, 

hut ale and Scots spirits. Meanwhile, in Moulin, there were two licens

ed JO gallon stills, but no less than 2k licensed retailers of 'ale, beer, 

and other exciseable liquors.' This proliferation was roundly condemned

07«■*- 4 J «33.

Ibid.
Tbid.. Ill, Monedie, p
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as being unfavourable to the health and the taorals of the people. Yet 

few deleterious effects due to the superabundance of drink were obvious, 

because ’even at weddings, and on holidays, instances of persons drink lug 

to excess are few', and a drunken squabble was rnre. The general custom 

of .sealing a bargain or settling a debt with a dram of whisky was noted.

The people of Moulin seemed moderate in their habits considering that 'at
■t/j

the fairs every bouse, hut and shed ... is converted into a drare-shop.'

The report for Ardclach also contains favourable comments on its five 

licensed distilleries; while the production of so much whisky might be 

thought harmful, this had not been proved in the parish. Indeed, the 

advent of licensed stills had put paid to those who had been 'in use of

making whisky in a smuggling way, and so had an opportunity of drinking
33more than was proper for them.' Similarly, in Urray, a sympathetic 

view was taken of distilling. The economic necessities to which the people 

were exposed were appreciated, and it was believed tliat they were less corr

upted by distilleries than one might expect. LVen if the effects wero to 

be aggravated, distilling must be continued 'until some other manufacture» 

he established in its stead, whereby the people will be enabled to find 

money to pay their rents.' Draw shops were a nuisance in every village, 

being the resort of the young and idle. Some were little better than 

tippling huts, being maintained by persons who could not afford to pay 

fines, let alone buy a licence. No effective means had been found for
36their suppression.

Improvements had however occurred in certain districts; dn the Isle 

of Sanday in the Shotlands, it was stated that a beneficial change in the 

condition of the poor had been observed, due to the decline in whisky

— t T% • 1 v. Mom 1 n, m .
-* r* n. * * 7V Arlelach, m 1'"
- 'h v rT. Urrav, no. c t.
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drinking, only n quarter wa3 being consumed as formerly, because the land- 

owners had worked energetically to check sales of liquor. During the 17^0*» 

there were nt least 'a dozen or more alehouses in the Isle of Sanday', which

by the d790s had fallen to five; the decrease had contributed both to the
>

improved industry and conduct of the people. They were spending less money 

on spirits, and much more on 'buying fine cloaths', a practice which was par-
37doned as being 'a more venial and excusable way of expending it.’

Because intemperance was so prevalent around Cromarty, the local prop

rietor had erected a brewery which was designed to give the people 'at an 

easy rate', the chance of having 'a wholeaomer and less noxious liquor', than 

whisky; it was regretted that the low price of spirits had undercut beer 

'among the lower ranks.' Hence improvement was expected in changes in taxat

ion, which would transfer the duty on coal to spirits - the inhabitants would 

thereby suffer a reduction in 'what heated them internally', by being given 

'more easy access to comfortable heat of an external nature.'

The attitude of the landowner was crucial. In Alvie parish, the people 

were 'much addicted to drinking whisky', and hence 'at their public meetings 

(such as burials &cy) squabbles are frequent.' There were no less than 13 

dram houses in the district, without a county or excise licence, to the ser

ious prejudice of 'the purse, constitution, and morals of the natives.' The 

laird was disinterested, and lived at a distance, as did the sole Excise
39officer responsible for the area. The Islay parish of Kildalton had a 

'peculiar privilege' which affected distilling on the island. The Campbells 

of Shavfield, who were landed proprietors there had obtained it so that 'This 37 * 39

37. Q.S.A., VII, Aithsting & Sandsting, p. 5'2.
3 . Ibid., XII, Cromarty, p. 255.
39. Tbid., XIII, Alvie, p. 37’'5.
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island hath a liberty of brewing whisky, without being under the necessity 

of paying the usual excise duty to the government.* There was no Excise 

officer on the island. Not only were the islanders drinking to excess, 

but to distilling was attributed a Major cause of the people's poverty, »for 

the barley that Bhould support the family of a poor tenant is sold to the 

brewer for 17e. the boll, and the same farmer is obliged to buy meal at 

1£ 3a. sterling, in order to keep his family from starving.* The poor thus 

incurred debts, and had to ask for advances from brewers and distillers ag

ainst their barley crop, whereas other grain growers could receive a higher 

rate for it, if they sold their crop on the open market. 40 The laird sub

sequently tried to establish a brewery, and confiscated private stills.4* 

Justices of the Peace, who were often also landed gentry, could also 

take action to control dram shops. At IUrkhill, changes in distillery legis

lation had driven up barley prices, and caused the district to be inundated 

with whisky, as the sale of spirits distilled in a particular area had been 

confined to that area. Consequently, the excess of whisky without a wide 

market had cheapened it to 9». per Scots gallon or 4d. per English pint. It 

had also increased the temptation to smuggle the spirits to other districts, 

while the temptation to drunkenness had also become strong. Alehouses and 

dram shops throve, there were eight in the parish, until the Justices of the 

Peace shut them down, leaving only two of these 'seminaries of vice and idle

ness', so that travellers on the ran in road might be accommodated.4^

Unlike the situation in Alvie, at Dower in Caithness, the number and 

vigilance of the Revenue officers was commended, as were the high duties which

40. O.S.A., XI, Kildalton, p. 296.
41.

42.

MacDonald, 
e m  Isles

J., General View of the Agriculture of the Hebrides or West-
of Scotland (1H11), p. 617.

Q.S.A., IV, Kirkhill, p. 122
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discouraged the making of malt and beer. The building of a number of small 

distilleries, stimulated by nev legislation, vas described as being very un

favourable to the people's welfare; they had too frequent recourse to spirits 

•in public meetings, or at markets, and country fairs ... in Caithness.'

Those jollifications were a cause for regret in Ooleskine and Abertarf 

(Inverness) where 'the lover set' were vont to assemble of an evening at 

whisky houses. The parliamentary prohibition placed upon distilling in order

to conserve grain in 1793 had effected some improvement, by wiping out many 
44drinking dens.

Limitation and control of liquor consumption was thus possible where 

landowners or Justices of the Peace would exert themselves to supervise the 

number of dram shops, or where Excise intervention, or a temporary parliament

ary prohibition reduced both whisky supplies nnd retail outlets. The posit

ion of the ministers in assessing the incidence of whisky consumption was 

ambiguous, because their incomes were usually related to grain prices, on 

which the toinds of their parishes depended. Whisky was not the sole tipple;

in Banchory-uevenick, it was possible to buy 'gin staiggled in upon the 
4*5coast'. J Gin snuggling was in decline, and there were two distilleries, 

as well as some 10 or 12 public houses in the district. In Shetland, the 

impossibility of carrying on the fisheries in hard weather without the comfort

of gin was admitted; again gin may have been illegally imported from the
46continent.

Improved incomes and living standards were increasing the consumption 

of luxuries, such as tobacco, tea, and whisky. The Shetlanders were enjoy

ing a very coarse kind of black tea, often taken without milk or sugar, which

43. Ibid., VII, Bower, p. 526.
44. Ibid., XX, Boleskine & Abertarf, p. 3 •

45* Ibid., IV, Banchory-Devenick, p. 451.
46. Ibid., VII, Aithsting & Sandsting, on. cit.
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together with the immoderate use of spirituous liquors was claimed to be
47damaging to their constitutions and circumstances. Hospitality demand

ed drink as veil as food; wherever men congregated for business or pleas

ure, liquor was drunk. The merchant struck his bargains over several drams, 

and tbe judge took his claret bottle into court. Births, marriages and
deaths gave an excuse for a dram, and the men were often helped in their

48drinking by the women folk. Some customs which relate to women and 

whisky drinking are described in the Account. At Stornoway the maid servants 

partook of a vine glass of whisky from their mistresses every morning. If 
this practice were not followed 'discontent and idlenasa* ensued, and dom-

49estic harmony was disrupted below stairs. Influential townspeople bad

tried to abolish the custom when distilleries stopped production in 1793»

by withholding 'the dear cordial' from their female domestics, and offering
30compensation in money, but to no avail. In Rothienurehas on Speyside, 

although the men might have a dram before setting out in cold wintry morn

ings, whisky was always handed round when they arrived at work. A lad with 
a quarter anker cask on his back, and a horn cup in his hand visited them 

three times a day. They took their morning dram 'raw', or undiluted, as 

they did their gill at parting when work was over; the raid-day dram was part 

of a meal - bannock, cheese and whisky during a twenty minute break from tree 
felling. Strangers, messengers, and oven children were given a dram. The 

Spey floaters lay down for the night in their wet clothes - 'for they had 

been perhaps hours in the river - each man's feet to the fire, each man's 

plaid round his chest, a circle of wearied bodies half stupified by whisky, 47 48 49 50

47. Ibid.
48. Handley, op. c it., p. 81
49. O.S.A., XIX, Stornoway, p. 258.
50. The Steins, Capitalist Distillers, infra.
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enveloped in a cloud of steam and smoke.

rSu;a»'.ia ry:

In the Highland region, population was growing ranidly; the report for
\

Urouhart shows that the population was estimated as being 19̂ *3 persons in
521735» hut it stood at 2755 by 1790, an increase of about 20 per cent.

Other parishes displayed similar trends. The inhabitants had but small 

patches of ground; they reared cattle, and in favoured littoral areas had 

variable gains from fishing. They greatly needed supplementary sources of 

income for rent and other purposes. Whisky distillation supplied such a 

requirement, and the product by its nature offered a release from misery and 

toil. Hence a household activity was fast becoming commercially orientated. 

On the southern and eastern margins of the Highlands, the incursion of a low

land industrial pattern was noticeable in the number of more substantial lic

ensed distilleries which were in action, but in remoter districts, the indep

endent peasant tradition of private distillation was more tenacious. There 

a tenant might leave among his raodest possessions, an item of equipment in

congruously valuable - a still, worth perhaps £3 or £5, which was the mark of 

his position at the centre of a distilling g r o u p . S m a ' still distillat

ion was thus widespread from Argyll to Aberdeenshire

The Lowlands;

(l) Grain.

The effects of agricultural improvement were moat conspicuous in Lowland 51 * 53

5 1. Grant, E., Memoirs of a Highland Lady 1797-182?, (l9M>), p. 151».
-n_ O.S.A., XX, Urquhart A Glenmoriston, p. 30*
53. Gray, M., The Highland Economy. 1750-1850. pp. 5L-?
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Scotland. Fly the end of the eighteenth century not less than 20,000 acres 

were being used for growing barley in Fife. Moat of the crop was consumed 

by breweries and distilleries in the county, where considerable quantities 

were made into pot or limited barley, and the remainder was exported. About 

42,000 bolls were being malted each year." (Such evidence makes the claims 

advanced for tbs parish of Salton in East Lothian, rattier exaggerated. The 

techniques of manufacturing pot barley, and of weaving hoi land were introduc

ed to the district by Mrs. Fletcher of Salton. The inhabitants were alleged 

to have supplied the whole of Scotland with these articles. The lady of 

Henry Fletcher of Salton had travelled in the Low Countries, thereby acquir-
55ing her snecialist knowledge.)"^

Barley was also extensively cultivated in the Lothians for the purpose

of distilling and brewing. In the pariah of Dunfermline, it is recorded

that 'from 6,000 to 10,000 bolls of barley' were converted annually into

'spirits, porter, strong and small beer.' By comparison, the counties on

the western seaboard, such as Ayrshire, were less suited to cereal production,

principally for climatic reasons. Fanners there preferred growing 'bigg'

or here to barley. The average weight of the fonaer was only V  lb. per

Winchester bushel, while the latter was estimated at 52 lb. per bushel.
57Hero was described as being 'hardier and quicker in its vegetation.' Until 

the early 1790s, maltsters did not pay a sufficient price differential to

express the greater value of barley ns compared with here, but by 1793» barley
5 'was selling nt 25a. per quarter while here was 4a. to 5a« cheaper.

54. Thomson, J., General View of the Agriculture of the County of Fife,
(l 00), p. 301.

55. balton, p. 25*.
56. Ibid., XIII, Dunfermline, p. 479
57. Fullarton, Col., General View of the Agriculture of the County of Ayr,

(I703), n. 26. .. ' ..... 58
58. ïb i l •
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Grain nrices in Scotland were tending to rise; between 1750-1775, bar

ley had been selling on average at 16s. per boll, but thereafter in 1775-94 

it rose to to 19a* per boll. By 1810, barley had doubled in price,

while o^her cereals and foodstuffs had risen in proportion. The increasing

remuneration of labour usually Kept pace with prices, for recompense was often
59in Kind.

The impact of improving transport on grain prices in the Lowlands is 

stressed in Carnwath parish, where 'Before the Clyde and Forth Canal fiicj 
was made, meal was sold ... at 2s. or 2s. 6d. per boll, below vhnt it brought 

at Glasgow.' Small tenants had occupied much of their time in carting grain 

to Cambusnethan for the supply of the Glasgow market. Once the cnnal was 

opened, two weekly markets were held in Camwath, at which meal and bere were 

the main commodities bought and sold.'

Lntil 181b, duty payable by distillers depended upon the volume of a 

still's content, which induced tax avoidance. There were four distilleries 

in Fife c_. 1800, with a combined still volume of only 214 gallons, but the 

small capacity was offset by the rapidity of working. The construction of 

the stills was 'evidently calculated to work them off with the greatest poss

ible dispatch’, and greater regard was alleged to be had for profit than for 

the quality of the spirits. The stills were estimated to consume 90 bolls 

of malt each per week, whereas if quality had been the prime consideration 

60 bolls of malt would have been enough. The annual malt bill was 4,6 0 

bolls oer still, giving a total of Iff,720 bolls. Each boll was supposed to 

yield 11 gallons of spirits; hence the yearly output of spirits from Fife, 

based on rapid distilling, was put at over 200,000 gallons, with a correspond

ing duty return of £21,852.M  The distilleries were processing about 50

r o . 9-tn ! 1 e v . o n .  c ■t ., a

" n . 0  ^  \ "(, C n  r n v H  t h ,

• 1 T b - v ’ts -'n. n n  C  t . . «
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per cent more grain each year than they would have done, had working been 

more normal.

( rr) Organisation and Scale;

The application of steam power, improved transport facilities, and of 

specialist techniques were rapidly changing distilling into a mass product

ion industry in Lowland Scotland. This trend is well exemplified in the

detailed examination of the Kilhagie and Kennetpans distilleries of the
62Stein family which is given in the report for Clackmannan parish. It is 

estimated that already by 1777 the distilling of Scotch whisky was carried 

on there 'to an extent hitherto unknown in this part of the island of Great 

Britain.' The quantity of grain required each year at the Kiibagie distill

ery amounted to over 60,000 bolls, and from this was derived an annual volume 

of spirits, 'above 3000 tons.' Nor was the distillery slow in turning its 

by-nroducts to advantage, because 'the black cattle fed ... were about 7000; 

swine, 2000'. The cattle were sold to butchers who drove them to the Edin

burgh and Glasgow markets, while the pigs were killed and cured into bacon 

and pork for export to England. The use of waste as fodder was not confin

ed to big distilling units. In Torphichen parish, for instance, a distill

ery existed which barely consumed 2,000 bolls of barley per annum, but *»0 

head of cattle, weighing on average kO stone each, were fattened on the spent
63grain.

The total number of work people at Xilbagve was almost 300. The 

minister of Clackmannan noted with approval that 'the stills were worked four 

times-n-day, and work was stopped on the Sabbath from 10 to 15 hours, and the 

sane time on Fast days as appointed by the Church.' A very substantial 

investment in buildings and equipment liad been made by the Steins, Kiibagie 62 63

62. O.S.A., XIV, Clackmannan, p. 623.
63. Ibid., VII, Torpichen, p. 252.
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alone having coat over £'*0,000. The great enterprise suffered one of several 

setbacks in 1793 when an adverse change in legislation forced the trustee for 

the creditors of the former proprietor to sell the premises for about £7,000 

sterling, a give-ayay price. in 1788, an additional 6*1. per gallon was laid 

on Scots spirits sent to England, which was a severe blow to distillers who 

depended on the English market, and several of the largest units had to close 

down. Among the moat substantial were those of Janies and John Haig at Canon- 

mills, Edinburgh, James Stein at Kilbagie, and John Stein at Kennetpans.

Before Kilbagie and Kennetpans went out of production, they had been 

much admired; their location was most advantageous - ’no situation could 

have been more eligible for a distillery*. The buildings, ’erected in the 

most substantial manner’, occupied over four acres of ground, and were surr

ounded by a high wall. The barns for malting were said to have been of a 

’prodigious size’, and four storeys in height. For milling, ’a small rivulet’ 

ran through the works and drove n threshing mill, as well ns nil the grinding 

mills in the distillery, ’besides supplying with water a canal, of about a 

mile in length, cut for the purpose of conveying both the imports and exports 

of the distillery to the river Forth’. The area bordering the estuary was 

a target for canal promotion, and the Kilbagie canal was cut to take grain 

from the wharf at Kennetpons on the Forth to James Stein's distillery. The
65canal was constructed about 1780, and by 1861 bad been obliterated.

Likewise Kennetpans distillery was ’advantageously situated on the very 

banks of the river Forth', and it was reckoned to be 'in proportion to that 

of Kilbagie as three to five.' Kennetpans had however 'an engine of Boulton

and Watt’s construction', which was stated to be the first of its kind that
66was erected in Scotland. * * *

64.
65.
66.

Ibid., XIV, Clackmannan, £0. cit.
Lindsay, J., The Canals of Scotland (l%7), p. 188
0.5.A., XTV, Clackmannan, o£. c it.
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The employment opportunities afforded by these concerns is reported to 

have occasioned a large increase in the population of Clackmannan from 1755 

onwards. Notice is taken of the number of people who for many years had 

crowded to the parish in order to be employed at the distilleries; a con

sequence of the closures was that 'a great many families' left the area.

!3y 179^, some of these were returning, not only because the distilleries 

ware beginning to revive, but also because the Devon Iron Vork had opened 

nearby £. 1792.

Like the Stein enterprises, the distillery of Aitchison, Brown & Company 

nt St. Clement's Wells, near Tranent, was a large one. The Account relates 

how there had once been a sma' still on the site, but 'by the spirited exert

ions of the present company', the business had been expanded. Coal was con

veniently present in a field adjoining the works, the seam being about 2 feet 

thick, 'at the depth of only 15 fathoms', so that coal cost the distillers

about 5a. per ton 67

Deference is also made to the same distillery in the report for Tnver- 

esk, as the premises were near the boundary of that parish. The buildings 

included a rectifying house (still house), maltinga, and workmen's dwellings. 

The total labour force in the various sections of the distillery was 120 

persons. Although the distillery at St. Clement's Wells is described ns 

»of great extent', its productive capacity could only have been one quarter 

of that of Kilbagie, because the barley made into malt from 6 July 1791 to 

6 July 1792 amounted to 13,131 bolls. Cattle and pigs were reared on the 

distillery waste. One estimate shows that 900 head of cattle, and 300 pigs 

were fattened each year, while another puts the cattle at *600 twice a year, 

besides many hundreds of hogs at tile starch work', which was owned by the 

same firm. The beneficial effects of the manure on the surrounding faro 

lands was noted.^ 67 68

67. ibid., X, Tranent, p. 87.
68. Ibid., XVI, Inveresk, p. 14.



Large scale business units vere already developing in regions beyond 

the Lowlands proper; Aberdeen was, and is, in a marginal position both to 

the Highlands and the Lowlands. In the late eighteenth century, stua* stills 

were disappearing from the Aberdeen district at the same time as distilleries 

on the Lowland pattern were being established there. The sma' stills also 

suffered in competition with the Lowland distilleries, and hence the former 

were either 'given up or removed to the Highland districts', because the 

whisky manufactured therein was liable to be seized as smuggled goods. The 

city had therefore come to depend upon 'the large distilleries in the south 

of Scotland for supplies of whisky.' Prior to 1793, the quantity of spirits 

brought to Aberdeen from the adjacent Highland area was said to be 'very 

great and in general of a very bad quality', which runs counter to the usual 

tributes paid to Highland whisky.^

A new distillery 'on a pretty extensive scale' was in fact completed in 

Aberdeen in September 1794. It was adjacent to the Bridge of Don, the main 

reason for selecting the site being 'the command of water, 38 feet perpendic

ular upon the banks of a navigable river'. The minimum capacity of the plant 

was to be the yield of alcohol from 12,000 quarters of grain, but in 1795, 

•owing to obstructions from the severity of the weather ... the embargo, and 

the prohibition ¿on distilling/, only 8215 quarters were brewed.' Tho major 

part of the grain was grown in Aberdeenshire, and the rest was entirely of 

Scottish origin. Aberdeen had had a sizeable export trade in barley and 

malt luring 1790-5, and substantial quantities of spirits had been imported.

No figures are however given for this trade, but the statement agrees with 

the view that the city was at least officially supplied with whisky from 

Lowland sources.

The distillery in Aberdeen used »half barley and half bear'. The 

former was preferred because it contained 'more farina, or saccharine matter

<>9. l~hid., XIX, Aberdeen, p. 22 (et son.)
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... and it ia that only which produces spirit». With some authority, the 

account states that 'potatoes are loss fit for distillation than barley; 

the so’rit nroduced is much fouler'. No future was seen for large scale 

production based on the potato. It is added that »rye may be used to ad

vantage with malt and barley, but it must be in a small proportion.» Reforr- 

ing again to the Distillery Acts, it is said that all barley used in distill-, 

ing would be malted »if there was no duty on malt', because malt would yield 

more saccharine matter than barley. It thus happened to be in the interest 

of the distiller to employ as much raw grain a* he could, thereby saving the 

malt duty. While this left a more nutritious waste for animal feeding, the 

spirit extracted from wholly malted grain, was acknowledged to be »much finer 

and wholesoner.' To-day pot still whisky is of course made entirely from 

malted barley. The Aberdeen report suggested that parliamentary action 

should bo taken to ensure that only malted grain was distilled in Scotland. 70

The wash still at Bridge of Don was of 2,r>50 gallons content (a 

modern one is from 3,000 to 5,000 gallons in capacity). The increasing 

scale of distillery operations was causing serious difficulties about the 

disposal of waste, and the utilisation of by-products. The careless dispos

al of the waste, or 'bottoms' from the wash still at Bridge of Don was shown 

to arise from the distillery laws. Two methods were suggested to ameliorate 

the situation. I'irstly, distillers should be allowed stills which would 

permit them to extract spirit from the waste, without obliging them to throw 

the bottoms away. Instead, they should be allowed to mix and re-distil the 

bottoms with a new charge of wash. Alternatively, distillers could be 

permitted 'a proper number of hours to work their stills off*, a course 

which was preferred. Approximately one-tenth of every volume of wash was 

thickly sedimented; in England this portion was often run to waste in

70. Tb Ld.



river» under Excise supervision, »thereby saving the duty of 9d. per gallon, 

and avoiding the danger of burning the still.' In Scotland, it was only 

thrown away to avoid burning the still, and therefore the legislature should 

make it\'the interest of the corn distiller to extract all the spirit in and 

from the corn', without running the risk of damaging his equipment.

Another factor was the rapid working of stills; distillers worked

against time, because they paid a fixed sun, per gallon of still content. It

was actually alleged that some atillmen were able to charge a still 25 times

in 24 hours, instead of only once or twice in that time, producing a flood
71of cheap and noxious Liquor. The manager, a copper chain mesh which 

revolved within the wash still, and agitated the wash, was however coming 

into use in the 1790s, and ouch later the introduction of steam heated stills 

reduced the hazard of the solid particlos in the wash adhering to the base 

of the still. 72

Pollution was clearly a problem at Bridge of Don; the report condemns 

the fact that 'most of the spent wash or burnt ale, and much of the dung, is 

thrown into the river, which besides injuring the water, is a loss to soc

iety. ' 73 Similarly at Leuchars in Fife, fishings on the river Eden had been 

harmed 'since the distillery was erected upon the south side of the river at 

Kiacaple.' Noxious effluent from the plant had »much injured' the fish, so 

that »no salmon can be purchased now below 4d., or frequently d. per pound.' 

If pollution could be stopped, waste could then be fed to cattle and pigs, 

and 'the manure would enrich the lands contiguous. ' 74 Likewise, it was 

believed that the Bridge of Don distillery could support »400 cattle, or

71. ibid., XVIII, Kirkcaldy, p, 56.
72. P»P», The Report frora the Committee unon the Distilleries in Scotland*

1798-9, n. h91. ‘--------------------- — --------------------

73. O.S.A., XLK, Aberdeen, £o* cit.
74. Ibid., Will, Kincaple, p. 597.
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1000 hogs, yiolding sufficient manure to fertilize annually from 15 to 20 Scotch
73acres of the moat barren land1.

Summary!

The Lowland capitalist distil lories had introduced new elements into 

Scottish distilling by 1795* Their trade had expanded beyond the confines 

of their homeland, whore sma' still operators were beginning to suffer at 

their hands, and had generated inter trade rivalry in the English market 

where they had developed an export business in the London area.

(ill) Marketing and Consumption:

Disquieting as conditions in the Highlands undoubtedly were as regards 

the consumption of whisky, the situation in Lowland parishes by the end of the 

eighteenth century was inestimably worse. Just how bad in terms of misery 

and drunkenness, it would be hard to assess, because the ministers' polemics 

tend to obscure the facta. One theme does run through the majority of the 

reports - it is the lament for the passing of beer and ale aa the national 

drink of the Lowland Scots.

Turning first to Central Scotland, one finds in the Barony of Glasgow, 

a catalogue of the evils resulting from the consumption of spirits. The 

increase in drinking was thought to be due to 'the great increase in wealth* 

in the locality, as much as to the excessive number of public houses for the 

retail of liquor. Labourers, especially, and young people were seen to be 

'early corrupted and ruined', because of the cheapness of alcoholic bever

ages. The solution, it was argued, lay in restricting licences for public 

houses, a reduction in the use of spirits, and the substitution of 'good
i . 76wholesome ale.

to-
76

Ibid., XIX, Aberdeen, op. cit.
Tbid., XII, Barony of Glasgow, p. 126.
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In Hamilton, the degeneration of beer wa3 much regretted. It is re

corded that the favourite drink had formerly been 'a lively malt liquor of 

moderate strength' which had been well nnde in the district, but 'whisky 

which inflames its~votariea with fury or, debases them into the grossest 

stupidity', had become the common beverage. All moderation had since van

ished. Because the parishioners of Hamilton were 'deficient in virtue 

rather than determined in vice', Sunday schools had been set up 'to rescue 

the children of dissolute parents', a pattern which was the forerunner of 

much of the remedial work attempted in the following century by temperance
77societies and other bodies.

In the village of Carnwath, there were six public houses, in which 

•small beer, porter, but particularly whisky' were sold. Because whisky 

was so cheap, it was debauching many of the work people; the volume consum

ed each year is described as being 'almost incredible.' Unfortunately, those 

who had least funds for their support appear to have been most addicted to it.

Over and above the public houses, every shop in the village sold the same
7ftliquors, and they were nlso available in other parts of the parish. A 

clear relationship was shown to exist between the immoderate consumption of 

alcohol and poverty.

Similar complaints are found in the Paisley report; the distillery bus

iness is described as being 'carried on to a great extent', and 'ths spirit 

manufactured in great perfection'. While much of the product was sold else

where, too much was consumed in the town; dram shops and ale houses were too 

numerous, being crowded with vagrant, idle and profligate persons, ns well as 

acting os a snare to the sober and industrious. The evil might be stopped 

by the limiting of the number of public houses, and by imposing what are now 

called licensing hours (thoy are termed 'restraints' in the report) to reduce

77
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the hours of opening. Justices of Pence already had authority to curtail 

retail outlets, hut what was needed in Paisley at least was the exertion of
79their control.

Govan parish, many 'operative people' (279 of whom were weavers) 

lived and worked. Temperance was again sadly lacking, as there were 22 ale 

and whisky houses. Entries in the Excise officer's books disclosed that 

'when the cotton manufacture was in a flourishing state', over 1,500 gallons

of whisky were being consumed in Govan in a quarter. Tlere too, 'licentious
K.0cabal' had usurped ' the place of peaceable and sober deportment.'

Industrial growth and its concomitant urbanisation, were thus prominent 

factors in the surge of liquor consumption - in textile centres like Govan 

and Paisley, in coalmining districts like Hamilton and Carnwath, and in the 

thriving commercial city of Glasgow. Social upheaval was lending to changes 

in standards of behaviour and habits, which were stimulated by the relatively 

hi"h wages associated with the new developments.

In Stirlingshire, there was also n superabundance of drinking places. 

Stirling itself showed some improvement as there had been a reduction in the 

number of 'tippling houses' from 9*» to 68, due to rises in duty on spirits. 

Farther tax increases were however desired to prevent the growing depravity 

of the people, while it is ogain stated that defective legislation had forced 

the« to take spirits for 'want of good wholesome beer.' The oppression of 

the brewers by unfavourable duties, and the encouragement of distillers is 

criticized. As a result, Scottish breweries were producing 'a thin vapid 

sour stuff, under the name of small beer.' Those who could afford to do so 

drank English porter, but poor labourers, finding that their beer 'neither 

varms nor nourishes' were driven to buy 'ardent spirits selling at a very

79.
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the hours of opening. Justices of Pence already Imd authority to curtail

retail outlets, but what was needed in Paisley at least vaa the exertion of 
79their control.

r\ G w “  V*riah’ m n y 'operative people' (279 of whom were weavers) 

lived and worked. Temperance was again sadly lacking, as there were 22 ale 

and whisky houses. Entries in the Excise officer's books disclosed that 

•when the cotton manufacture was in a flourishing state', over 1 , 500 gallons 

of whisky were being consumed in Govan in a quarter. Here too, 'licentious 

cabal' had usurped • the place of peaceable and sober deportment. ' * 0

Industrial growth and its concomitant urbanisation, were thus prominent 

factors in the surge of liquor consumption - in textile centres like Govan 

and Paisley, in coalmining districts like Hamilton ond Cornwoth, and in the 

thriving commercial city of Glasgow. Social upheaval was lending to change, 

in standards of behaviour and habits, which were stimulated by the relatively 

high wages associated with the new developments.

In Stirlingshire, there was also a superabundance of drinking places. 

Stirling itself shoved aone improvement «. there lad been a reduction in the 

number of -tippling houses' from 94 to 68, due to rise, in duty on epirite. 

Further tat increases per. however desired to prevent th. growing depravity 

of th. people, while it is ngnin stated that defective legislation had forced 

them to take spirits for 'want of good wholesome be.r.• Th. oppre.sion of 

th. brewers by unfavourable dntiee, and th. encouragement of distlU.rs is 

criticized. to a result, Scottish breweries were producing 'a thin vapid 

sour duff, undsr the name of small besr.' Th„.. vho could nffont to d<> M

drank English porter, but poor labourers, finding that their beer 'wither 

worm, nor nourishes' were driven to buy -ardent epirit. selling at a very
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reduce»! nrice in the district. ’

There is evidence from Larbart and Dunipace, that ’not only was aqua-

vitae to be had in abundance’, but also that it had ’got the better of some

of the fair nex*. ~ Elsewhere, maid servants, who had served in fine houses,

and then married humble men, were alleged to ’betake themselves to ardent

spirits to kill their griefs’, while other women openly haunted dram shops,

those’nests of vitiation*. It is concluded that ’if the mothers of families

are corrupted, virtue must be gone’, and the law must be reviewed to prevent 
82such occurrences. Doth in the Hamilton and New Port Glasgow surveys, the

rising ’shameless’ consumption of alcohol by women and girls is deplored.

In Fife, the towns were characterised by a profusion of public houses.

Kirkcaldy had 31 of those, and 19 licensed shops, n number which gave on# to

every 13 families in the town. The people had rather a reputation for their

drouth} in the time of Charles II, the magistrates received a charter to levy

n temporary imposition on wines and spirits sold in the burgh, ns a means of

paying off public debts. By the early eighteenth century, it was the custom

for the prominent citizens ’to take a regular whet in the forenoon, and most

commonly to snend the evening in the public house.’ Although this practice

had been abandoned, the ’lowest orders' wore drinking soirits to excess;

labourers were taking 'whisky, with a little bread to their breakfast'. Whisky

from the over-worked Fife stills was so cheap, abundant and noxious - and the

ruinous effects were so obvious - that the tax should be taken off beer, and
83placed heavily on spirits and on the distiller. J

A change in habits had also happened south of the Forth in Kirkliston 

from 1730 onwards. The people 'entirely departed from the pernicious custom 

of having their meetings for business or pleasure in the public houses', but

81
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a footnote shows that 'the ambition for gaiety' might overcome their new 

moderation. The Gambition' was ascribed to the low price of spirits, 'about

33. the English gallon in retail', which was .asking whisky popular, with
8 Lregrettable results.

The Dunfermline ratio of public houses to inhabitants was even higher 

than in Kirkcaldy. No fewer than 101 alehouses functioned, on. of which was 

an inn, and two or three were very inferior. Some shops also sold spirits 

•in small quantities'. to the 1760s, it had been general practice for ale 

brewed in the town to be drunk by the trades people, for 'not only in the 

home, but even in the public house, they sought no better cheer.' Although 

10 brewers were still in business in the 1790s, their product, once esteemed 

as a healthy and invigorating beverage, land fallen into disuse. Due to 

additional taxation, and other causes, it hod become 'sadly degenerated' and 

'so weak and insipid' that whisky had been substituted. 84 85

A footnote amplifies the point made about the need to stimulate brewer

ies; it was believed that if the duty on ale was lifted, and instead placed 

on whisky, frauds on the revenue would diminish, and the quality of ale would 

be better. The incidence of the malt tax probably resulted in the comparat

ive profit being greater in distilling than in brewing, and as a result brew

ing appeared to be declining as an art. The Kirkcaldy account includes n 

warning from 'an intelligent writer ... Dr. Smith, in his "Wealth of Nations", 

III, 370»; he foresaw that those who brewed for their own use might suffer 

by such o change, and indeed »persons in superior position»», who prepared

their own ale were opposed to reform, perhaps because home made beer was
8bscarce and had 'snob appeal*.

47.
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More details about hone brewing occur in the report for Marykirk (in

Kincardine), where in 1771, 'every family in the pariah brewed the small

beer they needed, which cost them about I5d. to l(Sd. per barrel1'. Some of

the best worta were converted into a stronger variety, but this practice had

been entirely given up, and the people had to purchase beer from a brewery

at 23, <!. ner barrel. Regarding whisky (the only spirit available in the

area), it could be had for 7a. 6d. a pint, but it was of an inferior kind to

that sold in the 1770a, when very good whisky could be bought for Is. lOd.

to 2s. 2d. a pint. The government's attention was drawn to on abuse which

was moat prevalent, namely the deterioration in the flavour and aroma of

whisky, ascribed either to lack of attention to the craft of distilling, or

to the mixing of whisky with 'some pernicious ingredients', which were said

to be 'very destructive to the bowels, or to the health or constitution of

those who drink it.' Otherwise, whisky 'when properly done' was much mlmir-
87ed as*‘very little inferior to rum.'

An amelioration in drinking habits was also sought in Inveresk, and 

other parishes in the Lothian3 . Although an increase in the price of spirits 

might prune back consumption, a 'cheap and wholesome beverage' must be suppl

ied as an alternative. The old drink, twopenny, was of poor quality in the 

district, allegedly due to the high price of barley. So little was being 

brewod that many families were supplied with 'table beer' from Leith or 

Prestonpans. Thirty licensed ale houses flourished in nearby Tranent, but 

these in fact sold, not beer, but 'betwixt 3000 and 4000 gallons of whisky', 

each year, over and nbove what was ordered privately from distillers. The

whisky trade was reckoned a disgrace, and despite the largo revenue to the
88Exchequer, it indicated a falling nway 'in moral and social values'.

fn the Kirkliston area, there had been some seven prosperous breweries

87-
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in the 1760s , but only two vere in action. The consumption of spirits had 

risen noticeably in the interval; indeed the drinking of whisky gave indic

ations of 'unlimited excess.' The progress towards this condition vas stated 

to be n̂ jre marked in large towns than in the countryside (a view which the 

other reports endorse), because in the towns, 'the dally, and oven hourly

price of labour supplies the constant means', whereas in rural areas, noder—
89ation vos still commended.

Meantime, as in Kincardine-upon-Forth, distilleries vere multiplying;

there vere already four stills in the parish, and more vere contemplated. The
90retail houses for spirits numbered about 39. Educated men considered the

large Lowland distilleries 'gulphs, which swallow up prodigious quantities of
91grain ... and discharging harmful spirits destructive of health and mornls.' 

The legislature was invited to devise a means of popularising home-made beer.

The location of public houses was related to some extent to the presence 

of military roads. Blairgowrie, for example, being on such a road from Perth 

to Braenar, had a plethora of drain shops, because any of the local people 

could sell ale or spirits on the payment of Is. annually. Consequently,

there were 19 retail outlets in the burgh, with a deleterious effect on the
noinhabitants. “ The closure of all such premises would have been a serious 

natter for travellers, and persons on business, because they were places for 

not only drink, but food could bejobtained, and in the case of inns, accommod

ation overnight.

The Borders appear to have been no better than Central Scotland in terms 

of insobriety to judge by the parish accounts. These reiterate the dissatis

faction, and the clamant need to persuade the government to take action to

89. Ibid., X, Kirkliston, p. 71.

90. Ibid., Ill, Kincardine upon Forth, p. 516

91. Ibid., XVIII, Scone, p. 81.

92. Ibid., XVII, Blairgowrie, p. 201.
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reflate both the quantity and quality of spirits.

In the South West, the retailers of whisky in Stranraer were doing a 

brisk trade, because people from the surrounding country patronised this 

market ^own. Henpe there were too many retailers of whisky, both licensed 

and unlicensed. The outcome was the same as elsewhere - »idleness, and the 

ruin of the health and morale of the lower sort of people.» In 1790, some 

24,426 gallons of whisky and other British spirits were brought into Stranraer, 

and nearly £5,000 was drawn from the town and nearby parishes for whisky alone. 

It was remarked that people should he of more importance to the state than the 

revenue from taxation, and that legislation relating to distilling must be 

rovised. Stranraer was not only a market for an agricultural district, but

also a developing port both for the Irish trade and for fisheries in the Irish 
Sea. 93

A sidelight on smuggling is contained in the account for Ruthvell in 

Dumfrios-shire. It appeared that the purchase of the Isle of Man in 1765 

and the subsequent check to smuggling »in which all the people living upon 

the Solway Firth were more or less concerned* had improved social conduct. 

French brandy has disappeared, hut unfortunately, whisky (»a spirit equally 

fatal to the health of the people, though not so hurtful to the revenue*) 

had usurped its position. The latter »accursed beverage» was on sale in 

tippling houses at la. 6d th. Scotch pint. 94 If legislation was ever enact

ed to allow coal to be imported duty free, and to lay an additional tax on 

whisky, then the parishioners would return to »the more wholesome liquor brew

ed from good malt', and their attachment to spirits would be broken. The 

parish of Keir experienced the same problem. Although inns were lacking, 

some ale or whisky houses existed, »for whisky is the principal article they

95.
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deal in, and they have o great demand for it'. The habit of whisky drinking 

had made very rapid progress in South Vest Scotland, because it was on inex

pensive drink, and furthermore 'n small quantity of it is sufficient, not
95only to^intoxicate, but even to make a man mad.'

At the other extremity of Scotland, in Coldingham (Berwickshire), the 

parishioners had acquired new tastes - they had become accustomed to break

fast upon tea (which was averred to debilitate them) instead of pottage, and 

the inwoderate use of whisky was prevalent among 'the lower class'. The 

fault was said to lie in the cheapness of 'these two superfluous and pernic

ious articles', which were 'objects more fit for taxation than coals, candles,
9^leather and soap’. Chimside also showed the relationship between intemp

erance and poverty, which was discernible in Central Scotland. When husbands 

patronised the local dram shops too frequently, their wives were left with no 

means of supporting their families, while the spouse 'irreclaimable in his

vicious habit', night succumb leaving his dependents as a burden on parish
, .. 97charity.

The most remarkable exposition on the dangers of spirits consumption is 

found in the report for Langholm, and the development of distilleriea is deplor

ed. 'Of all the inventions of modern luxury, none have contributed more to 

destroy that spirit of contentment and industry, that sobriety and decency of 

manners which ... so peculiarly characterised the peasantry of Scotland, than 

the unlimited introduction of distilleries.' After the 1770s,

had all the fabled ills emitted from Pandora's box been realised, 
they could not have produced more deplorable effects, than when 
dhisky, of all other liquors the most subversive of the health, 
the industry, and the morals of the people, become so cheap and

Ibid., XII, Keir, p. 77.
Ibid., XII, Coldingham, p. 55. 
Tbid., XIV, Chirnside, p. 43.
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so coimaon as to supersede the drinking of beer, the good
98old wholesome beverage of our fathers.’

The ta* placed on whisky should be so heavy that it would amount to a prohib

ition.

The condemnation of whisky is elaborated in a lengthy footnote which 

auirau’»rises the argumenta against whisky, which ore advanced in the other 

reports. It is argued that 'Tradesmen, some of whom at times have been able 

to earn a guinea a-week by the loom, &c., instead of living comfortably with 

their families, ond having a little for a reverse of circumstances, have not 

often on Saturday night wherewithal to subsist during the ensuing Sabbath!’ 

Instead of observing Sunday in worship, and seemly pursuits, they were ’doz

ing over this deadly potion in some low tippling house or private dram 

shop' . 00 These observations were not based upon conditions in Langholm alone, 

but applied equally 'to every paltry hamlet, from Graham's Dyke to John O' 

Groats.'*01* Whisky must be eliminated; if not 'in vain will priests preach, 

or magistrates punish, if the origo isali is not removed.'

The recommendation from Langholm was that distilleries (’those contaminat

ing fountains') should be greatly reduced in number, ond that unlicensed dram 
shoos ('those seminaries of wickedness') should be eradicated. Such major 

changes would not have gone unopposed. Firstly, vested interests would ob

ject that distilleries were lucrative and immediate markets for barley, and 

also productive sources of revenue. In Langholm, these economic arguments 

were discounted; the economy and administration of the nation should not 

depend on revenue, accruing from alcoholic liquor, but at the expense of 

consumers. Distilleries should be closed down, and breweries stimulated

Th ' ! • XTTT. La n ih e l n. r*. ‘̂01.

TV 1 .
Graham's Dy'̂ et Antonine Pamnnrt between fche Cly'e and the Forth.
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that people might quench their thirsts 'at purer and more salubrious fount- 

a ins'.

Conclusions:

Such problems led directly to a demand for government reappraisal of 

the situation - of the confrontation of Lovland distillers vith Highland ones, 

and of the Lovland distillers vith their London rivals', of sma' still product

ion vith rapid distilling techniques, and related questions. During 1798-9, 

the Cotanitto« upon the Distilleries in Scotland vaa convoned by Parliament, 
and its reports vere thereafter published.101

The Old Statistical Account presents a full sociological picture of the 

impact of the incipient Scotch vhisky Industry of the 1790s on the countryside 

and peoplo, although the treatment afforded the economic aspects of distill

ing is loss complete. The Account ahovs that beer and home breved ales had 

been the popular alcoholic beverages in Lovland Scotland, but that chnngos in 

legislation had led to their being displaced by whisky, often of dubious qual

ity. The grovth of the big Lovland distilleries was seen vith disomy because 

the snn' still operators in adjacent upland regions could not compete vith the 

lov cost output - at least on a price basis. In general, a sympathetic viev 

was taken of the making of vhisky in the Highlands, because it vas one of the 

fov marketable commodities that region possessed; vith the proceeds of dis

tilling rent could be paid, and access gained to a money oconomy.

There was disquiet especially in southern parishes over the rising con

sumption of spirits, an increase partly explained by their cheapness, and 

partly by the conditions to which the people were being exposed by the dis- 

runtive forces of industrialisation and urbon grovth. These fears vere most 

clearly expressed in Central Scotland. Any betterment vas looked for in

p.p., Denort from the Comiaittoe noon the Distilleries in Scotland
17’̂ -9. ~...

101.
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appropriate modifications being made in the lavs relating to distilleries 

and tho sale of spirits, and not in an improvement in social circumstances. 

It is possible however to find hints of the beginning of a movement that vaa 

to gather strength^ and which was to have profound effects on the lives of 

ordinary Scots folic during the following century - this was the Temperance 

Movement, which along with the rise of the Free Church, was a far reaching 

popular educative platform in Victorian Scotland.
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Legislative Change and Distilling in Scotland

Th. basic raw material required for the distilling of Scoteh wbi.ky i. 

barley, «hich is normally consorted to malt by th. controlled gemination of 
th. gr^in followed by it. drying in a kiln. Halting i. an oe.ential stag, 

in th. making of either beer or whisky. Dene, the .»tension of th. malt 
tax to Scotland in th. early eighteenth century had a considerable infln.nc. 
on th. dew.loin.nt of distilling, and th. reduction in brewing. A, th.

century progressed, th e  legislation affecting distilleries in S c o tla n d  v ____.

nor. complex, and the taxation more oppressive, and illioit distilling flour.

lsbed. By 1816, pruoticelly all th. trad., at least in th. Northern Counties 
vas in the hands of smugglers.

Th. Win.te.nth century vas a period of consolidation and development for 

the Scotch vhieky industry. It began in the glorious confusion of th. high 

days of the illicit distillers, and ended in the debacle of the whisky fail

ure of 1899, arising from the bankruptcy of the firm of Putti.on of Leith. 

Legislative change was at ita most active period at the beginning of the 

century; at it. conclusion, th. questionings and argument., which matured 

into the ’What is Whisky’ case, were forming. There were two outstanding 

innovations in this century - the introduction of ths Patent Still, and the 

practice of blending, both of which were th. immediate factors which led to 

ths controversy about what constituted ’Scotch vhieky.'

T. Legislative Ch nges to 1893

The Halt Tnx

There ere indieetiens tb.it the firet taxes imposed „„ m ,lt u.r. U v i „, 

about 1660 in Scotland. Th. Treaty of Union ot 1707 led to on equalization 

of Customs and Ercise dutl.e, which initially brought an increase of these 

duties in Scotland, part of th. roods raie.d in Scotland were employed to



serv'd? the greater national debt v? th which England was burdened in 1707. 

Compensation to Scotland took the form of ’the Equivalent’, the capitalis- 

ed v a l u e  of the existing revenue-yield, and secondly, an ’Arising Equivalent’, 

which was to be a continuous income from revenue raised in Scotland, and 

which was impossible to compute at the time of the Union. The latter was 

however to be composed of the total increase in the Customs and Excise returns 

from Scotland for the period 1707-1*»» and of that portion of the increase os 

would be required to meet subsequent payments on the English debt.*

Before 17‘fl, the Scottish economy failed to make the financial gains 

which had been expected to result from the Treaty of Union; indeed, the Scots 

were perhaps more conscious of nn added burden of taxation. Probably the 

most hated and controversial tax was the malt tax of 1713 and 1725. Yet even 

this extra levy failed to give the enlarged yield of revenue which Scottish 

entrepreneurs had anticipated under the second or ’Arising Equivalent*. 

Campbell believes that ’lack of buoyancy in the revenue, not English dominat

ion, was the basic reason why it became necessary to impose additional taxot-
o

ion. rather than provide additional expenditure after 1707.’“

Between 1707 and 1715 only some 5 per cent of the Customs revenue of 

Scotland went south; thereafter nothing was sent until 17*»7-8 when irregular, 

but fairly small remittances began. Nevertheless the performance of the 

yield from Excise duties is revealing. Directly after the Union, there 

being few charges and only light expenses to he deducted from the Excise oper

ations in Scotland, substantial remittances were despatched to the Exchequer. 

It has been estimated that in the decade 1707-17» the Excise ran a surplus 

which enabled about 27 per cent of its gross produce, or *»0 per cent of its * 2

J
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j, Campbell, U.H., The Anglo-Scottish Union of 1?07, Eicon. ITist. Dev.. 2nd 
Series, XVI, 3, pp. *»73-*»-

2. Campbell, H.H., Scotlnnd after 1707. p. 56.
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net produce to go to the government. But as the costs, especially of main- 

taining the Scottish courts increased, these returns diminished, and in fact 

ceased after 1717. The principal reason why « swollen expenditure in Scot

land, coupled with a continuous flow of revenue to the Exchequer, could not

he sustained was due to the failure of the malt taxes to produce the desired
3results.

Scottish opinion regarded the 1711 proposal that a duty of 6d. a bushel 

on malt be levied, as a flagrant breach of Article XIV of the Treaty of 

Union.* The latter had indeed forbidden the imposition of any malt tax dur

ing the period of the ‘Arising Equivalent*. It brought widespread disapprobat

ion, which even resulted in a proposal to dissolve the Union, but parliament 

endeavoured to introduce the tax. 3 * 5 * accords of the Scottish Exchequer show 

that revenue was raised from the malt duty ns early os 17 13; the duty was 

half of that enforced south of the Border.

Vb«m receipt, fro™ the malt ter ended in 1717-t8, the net produce to the 

Scottish Exchequer was only £1,300, the EnglUh Exchequer B„t no r.™itt«nce. 

thereafter. The net produce was indeed negative in 1724-5. Thereupon, 

Walpole's Bovenuoent took the decision to lay a tax of CM. per barrel on ale, 

which provoked a «tom of ahuee, and fomented riots in Scotland/’ To Scots, 

it was th. final outran, dealt by the Onion. (in 1708, the output of two

penny was eatiraated at 288,000 barrels, while th. production of epirits was 

put at 50,8kk sallon. , 7 but in the coura. of the eighteenth o.ntury, beer 

declined in significance, and whisky became „ popular drink) . 8 Th. oppo.ition

3. Campbell, or>. cit.. pp. 56-7.
U. Treaty of Union: 1707, «Article XIV.
5 . Mackie, J.P., A History of Scotian! p. n.yj.
f\, \ct l Geo. I, c. 2.
7 . Horevood, S., Essay . . .  on Inebriating L imn™ (1824), p. 313
8. Survey of Distilling in Scotland, c_. 1795: suora.
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was so widespread and determined that Walpole had to abandon his tax on ale, 

and substitute a duty of 3d. on each bushel of malt. He gave the assurance, 

described by many contemporaries as 'a blind to make the tax go down' , 0 that 

any revenue raised over and above £20,000 would be employed to stimulate the 

manufactures of Scotland.

The Jacobites tried to make political capital out of the imposition, 'No 

Union, no malt tax, no salt tax', being their Blogan. The brewers in Edin

burgh gave notice that they intended to stop brewing until the levy was lifted, 

thus endangering the city's supplies of yeast for use in making bread. Excise 

officers in Hamilton, Paisley and Ayr, among other burghs, were refused access 

to maltsters' barns, and in some cases, were actually assaulted.*0

The most remarkable form of protest over Walpole's malt tax was made in 

Glasgow, where in 1725» there were very many malt barns and malt kilns, os 

well as an active guild of maltnen.** Accounts of the chain of episodes 

resemble the synopsis for an opera. Initially Glasgow maltsters refused to 

admit Excisement to their premises to take account of their stocks. This

refusal led to mild disorders, culminating in a riot which became known pop-
12ularly as 'Shawfield's Mob.' Daniel Campbell of Shavfield was the Member * 10 11
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<). Woodrow, U., Analecta (Maitland Club, 1842), ii, p. 281.
10. Sillett, S.W., Illicit Scotch, p. 19.
1 1 . Mitchell, J.U., Old Glasgow Essays (1905), pp. 18-20.
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Oio^raphica1 Notet Daniel Campbell of Shawfield was Member of Parliament
for Glasgow, ¡¡uthergien, Henfrew and Dumbarton from 1716 to 1754, although 
in the election of 1727 his claim to the seat was disputed. He was a 
merchant and shipowner in Glasgow, trading in tobacco from Virginia, 
sugar from the West Indies, in iron, timber and herrings with the Baltic, 
and in brandy and wine with France and the Mediterranean. ¿See M.L.
Shaw, 2/575A

Campbell of Shawfield also had transactions with maltsters in both 
Glasgow and Dutherglen, and in 1711 borrowed £800 from 'William Johnston, 
Maltinan in Glasgowt ¿See M.L. Shaw, 2/59l/. He appears to have had an
interest in distilling, because a letter, from correspondents in London, 
dated March 1702, concerns a distiller, William Walker, suitable for 
employment by Campbell. ¿See M.L. Shaw, l/204/.

He owned property in the Gollowgate and Saltranrket in Glasgow
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Parliament for the town, and three adjacent burgh«, and had incenaed Ilia con

stituents by voting in favour of the tax. In June 1725» when the tax took 

effect, crowds prevented the officers from entering the malt houses and brewer

ies in Glasgow. -Two companies of Lord Delorain's Regiment of Foot, commanded 

(not inappropriately) by Captain Pushe11 arrived in the town.

V/hen the magistrates ordered the Town officere to prepare the Guard

house for their reception, the citizens intervened and attacked the officers.

The military thus had to be billetted on the townspeople. Turing a lull in 

the storm, the Provost and magistrates, 'repaired to the Town Hall ...when no 

appearance of tunult existing, they all went to a tavern to spend the even

ing. The calm was brief, because the mob attacked Campbell of Shawfield's

house, breaking the windows, and then proceeding to pillage it. The Provost 

in trying to control the mob, was insulted, and the Town guard beaten up; he

was reluctant to use the military to restore order, although the aid of troops
14

was offered. The rioting continued, and eventually the sentries were attack

ed at the Guard-House, 'at the South-West comer of the Candlerigg-Street.'

The soldiers tried to defend themselves ugainsc bombardments of stones; when 

the mob would not desist, Captain Bushell ordered his men to open fire, and

/See M.L. Shaw, 2/696/, and had a town-house erected in 1711, ’with a 
very imposing effect7, facing the Trongate and adjoining the Stockwell.' 
/iiitchell, J.O., Old Glasgow Essays, pp. 18-20/. The mansion was 
'enclosed from the street with a parapet wall interspersed with pillars 
supporting effigies of human figures'. /Clelland, J., Annals of Glasgow. 
p. 35/.

The Shawfield Papers relating to Islay are fragmentary, because 
Campbell on acquiring the island, reraoved the residue of papers left by 
his predecessors to his house at Voodhall, near Holytovn, Lanarkshire.
A selection was later retrieved by liamsay of Kildulton; what remained 
at Woodha11 were burned in a fire which destroyed the mansion. ^Gregory 
Smith, G., ed. The Book of Talay. Introduction/.

1 3 . Clelland, oa. cit., p. 32.
14. ilenwick, R., Extracts from the Records of the Burgh of Glasgow, 1718-33, 

Address to His Majestie, 31 July, 1725, p. 228.



tv„ p.raon. were kill.,.. The Provo.t neautim. seat a m.Sa.n(I.r to th. Cpt- 

ain that he had infringed the authority of the civil power. 15 16

Th. mob th.n brok. into th. To.n-hou.. »»gamin, and Carrie off th. 

on». | Conaequently, th. troop, were inotruot.d to 1»»». th. city for th.ir 

o»n safety, but in th. cur,, of th.ir withdrawal, th. troop. .... „gain ottack. 

od, and in ..If d.f.nc. fired on th. cro.d, kiUing nin. p.raoc, nnd vending 

seventeen. The soldiers were marched to Dumbarton castle.

Th. matter va. imm.diat.ly brought b.for. tho Sectary of state, and 

General Wade va. aent to Glaago. in July, 1725, vith a auhatanti.l fore. - Lord 

Delorain'o B.glmont roturnod, along vith aim troop, of th. Royal Sootch Dragoon», 

one of the Lari of Stair’a Dragoons, together vith 'an independent compeny of 

Highlander., under th. oomaand of Captain Duncan Campbell of Lochnell. • g 

piece of artillery vaa brought np to ovoravo tho oppoaition. Gouaral Cade 

vaa accompanied by Dnncan Fort,., of Cnllodoa, th. Lord dd.ocate, and al.o ovn.r 

of the renowned Ferinteah distillery in the Connty ef Ho... Th. troop, 

proceeded to occupy the town.

As soon as the Lord Advocate had completed a preliminary investigation, 

nineteen persons were imprisoned. Captain Dushell and his men conveyed the 

prisoners to Edinburgh. Meanwhile, the Provost and leading magistrates were 

arrested by constables, and interned in th. Tolbooth, on warrant, issued by 

the Lord Advocate. In the latter, it was claimed that the magistrates had 

sympathised with the mob, thereby conniving at the sacking of Shawfield's 

house, the assault of the King's forces, and that they had neglected their 

duties. 1 To add insult to injury, the Lord Advocate refused to accept 

bail; the magistrates had to endure the ultimate indignity of being locked 

up in their own Tolbooth, until they were taken to Edinburgh, under military

6 0.

15. Clelland, o d . cit., p. 33.
16. Hamilton, H., An Economic History of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century, 

p.105«
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escort, where they were put in the Tolbooth of the capital, -in great triumph 

... amidst a vast concoor». of spectator».' Fifty Glasgow householder, had 

followed them to Edinburgh to give the bailie, their aupport.

The attitude of the Lord Adrocat. w.a deplored. It waa decreed in 

many quarter, a. ..cessively barsh. and even o. illegal, for the representative 

of the Crown to take the unprecedented .top of incarcerating magistrate, with

out proper trial in their own burgh. After only two day. „f i^,i.„m p,nt H n  

the nauseous and common prison of Edinburgh' , 17 the Court of Session granted 

permission for the. to he released. The bailie. to have returned amid

rejoicing, to Glasgow, been.., 'when about si, „a.. fr„„ hoB.f tboy w,r„ _ t

by upward, of two tarndwd of th. inhabiUnts, chiefly on horseback, who conduct

ed them into the city, where they were received by their fellow cltiaens with 

open orme, the ringing of bell, and every demonstration of joy. ' 18 A Ua. 

happy ending awaited th. other pri.on.rs, for 'some were whipped through th. 

street, of Glasgow, sms. bani.hed', although other, were liberated. Captain 

Cushsll wa. put on trial for the murder of nine citizens, because th. mob had 

been fired upon without th. Riot Act having first been read. He wa, found

guilty, but received a royal pardon, and was subsequently 'promoted in th. 
service*.

Serious disorder, in other Scottish town, were only preventsd by Wade's 

promptness in sending in troop.. Th. Edinburgh brewer, who attempted to 

organise a strike among thems.lv.. were forestalled by th. vigorous action of 

the Earl of Islay, and of th. Lord Advocate, strengthened by a decision of th. 

Court of Session that such a combination wa. illegal, th. strike was broken 

off after it had lasted only a week. 88

17. Uenvick, op. cit., p. 226.
18. CleHand, op. cit.« p. 3 5.
19. rbi<t.

20. Lnn«, A., Hiatorv of Scotland. Vol. IV, pp. 351-0.
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The following year, the malt tax was halved, but the business did not 

end there. The Glasgow magistrate* wished to clear their name, and re

establish the reputation of their burgh. Accordingly, in July, 1725, they 

presented an ’Address to his Majestie’, containing their account of the riots 

how women and boys had been the mobsters, how the military had taken the law 

into their own hands, and how the citisens ’with no small concern and aston

ishment* had seen ’their magistrate committed to the goall of ther toun.'2l 

Earlier, the bailies had sent a report on the riot to Edinburgh for publicat

ion there, as th* Caledonian Mercury had contained »gross reflections on the
ooroagiatrata and inhabitant».'

The matter of compensation to Campbell of Shawfield for the wrecking of 

his mansion house was considered by parliament. He applied to the government 

for indemnification for his loss. As a result, hi. constituents in Glasgow 

were ordered to pay him over £6,000, which when added to other expenses in

curred by the affray, totalled some £9,000, an amount which the Town Council 

bad to raise. Much negotiation ensued regarding the settlement, the Council 

for example, agreed on 26 May 1726, to pay £6,080 to Shawfield, th. sum being 

borrowed by the town in bonds, and not by a tax of 2d. on each Scotch pint of 

ale and beer sold in Glasgow, as had been proposed. 23 With a portion of the 

solatium, Campbell of Sbawfield purchased the island of Islay in 1726j he

paid £ 12,000 for the island, 75 per cent of the sum coming directly from the 

ratepayers of Glasgow.

The Ferintosh Exemption,

Th. part played by Duncan Forbe. of Culloden, th. Lori Advocate, in tb. 

sctp.l to th. Glasgow »alt riot., la significant. He could hardly ba

2 1. Renwick, on. cit., Address to his Majestie, 51 July 1725, p* 225
22. ilenwick, op. cit., 7 Joly, 1725, ppa 222—3.
23. Renwick, o£. cit., 26 May, 1726, p. 264.
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described as a disinterested party. .After the Restoration, the family 

estates of Culloden, near Inverness, and Ferintosh in the Black Isle, were 

*• ro™ * « d Royalist troops in revenge for the loyalty of the Presbyterian 

Forbes' family to/ Cromwell's cause, and after the Revolution of 1688-9 by the 

troops of Cannon, a successor to Claverhouae. 2 1̂

Compensation was given to the Forbes in the form of a grant to distil 

whisky on their estate of Ferintosh, unrestricted by the usual Excise regulat

ions. An Act was passed in the Scots Parliament at Edinburgh on 22 June, 

1690, 'in favour of Duncan Forbes of Culloden an.nt the Excise and Valuation 

of the lands of Ferintosh ... for the sum of 400 merks Scots, which sum is 

declared to be the yearly proportion of that annuity of 40,000 pound stg., 

payable for the excise to H.M. Exchequer.'2-*

The concession thus granted proved a lucrative one, for the liquor 

prepared at Ferintosh became famous. The barony of Ferintosh on the south 

side of the Cromarty Firth, extended to several thousand acres, and the estate 

was regarded as a delectable district, on which the tenants prospered. The 

right of exemption was let at a joint rent among the tenantry, whose distill

eries throve, continually adding to the value of the lands. The farms were 

able to carry a greater stock of cattle than they would othervi.e have done, 

because waste was available/Wh  the distilleries. 26 The grain employed was 

grown on the Ferintosh estate, which had 1,800 acres of arable land on the low- 

lying Moray coast plain, which was well suited to growing barley. 27 The 

tenants were not limited to using local cereals, but also importsd it for 

distilling. The privilege of exemption induced no less than »288 families

24.

23-
26.
27.

Menary, G.» The Life and Letters of Duncan Forbes of Culloden (1936) 
p. 3.
Ibid.
Menary, o p« cit., 373*

O'Dell, A.C., and Walton, K.f The Highlands and Islands of Scotland (1962 
pp. 98-9.
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to settle on the tauir and to improve part of it into arable land*, vhich yield

ed a good rent.

Such large quantities of spirits were distilled that 'Ferintosh' became

practically a synonym for whisky. Knox refers to *the sociable practice of

Highlandmen in all ages to soal, ratify, and wash down every compact or bar-
28gain, in good old Ferntosh*. The handsome income which the lairds of 

Ferintosh reaped from the distilleries, put at £18,000 per annua, made them

somewhat unpopular with their neighbours, and in particular with rival makers
29of whisky in the Inverness region. The privilege was called in question 

in 1707, when the Board of Excise was sst up: the Commissioners of Excise 

and the Crown lawyers declared that the Right of Exemption had been taken 

away by the Union, but in 1711, the Court of Exchequer gave a decision favour

able to the Forbes family. The sum of 400 merits was in time increased, but 

the fortunes of the Forbes remained closely dependent on the privilege. 

Complaints were voiced in parliament, and repeated representations put before 

the Treasury to urge it to purchase the exemption. Protests became even more 

vociferous in 1782, when it became known that the Forbes had paid a token £22, 

instead of the £20,000 Excise duty which would have been their share. Mean

time from 1709 and 1742, the duty on whisky varied between 3d. and 6d. a gall- 

on, by 1784, it bad reached 3». Hjd. The government yielded to the 

popular pressure in 1783, after further complaints from the Excise, and from 

other distillers, who had no such advantage. Arthur Forbes, the grandson 

of the Lord Advocate claimed £32,683 as compensation, in view of the losses 

sustained in the service of the government daring the Rebellion of 1745, but 

the Court of Exchequer allowed him only £21,580.^ The products of Ferintosh

28. Knox, J. British Bnpire, ii, p. 538.
29. Menary, on. cit., p. 12.
30. The Scotch Whisky Association, Scotch Whisky: Questions ond Answers (1964

p. 39.
3 1. Menary, op. cit., p. 374 (based on Uncat. M.S. in the National Library 

Edinburgh, Bundle XIX).
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vere well known to Robert Burns, both ns nn Exciseman and as a seasoned consum- 

er. He bemoaned the loss of the Forbes' privilege in characteristic lines 

in 'Scotch Drink'.

 ̂ 'J Thee Ferintosh! Oh, sadly lost!
Scotland lament frae coast to coast!
Now colic grips, and barkin' hoast.

May kill us a',
For loyal Forbes' charter'd boast,

Is ta'en ava'!

The overall effect of the malt tax in Scotland was to bring about a rapid

decline in ale production and home brewing, which in turn encouraged the drink-
52ing of claret and brandy from France, port from Portugal, and Highland whisky.

The latter penetrated almost every mansion, manse, and public house in the

country. Concurrently in the years after 1707t there was an increase in the

smuggling of wine and brandy; duties on these articles were raised to 5 or 8

times what they had been at the beginning of the century. Claret remained

very popular in Scotland until it was represented as 'unpatriotic* during the

French wars, and port became more fashionable.^ To deal with smuggling and

other fiscal mtters, Justices of the Peace were revived. Whisky thus had

competition from other beverages. In a letter to Duncan Forbes in 1732,

MacLeod of Dnnvegnn expressed his vexation at the large volume of brandy that

was 'run over Skye and neighbourhood', to the injury of the trade in Ferintosh

whisky. He asked for a warrant from the Consaissioaer of Customs in order that

vessels with contraband might be seized in the Skye and Glenelg areas, to put
34

a stop 'to that mischievous trade.' No part of the Scottish coast was 

exempt from the depredations of the 'fair traders' whose activities were * 33 34

52. Pryde, G.S., A New History of Scotland, Vol. II, p. 89.
33. Pryde, op. cit., p. 1W*»
34. Menary, oj>. cit., p. 359; Letter from MacLeod of Dunvegan to Duncan 

Forbes, 19 Dec. 1732.



condoned in high and low places. It ie not surprising that in such circum

stances illicit distillation also flourished.

Tha malt duty continued to rises in 17&) it was pushed up by 3d. a 

bushel* and after a small increase in 1779* it reached Is. in 1780. The

government was prepared to accede to the request that the poorer Scottish bar

ley* less well endowed with malting potential* should be assessed at half duty. 

The Ehgliah distillers objected to differential rates in ths malt tax which 

favoured their Scottish rivals; ths former alleged that their trade was being

ruined by the influx of spirits from Scotland, and consequently* further levies
35were enforced to try to wipe out the advantage.

Together with the heavy duties on imported wine and spirits* imposed in 

the 1780s* the malt tax policy stimulated a renewed demand for whisky in Scot

land* in step with the continued decline in the consumption of twopenny* os 

well as an erosion of sober habits of conduct. Hence the pleas that brewing 

should be fostered, and distilling* if not suppressed* at least firmly controll

ed. The adverse effects on the manufacture of ale were especially marked 

in the Lowlands* where the inspection and supervision of maltsters were more 

easily performed, than in the northern counties.

Malt Tax England Scotland Ireland
per Bushel s. d. s. d. s. d.

17*0 o’
1780 1 h\ 8
1785 - - 7
1795 1 3
1802 2 5 1 8] 1 9*
180* * 53: 3 9* 2
1813 3 J*
1815 * 5
IRl* 2 5 1 8 ’r 1 k
1819 3 7'> 3 7V 3
1822 2 7 2 7 2 7

Source* Am & N*L* Clow* The Chemical Revolution* P* 5*2.

35- Campbell* op. cit.* p. 170
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The malt duty also adversely affected the sma' still owners in the High

lands; practising in remote areas, they had formed numerous little enterprises 

of a legitimate kind, which through an oppressive superstructure of legislat

ion so^n resortedto subterfuge and deceit. From these stills came spirits 

made almost entirely from malted grain, and then derived from a weak wort 

under slow distillation. Na turally, the legal distilleries set themselves 

to cut bock the assessment of their malt tax as best they could. For example, 

they employed large quantities of raw or unmalted grain, with in some instances 

as little as 20 per cent malted grain - a technique used to this day in Scotch 

grain or patent still whisky production - the enxyme, diastase, contained in 

the malt, being capable of converting the starches in the raw grain into sugars. 

According to Accua, the principle was suggested by a Scot, Dr Irvine, as early 

as 1785.36 By this means, the Scotch distillers managed to avoid paying a 

substantial tax bill, until the government placed a tax on all grain used in 

distilleries. The duty on malt was harmful to farming interests, because 

distillers were only prepared to buy up the best grain, thereby leaving infer

ior qualities in the fanners' hands.

The influence of the malt tax was to open the way for the expanding out

put of illicit stills; they found a growing market for their product, despite 

its illegality. One reason was that legal or 'parliament* whisky was freq

uently inferior - indications of this being that it was vended at a greatly 

reduced price, and in fact was sometimes triple distilled (i.e. rectified) 

to make it potable at all.3^

Nor were the sma' stills confined solely to the Highlands, in 1777,

37.

W u m  F.. Trent, as on the Art af Brewing, p. 21, 
Clov, The Chemical Revolution, p. 551» quoted in A. and N.L.

The distinction between legal or 'Pariinment' whisky, and illicit 
whisky or 'poteen' is on Irish one, and most useful.
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there were eight licensed distilleries in Edinburgh, as compared with over
T8400 in illegal operation. By 1732, 1,211 illicit stills were seized in

39the Highlands, and 819 ¿a the Lowlands. Complaints were frequently forth

coming '.from the licensed Lowland distillers, canght up in bitter competition 

with the illicit ones. Finding that the domestic market in Scotland was 

increasingly being cornered by smugglers, Lowlanders like the Steins and the 

Haigs, entered into a prolonged struggle for an outlet in the metropolitan 

area with the powerful London distillers. There were twelve large distill

eries in London, described as forming *n sort of fraternity. 1 They strongly 

objected to the invasion of their preserves by the Scots, just as they resent- 

ed variations in fiscal policy (like the differential malt tax) which appeared 

to favour the Scots. The London group prsented petitions to Parliament urg

ing that the unfair competition be stopped.

Both Lowland capitalist distillers and the London distillers clearly 

wished to see the law revised. The Scots also petitioned Parliament, hut 

they did not attempt to improve the quality of their produce (and thereby 

remove a major reason for the existence of the illicit stills) by using more 

malted barley, and less raw grain to give a more palatable distillate. In 

brief* their aits was to have illicit distilling put down, the concessions 

vis a vis the English distillers maintained, and scope for their exports; 

the London firms wanted to see a unified legislative system, with one rate of 

duty operating in both countries, and the Scots kept to their own territory.

Not only was duty levied upon malt, there were also taxes on distilling 

and on spirits consumption in Scotland. Until the end of 178^* the node of

imposing and levying duty on distilleries was by an actual account and survey
40of the quantities of wash, low wines and spirits made by the distiller.

^8.
39.
40.

irnot, H, History of Edinburgh (1779), p. 237.
Campbell. or». c ! t., p. 170.
P.P.. Penort from the Comen :ttea ureon tbs Qist llorigs in Scotland 
xT~(1803)* P* 3^9* Also Act ¥ Anne C12 f V.
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The English system of n presumptive charge on the spirits produced per 100 

gallons of wash was applied, the duty being apportioned between the low wines 

and spirits; the assumption was made that wash would yield 25 per cent low

wines, and that this would give about 60 per cent spirit - hence 100 gallons
*

of wash was presumed to make 15 gallons of whisky. Distillers were however
41in the habit of extracting 20 gallons of spirits frost this quantity of wash.

The surplus was liable to be seized as spirits 'fraudulently obtained,' where

as in England distillers suffered no such restriction. Nevertheless, the 

system was not unfavourable to the Scots, and they found it possible to compete 

in the English market.

In 1784, an Act (which became known as the Wash Act) was passed; by it

all existing malt duties in both Scotland and Ehgland were suspended for a

period of twcjyears; instead a levy of 5d. per gallon was placed on wash. It

was assumed that 100 gallons of wash would produce 20 gallons of spirits at

one to ten over hydrometer proof; the charge on low wines and spirits was 
42discontinued. The approach suited the London distillers, whose spirits 

were rectified, but not the Scots, who had to prepare worts of a higher 

gravity than was thsir custom - ths resulting spirit was coarse and unpalat

able.^ Working as they did in a poorer environment, less well endowed with 

good quality cereals, and abundant fuel supplies, the Scottish distillers

voiced complaint. The tax of 5d. per gallon on wash was in fact equivalent
7/to one of 2s. Id. per gallon on spirits, or 2s. 3 '^d. if only 18 gallons

44ware extracted, as the Scots argued.

The big Lowland distilleries, 'continually subjected to the surveys of 41 42 43 44

41. O.S.A., XIV, Clackmannan, p. 623.
42. P.P. Report: Distilleries. 1798-0. p. 515 1798-9.
43. Nettleton, J.A., The Manufacture of Spirit (iaoxlt pp> 1̂ 5#
44. Clow, A., and Clow, N.L., The Chemical Revolution, p. 554.
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of the Excise*, had found their best market in London, despite the spirit, 

duty per gallon being la. l2/3d. higher in Ihgland; in shipping spirit, to 

England, the Scot, had to pay the difference/ 5 The revision of 1781,, mak

ing the system identical in both countries inspired the London group to hope 

that their Scottish rivals would be incapable of trading in the metropolis, 

but the business of the latter merely increased. A premium va. placed on 

a high proportion of sugars being extracted fro« the malt in the making of 

worts during mashing. To make certain that the sugar content was as great

as possible the Lowland distillers »lobbed* their worts, with a sugary
46

compound known as *bub*. The contents of *bub* were a trade secret, but 

it probably contained sugar and treacle, the most readily available materials fo 

the purpose. Eventually, the use of »hub* was declared illegsl. There were 

other opportunities for fraud, and the revenue continued to fall short of 

what was expected from the volume of spirits manufactured in Lowland Scotland.

The technique of distillation was supposed to be so well known that 

it was possible to compute what a still could produce in a year. The High

land distillers were accordingly taxed by a licence duty varying in amount 

with the capacity of their stills - paying 20s. per gallon of still content, 

the maximum capacity permitted-being limited to 40 gallons. Stills of a 

lesser volume were declared illegal/ 7 Many licences on this basis were 

issued annually, the distillers entering the number of gallons their stills 

contained, and the duty was paid »by anticipation in stated instalments*.

This scheme was first proposed for the Highland region only, but in 1786, it 

was applied to the whole of Scotland, with modifications as between Highlands 

and Lowlands.^ 45 46 47 48

45. O.S.A.. XIV, Clackmannan, p. 623.
46. Clow and Clow, op. cit.. p. 554.
47. Nettleton, on. c it., pp. 4-5.
48. Heporti Pistil Tories 1708, p. 520.

Also Acta Geo ill, c-22, and 26 Geo III, c. 64.
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initially, duty ou the gallon of still content in the Lowlands was fix

ed at >0s., and in the Highlands at 20»; there the duty on malt used in 

distillation was remitted, to compensate for scanty harvests und poorer grain. 

The Highland distillers were also restricted as to the bolls of malt consumed,
I

and the volume of spirits produced in a year. They were, for instance, allow

ed 250 bolls of malt duty free, and 1,660 gallons of spirits with no surcharge; 

if these limits were exceeded malt duty and spirits duty had to be paid on 

the excess. Furthermore, they were prohibited from buying grain, or selling 

whisky in the Lowlands, and the 'Highland Line' was established to differen

tiate between the two regions. One facet of the Wash Act has thus been 

transmitted to the modern Scotch whisky industry, and shows itself in the 

distinction between 'Highland malt whisky', and 'Lowlaud u»lt whisky', refers 

ing to the products of the pot stills of the two regions.

The Highland Line was based on Excise collections, and was adjusted from 

time to time. Tt extended from the ¿>ound of dura, through the eastern point 

of Loch Crinan, through Loch Gilp, Inveraray, .Irrochar, Tnrbet, the north 

side of Hen Lomond, Callendar, Crieff, Dunkeld, Fettercaim, Clatt, liuntly,

Keith, Fochabers, Elgin and Forres to 'the boat on the Findhorn', and thence
49

along that river to the Moray Firth. Like all arbitrary boundaries, it 

produced some strange anomalies; in Elgin, for example, it happened that!

'The line which bounds the privilege of small stills with 
moderated duties, prohibits the inhabitants on the north side 
of the street of Elgin, from the accommodation which is thereby 
permitted to their neighbours on the south side; other parts 
of the country, in similar are subjected to the same
partiality! they must either^of the smuggled distillation, or 
import their spirits at vast additional expense of navigation, 
from the distant provinces of the southern quarters of the Kingdom.
This bounding line ought therefore to be laid down more suitablyr?fl *
to the circumstances of the country. * 50

Mt P.P., Peportt Distilleries 1798-9, p. 03

50. Leslie, Wa., General View of the . .. .,.09 --------------- agriculture of Nairn and Moray. (181*3)
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As it was illegal to export spirits from the Highland to the Lowland 

districts, the Licensed as well as the unlicensed Highland e«a» still operat

ors were driven to snuggling their whisky into markets officially debarred to 

them.  ̂ There were excessive quantities of spirit, available in northern par

ishes, and the glutted market led to intemperance as much as to lawlessness.

.Any h i m ' still whisky crossing the line was liable to be seiaed a. smuggled 

goods. Aberdeen, lying to the east of the line had to depend either on »the 

large di.tillerie. in the south of Scotland for supplies of whisky', or on 

illegal Highland whisky. 51 The Highland distiller, were almost compelled to 

become expert, in smuggling, and had thus laid the basis of a well organised

distribution system long before the excesses of the 1820s caught the attent
ion of parliament.

Not only was whisky taken across the Line, but grain was also illegally 

transferred? there were serious difficulties in the levying of fines on 

persons accused of such offences, because of the 'uncertainty of the line, 

which could not properly be ascertained. ' 52 it only appeared on a map of a 

small scale, and in generalised fashion.

In the Highlands, the problem of assessment and control of distilling 

had been practically beyond the powers of the Excise and the still licence 

approach was an attempt to effect some supervision, and to raise some revenue. 53

'It was basically an admission that the rule of Government at 
Westminster did not yet extend to the Highlands of Scotland, since 
there the levy was on the capacity of any still known to the law, 
rather than on the produce of that still. In the less lawless 
Lowlands, the tax was based on the quantity produced.' 54

5 U
qo.

53.

0.3.A.. XIX, Aberdeen, p. 221.
P.P., Reportï Distilleries. 1798-0« 
Collector at Stirling, p. A95. 18 Sept, 1797, Alex Robertson,

illicit Distillation, infra.
54. Clow and Clow, oji. cit.. p. 555.
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The Highland distillers were thus faced with the payment of a minima« 

charge of £40 per annum for their sma' still*, a payment which ha* been des

cribed as excessive in view of their deficiencies of grain, scarcity of fuel, 

and lock of transport, as well a* legal opportunity, for the regular export 

of their produce. On the other hand, the Excise assumption that a still of 

fixed volume could only produce a limited amount of spirits was open to abuse, 

and the estimate was far out. 55 A 40-gallon pot still was reckoned to distil

only four times a week, but skilful working not only gave more frequent still 

usage, but led to ouch bigger yields.

Still licences were to some extent rationed. The Coanissioners of 

Excise were instructed to refuse a licence to a tenant who was not first re

commended by his laird, and Justice of the Peace, as being worthy. Section 

45 of the Act empowered »such persons as they thought proper to erect and work 

stills in producing spirits from corn throughout the seventeen northern 

countiee.' Lists of person, who were deemed suitable were to be compiled 

each year by the heritors in each parish, and sent to the Board of Excise in 

Edinburgh) in general, two licences were issued per parish. 56

For tb. purpo... of parlian.nt.ry r.pr...ntation, cort.il. of the north

ern countie, vara at th. di.po..l „f pro^Jacobit. Inin].. tlo.«-.hir. va. 

tb. preserre of th. H.ck.n.i.0, th. Earl, of ¿¡..forth, .ho ..r. attainted 

after 1715. and of tbo Earl, of Cromarty attaint«! after th. '1,5. jan#, 

Stnart HadcoMi. tb. M.P. for th. county for nuch of th. period 175h-90. 57 

Pcrthahir. va. al.a notad fa, it. J.cobiti.n, being «tcn.ir.ly by th.

Bubo, of Athol. The county of In..™... doninatod by four clan. - Freer, 

Grant, MacLcad, and McDonald. Of tb.ao, th. Fraa.r. had forfeited th.ir

3 5. dan il ton, 22’ c
V"*. 5? 1 lett, on. c it.. n. 2/».
57. Nataier,

Common*,
Sir L., and Brooke, 
1752-1790, Vol. I.,J*’ — li House of Parliament. Tho Hn.ino 

PP- '‘78, 484 , 490-1, 495-4----------
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estates after 1747. but the Grants hart not been 'out* officially in the Rising 

Later, the Duke of Argyll had enjoyed considerable influence in Inverness- 

shire, until the Duke of Gordon began to emerge as a political figure. Ar

gyllshire vas controlled by the pro-Hanoverian Campbells, and their allies. 58 

Ross-shire, the easterly portions of Inverness-shire (e.g. Strathglass and 

Stratbconoa), which were Fraser territories, and parts of Perthshire (e.g. 

Stmthtay) were regions rampant with illicit distillation and smuggling - 

these anti-officialdom and anti-government activities perhaps being a symptom 

of the lingering J.cobitis. of laird and clan. Landowner, who were support

ers of legal authority were also suppressors of illicit distilling.

It is clear that as the restrictions on ths Highland distillers mounted, 

so did illegal whisky making and smuggling expand, and 'the proprietors of 

the unlicensed stills were encouraged to extend their operations, and to enter 

into competition with the legal manufacturers ... Then began that system of 

smuggling which made a certain class of Highlanders so notorious, and gave so
much trouble to the Excise department.*

Meantime, the Lowland distiller. worn finding the atill cont.nt system 

advantageous, tut the revenue l„.t heavily ba.au.. th. rat. wa. abanrdly 

the capacity of th. .till, linked with . 'normal- ap.ed di.tillation, vh.re- 

by a »till waa work«) off once in 2b hour., wn. th. baal. .f th. aum levied 

per atill. On. con.equ.nc. of th. 1784 Act ... to a.t off a train of 

parim.nt.tion and innovation in .till deign, with th. ni. of .welling output, 

and thereby countering the effect of th. duty. Firstly, th. Scot, effected 

improvement, in th. shap. of their .till., having tham built .hallow and 

.mail, in order to expo., th. maxiou. aurfac. of liquid to th. futnace.

58. Tbid.

59. SroBiner, D., fnrtuatries of Sent In mi, p# 44^
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St ilia with a capacity ns low as 12} gallons «ere licensed, while another was 

kR inche* in diaraet*r» *“t only 3 to 4 inches in depth.60 The ingenious 

distiller could work off a still in one-tenth or even one-twentieth the comput

ed ti*fv whilst the Excise only secured the tax on the anticipated proportion 

of spirit produced. Fraudulent practices, such a. pre-heating the wash prior 

to distillation, were also tried. The government tried to keep pace with the 

situation, however, by creaming off profit, in heavier taxation on the dist

illeries. A rapid rise in duty thus occurred between 1788 and 1797, which 

penalised distillers who were less enterprising, or those who preferred to 

beep nullity before quantity - their lesser output, had to sustain a heavier 

tax burden. As the still licence price was raised, it simply induced faster 

methods of production. Although stills were gauged a. to capacity, there 

were no limit, placed on the amount of grain processed, nor was grain input 

measured against spirit output.

An individual Lowland distiller’s viability therefore depended greatly 

on his ability to extract the maximum volume of spirits from his stills in 

as short a time as possible, and the instance of a working off, and re

charging of a still of eight gallon, content in under 5 minute, was known.61 

With such techniques, the wear and tear on utensils was considerable, and 

spirits certainly deteriorated. As legal (or Parliament) whisky62 tended 

to become more and more unpalatable, consumers willingly took illicit whisky 

as a wholesome alternative. Spirit, from licensed stills was selling at 

is. 9d. a aart, while illicit whi.ky cost nearly a. ruach per ¿int, but the 

price difference was no obstacle to its widespread sale.63

In 1788, the licence fee in the Lowland, was raised to £3 per gallon

r0.

f \ .
ro•

Mettleton, c : t., nn.
P.P.. Ken̂ rtt D at ’Hordes. 1708-9. n. 7 .
Soe noto 0?.

Soe Survey of P st 11 in- ;n Scotland, c. 1795, supra
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of Still content; in 1793, the Lowland distillers had to pay £9, and the 

Highland ones 30s. Two years later, the Lowland duty was £18, and the High

land £2 10s., but the manufacture of spirits was then suspended due to « nat

ional scarcity of cereals. When the suspension was removed in 1797, the 

licence duty, for the Lowland distilleries was fixed at no less than £54 per 

gallon of still content. The Highland district was divided into two sections - 

the duty was £9 in the area W d i a t e l y  adjacent to the Lowlands, and a new 

zone in the remoter areas was delimited in which the duty was £6 10s. With 

the still licence at £9 per gallon of capacity, the allowance of malt duty 

free was set at 500 bolls, and with the other at 450 bolls. 64 The number of 

licences taken out declined, in Campbeltown, there were no still licences

issued between 1797 and 1817, although there were hundreds of illicit stills
65in the Kintyre region.

A brief review of the revenue from distilleries in Scotland is presented

in the 01d Statiatlcal Acc(mgt» The revenue amounted in 1763 to £4,739 ISs.lOd.

but it rose swiftly to £192,000 in 1783, which would correspond to an output

of soae 600,000 gallons. The estimates for 1791 were»-

Tn the Lowlandst 1,000,000 gallons 
In the Highlands; 696,000 gallons

1,696,000 gallons

A lowering of duty was recommended; the tax on malt liquor (worts and 

wash) most be reduced, while that on whisky should be raised. The 1791 

volume may not actually represent a dramatic expansion in production - the 

rise may partly be due to closer supervision by the Excise. The Pitt admin

istration was associated with more effective governmental control and manage

ment than some of its predecessors.

04.
65.

P.P., ilenort; Distilleries, 1798-9, p. 320. 
See llobert Vrmour, Illicit Still Maker, infra
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Trade with England!

These rapid changes in duty on still licences were paralleled by alter

ations in the policy towards the exportation of spirits to England. Stabil

isation of trade did not occur because the London distillers brought pressure 

to hear on parliament. At times there were contacts between the London dist

illers and the capitalist distillers of Lowland Scotland aimed at rationalis

ing the situation in the British market. The London group claimed that the 

Scots evaded the malt duty, and undersold them in the metropolitan area. The 

incidence of smuggling had driven the Lowlandera to seek outlets in England; 

the significance of such markets was confirmed by legal exports which rose 

from 3k, 000 gallons in the year 1779-80 to over 195,000 gallon, in 1788-9, 

an increase which was possible only by importing barley from Lhgland, almost

100,000 quarters being brought into the country in 1781-2 .66 67 A deputation 

of Scottish distillers went to London, and in l785. an arrangement was made; 

James Haig signed the agreement on the Scots* behalf, whereby they consented 

to charge identical prices for their products as the London distillers did.

The Lowland Licensing or Scotch Distillery Act was introduced in 

1786. The Sconce duty based on still content »ns calculated to yield 

about 6d. per cation on all spirit, dietilled, but the duty on spirits con

sumed stood at 2s. Id. per gallon. to England, the latter tat w .  2,. cA _ 

per Ballon) hence if Scottish spirit, ».re sent eouth an additional chnrgs 

amounting to 2s. per gallon was placed on thorn. The etport of epirit. over- 

land to England »». prohibited. The legislation »a. to no, a. an etp.rim.nt 

until 5 Juna, 1788, vhich gays the London distiller, the chanc. to reorganise 

their trad.) they hoped that the Scottish etport. »„uld diminish. Contrary 

to their eipectations, trade prospered, '»Inch increa.ed also the astonish

ment of the London trader, »he gave In a representation to the Treasury upon

66, P.P., Report! Distilleries. 1798-0, p. >*3 1.
67. Act 26 Geo ill, c. 6k, supra.
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the subject.*

The unsettled state of the Scottish industry post 1785 is reflected in 

the proliferation of articles in the Scots Magazine, as veil as in pamphlet 

material. ^ At the end of 1785, distillers in Scotland inserted ’very long 

advertisements, addresses &c. in the Edinburgh newspapers, enumerating their 

grievances and accusing the board of excise vith oppression in the levying 

of the duties; to which, they aay, the board has been Instigated by the solic

itations of the London distillers, who look vith a jealous eye upon the success
70vith vhich the Scots distillery has been for some tine carried on.*

The farming community also had meetings to consider the effect of the

distillery lavs on their interests. In the Kirkliston district, the nev

regulations of 1786 had driven ’a very great number of men* from distilling;

these persons had followed 'the business of distillers in a regular manner to

a considerable extent', but 'at a very inconvenient season of the year were

obliged to abandon that business entirely.' They had then to sell at un in-
71adequate price, the stock of grain and cattle vhich they had amassed. The * 1 2 3 * 5 6

68. O.S.A., XIV, Clackmannan, p. 623.
69. The Scots Magazine, Edinburgh, 1786, summarises the arguments advanced 

in the following pamphlets:-
(1) Walter Ross; The Present State of the Distillery in Scotland 
(l786)i Edinburgh.
(2) Truths, in answer to the facts published respecting the Scottish 
Distillery, (l7S6)* Edinburgh.
(3) Case for the capital corn distillers of Scotland: London: (1787).
(h) Case of the distillers of corn spirits in North Britain, London 

(1787).
(5) T. MacDonald: Review of the Lavs and Regulations respecting the 
distillery in Scotland, London (1788).
(6) Answers to the Memorial of the C o m  distillers in London (1788): 
presented by the Scottish distillers to the Lords Commissioners of His 
Majesty's Treasury. ¿See Clow and Clow, pp. 557-8.7

-9, The Scots Magazine, Jan. 1786. p. /*7.

71. Ibid.



outcome was that the price of barley fell from 18a. per boil to 12a. in a 

few weeks, and farmers had difficulty in selling the grain at all, because 

of the lack of demand; hence they in turn feared that the vould not have 

sufficient fundsJto pay their rents.

The main objections of the distillers related to the intrusion of 

•gaugers of indifferent characters’ and ’watchmen placed in their still houses

night and day.* Besides, Exchequer prosecutions had bnen threatened by the
72authorities. " The consequence was that the smuggling of foreign spirits had 

risen, while 'the number of unentered stills had prodigiously increased in
73every part of the country»1 Both distillers and farmers looked for the 

assistance of landed proprietors in parliament in having the distillery laws 

repealed.

In January, 1786, 'a very numerous and most respectable meeting of the 

landed interest was held in the parliament house /Edinburgh/ in order to con

sider the present distresses of the country, occasioned by the vigorous ex

ecution of the distillery laws.* Letters were addressed to Henry Dundas, the 

Lord Advocate, to oblige him to seek redress from the Treasury in order to

mitigate the 'alarming crisis' in distilling and in agriculture. The prepar-
7**ation of a new Distillery bill was proposed. Results were achieved; the 

Scots Magazine noted the passing of a new Act in July 1786, 'discontinuing 

for a limited time, the duties payable in Scotland, upon low vines and spirits, 

and upon worts, wash and other liquors used in the distillation of spirits, and
75imposing new duties in lieu thereof.' Subsequently, the alteration was 

reoorted to have given 'great satisfaction to the distillers', and indeed in 72 73 74 75

72. The Scots Magazine, Jan. 1786, p,

73. Ibid.
74. The Scots Magazine, Feb. 1786, p. 95.
75. The Scots Magazine, July 1786, p. 357.
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advertisements published in Edinburgh on 28 July, 1786, the Lowland distill

ers expressed ‘humble and grateful than!« to the noblemen and gentlemen of 

the landed interest in Scotland and to their representatives in parliament. ' 76 

Probably as a ^  ££o ouo, the distillers proposed establishing a fund for 

the suppression of foreign spirits smuggling, and promised assistance with 

both the detection and suppression of illicit distillation. It is not shown 

how the fund was to be applied, but it may have been intended as n reward 

for informants.

The London distillers seem to have been impatient with the compromise 

solution of 1786, because the Act was repealed 6 months prior to its expiry, 

and a further 6d. was imposed on every gallon of Scottish spirits sent to 

Ehgland, thus giving parity with the English duty of 2s. 6d. This 6d. levy 

seems to have been the straw which broke the camel's back, because when the 

Act of 178^as passed, ‘The Scotch distilleries stopped payment. ' 77 The 

objections of the London group had chosen to overlook the fact that the Scott

ish still licence system already imposed a substantial tax on the cost of 

producing spirits. At tho same time, to take account of the rapidity of 

distilling in the Lowlands, the still licence was put up to £3 par gallon of 

still content. Spirits made for the English market were exempt from this 

licence duty, but charged with the full Ehglish duty on importation.

The Scotch distillers interpreted these enactments a. an apparent viol

ation of the Treaty of Union; some of the major units in the industry were 

forced to close down. Among these were John and James Haig's distillery at 

Canonmills, Edinburgh, James Stein's plant at Kilbagie, and John Stein's works 

at Kennetpans, both near Alloa. Legislative change was only on. ingredient 

in the disturbance. A financial crisis also happened, when the distillers*

Jbid.
77. (VS^A,, XIV, Clackmannan, p. 623* Also Act 28Geo III, c. k.



agents, Sandeman and Graham failed, their collapse precipitated the crisis,

and revealed that the Scottish distillers had been financing their trade by the
79circulation of bills to an unwise extent. * Absence of adequate circulating

78

capital was a common cause of instability in the early distilling industry; 

the credit structure was fragile, and the Steins were more exposed to financial 

difficulties than most because of their interests in merchant banking. When 

the credit net broke, it enmeshed not only distillers, but also maltsters,

corn merchants, brewers, spirit dealers, and butchers - persons that liad close

connections either in supplying distilleries with raw materials, or in handling 

their output, or their waste products. They were bound by ties of mutual 

finance and accomodation. Merchants and traders especially in the Stein 

•hinterland1 of Alloa, Kincardine and Dunfermline were also overtaken. 80

78.
79.
80.

Steinst Capitalist Distillers, infra.
Hamilton, op. cit.. p. 107.
The Scots Magazine, Jan.-April, 1788» Lists of Bankruptcies*
Jan. 8: 

18» 
18» 

Feb. 1»
5* 
9* 
28* 
29* 

March 1» 
1 » 
1 * 
4»

4:

5:
7*

1 2 :
20»
22:

Aoril 8:

8.

Alexander Dewar, distiller at Blackball.
William Bruce, Maltman and trader in Tulliallan.
John Milne, maltster, and buyer of barley for sale, Kincardine. 
John Thomson, Maltster in Sauchy.
David Cassels, merchant in Kepp (listed as distillor in 1798) 
James Butter, butcher and dealer in cattle, Inverkeithing.
James Stein, distiller at Kilbagie.
John Stein, distiller at Kennetpaus 
Robert Stein, distiller at Kincaple.
James Scott, maltster at Tulliallan.
Daniel Cameron, merchant in Perth.
James Haig & Co., distillers at Cannonmills, and James Haig, 
the sole remaining partner of said company as an individual.
John Haig, distiller at Lochrin.
John Buchanan & Co., merchants in Kincardine, and John Buchanan, 
Richard Philp, and Thomas Smith, partners in ths said coupany as 
individuals.
James Craik, merchant and corndealer in Dundee.
Thomas Primrose, maltster and dealer in Alloa.
George Taylor, maltman and brewer in Falkirk.
Andrew Swinton, brewer and baker in Tory.
Thomas Murdoch, pistol maker and spirit dealer, Leith Walk. 
Thomas and George Colvins & Co., distillers at Underwood; and 
Thomas and George Colvins, and John Shiells, merchants in 
Glasgow: and Robert Colqnhoun, junior, distiller ot Underwood, 
as copartners and individuals.
Colvins & Co., merchants in Glasgow; and Thomas and George 
Colvins and John Shiells, as copartners and individuals.
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The Scottish distillers had engaged in a fruitless struggle with their
London counterparts, who by operating a cartel to keep down the price of

spirits, had cut them out of the market - ‘The English distillers reduced

their prices so low, that spirits sent from Scotland ... at one time did not

draw a price equal to the additional duty it pays upon importation into 
81England.' This was demonstrated once the Scots were out of the running, 

whereupon the London men raised their prices. A marked decline in legal 

exports to England ensued.

Duty paid whisky sent to England

1780 * 34,067 gallons
1786» 881,969 gallons
1787* 32,267 gallon*

Source} Hamilton, H., An Economic iliatory of Scotland 
in the Eighteenth Century, p. 108. 82

la 1793, the ilhgiish duty levied on Scottish made spirits became 2s. lid. 

per gallon, at the same time as the still licence w h s raised; by 1795, the 

Qiglish duty on Scottish imports was 3«. 9d. per gallon, but shortly there

after distilling was suspended. There was a further increase in duty on 

spirits from Scotland in 1797, the tax being set at 4a. 7^d. per gallon. J 
It was then that the Lowland distillers protested strongly about the 

penal still licence of £34 placed on them, wheroos the licenoes in the High

land districts were comparatively cheap. A petition from John and James
84Haig against the proposals was presented in Parliament, because the state 

appeared to be more interested in exacting revenue, than in the viability of 

the distilling industry and the quality of its product. A plethora of 81 82 83 *

81. The Scots Magazine May. 1788, pp. 249-51.
82. ?Iarailton, on. cit.. p. 108.
83. P£., Report: Distilleries 1798-9, p. 320. Also 33 Geo III. c. 6

33 Oeo. Ill, C. 59, and 37 Geo. Ill, c . 17  and c. 102.
Journal of the House of C o lo n s . L I I I ,  (1798) pp. 693-5.84.



unlicensed stills in the northern counties vere pouring out illicit whisky.

For their part, the Jlighlanders took objection to the rapidity of dist

illing in Lowland works, the fraudulent practices to induce the greatest 

possible quantity of spirits by using violent heat, unconventional utensils, 

and unmalted or raw grain (even although the government laid a tax on that 

conroodity in 1798)« They held the Lowland practice of Sunday manufacture in 

contempt, and despised attempts to dump unwholesome whisky in the north. The 

ferment eventually found its expression in the setting up of Parliamentary 

Commissions of Inquiry.

Parliamentary Reports regarding the Scotch Diatillory Duties (1798) and

the Distilleries in Scotland <{ (1799) stressed the need for radical altérât-
85ions and amendments in the manner of assessing and levying duty. It had 

become obvious that the authorities were being trounced in their effort to 

increase receipts by taxation on still content, because each new measure had 

simply lad to greater ingenuity on the part of the Scottish still makers and 

the Lowland distillers. The government aoted swiftly in on attempt to main

tain legal distilleries in Scotland, and thus in 1799, the still licence 

system was abandoned, but a duty of Ua, 10Vd. was placed on every gallon of 

spirit made for home consumption. In 1798, 87 licensed distillers in Scot

land sent over £1.6 millions to the Exchequer, but the alterations vere un

acceptable to some of their number; about 30 per cent of the distillers gave 

up their operations soon after the revision was made. The result was a fall 

in revenue - only £775»000 being received from the distilleries in Scotland 

in 1800.

The 1798-9 Reports supply evidence of the attitudes and problems of 85 86

85. The P»port. are publish.,1 couj.iutly a, Th. He port fr„„ th. Co-itt..
upon the Distilleries m  Scotland. -------— ----------——

86. P.P., Report: Distilleries 1798-9, p. 7.
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the Lowlands. and Highland distillers. A3 an example of the Lowland distill

ing position, the submissions of John Stein of Connonmills are loud in con

demnation of the illegal activities of the Highlanders. He gave it as his 

opinion, ’That the Highland exemption as it is called, has been grossly

abused, is a proposition of which I conceive no Investigation or Proof to be
87necessary - the Faet is notorious.' '

According to John Stein, the Lowland market was inundated with Highland

whisky, to the point where the capitalist distillers had to abandon 'the

Trade several Months before the Expiration of their Licences, with large

Stocks of Spirits on Hand, for which owing to the Interference of Highlnnd
88spirits they have been unable to find Sales.' Stein indeed forecast a 

declining revenue yield; he emphasised that the prohibition on the export 

of whisky frost the Highland area to Southern Scotland was impossible to enforce, 

because even the Highland distillers with licences were quite prepared to lose 

a cask or two of whisky in the furtherance of their business. It was alleg

ed that some employed •Guards of Men in Arms' to protect their convoys.

Another Lowland entrepreneur, David Cassils of Kippen, stated at an Edinburgh

meeting in 1797, 'that the Highland Distillers supply all the Market round
89him for Ten miles to the South of the Present Line.* Although Cassils 

tried to send produce to Glasgow and Edinburgh, he met stiff competition 

from the interlopers and 'that Two of his Men one Night lately met Two Carts 

loaded with Highland Spirits, being acquainted with the Drivers, and accompan

ied by Eight or Ten other Men armed with Pistols, Bludgeons &c., Four Miles 

South of the Line, proceeding on the Glasgow Road,'and that this wss the 

general practice in conveying whisky from the Highlands to Glasgow. Evi

dence was produced by others present to show that the Highlanders had the

87.
83.

P.P.. ReportJ Distilleries, 1798-9, p. 340.
P.P., Report; Distilleries, 1798-9, p. 9.

89. P.P., Report* Distilleries, 1798-9, P. 15.
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j.ion'a share of the markets in Perth, Glasgow, Greenock, Port Glasgow and 

Dumbarton, despite Excise attempts at control. It is not therefore surpris

ing that the Highlands contained plenty of people with a sound knowledge of 

evasion of the Excise, of conveying and distributing forbidden produce, and 

of marketing it in Central Scotland and beyond, long before the legal industry 
in the Northern district was forcsd to become almost entirely on illicit one.

The stream of production from the Highlands was fed by Lowland merchants 

who were willing to export malt from Greenock and Paisley to the Highland 
district - which they were not supposed to do - while in most distilleries 

in the Lowlands, the stills were worked by Highland labourers, many of whom

periodically returned to their home areas and there 'comnunicated the most
90improved method« of working*1

It was difficult to reconcile the claims of Lowland entrepreneurs like

Stein, with those of the licensed distillers in the Highland districts,who had

already completed the transition from »subsistence* distilling for immediate
local consumption, to coranercial production for a wider public, and at the
same time to control the primitive small scale pot still units, expanding in

siae and daring as the possibilities of black market operation were sensed.

The evidence is full of the conflict between the Lowland and the Highland
groups, but there is only second hand material - allegations, hearsay, and

figures for convictions - for the illicit distillers.

The Committee upon the Distilleries in Scotland submitted the outline

of a plan to the House of Commons, with the multiple purpose of reinforcing

the Revenue, reconciling the rival groups in the industry, and satisfying
91the agricultural interests.

Firstly, it was reeoMwmded that a substantial part of the duty should * 91

9°. P.P., Report» Distilleries. 1798-9, p. 17.
91. P.P., Reportl Distilleries, 1798-9, Recommendations, pp. 512-26.
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continue to be assessed by licence, so ns to secure n known sum from each 

distiller. The Committee felt that the actual amount of the licence fee 

was immaterial, but that it ought to take account of the excessive swift

ness of distillation on the one hand, and the slow work of 'the ignorant 
and inexperienced manufacturer' on the other.

A corollary was that distilling should be constantly and strictly survey

ed at every stage, and an account kept by the Excise officers} the samples 

should be checked and proved by gauge, by the use of the saccharometer and 
by hydrometer. These checks should be eo arranged that they did not interrupt 

the processes, and vex the distiller — but it was also proposed that the sur̂ - 

vey should he confirmed by returns made upon oath, and under the sanction of 
penalties, by distillers. The Excise man should be obliged to produce a 

regular statement of account between the licence duty and the quantity of the 

produce, according to the rate per gallon which the distiller had to pay; 

this statement would then be balanced and settled at stated intervals, while 

at the end of the year a general balance would be struck, when any surplus
noproduced over the volume of spirits permitted would be taken into account.

The committee stated firmly that distillers must have latitude and free

dom; hence they commended a combination of the licence system and a system 

of survey to cope with accelerated rates of distillation, the varied strengths 

of wash, and the use of raw grain. Only by employing both methods did they 

believe the Revenue would be secured. Another significant recommendation 

vas that the lines of demarcation between the Highlands and Lowland areas 

should be abolished. It had been impossible to delimit the boundary, and 

to enforce its observance. Instead it was suggested that production should 

be limited in certain districts (i.e. the Highlands) and duty concessions 

made if these should prove necessa ry, owing to higher costs (e.g. of trans

port, grain, fuels etc.).

92. Ibid.
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Comments wore mad. ragarding the legal arrangement, for dealing with 
delinquents nnder the Excise la,.. The operation „1 the J.P. courts was 
severely criticised, and in particular the 'mitigating penalties' were 

deplored. For example, a distiller in Ho.e-.oir. bad reported that at the 
annual Excise Court in Tain, the Juatice. imposed 10, .  Io r  Iin (K (>  to  p lne>

penalties of £400. There « .  a vant of the proper judicial spate« to correct 
thea. mistake. and to punish the d.Uaqaeucy of the magistrates. The Solic

itor of Bieise did not think it worthwhile prosecuting illicit distillers, 

especially when their landlord, were prepaid to »peak np for the., further
more, the Solicitor of Eseie. va. burd-wd by -a mltipHoity of Inform.«..» 
end complaint.' which inewitabiy led to 'a alown... of husinc..', and pro.ee- 

utioa. in the Court of Exchequer ..re lengthy. The Cowitte. reiterated it. 
warnings about the glaring and shameful number of person., particularly in 

the Highlands, who worked without licence or payment of duty, hut in the „pen. 

ing year, of the nineteenth century the situation deteriorate oven further.

The Committee o.timte the consumption of spirit, in Scotlond a. baing 
between 2.4 million gallon, and 5.4 niUi«„ gallon., and with such vega, 
estimates for guidance, suggested that duty of 2s. 6d. per gall™ should h. 
levied on vhiaky.

Although a new .Act o f  179 9  a tte m p te d  t o  s i m p l i f y  t h e  l a w . . « a c t i n g  

d i s t i l l i n g ,  t h e  e x ig e n c ie s  o f  t h e  w o r eco m m y and re ve n u e  n e e d . , ™  t o  u„ 
o u tw e ig h e d  t h e  c l a i m , o f  .  th o ro u g h  l e g i s l a t i v e  o v e r h a u l . D i s t i l l i n g  had 

becom e, a .  I t  is  t o - d a y , a h ig h  d a t y  i n d a s t r y .  Th. H ig h la n d  d i s t i l l e r s ,  

f o r  i n s t a n c e , w ere ch a rg e d  £6  10 s .  p e r  g a ll o n  o f  . t i l l  c o n t e n t , w h ic h  was 

re ck o n e d  t o  he e q u iv a l e n t  t o  a y i . l d  o f  52 g a l l o n ,  o f  s p i r i t ,  a t  fro m  1 t o  

10  d e g r e e , o v e r  p r o o f .  P r o v i . i o n  was m ad. f o r  e x c e e . . .  t o  bo charged a t  

t h e  r a t .  o f  5 s . f o r  each g a ll o n  e x t r a , w h il e  a d u t y  o f  6d .  p e r  g a llo n  w a , 

l e v i e d  on each g a il o n  d e f i c i e n t .  Th. „m o u n t o f  w b i .k y  p ro due ed w a . suppoeed 

t o  be 6  p e r  c e n t of th e  w o r t s . ^

93» ilobb, J.M., Scotch Whisky, pp, 26«7.
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The revision not only permitted wholesale evasion - distillers would 

extract more whisky than they ought and conceal the fact, thereby dodging 
the extra duty, besides having more spirits to sell. The change contribut

ed very little to the advancement of licensed distilleries in the Highlands.
In 1802, the mode of charging duty par gallon of still content was 

discontinued, the presumptive spirit yield per volume of wash was reintroduc

ed to match the ingenuity of the distillers, who continued to find it imposs

ible to produce o fine whisky, without avoiding the payment of Excise over
charges.^* Revenue did however increase, hut speedy distilling was pointing 

the way to a continuous process, which was embodied in the patent still. 

Although spirits duty was raised in 1804, and again in 1807, consumption ami 
revenus suffered little until a steep rise took place in 1811 - duty in the 

Lowlands was 8s. O^d, and in the Highlands, 6s. 7^d. Diminishing returns

began) consumption fell, and revenue was reduced by one-third, from
95£778,000 to £563,000.

Continuity of production was also broken by government restrictions on 

distilling. A bill to prohibit the making of whisky from wheat, barley 

molt, and any other cereals, in Scotland was before parliament in 1800; five 

years later, the use of grain in distillation vns banned, and the matter 

vas considered again in 1808. Distilling was halted, owing to the require

ments for csreals for dirsct consumption, on account of the French wars and
. 96the Continental Blockade.

About 1810, about 11,000 bolls of barley were reported to be consumed 

in the distilleries of best Lothian, which were estimated to exceed the 

quantity which was raised there. Hence a considerable proportion was being 94 * 96

94. Nettloton, op. cit.. p. 6.
99. p.p. Seventh Report of the Consniasionera of Inqniry into tbs Excise 

Establishment XXV, (1834), p. 43.
96. Index to the Journal of the House of Commons, LVI-LXX1/. ( 1801-1820), 

. 882—47PP
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brought from other parts of Scotland, and from Ehgland.97 98 Anxiety about 

possible scarcitiee in other districts was upsetting distilling. The high 

level of duty on malt, coupled with the intermittent suspensions on distillat
ion, p^us the growing demand for wheat and potatoes, had led farmers to 

abandon barley in Dunbartonshire. The small quantities raised went to brew
eries at Greenock and Paisley. Owing to lack of demand, the average fiar'a 
price was 25s. 8d. or so, but »the real price* would have stood 10 per cent 

higher in a more lively market.' A similar trend was observed in Dumfries

shire, where barley cultivation had been more extensive pre-1812. The stopp

age of the distilleries, and uncertain markets were again the causes to which 

the low price of barley was assigned." Attention was focused on the apparent 
waste of cereals in distilling, but at least in Forfarshire it had been proved 
that as much milk, beef, pork and other animal food, could be produced for 

human consumption, from the draff and waste, as could have been yielded by

the land sown (in this case with barley), had it instead been laid down in 
100grass.

The distillers were much put about by the prohibitory legislation, and 

looked for other raw materials. From Lochrin distillery, James ilaig wrote 
to ask Lord Melville

to inquire what might be intended as to the use of sugar or corn 
in the Distillery', and to ask whether 'Martinique and Guadeloupe 
Sugars' would be permissable.10*

There was yet another revision in 18H, whereby the method of charging

97‘ ot th- * . t

98- Si; m ~  -<*rlculta” th-
" •  G m n l  vi”  °{ th* Aglc.lt—  of tb. County ot C f r l . .  (18l2),

l0° - o nJi j ; k;,.J; ; l. r Si-r,-1- v l °v of th* <* tb . count, of

101. 3 « 0 ? » « •  »taiMnt., GO 51/5/289. Lett.r from Jam..
IIaigf Distiller9 Lochrin, to Lord Melvill#t 4 Oct» 1811
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distillers for excesses and deficiencies in production vas given up» and the 

levying of duty on worts and spirits was substituted. A charge of Is. was 
placed on each gallon of worts prepared» plus a duty of 2s. lOd. per gallon

spirits from 1 to 10 degrees over proof» from each 100 gallons of wort. If 
his output fell below this level» he had to pay 9s. 8d. per gallon on ths def

iciency. Reluctantly the Scottish distillers were compelled to raise the 

specific gravity of their worts, although thsy ouch preferred to employ a

was framed to meet the neede of English gin makers, who worked with a stronger 

wash. A vexatious regulation prohibited the distillation of spirits in stills 

of less than 2,000 gallons content in the Lowlands, and of less than 900 

gallons content with the Highland line.

The 1814 Act had serious consequences in the Highland area where licens

ed distillers were fighting a losing battle against the illicit operators.
The former could point to higher operating costs, adverse climatic conditions 
nnd inferior barley, compared with their Lowland competitors. Inaccessibil

ity was a further factor, linked with limited markets and inadequate transport. 

Indeed it vas idle for the government to suppose that more than a handful of 

Highland distillers had either the capital or sufficient barley at their 

disposal to sustain a still of 900 gallons content. The order vas sub

sequently reduced on Treasury instructions to 200 gallons. General StUAr^ 

of Garth described the lav as a 'complete interdict' in the Highland district. 

A still would be exhausted more than ths disposable grain in a county in his 

view, and too much fuel would have been required. Hardly any alternative 

remained to the tenantry but to have recourse to illicit distillation, or in 102 103

102. Robb, o£. cit., pp. 26-7.
103. Nettleton, on. cit.. p. 6.

* its 102 Furthermore, a distiller was required to make 18 gallons of



some instances, resignation of their holdings, because of breach of their 

engagements with their lairds, due to n lack of funds to pay rent.^^

The position vas thus most unsatisfactory; the frequency of the alter

ations, the complexities of the law, did not alleviate the adverse conditions 
of the distilling industry. Pew licences were taken out, and the northern 
districts were dominated by poteen makers and smugglers. The next year the 

duties on whisky in the Highlands and Lowlands were equalised at 9»» 4$d a

gallon; legal production consequently continued to decline, and the quantity
109brought to charge fell by 600,000 gallons.

With legal distilling on the downgrade, the market was left mainly to 

the illicit distiller, who could order things as he pleased - use a weak 

wash, and distil his whisky in the traditional way. He might even triple 

distil if he were free from molestation. It would be erroneous to conclude 

as some writers do, that illicit whisky was rough, badly made stuff, the 

result of panic processing, dirty utensils and g u e s s w o r k . I t  more often 

seems to have been the product of skilled, shrewd men, working carefully to 

make a good whisky.
As in Ireland, the highest incidence of illicit distilling tended to 

be in the remoter areas - where deficient resources and limited employment 
opportunities presented themselves. Here too, living standards were lower, 

poverty was endemic, and both seasonal unemployment, as well as underemploy

ment, very common. Transport vas poor, and such grain surpluses as were 

produced, could not be brought easily to market. Across the Irish Sea, a 104 105 106

104. Stuart, Major-General D., of Garth, Observations on the Origin and 
Cause o f  Smuggling in the Highlands o f  Scotland, Quarterly Journal 
of Agriculture, 1828-9, p.

105. P.P.» Seventh Report, 1834, p. 42.
106. MacDonald, I, Smuggling in the Highlands, pp. 98-106.
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similar situation prevailed; the more productive agricultural regions of 
the east, 'the hara-butter and eggs' counties (e.g. Leinster, Munster, etc.) 

•were never such strongholds of illicit distilling os were Mayo and Donegal.

It was^these distant desolate regions of the vest, where boredom and penury 
were not uncomoon, that were the territories of the poteen makers. So also 
in Scotland. It was more lucrative and practical to convert a balk commod

ity like inferior grain into whisky, and sell a manufactured product, rather 

than a raw material of low quality that would yield a scanty return. Per

haps if the government had had a clearer vision and more precise knowledge 
both of Scottish Highland and Irish circumstances, the excesses promoted by 

inappropriate legislation, which was so unfavourable to legal distilling, 

might have been avoided.
The dissatisfaction was apparent in the meetings held and in the petit

ions drawn up during 1816; in March, a group in Inverness sought official 

permission to export whisky from the Highlands, a 59 per cent reduction in
the malt tax, an equalisation of duties in the Highlands and Lowlands, and

108the use of stills of 59-60 gallons content. Earlier the Lowland distill

ers were not inactive - details of a meeting in Clackmannan, which filtered

to Inverness, declared that they did not object to a free movement of whisky 

between the two regions

The distinction of Lowland and Highland line was a boon 
granted to the Highland districts, in order that they might 
he enabled to supply themselves with spirits at o cheap rate, 
and from barley of their own growing.

Lowlanders did not want to remove this p riv ilege, but i f  the Highlanders

107- Connell, K.II. Illicit Distillation in r^i „„.i. n__ __ . . .
C o n f S i T S .  o l  ( h d t o r i Q n . ,  H i s t o r i c a l  S t u i i w  “ ( ^ * " " 961)

,08- " 7 Northern mahlnniU - i.
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were to be admitted to Southern market», they must be prepared to work in 
all respects under the same law as they did in the South. A Highland 

rejoinder was that merchants in the north would embark their capital in 

distillation and cheerfully pay south country duties, if stills of a small 

size were permitted, with free access to Scottish outlets.10^ It was further 
alleged that competition from Ireland was severe, because Irish distillers 

could undersell both groups of Scottish distillers, in Scotland os well as in 
the Irish market.*10

The ferment was crystallised when two reports were sent by Woodbine 

Parish, Chairman of the Board of Excise in Scotland, to the Treasury; seven» 
teen petitions had come from countries and cities, societies and merchants, 

who wished 'to rescue their country ... from a state of active fraud.' As 

illicit distilling was held to be 'no great deviation from moral rectitude', 

it had attained very substantial proportions. In his view, illicit whisky's 

first recommendation was its quality, and its second, a low price; he openly 
admitted that small stills made the best spirits, and that it was impossible 

to derive good whisky on 'the 18 gallons of spirits from 100 gallons of 

wash’ formula. Smuggling would go on so long as Highland distillers were 
excluded from Lowland markets, although Lowlanders were not debarred from 

the northern one. Pariah believed that the bewildering alterations in 

legislation, more than the duty increases, had caused the destruction of 

legal distilling; meantime the revenue was defrauded to an enormous extent, 

but he was satisfied that unlicensed distillers would pay duty given the chance 

to sell at a profit in a free market. Accordingly, he foresaw a new legal 109 110 111

109. Barron, op. cit., I, 26 May, 1815, p. 85.
110. Barron, on. cit., I, 22 July, 1815» pp. 90-1.
111. P.P., Two Reports of Woodbine Pariah, Chairman of the Board of Excise 

in Scotland, VIII, 181h, p. I et aeq.



framework vhich would unify the duties in the United Kingdom, positively prom

ote the operation of small stills, and allow uninterruptedtrade within Scot

land. His petitioners who included the Marquis of lluntly, and the Highland
Society of Inverness, wanted the wartime duties cut back to Ja. per gallon,

11°and small stills of 30 to 50 gallons encouraged. *" The Earl of Wemyss 
promised the assistance of the country gentlemen in checking smuggling, which 

seemed to the merchants and magistrates of Glasgow to be organised into a 

regular system, so that the fair trader could not compete.
With the return of peace time conditions, domestic issues took on a 

new significance. As 1816 advanced, there was much distress in the Highlands 

due to lack of employment opportunities, to the high prices of grain, and to 
what Woodbine Parish described as a general stagnation of commercial credit

113which was affecting the whole country. The still licence system tended to

encourage a monopoly situation, because duty hod to be paid in advance - tiras 
favouring men with greater resources. Distillers persisted in adopting 
illegal devices such as augmenting the still sise by raising the head, and by 

substituting worts for fermented wash. The inducement to go illicit was 

considerable and practically all the trade in whisky was in the hands of 

smugglers. The disquiet in administrative circles continued ns illicit dist

illation became more and more common. As to the Revenue, it was widely bel

ieved that the Excise duty in the Highland area, including the penalties

recovered from delinquents, was 'scarcely sufficient to defray the expense of
11*securing and collecting them.'

During 1816, the government did authorise the use of stills of not less 

than *0 gallons content in the Highlands, subject to the intending licence

P.P., Two Reportsî Parish, 1816, p. A.
P.P., Two Déportât Parish, 1816, pp. 1-5.
Barron, on. ctt., I, 19 Jan. 1816, p. loi.

112 .
113.
114.



holders being recommended by two magistrates and their parish minister.

County meetings were held to express satisfaction with the amendment, and 
to take steps to supervise the issue of licences as well as to pat down

smuggling. The intention was to encourage farmers and others of modest
♦

means to perform legal distilling on a limited scale, thus luring the illicit
industry above ground, and rendering it controllable. Simultaneously the

duty on spirits was cut to 8s. 7d. per gallon, and the Excise awaited a flow

of applicants for distillers' licences. Thers was indeed some improvement
36 licences were taken out in 1816, compared with only 27 in 1815.**^ A

report by a Committee of the Highland Society showdd that the 1816 revision

had been beneficial in the north, because during the next year the number of
legal distillers in ths Highland district rose from 12 to 30. Ths quantity

of additional gallons distilled was 99,721, and the increase in duty paid,
117£18,195« The improvement may also have been stimulated by the reduction 

in duty to 5a« 6d. P«r gallon, which was a further attempt to convert poteen 
makers to licensed distillers. Throughout Scotland, the licences issued 

rose to 108 in 1817, and to 147 two years thereafter.

Distilleries at Work in Scotland

1799 87 1821 1151816 36 1823 111
1817 108 1825 245

Source! Nettleton J.A., The Manufacture of Spirit, (1893) 
p. 61 amended from P.P., Seventh Report, Brcise 
Establishment (1834), p.227.

The still licence system had been finally abolished in 1817; a weaker

vash could ot last be employed - an estimated yield of 11 gallons of spirits

per 100 gallons of wash at 1060 gravity was presumed, the sacchsroaeter hav-
118ing come into general use. Hence a partial rehabilitation of legal distill- * 116 * 118

115« Barron, op. clt., I» 9 •Aug. 1816, p. 108.
1 1 6 , Nettleton, oj*. clt»» Pi 6.
117« Barron, op. cit., I» 4 April 1822, p. 206.
118. Nettleton, op. cit., pj 6.
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ing ensued. The distinction between the Highland and Lowland districts was 
abolished, and a drawback of Is. 2d. was paid to Highland distillers on each 

gallon of spirits made by them, and consumed in Scotland. 119

Improvement;was maintained until 1818, but thereafter a falling away 
in the number of licences, and in revenue receipt, occurred in the Highlands. 120 

Many of the Highland distillers were forced to close down their plants; Capt

ain Munro of Teaninich distillery, Ross-shire, wrote to Mackensie of Seaforth:-

The distillery has not been at work for two months, and it will 
be a few weeks before it commences, indeed the state of the country, 
as to Illicit Distillation, and the unaccountable supineness of the 
Excise to put a stop to it, makes it doubtful if at the present 
moment fro« the limited sale of spirits, whether it is advisable 
for the Legal Distiller to go on - to any extent, certainly it is 
not. 121 122

While on a visit to Inverness in 1819, Robert Southey, the poet was very 

surprised to discover that the bulk of the town»a yeast supply came from
1 po

smugglers' bothies in the Black Isle. Smuggling had become endemic.

In the Lowlands, the substantial decreases in duty, and the end of the 

atill licence system had a more inraediate effect, where the majority of the 

new licences, went into production. It marked a phase of consolidation 

south of the Highland line, but additional complexities obscured the future 

of the distilling industry in the north. A change in malt duty wae made, 

which more than doubled it to 3s. 7U. per bushel, which was interpreted as 

being unfavourable to Scottish interests, and in particular to those of the 

northern counties. Thomas Mackenzie of Applecrosa, the member of Parliament

119. Robb, op. cit.. pp. 26-7.
120. Barron, o£. cit., I, 4 April, 1822, p . 206.
121 • s.n.0^ W o r t h  Moninont., CD <.6/ 13/ 117, Cptoin V. Munro, to J.A.

Stewart Mackenzie, 1818. ’
122. Southey, R., Journal of a Tour in Scotland in 1819. p. 141.
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for Itoss, sow the Chancellor of the Exchequer and stated that it was utterly 
impolitic to impose a higher duty than that paid during the French Wars. 

Distillers in the Highlands might in consequence abandon their enterprises,

In 1820, the Duke of Gordon had the issue of illicit distilling raised 

in the House of Lords. The Duke was the Laird of Glenlivet, and one of the 

major landowners in the Highlands. He was in no doubt about the appalling 

moral, social and economic circumstances surrounding illicit distillation and 
smuggling. He had witnessed the results among his own tenantry at first 

hand. The Duke suggested that the government would do well to stimulate 

legitimate whisky making by permitting the distilling of spirits of a proof 
strength equivalent to that made by the snugglers - then, in company with 

other lairds, the Duke was prepared to exercise his powers to suppress the

were well received, and in 1821, a Parliamentary Commission was appointed to 

investigate the problem: it investigated the revenue arising from distilling

II Legislative Changes after 1823.

The Comission of Devenue Inquiry reported in 1823 in favour of profound 

changes in the law and manner of assessing duties on distilling in Scotland. 

Evidence to the Comission showed that the statutory regulations for 123 124 *

123. Barron, oo. cit., I, 27 Jan. 1820, p. 177» Also P.P.. Return of 
Members of Parliament, 1357-1874, Vol. II (1878), p. 282.

124. Alexander Gordon, 4th Duke of Gordon (1745-1827) was elected one 
of the sixteen representative peers in Scotland in 1761. He 
was described as the greatest subject in Britain, on account of 
the extent of his rent rolls, and the number of persons who depend
ed on his protection. He was a supporter of the Pitt administrat
ion. (See Dictionary of National Biography. XXII, p. I67).
Also Bruce-Lockhart, Sir il., Scotch (1050). n. 12.
------- Report of the Commissioners of Inquiry into the Revenue,

thus inviting even more smuggling of whisky. 123

Eviction was the laird's strongest weapon. His proposals

in both Scotland and Ireland, and was chaired by Lord Wallace. 125
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distilling were excessively complex and vexatious. Smuggling had become wide

spread and violent in nature* desperate men engaged in it, in loague with 

'the lower order of tenantry and crofters.' Distressing descriptions were 

given ^f the falsehood, intemperance and brutal ferocity of the smugglers.l2^ 

Illicit whisky was admitted to be a better article, than whisky legally dist

illed - a fact ascribed to the inadequacy of the Excise laws, rather than to the 

superior techniques of the poteen maker. One example will serve to illustrate 

this point. The legal distiller had to prepare wash of a specific strength, 

and paid duty on a set quantity of spirits whether be was able to extract 

the required amount or not. Owing to the inferiority of Highland grain 100 

gallons of wash could not normally produce the volume of olcohol on which the 

law charged duty. Hence the legal distillers were driven to attempting to 

produce one—fourth or one—fifth more than the smugglers did to recoup their 

losses, using a far stronger wash than they would have favoured if left to 

their own discretion.12^

Other statements before the Commission showed that illicit distillers

had succeeded in setting up practically a monopoly in the whisky trade in

the Highlands, as well as in the market towns in the immediate periphery,

where demand proved lucrative. More than half the whisky produced in Scot-
128land £. 1820 was illicitly made. “ Furthermore, their Highland whisky was 

so highly regarded that some Lowland distillers found it good business to 

purchase sizeable volumes of it for resale under their own names. It almost 

certainly was 'blended' with Lowland whisky. Captain Fraser, the owner of 

Brackla distillery near Nairn, stated that he had 'not sold 100 gallons for 

consumption within 120 miles of his residence during the past year, though 126 * 128

126. P.P., Fifth Hanort, on. cit.. p. l^q.
127- Barron, nn. cit., I, k April 1822, 206.
128. Nettleton, on. oft., p. 11.
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people drank nothing but whisky.» 129 130 131 132 Over 4,000 gallon«* were in bond at 

Munro's Toaninicb distillery in Ro.s-sfaire, for vhich no customer. could be 

found. Haig's had encountered declining aalea in Aberdeen, having sold

only 2 to 3 puncheon* of their vhisky in 1822, as compared with 100 to 1 50
' 130n few year« earlier.

Snuggled whisky ranging in price from 4s. 6d. a gallon at the still

mouth to over 9 » .  for the same quantity in Perth or Edinburgh» at 20°  over

proof, it represented a better bargain than legally distilled spirits at 9s.

a gallon (raw grain) or pure malt whisky at 9s. 6d „  both at 7° over proof

which was the highest strength at which licence holders were allowed to n»r-
131ket their product. Inflated price levels in Lowland towns indicate that

Highland whisky was a black market comnodity that was fast becoming a »snob*

drink; even King George W  was reputed to favour it, drinking nothing fut
132

pure, though illegal, Glenlivet.

Licensed distillers were therefore convinced that they could never 

compete on equal terms with the smugglers unless the spirits duty was pruned 

to 2s. to 3s. per proof gallon. They saw high duties os a bounty to the 

successful illicit operator, and a burden only to the legitimate trader; 

although they occasionally over-stated their case, their basic complaints were 

justifiable. Apart from the northern counties, in cities like Edinburgh, 

there were alleged to be fifty unlicensed distillers to efery legal one. 133

For some time, a. the Steins knew to their cost, a distiller desirous 

of making spirits for the English market was obliged to close down his work.

129. Sillett, S.W., Illicit Scotch, p. 54.
130. P.P.» Fifth Report, op. cit., p. 235.
131. F.P.> Fifth Report, o£. cit., P. 16 and pp. 230-1.
132. Grant, Elia., Memoirs of a Highland Lady. 1797-1827. p. 261.

133. Nettloton, o p .  c i t ., p .  7 «



Experimental Stills for rapid distillation}
P.P. Report} Distilleries, 1799» App. M., p. 258.
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for a Period of 12 month, b.foreband, ant hi. plant h,.l to h. offloinUy 

ont.rorl by th. EMi.e authentic. a. Verkin,, for th.it nnrkct. Ih. Soott- 

ish tuty vn. moreover chnrg.,1 in part on th. ue.h on,! i„ part thm 8plrU. 

y“*l‘"K\ !,y U > « « > " ¡ » 8  to on involved ecalo of epuivnlcpc... s m .M  ' 

point, out that there v,r. , U  »..crtcd rate. of duty, five of which „

little above th. seneral level of 5a. Sa.1»  The employmnt of mlt, the 

ba.ie raw anteri.l for »hi.hy vc. practically ■U.couron.d by the heavy tar 

{namely 2e. 6d. per bu.h.1) vhicb vc. place! upon it, olthcogh di.tiller. 

vere alia«.! a O n  »hack „f on. .hilling on each Inu.h.1, Son. of cour.. 

applied for the rebate on «alt cade ourreptitiouely without ooy pnyuent „f 

duty in the firat inetance. Such di.hone.ty only begot mere .trlngmt 

regulation», which in turn tended to defeat their own purpose.

The CotuBiMioa'a r*co«*»ndation* were the*,} the lieenaed distillers 

nwat he given th* chance to u*rket the same quality of whisky at a price approx 

i.mto to that of the illicit distiller. - in order to do a*, the t!uty ahould 

he cut to 2». Ctl. to la. per gallon. 1 ’ 5 Distilling from raw or unmalted 

gram was stated to be of modern origin having arisen from the molt duty, 

but spirit» derived from wholly malted grain were known to be «*ch superior. 

Halting however incurred higher costs, whereas more alcohol was yielded froM 

a row grain mixture than from m l t  alone? many distillers wore therefore 

employing raw grain. The Commission suggested that in charging duty on 

spirits distilled from malt in Scotland, or in Ireland, « deduction should be 

made nearly equal to the duty poid on the malted barley used. Malting would 

thus be encouraged, and wholesale evasion combatted. The concession mint

ing to the use of stills of kO gallons content should be «tended to Ireland, 

while it was proposed that th. duty free warehousing vhicb th* Irish enjoyed * 135

100.

131 P.P., Fifth deport, on. cit., p, 99.
135. P.P., Fifth Report, op. cit., pp.
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should be allowed in Scotland, on the grounds that it helped the man of small 

capital, whose fund, were freed for tmde, rather than tied up in tax pay- 

nents.

The influence of the lairds va. adjudged to be a deciding factor in 

checking s a i ling ¿«on* their tenant., 'by their not suffering person, known 

to be engaged in illicit distillation to continn. in the occupation of land, 

held under them. • Landowner, who permitted on offender to remain m a t  

either 'have reason to confide in hi. bettor conduct for the future, or to 

be giving deliberate countenance to a breach of law.» 136 degasing jmwitie., 

there we. a milder attitude in Ireland than in Scotland, toward, malefactor.; 

it was believed that if the right cliante were create.! fOP Ucen.ed di.tiller., 

the tempti»tion to engage in illicit activities would be greatly diminished, 

and the revenue «ore effectively protected.

The Coturaiseloners were of the opinion that a reduced duty might confid

ently be expected to lead to an increase in revenue receipt«} duty raised in 

Scotland was £687.000 from a consumption of 2.4 million gallons, but in real

ity consumption was abont 5 million gallon.. Finally the Cot.mis.ion looked 

forward to the establishment of a uniform system of Lxcise laws and taxes 

throughout the United Kingdom; und noted the failure of the government on 

repeated occasions to promulgate sati.factory measures for the distilling 

industry, causing repeated disappointment among distillers.

Hie inwediate outcome of the Commission's remit was the Illicit Dist

illation (Scotland) Act of 1322, which set out severe penalties for nil 

offences associated with illegal whisky making} the actual report of the 

Co:«uisaioner* of Inquiry did not appear until 1823. New scale, of fine, 

were introduced, for example, fines of £200 ver. to be impo.ed where offend

ers were discovered in po.eeesion of ungauged stills, whether thee» were in
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operation or not, and wherever Excise officers were prevented fro« carryin* 

out their duties. People using a still without a licence, or distilling 

ih other than the one licensed, were liable to pen,,Hies of £100, which were 

to be enforced if «ore than 20 gallons of wash, or any volume of low wines 

or feints were found in the ownership of persons other than license,! dist

illers, brewers or vinegar makers. The comreyin* of whisky fro* pl&ca ta 

place, without an Kxcise permit, was mode liable to a fine of £200 - Q me«.- 

ure hitting hard at the determined smugglers. Another aspect of the Act 

wns the penalty laid down for persons on whose property illicit distillat

ion was performed «with their knowledge*; they were exposed to fine. *not 

exceeding £ 100, nor less than £20,* with the option of 0 to 12 months imprison

ment. Meanwhile the fine for aiding and assisting at an illicit still was 

put at £30 or 6 months imprisonment for a first offence, and thereafter at 

£¿0 or 12 months. The powers of the Excise officers were much augmented;

permission was ¿riven for them to search out, seize and destroy illicit stills, 

wash, low wines, faints and spirits, regardless of whether they bad warrants 

from a Justice of the Peace or not. 1 17  These measure* assisted the officers 

in the execution of their duties, but the payment of rewards for detection 

or prevention of private wliiaky waking led to abuses.

The Excise Act o f  18 23  in c o rp o ra te d  more o f th e  C o m m is s io n *, w o rk .

Indeed the passing of this Act is a watershed in the story of illicit di.till- 

ing in Scotland; it is the beginning of the demise of smuggling and poteen

making, Q® well as the growth point from which the modern Scotch whisky 

industry sprung. It waa in fact expected that a remission of duty would 

be granted *to an extent quite unexpected, and likely to have the most benefic

ial result.’, which would 'most offoetually quash smuggling.**^® In the 

ovsnt, the fluty was reduced to !?s. ,V1d. pay gallon, nnd a payment of «» £10

13 7. Hie Illicit Distillation (Scotland) Act, 1822.
138. Barron, op. cit., I, 2b June, 1823, p. 226,
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licence fee purchased a licence to distil. This procedure is still in force. 

Any one ¡my become ft distiller of Scotch whisky, by applying for a licence 

but would have to satisfy the authorities that Iiia premises were o eouuercial 

proposition.

The consequences of the 1823 Act were various, but despite Its initial 

cool reception in the Highlands, it was undoubtedly advantageous to the legal 

distillers. The duty reduction undercut the margin on the illicit distiller's 

product; the Highland smugglers were likely to lose their outlets, espec

ially us there was « long term improvement in the quality of legitimate whisky. 

Both the severity of the punishments, and the displeasure of the Laird were 

added incentives to become a license bolder. Other influencée of a benefic

ial kind were the tmneport improvements by road and sen which diminished 

freight costs from remote areas, and the spread of educution reinforcing the 

attitudes of on enlightened clergy.

The activity and determination of the Board of Excise through its officers,

a llied  to the exaction-of the stiff penalties was a deciding factor in the

short \tun. The Justices had been accustomed to levy fines nC much below

the minimum laid down by the law. When the new Act came into operation,

the Ihtcise demanded that the minima of £20 should be imposed, the alternative

being 6 months in jail. The Justices were reluctant to co-opernte, but the

tenacity of the authorities defeated them; for instance a prosecution for

i l l i c i t  d i s t i l l i n g  o c c u rre d  in  B a n f f - s k i r e , and when t h e  J n s t i e o s  w ould n o t

levy the statutory penalties, the Excise transferred the cases to the Court

of Exchequer in Edinburgh, which subjected offenders to penalties varying
139from £100 to £300 each. By this demonstration of strength, opposition

vas overcome, smugglers were unquestionably deterred, and in ten years, the 130

130. S.ÏÏ.0. Minute Hook of the Court of Exchequer (F/591) «nd Register of
of Decrees (E.352) were examined but tile cases were untraceable from 
these sources.
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number of detection» in Scotland had fallen to 692, and in twenty yoars to

17,.™

Lengthy explanation* of the new Distillery laws were published in the 

Inverness Courier. Note was taken of the faoility granted to distillers tot
store spirits without payment of duty, the strength of such spirits to be 

either 25 or 1 1 per cent over proof; a warehouse rent 'for report of the 

Revenue* was chargeable at the rate of Id, a week for each 40 gallons. No 

allowances were made for losses during warehousing. Distillers using malted 

'com' were obliged to produce two gallons of spirits from every bushel of 

raalt, ’or 12 gallons proof spirit from the standard Linlithgow boll,» The 

reduction in duty was applauded :-

141The spirit duty on eight pints Scots »mounts to 8s, on proof 
spirits, which is about 12 per cent stronger than is coamxmly ret
ailed in this country. i-Ult duty on the same quantity at the saise 
strength is Is,, making 9s. of spirit and malt duty on the Scots 
gallon, Fomer duties on the same quantity amounted to 22 s, 
thus giving n reduction of 13s. per Scots gallon.' “

Another wolconte change was the possib ility  of preparing n weaker wash.

At the sai» time, travellers for Lowland spirit dealers were offering to

supply the Inverness market with whisky at 4s, per gallon, or 2s. 6d. per

¿cots pint; the Highland distillers looked forward to providing a cheaper

and better articl# ns a result of the new legislative framework. fly 1824,

the effects of the Act seemed even more salutary:

From North to South we are gratified with the certain and 
pleasing intelligence that the pernicious traffic of the sauggler, 
with all its baneful effects, is going down fast before the operat
ions of the large distiller. Thus has a judicious and well

140. Barron, on. c i t ., I, Introduction, p. XXXIV.

l/,i. The Scots pint equalled 4 pints or 1 quart: the Scots gallon was 8 
Scots pints.

142. Darron, op. c i t . ,  I, 4 Sept. 1823» p. 227
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directed legislative measure, affording encouragement and 
protection to tb. lawful trader, effected in one short year 
more than a host of bxciseaen were able to accomplish iu the 
Highlands for the last half century, and more than they would 
do for fifty years to come. ' 143 144 145 146

Furthermore, the flevenue had benefitted, »on unquestionable outhorlfcy» 

had reported that the duties on malt and spirits alone in the Inverness district 

amounted to £1,300 for November-December 1825, giving an increase of £870 on 

the duties for the corresponding weeks of 1824, These duties were paid by the 

Inverness, Millburo, Fortress and Brnckla distilleries, which were alleged to 

be prospering, and extensions to them were projected, while new ones were 

planned for Inverness, and at Sores on Loch Ness-side. In the counties of 

Hass, Sutherland, and Caithness, the new legislation was 'equally antisfact- 
,144ory.»

Major-General Stuart of Garth also consented on the new Acts. Ho wrote 

that they were »the most favourable for the Highlanders ever enacted», but he 

had some reservations, because distillers distant from market* and fuel, with 

light unproductive grain, still experience.! hardship. 145 This sounds a note 

of caution, but the evidence of licences paid, and of rising production gives 

an optimistic picture of the industry. Output of legally distilled spirits 

in Scotland rose from 3.3. million gallons in 1822 to 5.9 million gallon* in 

1824, and to 8 .2 million gallons in 1825. Shch was the growing volume of 

duty paid spirits entering home consumption that it was possible to mice a 

gradual increase in the rate of duty applicable in Scotland.14**

For their part, the smugglers did not abandon their trade without a

143. Barron, rm. cit.. II, 21 Dec. 1825, p. 13.

144. Ibid.
145. Stuart of Garth, on. cit.. p. 36b,
146. P.P., Seventh Pcoort. op. cit.. p. 42.
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hard struggle. In snuggling areas of the Highlands, the Excise Act of 1823

vas unwelcome. The majority of the stills owned by the illicit distillers,

to judge by the Still Books of Hobert Armour, would have been too small to
147

qualify for a licence. Hence illicit distilling in the Highlands enter-
V

ed upon its final and most bitter phase, in which the more progressive

smugglers became turncoats violently persecuted by the illegal dealers. Staith

of Glenlivet was a former illicit distiller who suffered abuse and threate of
148assault from his neighbours. In remote, £aelic-speaking areas, there

was probably genuine and wideepread misunderstanding of the provisions of 

the Acts; there was certainly daep resentment over military force being employ

ed against smugglers to search out illicit stilla. The Excise appointed Rid

ing officers to suppress smuggling; this may have been taken from the pract

ice of the Board of Trustees for manufacturers in controlling linen production

in this way. Resentment was such that smugglers burned down the Banks o'
149Dee distillery, at Aberdeen in 1825.

The few Highland distillers who had weathered the pre-1823 tide of 

illicit distilling, had to contend not only with former smugglers, but also 

with a variety of entrepreneurs, who had not been exposed to the financial 

strains and legislative encumbrances of earlier years, who entered the indus

try. Some oi ol{1 licensed distillers went to the wall, and many of the
150new inexperienced ones joinsd them. To-day about 20 per cent of the

active Scotch whisky distilleries originated before 1823; although the dist

illing industry has a long ancestry, its growth and development date only 

from the early nineteenth century. 147 148 149 150

147. Illicit Distillation, vide infra
148. Glenlivet, The Annals of the Glenlivet Distillery, p. 17.
1 4 9 . Clow and Clow, o £ . c i t . .  p .  56 7 .
150. Case Studies, Early Nineteenth Century Distillers, vide infra.
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Why did men like George Smith of Glenlivet take out a licence? A 

shrewd and practical man, he foresaw that illicit distillation would fight 

o losing battle in the altered legislative setting, and that it held out no 

long tern, prospect., he therefore adopted the principle »if you cannot beat 

them, Join them», and bought a licence for h ^  distilling bothy on hi. far» 

at Upper Druamin in Glenlivet, which he had operated since 1817. 15 1

Smith is known to have reconstructed his bothy on the line, of a 

commercial distillery, having an output of so». 50 gallon, of whisky a week, 

production fro» the bothy wa. a hogshead a week. He aimed to make superior 

quality vhiaky, which he transported by pack horse., often with an armed 

escort to Perth and Edinburgh a. well a. to Garmouth and Burghead on the Moray 

coast for export to the Lowland, by sea. His convoys were accosted by irate 

snmgglers, and Smith went in fear of hi. life. For hia protection, the Laird 

of Aberlour presented hi» with a pair of pistole. Georg. Smith rebuilt his 

plant in 1824, and ten years thereafter he was soundly established a. the 

sole legal distiller of Scotch whisky in Glenlivet, and indeed »Glenlivef 

was fast becoming the synonym for »Highland whisky» which »Perinto.h» had 

once been, »Glenliv.f was a name already known and respected for illicit 

whieky. As Smith prospered, he acquired more land in the glen to ensure 

his barley supply, and to feed cattle on the spent grains. By the 1840s, 

output was running at 200 gallon, of whisky per week. An additional dist

illery, the Cairngorm, wa. constructed, after 1850, hut it suffered from an 

inadequate water supply and wa. abandoned. When the original unit at Upper 

Druanin was burned in 1858, Soith cho.e to concentrate hi. work, at Minaore, 

steppiug up the flow of whisky to 600 gallons a week. When the Spey.id. 

railway was opened in 1863, the station at Ballindalloch to some extent 

eased the distribution and marketing situation for the distillery, but it

151. Glenlivet, op. cit.. p. 18.
See also Bremner, IV.» Industries of Scn+.1nndr pp 446_g#
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was 7 «ilea fro» the railhead, over steep roads, which horses and carts had
152to negotiate.

There was an improving relationship between distillers and Excise offic

ials, assisted by the »alt duty drawback, and the duty free warehousing con

cession. Previously there had been difficulties a. for example in Campbel

town, where licensed distilleries began to be re-established after 1817.

There were irregularities in the grain trade of the burgh. Duncan Stewart, 

Factor to the Duke of Argyll resided there about 1822, and he knew that Custom, 

officials had often been defrauded by import, of barley being described a.
153here. As there were many registered malt kilns in the town, considerable 

quantities of b.r. were brought in for malting. Barley yielded more alcohol 

than did here, but distillers and maltsters contended that they could not tell 

the difference between the two types of grain. Malt made tram barley paid 

a duty of 2a. per bushel at that time, whereas malt made from here paid only 

9d. per bushel. Hence when barley came into Campbeltown harbour from Eng

land and Ireland, it was passed off as bere, and paid a lower duty. This 

reduction was intended to compensate for its smaller potential yield of 

sugars for conversion to alcohol.

Malt smuggling was of course another nefarious practice which had proved 

impossible to stop. Bothies and caves were the concealed sites of malting 

barns, bat even fields and the open moor were used. Millers allowed their 

grain kiln, and loft, to be employed for malt preparation, one task of Excise 

officers was to inspect mills and kiln, to ensure that malt was not dried 

and ground tbere with a view to distillation.

Glenlivet. op. cit., p. 18.
P.P.. Fifth Report. Appendix 68, p. 188.
Glen, I.A., .An Illicit Still Maker, Scottish Studies,+o be published-.l%9 . 
Illicit Distillation, vide infra.

152.
153. 
15*». 
155.
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Th' "°i* °f leVyin* “ d“* -  «">> thereafter giving a drawback on
the whisky -was subject te ser.rsl very material onj solia objection...

In th. Highland, it was alleged to open -a wider door to th. Distillery for 

avoiding the law by disposing of Halt to Smuggler. ... substituting raw 

grain for which the debenture ¿i.bat.7 would be paid as for malt.*156 I„ 

182h, th. duty on molted barley was 2s. 6d. and on her. or bigg. Is. U d . p.r 

bushel. What was regarded a. unfair in th. Western Highland. ... the require 

meat that 2 gallons of spirit. « 1st he extracted fro. a bushel of grain, if 

the legal di.till.r used poor quality loc.l g„i„, in th. j.u  of

he found that th. average volume of whisky which could be «tract«! from 

her. ... not more ttsm on. gallon per bushel.137 Th. abolition of th. malt 

duty, and th. imposition of an equivalent duty of le. p.r g.U(m „„ th. actual 
whisky distilled was therefore sought.

In 1827, th. previou. act. relating to melt duty were consolidated, and 

applied t. th. whole ef th. Uaited Kingdom. Any system of drawback, was 

open to abuse, and farther alterations were made in 1830, ISA7, lim] isbo.138 
In 1832, J.A. Stewart Heckensie M.P. for Hoes, opposed a bill to reduce th. 

drawback by 6d. a gallon from Is. 2d. to 8d, he opposed th. bill on th. 

ground, that it offer«! a bonus of 6d. per gallon to those who distilled fro. 

raw grain, o. against wholly malt«! grain.159 This opposition to th. repeal 

of th. malt tax wa. continued in 1835 and in 1836. It was net however until 

1880 that th. malt tax was finally abolished - a step which had a mixed 

reception in Scotland. Th. di.till.r. welcomed it, but th. Excise author

ities were highly critical of it. implications, e.p« lolly in the Highlands.

156.

157. 
15».

159.

S.fi.O. Seaforth Muniments, CD 46/17/63: Note, on the Distillerv Law. 
Feb. 1824. J •
Tbid.

JVP., Fourteenth Report of the Commasioner. of Inland Revenue (l870h
p. 28 e

S.B.O. Seaforth Muniments, GD 46/V103, Speech, JgA. Stewart Hacken. 
M.P. for lloaa—.hire, House of Commons, April, 1832. ie



Th»ir objection was that the illicit distiller would now have every facility 

for performing the most tedious part of his operations without interference. 

Previously malting, which occupied from 14 to 20 days was illegal except for 

licensed traders, hut after the repeal, malt could be made openly. Hitherto 

Excisemen had had at least three weeks in which to detect the malefactors;

thereafter they bad to effect detections within a period of 5 to 6 days ut
and l60most, i.e. when the actual brewing m  distilling wsre in progress.

The organisation and functions of the Excise establishment were invest

igated by the Farnell Commission in 1S33; it recommended various concessions 

to distillers - such as allowances for waste in processing, a reduction in 

duty to 2s. 4d. per gallon, but no change in the malt d r a w b a c k . T h e  

opportunity was taken to review the working of the 1823 Excise Act, and dist

illery regulations, which had been most successful according to the nigh- 
landers, and they wanted it to continue untouched:-

In forty years experience in distillery, I never knew a law 
made by the legislature that was so complete either for securing 
the revenue or improving the quality of the spirits, or suppress
ing illicit distillation ... the law has exceeded our most sanguine 
expectations, that of the government, and that of the legal distill
er; end it affords an encouragement to the agriculturalist for the

162distilleries are now generally diffused over all Scotland. 1 

The pattern was repeated in Campbeltown where before 1823, 'there were 

but two small works’, whereas in 1824, thsre were '8 or 10 works commenced
x 63in consequence of the law'. Within the Highland line, the trend was up

wards - there being 42 unite in 1824, rising to 107 in 1827, when decline
164get in; hence there were but 99 distilleries in operation in 1828. * 161 162 163 164

110.

1 f.n. MacDonald, I., S.Tmggiling in the Highlands, p. 116.
161. P.P., Seventh Report, op. c i t .

162. P.P.. Seventh Report, o£. cit.. Appendix 1 19 , p. 50.
163. £•£•» Seventh Report, 00. cit.. Appendix 127, p. 51.
164. P.P., Seventh Report, op. cit.. p. 50.
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The problem for the entrepreneurs -was that far too many vere started up - 

'more than consumption required and a very decreased profit was the con

sequence' , but this was not ascribed to any faults in the law. Captain 

Munro of Teaninich described how bad times had come in the late 20s, and 

early 30s? after investing £600 in his distillery, he had become its ten

ant instead of its proprietor because of his losses.16-*

The submissions of the Highland licensed distillers indicate that they 

were still preoccupied with illicit distillation, and suffering at the hands 

of 'the host of useless and dissipated officers employed by the Board of 

Excise, and the abundance of whisky at 3d. a gill. ' 165 166 There was thus room 

for improvement. Lowland distillers like John Stein of Kilbagiea, as well 

ns the Highland ones, argued that when increases in the malt duty (or a 

reduced drawback) were passed on to customers through price increases, the 

smugglers at once got busy.16^ The distillers reminded the authorities of 

this facti-

It is not thr Excise who have suppressed smuggling for there are 
miles in which thsre are no Excise, but it is the fine quality and 
low prices of the spirit which the distillers bring into the market 
that have alone prevented illicit distillation. 168 169

Although some Lowlanders favoured the obolition of the drawback on malt, 

Stein, the Glasgow distillers, and the Highlanders, wished it retained 'as 

the very existence of the Scotch trade depends upon the continuance of the 

allowance'; in 1831, malt spirits on which duty was paid amounted to 5.6 

million gallons, with a drawback of £314,604, as compared with the drawback 

of £28,435 on 2.4 million gallons in 1822.l6^

165. P.P. Seventh iteport, op. cit.. p. 139.
166. P.P. Seventh Report, op. cit.. p. 162.
167. Act I Gul. IV, c. 49* malt duty wns raised by 6d. a bushel.
168. P.P. Seventh Report, Appendix 120, p. 54.
169. P.P.. Seventh Report, p. 58.
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A distinction ns. already emerging b.tv.en those distilUris. vhich 

ussd rav grain, and the. vhich .»pjoyed only malt; th. f„ra.r v.r„ of „ ch

greater extent and prodnctly. capacity. Despite th. fact that it vee illegal 

to operate joint precise., ran grain and Halt vhieky distiller!., v.r. devel

oping side by side, with only a partition h.tv.en th™, and peered hy th.
170

sane steam engine, this type of arr.ng.nent preaage. the co n in g o f tl).

patent Still, vhich va. inatnll.d in rav grain unit,, .her. pot .till, contin

ued to be used for malt vhi.ky dl.tilling, an ...ociation vhi.1, p.„i.u  to 

the present tin. at Dilantin.'. di.tiU.ry, Dunbarton, and Long John 

Distillers' Strathclyde and Kinclaith plant.

Progre.aiv. di.till.r. o.hed that the difference b.tv.en English a„d 

Scottish Ercis. I n »  ho abolished, th. Ih^nn. hoard, had hsea ..naelidatad 

in 1829, at vhich tin. a separate Solicitor of Ere is. vas retained for Scot

land, bat th. Excle. cstabli.hn.nt io Scatl.od va. th.reafter directed froB 

London. A bill in parliament ind..d aimed to unify into an. cod. th. e.v.r.1 

measures for th. regulation of th. distillerie. in th. United Kingdom, but 

thi. did not pea. iato la. until I860. Inproved condition, for th. erport 

trade, vhich had been tnunselled by avkvaid rale., v.r. al.o damaudad. The 

export aid. had not grow, a. much a. th. Scottish di.till.r. had expect«,, 

good business vas however done, in sending spirits fro» the Glasgow area 

to Ireland. The Scot- claimed that in sending consignment, to rectifiers 

in England, they paid 7s. 8d. per gallon, while the fiiglish paid 7s. 3d., and 

were less exposed to losses through evaporation, leakage etc.170 171 172 In their 

view, a distiller exporting to fhgland should be asked to pay duty on the 

quantity landed, rather than on the quantity shipped, with a li»it being put

112.

170. P.P., Seventh Heport. Appendix 116, p. 332
1 7 1 . P.P., Seventh ftaport« p. 6k.
172. P.P., Seventh Report, p. k5.
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on the permitted louses. An absurd restriction on the shipping of volumes 

less than 80 gallons should be removed, while merchants should be allowed to 

despatch not less than 20 gallons in casks, or in cases of not leas than six 

dozen quarts in bottles. Pules of this type seriously handicapped the trade 

in fine qualities of Highland vhislcyt Captain Munro, for instance, had been 

prevented from sending a cask to St. James's. Although there were some 

latent jealousies between the Scottish and Irish distillers both shared a 
mutual dislike of the apparent favouritism shown to the English distilling 

industry by partial legislation. Demand was best being maintained for malt 

whisky, rather than the raw grain variety as the following figures show*

Exports of Spirits from Scotland:

Year Malt
proof gallons

Haw Grain 
proof gallons

1824 1,480
1825 6,195 125
1826 4,445
1827 9,063 16,951
1828 11,203 1,696
1829 - 12,660 147
1830 10,443 512
1831 13,371 —
1832 19,386 145
1833 24,462 679

Source! P.P., Seventh Report: Excise Establishment, XXV (1834),
p. 65.

The legitimate industry had further encouragement after I860, because 

the Excise on Spirits Act which was then introduced not only consolidated all 

the legislation relating to alcohol production in Britain, but also abolish—
173ed cany of the irksome details of distillery operation. At the same time,

the duty on spirits was increased by 2s. per gallon. Distillers were permitt

ed to use a wide variety of raw materials in brewing, some of which had been 

the subject of controversy in earlier days. Prior to 1847, only malted and 

unmalted cereals could be used in distilling; problems were created by the *

173- Robb, on. cvfc*, p . 27•
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deaire to use sugar, potatoes and mangold wurzel.17** The exaction of a 

customs duty on sugar was tantamount to a prohibition on distilling from any

thing else but grain. There had been much West Indian agitation in favour 

of allowing sugar and molasses to be freely employed in breweries and distill

eries. Extensive experiments were carried out in tb. Excise laboratories, 

and the outcome was the act of 1847, (lO Viet., c. 6), authorising the use of 

sugar in distilleries, while a year later, molasses and treacle were also 

included. The raw materials to be employed in the making of Scotch whisky 

were not finally settled until 1933: the constituent was to be harley.

In the aid-nineteenth century, the illicit distillers in Britain had 

been dealt a severe blow by the Methylated Spirits Act, which became law in 

1855. It probably hit hardest at the illegal operators in urban and indust

rial areas, rather than in the Highlands. Its effects are known to have been 

more marked among the immigrant Irish in Hhgland. The 1855 Act authorised 

the employment of denatured spirits duty free in varnish making, and other 

manufactures, which had been a profitable outlet for some illicit distillers. 

The decline in illicit distillation in Scotland accelerated as the following 

statistics relating to detections showt-

Illicit Distilling! Detections, Scotland

1854 73 1871 15
1855 70 1874 6
1856 St 1884 *3
1864 19 1900 3L

Source: P.P.. Reports of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue

Scotch and English sp irits  were liab le to d ifferent rates of duty until 

1855, when under Gladstone’ s administration a standard duty of 8s. per proof 

gallon was established -  a measure which led to the abandonment of preventive 

Excise ports along the Border, and to the removal of many counterveiling 

levies and drawbacks. 174

174. P.P. Fourteenth Report, op. c i t .. pp. 12-14.
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A comprehensive review of the Excise organisation in Scotland, and of 

the outcome of the legislative changes which have been outlined (the changes 

being viewed over n longer period) is presented in the Fourteenth Heport of

the Coraaisaioners-of Inland Revenue (1870). At the time of the Report, the
\

Excise in Scotland was organised in 13 collections, divided into 63 districts,

9 preventive districts, 313 divisions, and 85 rides. It is noteworthy that

the preventive districts coincided with the more thinly populated highland

areas, over which a supervisor had charge. Under hin were the ordinary

surveying officers, a number of preventive officers and men whose special

business it was to give help in suppressing the illicit manufacture of both
175malt and spirits. It was freely admitted that probably the most effect

ive means of wiping out this illegal activity had been the decrease in duty.

Besides the amendment of distillery regulation to give a more permiss

ive framework for legal enterprise, much was ascribed by the Excise to the 

influence of the Scottish landowners, who had actively discouraged smuggling 

on their properties. By showing their antipathy towards the practice, they 

bad 'materially aided in promoting a better feeling among those who would 

otherwise have countenanced the smuggler.' it was noted with regret that 

this was not the case in Ireland.

MacDonald traces how a revival in illicit distilling did take place in 

the 1880s, and showed how a armggler could earn a net profit of upwards of 

£10 on an initial outlay of 23*., the price of a quarter of barley - the grain 

yielded lk to 16 gallons of whisky selling at 18s. to 20e. a gallon c_.

1886.*^ A further difficulty was caused by the reduction In preventive 

staff which had occurred prior to the repeal of the Malt Tax in 1880. Magis

trates traditionally proved to be lenient when illicit distillers come before 175 176

175. P.P., Fourteenth Report: on. cit., p. 39.
176. MacDonald, op. cit., p. llG.



then». The Board of Excise, eager to co-operate with Uighland lundowners 

allowed deer forests to be exempt from inspection by their personnel, in 

order that game would not be disturbed. Extensive areas thus became a 

refugo^for the smuggler, and ensured that he would not be disturbed.1̂

Although the Excise authorities were willing to give such concessions 

to landowners, they denounced the security of tenure conferred under the 

Crofter»* Holding» Act, because it had no safeguard against illicit distill

ing and no anti-smuggling clause. The threat of eviction had been the land

lord’s most powerful weapon against the makers of poteen. The ialand of

Pabbay i »  said to have been cleared because of the inveterate smuggler» and
178distillers thereon. The Excise officials feared that a new generation

of law-breakers would be trained up, and agitated for a stringent prohibition 

against sjouggllng to be written into the Crofting Act» the problem of enforc

ed idleness and poverty wa» proving intractable in the Western Highlands anti 

islands, and it gave conditions under which illicit diatilling was stimulat

ed. Occasionally lairds still proved rather indifferent to the pies» of tho 

Thtcise. As late as I8b0, it was reported that a tenant on the Brahan estate 

bad bad bis account credited with the price of on anker of smuggled writ a Icy,

and rent» were frecently paid directly or indirectly by the produco of AV>e 
179smuggler». These persona complained that they could not pay rents at a ll

because their *poit dubh* had been confiscated. Hoaxes were perpetuated on 

Excisemen, who were called out on gowk’ s errands; on* such episode involved 

the vast estates of the Duke of Sutherland, through which detachments of 

TLevenue men roamed in response to fa lse information passed on to an Excise 

Supervisor. 177 * 179

177. MacDonald, op. cit.. p. 99
17B. Moisloy, H.A•, The Deserted 'iahrides, Scottish Studies 10, 19<>6, p. ri!},
179. MacDonald, op. cit., p. 72.
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The market for immature smuggled whisky, even if it could be described 

romantically as mountain dew or Highland whisky, had drastically declined, 

as supplies of legally produced spirits of reliable quality and moderate 

price become abundant. An event which seen» to mark this change in a unique
V

way took pince in 1880. By this time, 'Glenlivet' whisky had achieved the 

highest reputation. Rival distillers were prepared to acknowledge its dist

inction, and wished to incorporate the name on their own labels for couserciai 

gain. This right was indeed legally confirmed about 1880, on condition that 

the name 'Glenlivet' would be prefixed by the name of the distillery of manu

facture! a host of firms availed themselves of the privilege. »The Glenlivet' 

was reserved for the sole use of the Smith enterprise.

In 1880 came a new Spirits Act, under which the distilling industry was 

to work for many years to come. Tfe introduction was to facilitate both the 

calculation of revenue and its collection. To this end both plant and 

processes in distilleries were carefully controlled, the liquids produced 

being gauged and recorded. After 194»5* the regulations were again amended 

to speed up the flow of production. The Act of 1880 had stated for example 

that the period of brewing (the making of worts) and the period of distilling 

must be 'alternate and distinct'. The 19^5 revision made a notable modific

ation - brewing and distilling were permitted to be carried on concurrently,
180instead of consecutively.

Until the 1850s, the whiskies consumed by the public were usually the 

product of one distillery. The volume distilled by any unit was normally 

restricted by local supplies of grain and water, and by the limitations of the 

pot still apparatus; the quality of output tended to vary from year to year. 

After 1853» the Excise authorities allowed whiskies from the same distillery 

to be placed, once duty had been paid, in the same vat, although the whiskies

1 S 0 - TGL “ 5. ' - G U . I - , 1 : t n o ! h i ^  In " “ “ t r y - - « - » ‘ « W  B - t i t t .
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might be of different age«. A further relaxation was «ado in I860, when the 

blending of whiskies from various distilleries vR, permitted. £y 136k, it 

3aid tfaat *the P^ruleat notion amongst whisky drinkers, especially in 

Scotland, is that several varieties of Whisky blended is superior to that of 

any one kind? and it is not an uncommon circumstance to find in a gentleman’s 

cellar, a hogshead, or half a hogshead of Whisky nearly always full, although 

the cask is continually being drawn from, the custom is to get the cask fill

ed With four or five different qualities of the best whisky.» 18 1 This tech

nique lot the whisky mature, and the blend improve. Blending va. certainly 

practised before it became legally and commercially acceptable. Not only 

were malts blended with other malt whiskies, but grain whisky from the patent 

atilla was introduced too. The practice led to the formation of distinctive 

brands, constant in flavour from season to season, and with the potential of 

acquiring popular appeal through advertising and astute marketing. The blend

ed whiskies brought together the robust character of the .a«lts, with the abund

ance and cheapness of the grain spirit. Proprietory names, trade narks, and 

special bottles became linked with the attributes of the whisky being promoted. 

The prosperity of the pre-1870 economy in Central Scotland, with its flourish

ing coal and iron in.luatrie* in boo« condition, «aw soaring sales of blended 

whiskies. Thereafter, the decline of brandy, due to the phylloxera epidemics, 

enabled Scotch whisky to supersede it as the drink of the upper and middle 

classes. Irish whisky also enjoyed a period of popularity, but the power 

salesmen of the 1880s - uten like James Buchanan, Thomas Dewar and others - 

developed a demand for blended Scotch whisky not only in Britain, but through 

agencies overseas.

There was a lack of precision in the definitions of Scotch whisky. 

Barnard refers to the Camcronbridge distillery vhere in 1886, patent »grain

118

181. Tovey, op. cit., p. 150«
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whisky1, 'Pot still Irish', 'Silent Malt», and 'Flavoured Malt' were being 
182manufactured. The malt whisky distillers joined battle with the grain

spirit distillers over the right to describe spirits as 'Scotch whisky', an 

argument which subsequently matured into a cause celebre. the 'What is
v

Whisky' cose in 1905. The differentiation of Scotch whisky from other 

whiskies is comparatively recent, considering the antiquity of the drink. 

Blending and hard selling generated expanding markets for Scotch, and it was 

then that a demand was made for some action to be taken to define what con

stituted certain classes of spirits. The problem arose initially in Ire

land where î n 1876, Irish pot distillers complained to the Inland Revenue 

that Scottish patent still whiskies were being blended with those from Irish 

pot stills. No action was taken, but in 189$, a Select Conmittee of the

House of Commons reportsd that there was no logal definition of whisky, and
183it declined to give any. There was a noticeable divergence in trade

opinion. The pot still interests in particular were reluctant to see the 

name 'Scotch whisky' applied either to grain whiskies or to blended whiskies 

from Scotland. About 1886, the position had become more complex; distill

eries in England were making whisky, not perhaps 'Ihglish whisky', but spirits 

sent to Scotland and Ireland to become blended Scotch and Irish whiskies.18!|

Matters were brought to a head by prosecutions in London in 1905, when 

persons selling blended 'Scotch' and 'Irish' whiskies were convicted of 'not 

supplying on article demanded.' Although the accused were found guilty, 

the grain whisky interests supported them in their appeal, and by propaganda 

and advertisement on an extensive scale, they kept the issue before the public. 182 183

182. Barnard, A., The Whisky Distilleries of the United Kingdom (1886) p. 310.
183. P.P.» Report from the Select Committee of the House of Commons on 

BrTtishand Foreign Spirits (189f) Cod.
18k. Barnard, on. cit., p. kk7.



Th. 'Vh„t i .  Whisky* can« e».„tu»Hy invo,ti,.pt».l by a Hoy»l Ccaaijaion 
105in 1908-9 t h o u g h  there was conflicting evidence, it. decision, appear

ed to favour the potent still distillers. It defined «whiskey* as a spirit 

obtained by distillation from a aash of cereal grains saccbarified by a 

diastase of roalt.« In the Coraais8ion*e view, »Scotch whiskey'^sic/was 

»whiskey as above, distilled in Scotland.* The re.nlt was a di.appointment 

to the traditional pot still distillers, but it was the green light to the 

patent still owners, and to the blenders. Thereafter, it was not until the 

Finance Act of 1933 that legislation gave proper effect to this recommendation. 

In fact, the 190&-9 definition could equally have covered Hye and Bourbon 

whiskies had they been onde in Scotland.

As to the constituents of blonded whisky, it has been estimated that 

ns lute as 1938 about 10 per cent of all blended Scotch whisky placed on the 

narkat was a mixture of Scotch malt whisky and Irish grain whisky. 183 * * 186 This 

type of blend was the result of scarcities in Scottish grain spirit after the 

First World War. In the intei^r years, pot still whisky from Scotland and 

Canadian grain whiskies were sold in Canada by Scottish firms as »Scotch 

whisky. • The blending of whiskies of actual Scottish origin was by no means 

uniform and universal up to the Second World War. The Scotch Whisky Assoc

iation has to be vigilant to guard the best interests of the industry against 

fly-by-night firms which put up admixtures of Scotch whisky with foreign 

alcohols to be passed off as the genuine article.

In the course of the nineteenth century, the groat surge in the output

183. P .P ., Soyal Commission on Whiskey ond other Potable Spirits
“ Cad. 4181» Minutes of Evidence (19081

Cad. 4797* Minutes of Evidence (l909)
Cmd. 4796* Final Heport (1909)
Cod. 4876J Index and Digest of Evidence ( 1909) .

lHf*. Glen, on. c it .,  p. 6.
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of legally road« spirits was accompanied by an nlarrning increase in spirits 

consumption in the United Kingdom.

Spirits Duty and Consumption

Year Duty
1823 6s.
1834 3a.
1844 3a.
1854 4s.
1864 10s.
1884 10s.
1900 Ils.
1910 14s.

level
2d — • 2s. 4jd. 
4d.
8d.
8d.
Od.
Od.
Od.
9d.

Consumption proof 
Scotland

2.4
6.04
5.92
6.00
4.76
6.70
8.38
4.56

gallons: millions 
U.K.
9.69

23.39
20.61
24.89
19.42
28.54
38.71
21.44

Source1 Wilson, G.B., Alcohol and the Nation, p. 318, and 
PP* 33&-340.

The rise in the duty on spirits throughout the century failed to contain 

the level of demand, until the 1909 Budget laid a swinging additional ta* on 

spirits. Drunkenness vas described as a social evil of very great magnitude 

in Scotland, tbe poverty,vice, and crime of slum districts in the larger tovns 

being largely ascribed to it by contemporary writers. 187 The miseries occas

ioned by excessive drinking were plainly visible in tbe 1840s, when the parish 

reports for the New Statistical Account were prepared. 188 The legislation 

which was enacted in response to a long and vigorous social and political 

controversy will be considered in the section which examines blending, the 

popularisation of whisky, and the need for its definition and control. 189

187. Mackinnon, J., The Social and Industrial History of Scotland, p. 262.
188. Distilling in Scotland in the Mid-Nineteenth Century, vide infra.
189. Blending and the 'What is Whisky* Case: vide infra.
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THE STEIH3* PART I

Among the moat imposing, if not the moat financially viable, dist

illeries in tha Scotch whisky business vere the two large Lowland distill

eries at Kennetpana and Kilbagie, in Clackmannan. They were established 

in th^ early eighteenth century by the Stein family, who were the first 

regular exporters of Scotch whisky to London. The Kilbagie Distillery 

is now a paper mill, while Kennetpans on the Forth has but a few ruined 

walls, the brickwork of a quayside, and a sandbank caused by the tipping 

of ballast from ships in days gone - 'silent witnesses to what was once a 

busy port and the scene of a large distillery.'^

Origins of the Family»

Regarding the origins of the Stein family, a genealogy refers to a 

John Stein, the second son and third child of Sheriff Andrew Stein and 

Anna Mackenzie, who was baptised on 27 May I697 in Clackmannan, In 1728
Oor 1729 he married Margaret Caldon, the daughter of a shipmaster." The 

Steins may have been Huguenot settlers from the Low Countries hocause many 

families of such origins settled in East and Central Scotland.

It is recorded that in 1737 John Stein 'asked a favour of two Barons 

of the Exchequer, the nature of which ... has not been ascertained.' (The 

writer of this statement was a Miss Margaret Haig of Lochrin, who made 

notes in 1841 of the genealogy of the Stein family, which were supplement

ed at a later date by Mr C.E. Haig and Mrs. Margaret Stuart of Lochrin 

House.) It is thought however that this 'favour' may hare been in connect

ion with Mr Stein's business of distiller, carried on by him at that time.

He was designated a "merchant" in July 1745, and is presumed to have died

1 . Laver, J., House of Haig. p. 12, et. aog.
2. The Stein Family* The Librarian, The Society of Généalogiste,

Harrington Gardens, London, S.W.7. ® 9



on or before 1773. The name "Stein" appears ns a variant, in the geneal- 
ogical documents of auch names as "Steine", "Steen", "Stiven", "Stephen" 
and "Steens".

/noth.r ,Mmb*r °f *»• St.1” nnaoeiat#d vith tn>d. In Hquor,
va. nobart Stain, a vlna oarchant of BlaokhoU, uho vaa barn in 1733, ond

vho dl,a I8I6‘ « “  •' John Stain, jindr« Stain, 1. atat^d to
baaa baan «probably in tb. aando. of tb. Utrd of Clactomnmn., «nd to 
have »given a lift» to the Stein family.

In 1751* a marriage in Allofc took plaee between Margaret Stein, 
daughter of John Stein, and John Haig. All the sons of this marriage 
were apprenticed at Kilbagi. to John Stein, and may also have worked at 
Eennetpans. The name »Stein* pointe to continental antecedents» there 
ore many more evidences of W g r ents from the Low Countries settling in 
Eastern Scotland, possibly to avoid religious persecution. Pour of the five 
Haig brothers eventually left to begin their own distilling establishments. 
The Steins could indeed be described as founders of a distilling dynasty:

•One Miss Stein married John Haig who started Cameron
bridge distillery near Mark inch ...»

A daughter of the Haig family married John Jameson who founded the Bow 

Street distillery, Dublin in 17S0.4 Another daughter Janet married John 

Philp, the well-known distiller at Dolls, Menstrie in Clackmannanshire.

Alison Stein daughter of John Stein of Kilbogie also married a Philp - 
Richard Philp, who was a farmer and distiller also at Dolls.5 When she 
died intestate in May 1799, the Stein family claimed her estate. Another 
sister was the wife of the Rev. Walter HcAlpine, one of the ministers of

3.
4.
5.

Bruce—Lockhard, Sir B., Scotch, p. 58* 
Laver, op. cIt., p. 21*
S.R.O. Unextraeted Processes, 
John Philp, 21 Nov. 1799. Currie Mack 58/3, Robert Stein & Co.
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Culroaa.
The Distilleries at Kllbagis ond Kennotpans

A full description of the Kilbagie and Kennetpans distilleries is 
given in the Old Statistical Account (1795). It is reckoned that in 1777, 
the manufacture of Scotch whisky was carried on there 'to an extent hitherto 
unknown in this part of the island of Great Britain and no situation could 
have been more eligible for a distillery.*6

Not only were these establishments advantageously located for fuel 
supplies, water transport, and the purchase of grain from Fife and the 
Lothians, they were also notable for their advanced technology. There was 
for example »an engine of Bolton and Watt's construction at the distillery 
of Eennetpans, being the first of the kind that was erected in Scotland.*7 
The Qjgine Book from the Boulton and Watt Collection gives particulars of 
engines supplied to the Lowland capitalist distillers, and it is clear that 
the Steins were in the van of progress)

Son & Planet engines supplied to the distilleries in 
Scotland, Boulton & Watt Collection, Engine Book.

(Birmingham Public Library.
Burliest date on 
Drawings Horse Power Owner Bernarks
Oct. 1786 
Jan. 17*7

July 1799 
Sept. 1799.

14
14

■52

John Stein Kennet Fans
Altcheson^a & Brown Haddington 
St. Clement's Wells, Musselburgh. 
Bankrupts* Purchased by John 
Stein, and erected in Edinburgh» 1799 
James & John Haig Distillery,

Lochrine, nr. Edinburgh John Philp, & Co. Distillery at Dollar 
Payment) £491.

6.
7.

O.S.A., XIV, Clackmannan, p. 629. 
Ibid.
Sun ft Planet Engines) a patent of 17°1 describes the *Snn and planet* 
wheels and other methods of making an engine give continuous revolving 
motion to a shaft provided with a fly-wheel. By this invention,
Watt opened up many useful applications for the steam engine. See 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th edition, XXII, p. 476.
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Deain-crank typeenginea supplied to distilleries
in Scotland

April 1805 14 William Younir Burnt Island, Fifes purchased
\ _j from James Millar*

Jan. 1806 20 John Stein Kennetpans
April 1806 10 Andrew Tavlor Linton
March 1807 14 Stein & Dewar Loanaide, nr. Alloa.
March 1809 24 William Haisr Kincaple, nr. Cupar 

Fife.
July 1809 14 *James Millar Craigend, nr. Stirling

Purchased by William Young, (see 
aborre).

An engine (ordered 1800) for Leith Harbour was not erected in 1805, but 

sold to Messrs G. Dunlop & Co., and erected by then at a distillery near 

Linton, Haddington, in August 1806. It was a small side le-rer type of 

4 horse power.

A decade before 1809, Millar of Craigend was reported to have a steam 

engine at his distillery. He said that his engine, mash boiler and still 

of A3 gallons content consumed twenty tons of coal each week, and distilled
9 -240 bolls of grain. This statement shows that steam engines for operat

ing stirring geor in mash tuns (work formerly done by water wheels) may 

have been more widespread in the distilleries than the Boulton and Watt 

papers indicate.

The Collapse of 1788

The employment opportunities affordtd by the Stein enterprises occas

ioned a large increase in the population of the parish of Clackmannan from 

1755 onwards. When the Distillery Acts were altered in 1788, both Kilbagie 

and Kennetpans stopped production; a consequence of the closures was that 

'a great many families left the parish’ . 9 10

9. P.P.. Report from the Conraittee upon the Distilleries in Scotland
Ï798-91 (1803), p. 754 ------------------------------

10. O.S.A.. op. cit.. p. 623 et seq.
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The stoppage of the Stein distilleries in 1788 is ascribed in the 

Old Statistical Account chiefly to changes in legislation, but in fact the 

episode ia closely linked with the sizeable export trade which the Steins 

and other Lowland distillers had built up in the London area, despite the 

incidence of duty on a gallon of spirits being higher there, and the Scot* 

having to pay the difference on every gallon shipped. 1 1

Prior to 1784, the duty in Scotland was levied by mean* of a charge 

upon the wash, 100 gallons of wash being assumed to yield 15 gallons of 

whisky. Distillers were often in the habit of extracting twenty or more 

gallons of spirits from this volume of wash - the surplus was seized by

the Excise os spirits 'fraudulently obtained.' No such restriction was 
applied in England.

In 1784, the system of duties was made identical in both countries, 

the rate of duty on each gallon being reduced by a half. Distillers 

were also remitted to draw 20 gallons of whisky from every 100 gallons 

of wash. The business of the Scottish distillers improved after this 

revision - a result which the London men thought impossible.

The English distillers circulated papers critical of the operat

ions of the Scottish distillers in the export trade in whisky to Loudon.

The English alleged that 'from the 1st of November, 1784, to the 5th of 

July, 1785, the Scotch sent to England 183,000 gallons of spirits more 

than they legally made.• This statement meant that the Scots were export

ing whisky on which they had not paid duty. 11 12

To rebut this charge, the Scottish distillers attempted to prove 

that the full duties were paid in Scotland for a considerable quantity 

over and above what was sent to Biglondt from this total they excluded

1 1 . Legislative Change and Distilling in Scotland, vide supra

12. P.P. Report, Distilleries: p. 77i,.
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all that was manufactured for home consumption in Scotland by the ana' 

stills of the Highlands and at Ferintosh*. The Scots reiterated their 

desire to have the same type of distillery legislation as in Ihgland, and 

found- cause for grievance in the fact that they had been answered 'by 

publications full of national abuse and scurrility.' Papers were known 

to have been circulated by their English opponents among the members of 

Parliament) which depicted) 'The Scotch distiller borne up on the wings of 

paper currency) blowing the trumpet of fraud) and trampling under his feet 

the revenue of Great Britain) solemn engagements) honour and good faith.

Both the Steins and the Haigs were implicated in these accusations.

In Scotland, the entrepreneurs were thought unfortunate to have been caught,

and hence they should not expect to be treated with much ceremony. Neither
\

they nor their creditors, who were so much involved with them, looked for 

preferential treatment, but they certainly did expect justice to be shown 

by the British Parliament, on the basis of on equal law.

Two years later a new Licence Act was applied, which imposed n levy 

of 30s. a gallon yearly on the contents of every still in Scotland, while 

an extra 2s. duty was laid on every gallon of spirits sent to England.

The arrangement was experimental. The London group hoped that Scottish 

intervention in their market would cease, but it continued to prosper.

Nor was dissension confined to the Scots versus the English. The 

Scottish distillers.themselves were cunning rivals, jealously guarding 

their relative positions in trade. The Steins and the Haigs, being so 

conspicuously successful in the export business, and in other directions, 

were naturally targets for criticism. Claims that they were operating 

illegally were made to the Excise by John Aitchison, a distiller near 13 14

13. Ibid.
14. P.P. Report, Distilleries! p. 782.
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Dlinburgh. He appeared before the Coraniasioners and required officers to 

seize Meaars Steins and Haigs works. His reason for so doing was that 

both the Steins and the Haigs were trying to evade payments of duty.

Priory to 5 June, 1786, it appeared that both parties had prepared a large 

volume of wash in order to be ready to begin distilling immediately on 

taking out their licences. Moreover, they cut down several of their 

stills, with a view to paying leas duty, by lowering the capacity. There 

was another consideration which Aitchison was not slow to disclose - by 

retaining the same surface area of the still to the furnace, while reduc

ing the depth of the veesel, the stills could be worked off much more 

quickly. Thus the Steins and Haigs were said to be taking out licences 

for four or five stills each, which did not hold a quarter of the contents 

they had originally been designed to contain, and Aitchison believed they 

would work the stills twice as hard.

It ia worth noting that James and John Stein, with James and John 

Haig, were said to consider themselves ’the most capital distillers in 

Scotland.’ Their practices were deplored, for with some self congratulat

ion it is said that their conduct was very different from that of the 

generality of distillers in Scotland.

The Excise authorities seem to have been reluctant to act. It wns 

claimed that the production from the Stein and Haig distilleries had risen 

markedly by December, 1786, and that the distillers were 'pretending former 

sma' stills had given way* so that they could set up bigger ones in their 

place. They continued to work, and when Aitchison protested, the Steins 

and Haigs consulted the Lord Advocate and the Solicitor General. On 

legal advice, they agreed to pay an increased licence duty for larger 

stills, and to make certain promises, e.g. 'James Stein shall ... not use

128.

fci,. p.P. Deport Distilleries, p. 782
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the large copper or boiler in any way whatever, until he has obtained a 
licence and paid duty for the same as a still.» All had to enter bonds 

to the Crown to the extent of £8,000 each, and to swear that their former 

stilly had been-destroyed by unavoidable accident.

Despite these arrangements, which gave the other distillers the 

impression that justice was being done, and despite assurances to pay duty 

until 9 July, 1787, James and John Stein, and John Haig, stopped paying 

duty for their stills. The Report gives some particulars about the stills, 

and the extent to which they had been reduced in size for speedier working.

James Stein: 5 stills containing 4,771 gallons out of
9,478 gallons formerly

John Stein: 4 " M 2,359 gallons out of
6,058 gallons formerly

John Haig: 1 " " 1,190 gallons out of
3*243 gallons formerly

These men said that the reduction in output was due to the failure 

of the Excise authorities to grant them permits and warehousing arrange

ments of a satisfactory kind. The Commissioners, however, nrgued that 

it was caused solely by overproduction or glut, the distillers having 

strived to make as much whisky as possible to take advantage of the 1786 

Act. The Board foresaw that further indulgences to distillers would only 

worsen the situation in the industry.

The Scots' success in London provoked the English distillers to 

make representations to the Treasury: the 1786 Act was consequently re

pealed 6 months prior to its expiry, and an additional 6d. placed on ench

gallon of spirits sent to Ehgland. When this tax was applied, 'The Scotch
15distilleries stopped payment.' Hence the 6d. levy hns been made to

appear as the straw which broke the camel's back.

The failure of the Stein enterprises was precipitated by the collapse

Q.5.A., op. Pit., p. 623 et Beq.15.
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of Sandeinan and Graham, their London agents, which disclosed the extent 

to which the Steine and others had been financing their business by the 

circulation of bills. Sir William Forbes, in his Memoirs of a Danking- 

IIouae\ comments on the situation. By 1788, the sons of the first John 

Stein were in control - James at Kilbagie, and John at Kennetpans. They 

were correspondents of Sir William Forbes, Hunter & Co., and 'their trans

actions, especially James's, were to a very large amount.'**’ Forbes, 

Hunter & Co. provided credit facilities for the Steins, granting them 

variable, but not fixed capital.

The distillers' trade had been enlarged because -

not content with the sale of spirits in Scotland, they resolved 
to rival the distillers of London in manufacturing spirits for 
the English market, which they conceived themselves enabled to 
do by some advantage in their situation in Scotland, where fuel 
nnd labour were cheaper than in London. They therefore hired 
warehouses in London, and sent very large quantities of spirits 
to that market, consigned to a house under the name of Sandeman 
and Grauam, whose sole occupation was the acting as their agents.

The bankers were prepared to assist them because they were known to

have prospered, and because the Steins 'preserved the utmost punctuality

and regularity in all their transactions,• which made them creditworthy.

This opinion was reinforced by Sir James Hunter Blair, who knew of them

through the House of Connons, of which he was a Member, at the time laws

concerning the Distilleries were under review about 1786. James Stein

had been praised at the time for the manner in which he answered the

questions put to him during the House's investigations. Thus it happened

that 'both James nnd John Stein ... had been indulged, particularly James,

whose business was by far the most extensive, with a degree of credit much 16

16. Forbes, Sir W., Memoirs of n Banking House, p. 7 1.
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beyond the bound* of prudence.'

So it happened that the transaction* of the Stein* were to auch a 

large amount, and the engagement of the Banking-House by their draft* in 

London so extensive that toward* the end of 1787 Sir William could not help 

feeling 'uneaainea* at finding ourselves so deeply engaged, that, supposing 

what waa at least possible, they were supporting themselves by a circulat

ion of bill*, we were completely in their power; a situation which nothing 

should ever induce any nan of business to allow himself to be brought into 

by another.' Yet other partners in the firm vere less alarmed, pointing 

to the correctness of Messrs. Stain's business dealings. While this was 

the case, the amount of their London paper, which they had induced the Bank

ing House to negotiate for them, waa too great. Sir William determined to 

reduce his House's involvement, 'a work by no means easy, considering the 

facilities to which we had accustomed them.' The next portion of the 

Memoirs is quoted in full:-

Things were in this situation, when the whole fabric suddenly 
foil to the ground by the stoppage of their agent* in London,
Sandeman and Graham, one of whose acceptance* was received with 
protest by the post of Saturday morning the —  February, 1788.
The necessary consequence was the stoppage also of James Stein 
and John Stein, and of James and John Haig, distillers at Canon- 
mills, near Edinburgh, with whom the Steins bad been much 
connected, and who were embarked in a trade of similar nature.

Besides ourselves, the largest creditors of James Stein vere 
Messrs. Allan and Stuart of Edinburgh, who, being extensive 
dealers in corn, had been induced by their confidence in Messrs. 
Stein's credit to engage in correspondence with them only a very 
few months preceding, for the purpose of supplying barley for 
their distillery. As soon as the intelligence arrived from 
London of Sandeman and Graham's failure, Mr. Stuart wont over to 
Kilbagie and made an investigation of their affairs, when it 
appeared that their engagements were most extensive, particularly 
those of James Stein, and that there must be a very great loss to 
their creditors. It appeared also that, for a considerable time, 
they had been carrying on a losing trade in a foolish and fruit
less contest with the London distillers, who, being a great and 
opulent body of men, had kept down the price of spirits in order 
to drive their Scotch competitors out of that market - a proof of 
which was their largely raising the price immediately on these 
bankruptcies taking place. This contest with the London dist
illers they had been enabled only to support by their circulation
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of bill» in London, the expense» of which, and the numerous 
other drawback» attendant on carrying on a losing trade, had 
greatly enhanced the mischief. 17

The ripples from the upheaval among the distillers spread to

their\grain supplier, and of course nearly wrecked the Banking-House itself. 

Help came from the Royal Bank of Scotland. Their hankers in London were 

ordered to dispose of as much Bank of England stock and other government 

securities as would replace the large snm of hills drawn by James and John 

Stein, and James and John Haig on their agents in London, which had become 

useless by their failure. The Banking House succeeded in weathering the 

storm. The Scottish industry, in the persons of its Lowland capitalist 

distillers survived, and in the Highlands where special provisions limited 

the size of stills to 20 gallons}illicit distilling (perhaps it would be 

fairer to call it home or domestic distillation) was carried on as before.

The repercussions of the debacle were protracted, and a more person

al view by James Stein himself of its causes and results will now be consid

ered. It occurs in a petition of James Stein, described as 'late distiller 

at Kilbagie', who in 1803 was resident at Korsun, near Kiow, in Poland, 

nnd who wished to be discharged from his position as a bankrupt. The firm 

of Sir William Forbes & Coy., bankers in Edinburgh concurred in the petition.

The sequestration of James Stein's affairs occurred on 28 February 

1788; the trustee appointed was David Stewart, an Edinburgh merchant, who 

having had inventories made, proceeded to convert the estate into money} 

five different division» took place. The creditors who ranked on the 

estate for »urns over £20 numbered 15*i, of whom 95 were represented in the 

1805 petition. The total amount of debt was £199,497 2s. ljd. Stein 

vas not present, and there were objections to his obtaining a discharge;

17- Forbes, op• cit., pp* 72-3«
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he ha<l to secure the consent of four-fifths of his creditors.18 19

Firstly, Jan.es Marshall, W.S., vas opposed to the more, Stein and 

he had been in dispute for some years, and they had claims for damages 

against one another. This action concerned a demand for payment of £31; 

it vos raised by James Marshall, Clerk to the Signet, and originated in 

1788, vhen Steins stopped payment, and James Stein sequestrated his estates, 

due to »great and unlooked for losses in trade, as veil as through sudden 

and unlooked for alterations in the Distillery Lavs.• Stein had a counter 

claim on Marshall. He alleged that the Clerk to the Signet had »conceived 

a groundless ill vill and malice against him for the purpose of disappoint

ing him in obtaining the aforesaid discharge by prejudcing his creditors 

against him', thereby injuring his good name and character, both by vord
19and in vriting. Stein averred that he vas represented as a fraudulent 

bankrupt, and that in 1801, Marshall had repeated his allegations. Hence 

James Stein demanded £10,000 from Marshall's son by vay of dnmagos for 

defamation of character.

Details of the dividends from the estate are given.

£ s. d.
1 Dividend 1 9
2 •» 
3 3

15
5 2l/\2

4 " 2 2
5 - 6 -

£6 10 4^12

This sum vas equal to one-half of the interest due upon the creditors' 

money. Marshall argued that 'It is evident that Mr. Stein lias not paid

18. S.R.O., Unextracted Processes, I Currie Dal Sll/l Petitlnn tStein, Oct. 1805. ' * ^etition James

19. S.R.O., Bill Chamber Process I, 1670-18^0, rvi o**a r ,
Mandatory v. Jam. M.r.h.11, l U .  J*“ * St,in S
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one sixpence of the principal sums for which he failed.' A deficiency of 

£200,000 was still outstanding.

A second objection vas entered by the Stirling Banking Company and 

otherp, vhose debt vas composed as follows:-

£ a. d
Bank's Interest on Stein's estate 7,000 0 0
Messrs. Campbell, Thomson & Company 

(Bankers in Stirling) 1,073 0 0
Mr. William Paterson, merchant 1,200 0 0

9,273 0 0

The bank had not received Is. of their principal. While James Stein's 

debt had formerly exceeded £220,974, the funds divided among his creditors 

had not amounted to one-quarter of the total. fiirthermore, Stein had not 

endeared himself to his creditors by retiring to a foreign country, 'with

out the jurisdiction of the court, and beyond the reach of his creditors.'

It was alleged that unspecified persons had received or been offered sums 

of money to secure their agreement in the discharge. An Inventory of 

Writings, dated 1802, shows that concurrence vas already given by -

1. Messrs. Mansfield Bamsay, & Co. 
(Banker* in Edinburgh)

£2836

2. The Carron Company 403
3. Charles Ducat, Alloa 277
4. Charles Virtue, Alloa 2055
5. Earl of Elgin's Commissioners 43
6. Mr. John Mstsell 311
7. Messrs. John Cowan & Coy.

(representing Murdoch, Wharroch & Coy.)
149

8. John Campbell ?

The Stirling Banking Company presented a long statement, which dis

closes much about the supposed conduct of Stein's business.20

No fraud was imputed to Stein in the conduct of his business:

Mr. Stein was for many years the most considerable distiller 
of malt spirits in North Britain ... his books were regularly

2 0. S.R.O., U.P., on. cit., Answer for James Stein, Dec. 1802
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kept and balanced occasionally; that his profits corresponded 
for many years to the singular skill, industry and spirit vith 
vhich the business was conducted. And it appears from the 
correspondence, that large as his operations vere, his stock 
bore such a proportion to them that his business vas carried 
on vith ease and independence. His credit vau accordingly 
very extensive, and a very high opinion vas entertained by 

\ the public of his vealth, ability and success. 21

The opinion of the Stirling Banking Company's officials thus endorses 

the statements of Sir William Forbes about the efficiency of Stein's busi

ness operations. The Bank also attributes his reverses to the export trade:

But Mr. Stein vas the first Scotch dealer that sent consider
able quantities of rav spirits to the London market, and in this 
vny, having given offence to the London distillers by interfering 
vith that monopoly vhich they had formerly enjoyed, he exper
ienced from the close of the year, 1784 downwards, a systematic 
discouragement and opposition, vhich proved very fatal to his 
interest, and to vhich his misfortunes are chiefly attributed.

Not only did the London group seek duty increases to embarrass the 

Scots; but they vere also active in impeding their trade in other vays; 

in December 1784, cargoes of spirits belonging to James Stein to the value 

of £3,000 vere seized.in the Thames at the instigation of rival dealers, 

and though they vere afterwards restored by order of the Treasury, Stein 

suffered severely 'from the want of so much property during a very long 

detention of it, from the expense of the expedients requisite to supply so 

unexpected a vant, from the diminution in the value of the goods by leak

age and waste, and from the expense of the measures of obtaining restitut

i n g 22 The incident shows that very sizeable cargoes vere being sent 

from Scotland. When Stein did get poseeseion, his sales vere unprofitable, 

because the market price of spirits had fallen to £7 per ton. The govern

ment lowered the duty on malt spirits £. 1784, and granted a refund of the

duties for all spirits on hand, vhich amounted to no less than £22 per ton,
,* ^

But it vas so arranged that the bank claimed the Scotch distillers derived

21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
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no advantage from it, while English one» had full benefit. James Stein 

tbua could not sell aa cheaply as they did.

The Kilbagie book» were balanced nt 1 March 1783 and showed a surplus 

of £37,948 5». 8d., but it began to diminish:-

31st Dec. 1785* £34,001 4». 4C>/12d
17th Oct. 1786* £32,078 10». 66^12d.

This was the last balance prior to the bankruptcy; the decline was in great 

measure due to the artificial depression in the market price of spirits, which 

with the reduced volume of spirits available ought to have been worth at 

least £66 per ton (an additional duty amounting to £71 5»« per ton had been 

imposed in 1786). The rivalry between the Scottish and English distillers 

became more acute.

English distillers ... hoping to drive the Scotch distillers 
out of the market, at the expense of losing a little money, 
brought the market price /to/ under £60 per ton, being greatly 
below what they could afford to manufacture at, whereas when 
the Scotch distillers were expelled from the market, and though 
grain was cheap, and the duties remained as before, they raised 
ths selling price to £66. 23

James Stein is shown to have been 'much averse to continuing that 

pernicious warfare’, and he next considered manufacturing gin for the Scott

ish market, and was one of those who suggested and promoted the expedient of 

levying the duty on malt spirits in Scotland by an annual tax proportionate 

to the contents of the still, i.e. the still contents system of licen6ing.

An equalizing duty was applied to such spirits on export to England.

In 1786, the Dutch were the main suppliers of gin in Britain, al

though they had to import both grain and coal from Britain, aa well as 

having higher labour costs, and worked 'under all the disadvantages of a 

contraband trade.' Stein thought he could drive the Dutch smugglers at
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least from the Scottish market. No expense was spared to gain knowledge 

of the processes in the Dutch distilleries, and because he heard that a 

Licence Jttty Act for gin making would be passed, the whole system of the 

Kilba^ie distillery was altered. The proper apparatus for distilling gin 

to the best advantage was constructed.

By 1787, James Stein had brought gin making 'to such perfection 

that very few persons were able to distinguish Kilbagie gin from the best 

Holland's gin, and none from the ordinary Hollands or Flushing gin.' When 

Exchequer trials of Stein's product were performed, even the London rectif

iers admitted that while Kilbagie gin might be distinguished by persons 'who 

diluted their gin with water, all the drinkers of gin drams in Great Brit-
24ain would have received equal satisfaction for it as from right Hollands.'

Stein proposed to sell Kilbagie gin at a price lower than that for 

Flushing gin* he made a profit of £15 15»* 7d. per ton, and his works were 

capable of yielding a profit of £235 per day* hence the plant must have 

been big enough to turn out approximately 16 tons of gin per day. On the 

assumption that it worked for 300 days in the year, his anticipated profits 

would have been over £700,000. Certain Excise regulations however stood 

in his way; for example, he was not allowed to have warehouses in differ

ent parts of Scotland, nor could he obtain permits for the free conveyance 

of his products. Accordingly he raised an action for damages in the Court 

of Exchequer against the Board of Excise in Scotland but failed to recover 

his losses.

The embargo laid upon his sales of gin in Scotland compelled Stein 

to reconxnence the distillation of spirits for the Oiglish market. Another 

factor which weighed with him was that his still content was no less than 

9478 gallons, on which he paid duty amounting to £14,217 - a sum which he

24. Ibid.
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would lose if he stopped production. In addition, he had *1000 oxen and 

immense multitudes of swine on hand', to be fattened on the waste from the 

distillery. These animals were not marketable until fattened. He did 

not t|*ink that re-entering England would be unduly dangerous, and it was 

only on a temporary basis, until he could obtain permits for his gin trade. 

Meanwhile, ’his private intelligence' confirmed that London spirit prices 

would rise to a just level, instead of being kept in a state of artificial 

depression.

When Stein's entry as a distiller was renewed in October 1787» he 

struck off *,700 gallons from ths volume of his working stills*i..ln order 

to give leee offence and offer lees competition, as he averred, and also 

presumably to pay less duty. His friend and Londou agent, Mr Sanderaan had 

reconnended such a reduction in capacity, saying*

I am as certain as that I live that you will find the 
measure ... to be the wisest and most prudent you ever yet 
adopted in business. Above all, you lay an adamantine 
foundation for independence, the dearest blessing a man in
business can possess, and which I cannot say you have ever

°5enjoyed since that fatal seizure, the 15 Dec., 178*.

Stein and other Lowland distillers had started to send supplies to 

London sufficient to alarm their Hhglish rivals. It was alleged that the 

Scottish market situation obliged distillers to manufacture and export in 

order to employ their worke and support their credit. The Londoners' 

selling price had been cut to £60 per ton, and was already too low to defray 

the exepnse of distilling spirits in Scotland. The London distillers con

cluded however that it was the lure of profit that prompted the Scots to 

engage so extensively in exportation. Representations were made to the 

government that both the still licence duty, nnd the equalizing duty on

05. 8.¡1.0., U.P., on. cit. Letter* Mr, Sandeuan to James Stein, 31 Oct.
1787-
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imports into England appeared too favourable to the Scots. The English 

threatened to atop payment if they did not get relief from Parliament.

The Scotch distillers reacted so strongly, that n pledge was received from 

the government that the duty vould stay unchanged until July, 1788. Stein 

and his confreres expected that the Ehglish distillers would have to increase 

their prices, and that the position in Scotland must improve. Cut a pet

ition was presented by the London group to the House of Commons on 12 Dec

ember, 1787, and considered on 1 February 1788. The House imposed 6d. 

extra as an additional equalising duty on a gallon of spirits. John Stein 

brought the news from London to Kilbagie on 22 February, 1788, and payment 

was stopped the next day.

James Stein reckoned that such was the scale of his transactions 

that had the selling price of spirits risen to about £66 per ton, he would 

have gained a net profit of at least £13,000 a year, by the sale of spirits 

alone, regardless of the proceeds from his cattle and farms. After his 

bankruptcy, the London price did go up £3 per ton, and then by another £3 

increment to £66 per ton.

The refusal of permits by the Excise meant that his stocks of 

gin were kept locked up, and his London agents refused assistance offered 

to them by their friends. Although his subsequent degree of insolvency 

was very great, the Stirling Banking Company considered that the stoppage 

of payment had perhaps been premature. The creditors acquiesced in the 

foregoing account of Stein's failure in business. The evidence had been 

presented in the House of Lords during one of Steins legal entanglements; 

Stein hitoaelf had given 'the fullest satisfaction to all concerned' about 

his bankruptcy.

In 1805 the composition of the debt was as shown
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Debt« of James Stein» 4th Divia ion mile up by Truatee

Total debt* £208,145 Os. Od.
Funds recovered by the Trustee: 
Securities for Messrs Haigs 
Retained by Sir William Forbes )

\ & Company )
and not deducted from claims ) 
Spirits retained by Messrs. Sandeman 

& Graham
Deduct

£68,000
73,000

39,140

5,000

135,140

£ 23,005
J. Stein at the balancing in 1786 of his books previous to his 
connection with Mr. Cross was vorth in cash and debts

£ 12,000
The vorks are valued at £ 20,000

In all £55,005.
32,000

There was expended on the vorks a fter that time
proved in Exchequer £15,000
Supposed value as above 20,000

35.000
Hut they only sold for 6,000

29.000
Bad debts 8,000

Loss upon sales of rnv sp irits  at London a fter 
the Cocsnissioners refused gin permits, also proved 
in Exchequer 11,000

Expense of sequestration 10,000

Together to ta l 58,000
which exceeds the sum to be accounted for by £2,995.

(In the 5th Division the debts were reduced to £199,497 by the claims of 

Messrs Cross St Harris and other creditors being struck off).2**

Despite the protestations of James Marshall, W.S., a concurrence 

embracing four-fifths of the value (£163,073) was forthcoming, 102 out of

the 114 creditors being in agreement. The accusation that sums had been 

offered to creditors was investigated: Stein positively denied ’this 26

26. S.U.O. U.P. 0£. £it: Statement of the Position of James Stein’s 
Affairs, 1805.
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slander.' The Stirling Banking Company had taken the lead in Stein's vindic

ation, but Marshall alleged they had met and stated that they would not con

cur in the discharge 'without a consideration', and they had specified the 

sum tĥ pr would accept. Another party had demanded 5s. in the £ ns the price 

of their consent - which was reduced to 2s. 6d.

The low price which the distillery at Kilbagie fetched was expl

ained by the fact that it was bought soon after the stoppage 'for behoof of 

the family' for a mere £6,000; they continued to carry on the business, 

trying to keep the good name of James Stein, because 'a bankrupt was not 

ipso jure infamous.'

These explanations did not satisfy Marshall: Stain and his family 

had been examined before the sheriff, when 'very plausible stories' had been 

told about the cause of the deficiency, which was 'beyond all former example 

in the trade of this country in the Distillery branch at least.' Stein had 

to fly the country because of Marshall's proceedings against him. Marshall's 

view w h s that it was problematical that Stein would ever have rid himself 

of the immense load of debt he had contracted, even if the prohibitory duty 

of 1783 had not been imposed. How did Stein come to lose £202,000 in the 

seventeen months prior to the collapse? \v'as Stein's conduct thereafter not 

infamous in applying deceitful and unfair means to secure his discharge? 

asked Marshall.

In July 1787» James Haig, Stein's nephew, told Stein of his own 

intention to stop payment as he found his affairs in a very bad state.

Stein was said to have dissuaded him, otherwise Stein would have had to stop 

too. An accumulation of debt was contracted, whereby the creditors suffer

ed severely.

A deep and extensive traffic in accommodation bills 
exchanged between these persons and their ngents was the 
engine employed on that occnsion ... which was soon per
ceived ond disapproved of by Mr. Stein's Agents in
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London, Sandeman and Graham who(l6 July, 1787) wrote to 
Thomaa Smith, Stein's chief cl.̂ rk and confident,' as follows

It is also much against us the exchanging of puper 
betwixt your principal & Messrs. Haigs & Coy. We oaaily 
see the channel here, and we must entreat that it be dis
continued.' 27

\ In the interval, James Stein wrote to his nephew llaigt-

I have with much difficulty provided for this month,
& next month, including the drafts to you, I have no less 
than £32,560 to pay to make up which will subject me to 
apply to every channel, and I am really difficulted ¿sic/ 
about it. 28

Sanileman and Graham were ao anxious about the extant of these bill transact

ions that Sandeman visited Scotland in October 1787» in the course of which 

he went to Kilbagie. He found that his bouse was expected to meet payments 

in excess of £40,000 very shortly. Stein was however friendly and encourag

ing, but when Sandeman went South his doubts and fears returned; he wrote to 

Stein 'To meet this I begin to tremble, and indeed have not enjoyed on hour's 

rest since I received it ... I rely on your exertions to support us.'

Thereupon, Sandetnan and Graham determined to reduce acceptances.

He reminded Stein that his role as acceptor had been a distressing one - 

'the frequent near approaches of the worst events only prevented by the reg

ularity of a post', when he was a spectator at a distance of 400 miles.
29Sandeman's feelings tempted him to say 'ill natured things.'

Marshall believed that Stein had then redoubled his efforts to 

conceal his situation, 'and deceive the world for some time longer.• lienee 

in October, 1787» Stein bod recourse to the measure of establishing two 27 28 * * *

27. SU). U.P op. citt Letter, Sandeman & Graham to Thomas Smith, 
l6 July, 1787»

28. SR0. U.P. Op . cit.. Letter, James Stein to James Haig, 23 Sept.
1787.

09. SRO. U.P., op. cit., Letter, Mr. Sandeman to Janes Stein, 23 Oct.
1787
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fictitious or nominal companies for the sole purpose of finding a temporary 

support for his credit by using their names in bill transactions. One vas 

Reid, Brown & Co., at Mainpoint near Edinburgh, the only known partners 

being ^eid (formerly a country schoolmaster) and Brown, a young man who 

was a nephew to Stein. The second one was John Buchanan & Co., at Kin

cardine, whose ostensible business was to trade in timber and iron, but 

whose real purpose was to acconmodat. Stein. Apart from Duchanan who was 

a farmer near Kilbagie, the partners were John Philp, stein's brother-in-law, 

and Stein', clerk, Thome. a»ith. The capital wa. £8,000, a sum wholly ad

vanced by Stein. This firm stopped payment in February, 1788. The 

trustee on their estate entered a claim for £23,000 against Stein, 'all

arising from the use which was made of Buchanan & Coy's name in Mr. Stein's 

bill transactions.*

Stein had been active in seeking fund, for the new company, he 

wrote to the agent of the Bank of Scotland in Dunfermline, notifying him 

of the formation of Buchanan'a firm, and asking for a credit of £500-800. 

Stein offered to stand cautioner. 30 Scarcely did 48 hours elapse before 

he also contacted the Stirling Banking Company asking for a cash account of 

£500- 1,000 to be opened for Buchanans, saying that they liad not yet made any 

such applications, and his personal recommendation vas that the bank should 

have first refusal.

At Kilbagie, great quantities of spirits were being distilled, and 

sold in the London market at a loss of £5 per ton. The situation vas fast 

deteriorating, and Stein was subsequently accused of lack of compassion for 

the multitude of creditors, whose money and effects he was throwing away,

The great machine employed to keep him afloat, was an
immense and complicated circulation of bills conducted by 50

50. SUO, U.P., on. cit. Letter, James Stein to Mr. Dickie, 20 Oct. 
1787.



Sandeman and Grabam in London, and by himself and his 
agents in Scotland, a circulation that was studiously 
involved in order both to facilitate and conceal his 
transactions.^

Other acts of deception were shown to have occurred; two promiss

ory notes sent by Stein to a Charles Dudgeon, with directions to discount 

them with Sir William Forbes & Co; Reid, Brown & Co. were in turn to take 

the money 'raised by the expensive mode of discounting', and lodge it as 

their own with the same bankers at 3 per cent till called for, although 

it cost Stein 3 per cent to raise. Stein then countermanded this instruct

ion - the bills were taken to Mansfield Ramsay & Co., and the monies placed 

to the credit of John Buchanan & Co. Meantime, Stein was dealing with the 

Stirling Banking Company, discounting often with them, and attempting to 

counteract any scruples they might have about the frequency thereof. In 

a letter, he pointed out*

I have been courted for London paper for some time past, hut 
as you are always so regular, I make it a rule to let you have 
the refnsal two posts ago, I had advice of sales to the extent of
£16,800, so that I will have a good deal to draw for, for a few

32weeks to come.

The Banking Company responded that far from being 'courted' for 

•London paper', Stein was in the greatest difficultiss to get bills remitt

ed at all* He had nothing to draw for on many occasions, because the 

proceeds of sales fell short of London payments, a fact supported by the 

letters of Sanderaan and Graham. Thomas Smith, the chief clerk at Kilbagie 

wrote to a cashier in a Glasgow hank in November! the aim was to persuade 

the hank to discount more for Stein. He told theraj- 31 32

31. SROi U.P., oj>. citi Replies for William Telford, Cashier, the 
Stirling Banking Co., Jan. 1803.

32. SROi U.P., op. cits Letter, James Stein to the Stirling Banking Co., 
3 Nov. 1787.



The statement of our account with Sir William Forbes 
and company (a balance of more than £20,000 just now in Mr.
Stein's favour) does not make it necessary to send any large
sum of London paper through them ... you may get the greatest

33 ̂part of what we have at present to draw.

One bank was played off against the othert the circulation of 'wind bills' 

continued, and the shadow companies were simply a means whereby Stein could 

contract more debt. Stein and Smith began to arrange credit facilities 

for these in London, through John Stein, the petitioner's son; the letters 

of instruction to John are remarkably candid. Stein told John that the 

company was wholly for his accomsodation. Because Stein was so 

hard pushed, John was to make hie arrangements without giving the impress

ion that Buchanan & Company wars wholly merchants or wholly bankers - 'a 

part of both will onswsr bast.' A postscript warns John not to let the

letters fall 'into any hands whatever', because they were 'of the greatest
34

consequence with reepeet to our credit.•

The objectors repudiated the notion that Stein's bankruptcy was due 

to 'innocent misfortunes'. If that was so, why then did he resort to all 

those 'pieces of managemsnt continued, and put into execution'? They 

regarded the change in the distilling laws in 1788 as an excuse put up by 

Stein - a pretence, not a cause of his failure. The Stein firm, Sandeman 

& Graham, and Haig were believed to be distressed long before December 1787 

or February, 1788. As to the English distillers, it had been known in 

London in October 1787» that they intended to apply to }arllament for an 

alteration in the law. Furthermore, the objectors saw his persistence 

in the ruinous London trade from 1784, as 'culpable and undue conduct'. 33 34

33. SROi U.P. o£. elt., Letter, Thomas Smith to a cashier in a Glasgow 
Bonk, 6 Nov. 1787»

34. SBOt U.P.» o£• cit., Objections of James Marshall and Others, 20 Nov. 
1802.
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They were at a loss to understand liow a man of business like Stein should 

persist for 3 years in a market in which he was incurring losses, and they 

gave a remarkable description of his gambler's behaviour*

Only the adventurous spirit of speculation joined to 
\ the certain knowledge of the consequences falling upon others 
and not upon himself might ... induce him to persist for years 
in this ruinous traffic.

Money was thrown away, month after months £200,000 had disappeared, which 

was equivalent to £1,300 a month over 16 months; evidence of Stein's expend

iture during that phase was not adequate. Based on a report prepared by 

John Taylor, agent in the sequestration, the trusteea had only recovered 

£30,000. With his affairs in euoh a stats, ths objectors wished to Imow 

how Stein could give Haig £73,000, on which no dividends were to be paid, 

although interest was in fact drawn from Haig's estate. When Haig was 

some £6,000 'under par' at his works at Canonmills, Stein had stood guaran

tor on his behalf at the bonk for £13,000. The creditors questioned 

Stein's outlay of £15,000 on his own works pre-1786, oven although there 

was Exchequer evidence. The loss of £11,000 in raw spirits in London was 

also doubted* 'proofs are spoken of, none are produced,' while sums were 

mentioned in slump. The objectors could not determine where a tenth part 

of Stein's £200,000 went; they had not received one farthing of the prin

cipal sum, and barely half their interest. Banks had been duped by 

Stein's artifice - he gave the impression that bills were for real value, 

yet he informed Reid Brown & Co. that 75 per cent of them were for accomm

odation.

Besides accusing Stein of eliciting money and credit under false 

pretences, the objectors showed that in his seeking a discharge it emerged 

that a creditor, Ducat, had received more than the usual dividend 'as a 

consideration for his silenco.' An offer of 2s. 6d. in the £ came from 

John Philp, of Dolls, Menstrie, a brother-in-law of Stein, and one of the
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partners in Itachanana, while Robert Alan, an Edinburgh banker, was alleg
ed to have been paid £400 to abandon hia claim.35

To thee, objections Stein replied that he might »employ well* what 

he had uaed * i U  n*ans» to obtain. He cited the perfidy of the Stirling 
Banking Company which had employed certain document, in defending him 

against hi. creditor, (an action in which they had been succ.s.fui), but 
they now turned their opponents* ammunition against the petitioner.

Previoa. appearances in the court, must however have cast some doubt, 
on Stein*, integrity. In 1786 a trial had been held at the instance of 
the Lord Advocate against James Stein for the alleged crime of bribing or 

attempting to bribe John Bcnnar, Solicitor of Excise in Scotland. It 

was claimed that James Stein had given the latter £500 - a fact which 

Stein freely acknowledged, hut he succeeded in satisfying the jury that 
he had no corrupt intentions in the matter.3^

Stein was persuaded that Bounar had rendered special services to the 
Scottish distiller, before 1786, when there were several bill, before parl
iament for regulating duties on malt spirits in Scotland. Heucs the 

reason that Stein wanted to give Bonnar a present to mark hi. appreciation 

of the effort, of the Solicitor of Excise. The present was alleged to 

hav. been passed off a. a pair of glove, in a parcel. Bonnar was embarr

assed to discover the true nature of the contents, he wrote to Stein in 

strong term, dsploring the action. The distiller replied blandly that os 
he, James Stein, had been very active in opposing ths uss of th. hydro

meter in Scottish distillsriss, by representation, and obstructive behav
iour, which, 'no doubt had prevented many seizure, of spirits,• and

35. Ibid.

36' 1789 °'P’ I™ ”  D'U’i* S6/5' P'tition ot Stein, 18 June,
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consequently 'great loss of revenue,' to Bonnar's office, some reparation
37vaa due to the Solicitor.

In December, 1785» Stein vaa tried before the High Court of Justic
iary an Edinburgh for a supposed attempt to bribe Donna r, but be vas

•to
acquitted. Nevertheless, the damage to his name had been done, and a 
subsequent petition from Stein vas intended to re-establish his good name, 

vhich vas in question, even after the jury had found no charge proven
39against him*

The liquidation of Stein's business vas both protracted and complex. 

The Steins had struck a bargain vith on English distiller, Richard Cross, 

vho had premises in Bristolt they agreed not to send spirits for a period 
to the London market. The outcome vas that the Steins received funds, and 

the Bristol firm became involved in Kilbagie distillery. Two claims were 

eventually entered against Stein by the Bristol distillers; firstly, a 

•Mr. Harris pressed for £10,000 vith interest, vhich vas the nun contained
in James and John Stein's bond to Messrs. Cross and Harris at the time of

40the dissolution of the partnership at Kilbagie.' Hence ths Bristol 

house had acquired a financial interest in the distillery, vhich had not 

been made public. At lav they vers held to be partners in the distillery 

at the time of Stein's failure. David Stewart, Stein's trustee, chose to 

regard the sums received by Stein from Cross and Harris as 'gratuitous 

deeds', the result of unlawful, if not fraudulent negotiations, vhich could 

not compete vith the claims of genuine creditors. A farther claim by Cross, * 39 40

The Scota Magaxine, 4 Dec. 1785» Index.
5 8 . SRO* U.P.» ojj. cit. Letter: James Stein to John Bonnar, 10 Sept. 

1785.
3 9. S.R.0: U.P., 02.» cit. Petition of James Stein, 18 June, 1789.
40. S.R.0» U.P.» 1 Currie Dal, S 9/l6. Petition of David Stewart, 

1796.



under the firm of Cross, Son, and Harris and Co., for £12,684 6s. Id.

•being the balance arising from the circulation and accommodation of bills 

furnished by James Cross to James Stein in consequence of the agreement of 
dissolution* vas also repelled by the trustee.*1

Lobbying the Government»

The legislative position from 1788 to 1795 is vorth restating in 

brief. The Act of 1788 put a premium on rapidity of vorking, thus setting 
in train experimentation vhose logical outcome vae a still capable of 

continuous distillation, vhich one of the descendants of the Steins petent-
42

ed in the 1820s. As the United Kingdom became enmeshed in the wars of 

the 1790 era, the tax on excisable liquor vae increased as a means of rais

ing revenue, and on oceasion, reducing the quantity of grain used for making

alcohol. Spirit duty vae stepped up in 1791, 179*, and 1797, nnd also in 
1800, ns shown in the table below*

Spirit Dutyi 1791: 1800

Year England Scotland Ireland
Duty/Gollon Duty/galloni still content Duty/gallon

Lowland Highland
8* £ s. d. £ b . d. a. d.

179 1 3 « 3 12 0 1 * 0 1 1V
179* 3 l o f 10 16 0* 1 16 0 1 1 *
1797 * 10* 6* 16 * 3 0 0 1 5 }
1800 5 * * 6* 16 * 7 16 0} (  2 * *

(  2 10*

Sourcei Clow A and Clow N.L. The Chemical Revolution. 
p. 450 and p. 568.

These ovents did not pass unnoticed by the Steins, who made repeated 
representations upon the subject of duties in Scotland. In the 1790e,

41. Ibid.
42. The Patent Still; vide infra.



Henry Dundas, later Lord Melville, hud nearly the whole government patron

age of Scotland in hia hands, and it was to him that John Stein wrote on
43the matter in May, 1793» when a new Distillery Bill was proposed.

Although I have not the honour of being personally known 
’ to you ... yet ^15eing7 impressed with the highest sense of your 
many disinterested exertions in favour of your country ... 
address you on an subject in which the interest of Scotland is 
particularly concerned.

Stein goes on to say that he understands a new Distillery Bill is to 

be moved in a few days, whereby the duties are to be considerably increased 

'not only with a view to augment the publick Revenue but also to lessen the 
consumption.' As a member of the trade, he believed it was hie duty and 

interest to oppose this, and instead he proposed an alternative. The Bill 

would cause a virtual suppression of the Seotch distillery, if the licence 

duty were advanced to £9 per gallon of still content, resulting in spirits 

being so high priced that consumption would fall away, and every distiller 
would be left with too much stock, and 'the consequence of an overstocked 

market may soon prove the ruin of the whole Trade.' To prevent such a 

situation arising, Stein urges that the distillers in Scotland be allowed 

free and unfettered exportation to foreign markets 'where we can always be 

certain of finding a demand when policy or any other motive may render it 

neceesary to suppress the consumpt. nt Home.' He then elaborates upon the 

export position of the Scotch whisky industry -

We are at present ... in a very unfortunate situation 
with regard to the Export Law - we cannot export without enter
ing a work expressly for this purpose, and that work must be aiw 
extensive establishment of Sixteen Hundred Gallons, which is 
about double the size of the whole stills at present belonging 
to any Distiller in Scotland.

4 3 .
SROi Molville Castle Muniments, GD Sl/Viqo .Tni,nDundiisi 6 Hay, 1793. J V V W - .  Jolm btejn to Il.ory
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Stein's estimate of the optimum financial capacity for a unit engaged in 

the export trade ia an indication that coat accountancy must have been 

carried out by his firm. The registration of premises either for the 

Scottish market -or for export production vas one of the outcomes of the 

battle vith the London distillers from the previous decade. The scale of 
distilling demanded made it impossible to change quickly from one market to 

the other, 'vithout great expence for alterations &*.»
A solution proposed by Stein vas the introduction of a drawback on 

the exportation of Scotch spirits equal to the amount of the licence and 

malt duty. By this means, the Scotch distillers vculd be enabled 'to 

combat every opposition in the Foreign market, and to secure on Export 
Manufacturie vhicb would ultimately prove more beneficial to the Country 

than any other Trade at present carried on in it.' To objections that 

his plan would give fraudulent distillers an opportunity to sell in Scot

land what they declared was for export only, Stein argued that so trifling 
would be the gain that 'no man would have the folly to run the risk of 

prosecution, detection penalties and loss of character, to obtain it.' 

Things might be different in Ehgland, and accordingly Stein suggested that 
the 'Export work in England where the heighth of the duty via. 3/|3d p. 

gallon might be a temptation to commit the fraud' might perhaps be a good 

reason for 'fettering the Export Work' there. Furthermore, if the scales 

of penalties in fores vers too mild, these could be made more severe.

The other course which Stein approved was to allow the Scotch whisky 

distillers to work for export to foreign markets under the same regulations 

as applied to exports to Bigland. Two substantial obstacles would be 

removed - namely, distillers would not need to register stills of a larger 

size than 250 gallons, nor to extract such a high quantity of spirits from 

the wash. Stein stated that this requirement made it practically imposs

ible to carry on business, as 'the late Corn Lav* had often shut different
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districts in Scotland to the importation of English grain. Accordingly 

the distillers were forced into using Scottish grain for about hnlf the 

season "from which it is impossible to produce wash that will yield 22 gns. 

of Spirits of the strength of 1 in 6 under Hydrometer proof," which every 
distiller under the export arrangements was obliged to do.

As a final inducement, Stein praised the many services Dondas had 

performed for Scotland, and added that in the matter of the Scotch distill» 

eries, the landed interests in particular would be able to reap the benefits 

of their prosperity - if Stein’s measures were adopted. While Stein was 

lobbying Dundas, another entrepreneur had been putting pressure on the Prime 

Minister, William Pitt, urging him to increase the duty rather than to 

diminish it. A Mr David Steuart writing to Dundas, informs him that he 

waited upon Mr. Pitt when he was last in town with o Memorandum showing 

’the propriety of raising the licence Duty on the Scotch Distillery.' The 

results were encouraging, for he adds -
I am happy to see by the Publick newspapers that my Ideas 

on the subject have been honoured with Mr. Pitt’s approbation, 
as a large additional Tax on that branch of the Devenue has been 
voted in the House of Commons.
Steuart was certain that the new tax would be a productive one » 

’notwithstanding I learn Mr. Stein has gone to London to endeavour to 

persuade Ministry of the contrary*. If Stein were to succeed in having 

the new tax extended to the Highland stills 'aa making aa much Work in 

proportion to their contents as is done at Canonmilla or elsewhere - a 

thing be knows not to be fact - indeed they cant do the twentieth part of 

the work ... as can be proved to a Demonstration', then it would be a decept- 

ion, of which zmny were reputed to be committed by 'Diatillers, Brewers,

44 SROj MCM, GD 51/5/215« David Steuart to Henry Dnndaa, 13 April, 
1795«
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Maltsters» Soap & Candle makers» Starchmakers and Tobacconists.'
Steuart then propounds his ideas on the mode of collecting duties 

on their products, without increasing the duty in any way. Only 'a few

email alterations, and additional checks' would be needed. lie remarks
\ '-j

upon the decreasing annual revenue from the duty on malt 'when the quantity 
of liquors extracted fro« the Material and the consumption of them are in

creasing daily', concluding that 'there must be a Vice existing somewhere.* 

The trouble appears to lie in the quality of the Excise officers - namely, 
their lav statue, education, and standard of living, allied to their small 

salaries sxposss then to great temptation. Be aeke Dundee and Pitt to 

allow him to explain hie plans to them. Meantime, contact via the Devenue 
Boards, or their officers, 'especially their Solicitors' is declined in 

case Steuart's plan should meet with the same kind of opposition as 'Mr. 

Palmer's one for the Post office.'
Steuart's intentions are not free from the flaws of self-interest:

As my plan will require a very active Superintendance, I 
should propose as a recompense for my services I should have that 
appointment, and liou of salary, a percentage for fifteen years 
certain ... the preeent value of these Duties to be as ascertained 
by the average of the lost five years - And should this increase 
fall short of the sum of one hundred thousand pounds, p. annum ...
I ask no reward whatever.

Pandas appears to have pursued Steuart'a interest, because the latter

in a subsequent letter 'returned hearty thanks for having put my letter ...
45into Mr. Pitt's hands.' At the same time Steuart had had second thoughts 

on the question of his percentage or commission on the increase of the 

Revenue. Be wanted to contribute to the strengthening of the administrat

ion, and was prepared to leave his share out of it, leaving the matter to 

the superior judgement of Dundas.

4 5 . Ibid.
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Meanwhile other people were aleo offering Duntlaa advice on the 

problem of the Scotch distillery.46 A Mr Edgar Corrie wrote from Liver
pool, stating that he had also approached Pitt on the matter. Dnndas is 

addressed as 'the Governor of the Bank of Scotland, with the desire of 

preventing any general distress to the Distillery', which the country in 
that event would «hare with the distiller.. Corrie believe that if the 
Bill passed into law, the duty thereby being raised, it 'would occasion 

inevitable distress to the great Distillery, before the expiration of six 

months.» He was of the opinion that the Scotch whisky distillers could 
not be working to «such, if any profit undor the current system>at the pre

vailing price, for spirit, in Scotland, with the duty level which existed.

Thereafter, Corrie set out his arguments in dstail. Hs surveyed the 
position from July 1786 to July, 1788 whsn the licence duty was £30 per 

gallon on stills used for 'making spirits from Corn', and at highsr rate, 

on stills used for making spirits from other materials, yet it was in 

February 1788, 'after the Distillery had been in possession of the business 
for eighteen months on those low duties, that a general condition ¿Sic/ 

took place among these Distillery.• In 1795, the duties in operation were 

£9 per gallon on stills used 'in making spirit, from Corn', and at higher 
rate, in proportion on the others. All the raw materials employed in 

distilling cost «»ore in 1795, because 'Corn, sugar, all Foreign materials, 

are enhanced in their value.' Spirit, in Scotland were selling for as

little as 3a. lOd. per gallon. Corrie i. of the view that, 'If the

Distiller, sold spirit, to a loss in 1788 from motive, of necessity, or to 

force the sal. and consumption of their stock, the same motive, may induce 

them to sell Spirit, to a loss in 1795.' If the duty level were to be 

doubled, distillers may be put out of oetion, but with thi. difference,

46, 1795. MCM* GD 51^ 216* E<3gar Corrle to H*nry Dundas, 7 April,

154.
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that their distress would be imputed to excessive rates of duty.

Corrie doubted whether the additional duties proposed in 1795 vers 

•a solid resource of Revenue,* or whether they were but a prelude to a 

reform in the system of collecting duties. Whatever the intention, he 

stressed the importance of saving the distill.rjrsfrom sudden changes in 

legislation, and to protect the property and credit of th *  industry.

So it seemed that 'The property and credit of the Scotch Distillery hangs 

at this moment by a thread ... their fate with which the happiness of their 
families & the security of their creditors are involved depend upon the 

stroks of Mr. Rose*, pen . . .* 47 He saw their wellbeing a. lying in th. 

hand, of Parliament, of Mr. Pitt and of Dondaa, and urged them to relax for 
a year the duties and regulations proposed, and tried to persuade them 

against sudden changes in th. system. Corrie*s correspondence also refers

to occasions when he communicated with both Pitt and Dundos on coawercial 
subjects.

There was also contact between Corrie and Mr Patrick Heron, M.p. for 
Kirkcudbright, and fuller detail, of th. former’s view, ore contained there

in. Corrie congratulates Heron on taking his seat in the House of Conmons 
•before the Scotch Distillery Bill went to th. cocittee. *48 it appears 

that Corrie is the supplier of background information to Heron on the 

question of th. distilleries' legislation. It is maintained by Corrie that 

ths licence duty based on th. content, of stills has had fatal effect* on 

the Scotch whisky industry? increasing the duties violently could not 

remedy th. impolicy of that system. The operation of the licence duty on 

still, had a two-fold impact - firstly, to force the distillation of the 

utmost possible quantity of spirits that could be made within a year, and

47. George Rose, c*iairi3an of the donrd of Exoi j o  in Scotland o. 1 7 9 5 - 9 .

48. SROi MCM: GD 51/5/216. Edgar Corrie to Patrick Heron, M.P., 4
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secondly, to force the sale and consumption of the vast quantities of 

inferior alcohol thus obtained. Accordingly, 'when Scotland is saturat
ed, the sales exist be extended into the forbidden ground of the Ehglish 

market; & the prevention of this contraband trade is leas practicable,

than 'it was to restrain the smuggling from the Isle of Man in the Reign of 
hia Late Majesty.*

The Isle of Man had been the focus of a vast growth in contraband

trade vhen under the ownership of the Dukes of Atholl. It became such a 

serious menace to British revenue that Parliament resolved to suppress 
smuggling from that source. A revesting Act was accordingly passed in 

1785 purchasing for the Crown the sovereignty of Man for the sum of £76,000 

together with an annuity for the Duke and Duchess of £2,000.49 Ths family
of Murray of Atholl was of course noted for its Jacobite sympathies.50

Corrie's aim was the prevention of the immoderate use of spirits, by

means of a complete reversal of the distillery laws in Scotland, without 
crushing the distillers themselves,J'whose Ruin would infallibly distress
their Creditors, fit their Country. • He was of the opinion that a repeal
of the licence duty would be forced on the Chancellor and the legislature,
and be therefore proposed;

To reverse in one year (5th July 1793 to 5th July 1796) all that 
the Distillers and theorists in the Distillery Laws have done In 
nine years* preceding* to restore the operation of the Laws which 
have continued in force in England on 5th July, 1796, in Scotland again,

and, os well ns attending to the moral welfare of the people and distilling
investments,

to give protection to ths brewery in Scotland, aa would ooavert 
one half or more of the present distilleries into Breweries, in a 
period of less than seven years.

49. Encyclopaedia Britannica, V, Voi, 14, p. 745.
50. Legislative Change and Distilling in Scotland, vide supra
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By these methods, desirable ends would be obtained

It would enable them /the distillers/ ... to enhance the 
prices for what they sold, by removing**the necossity to force 
the sales for the reimbursement of the duties} which would 
tend to prevent the immoderate use of Spirits, would protect 
in some degree the morals of the People, & would lessen the 

\ temptation for smuggling the Spirits out of Scotland into 
England.

Distillers in Scotland would have to confine their production

to such quantities only as would yisld them a profit after 
paying the full duties, by fair & regular sale at prices 
adequate to those duties, by which I mean prices not less than 
7/- P« galIn. duty included.

Corrie saw no reason why the revenue in Scotland would be diminished 

because a smaller volume of whisky was being distilled, on other exciseable 

liquors would in time be substituted for spirits - especially 'good & sound 

Beer, brewed by persona competent to tbe management of the Business, with 

sufficient capitals to carry it on'. It is stated that the distilleries 

are overworked, while the breweries in Scotland are depressed. Most reveal

ing comments are made about a visit paid to Scotland by Corrie.

I visited a new Distillery last week in Galloway, not a 
mile from Dumfries, .. nearly completed but not yet begun 
to work, .built very probably in the encouragement of the Act 
34 Geo 3d cap. 33» for making the licence duty on stills in 
Scotland perpetual .... I have known the Proprietor of this 
new Distillery in Galloway from my earliest infancy. 31

Corrie, it appears had tried to dissuade him from building the distillery, 

but the proprietor argued that 'he was under a kind of necessity to build a 

Distillery as a necessary appendage to his other more important Business.
He is the first Millsr and the most considerable Baker in the South of Scot

land; & in consequence of the quantities of Spirits sent from Distilleries 

to Dumfriss by land carriage sines 1786, he could uot procure Yeast to raise 

his Bread. He therefore urged the inducement of building a Distillery to 

supply Yeast for his own consumption.' Despite his efforts, Corrie did

51- The miller/baker may have been William Hyslop, described in the Deportl 
Distilleries, 1799» p. 6 6 3, ns 'late distiller in Dumfries.'
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not change the baker's mind, nor coaid be advise him to 'attempt the 

Easiness of a Brewery in a situation where Spirits were retailed in lost 

month at 13d. p. quart!'

Corrie then discloses the reasons for his knowledge and opinions, 

lie had been engaged in the brewery business in England for twenty-five 

years, and wished to see this industry flourishing in Scotland. He 

discerns unmistakable signs that the Distillery laws in Scotland have been 

deetrus tive to the morel welfare of the people, and he recalls his opposit

ion to 'the Distillery Bubble' of 1783« At that period, he had attended 

the annual meeting of the Commissioners of Supply for the Stewartry of 

Kirkcudbright (30 April, 1782) whose purposs was to renew the appointment 

of delegates with powers to meet other representatives of Scottish counties 

in order that measures might be taken ffor the Belief of the Distillers 

under alleged grievances of which they complained.' Corris opposed the 

object of their attention, and the means of pursuing it, through the medium 

of 'an Out-of-Door Parliament.' Corrie's opinion prevailed, and no rep

resentative was sent from the Stewartry. Although some of his views as a 

brewer seem somewhat harsh on the whisky distillers, he was prepared to 

allow them a draw back on their payments of duty.

The Melville Castle Muniments thus afford us thres views relevant 

to the distilleries in Scotland and their legislative problems - that of 

Stein, the capitalist distiller, of Corrie, the brewer, and Steuart, whose 

scheme for improvement recognised weaknesses in the structure, but also 

contained possibilities of reward for its originator.

The problem of legislating for the Scotch distilleries were not resol

ved at this stage} there were renewed difficulties with the Excise, for 

instance in 17 9 8, when an additional tax was levied on spirits. Revenue 

officials demanded admission to the Haig distilleries and were refused - 

on the ground that the new regulations did not come into force until a
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fortnight later. The action of the Haig* in refusing the« admission va* 

upheld by the Court of Seeaion in Edinburgh, but the deciaion vas later 

reversed by the House of Lords. It was on# of the earlieat appeals fro« 

Scotland to be heard by the Upper House. It vaa the Canonailla Distillery 

vhich^vas the centre of attention, an establishment run on a very ertensiv* 

scale, its production being a little less than that of its parent house at 

Kilbagis. By 1795, the Steins had taken over the operation of Canonmills, 

and retained it at least as late as 1799.52 Meantime, James Haig, in 

partnership with his brother, John, acquired a distillery at Lochrin, near 

Edinburgh. The Report of the Committee upon the Distilleries in Scotland 

gives an indication of the do«inanee of the Stein family in distilling.

On* finds James Stein at the head of the Canonmille Company, Robert Stein 

ot Kilbagie, Abdrew Stein at Hattonburn, John Stein at Kennetpana, and 

Charles Stein at Hattonburn. Output vas substantial!

Production of Scotch Whisky! 11 Oct. 1798 to 10 Feb. 1799

Selected Distilleries Gallons Malted Grain 
Quarters

Rav Grain 
Quarters

John Stein, Kennetpans 51,290 4221 80
Robert Stein & Co., 

Kilbagie 76,340 5644 97
John Stein, Cannoned. 11s 75,870 5074 788
Charles Stein, Hattonburn 23,893 2463 126

Source! P.P., Report from the Comnittee unnn theDistilleries in Scotland! 1798-9. d .

Distilling at Kilbagie;

The evidence and memoranda of John Stein, as contained in the Reports 

upon the Distilleries in Scotland (1798-9) are an outstanding indication of

52. P.P., Report! Distilleries, p. 492.
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the character and enterprise of the distilling dynasty. The problem of

the use of raw strain in distillation van referred to the Commissioner».

John Stein was able to state from his own knowledge and from information

supplied by others, that all over Northern Europe, especially in Russia,

five-sevenths of the grain distilled was raw (i.o. unmalted), and the

remainder was malted. He knew that the same proportions were employed

in the Netherlands because he was 'in possession of the process practised

in the first distilleries in Rotterdam and Skeydnra, which was handed him

by a person who attended in these distilleries for several weeks, and hs
3-5also employed a Dutchman who made Gin on this principle in Scotland'

At hia distilleries, rye and wheat were used raw, and in his view, were 

more productive of aleohol than barley alone. Stein believed that a 

mixture of malt and raw grain was a perfectly wholesome combination. 

Distilling from molt only was a Scottish pecnliarity, and he had not heard 

of it in any other quarter.

Stein vas clearly intent on technical innovation, and the influence 

of Dutch technology ia noteworthy! it waa a feature of economic growth, 

especially in textiles, in the eighteenth century.

Besides employing a raalt/raw groin mixture, the Steins were approach

ing a continuous process of distillation by stages. The duty being baaed 

on still content was urging them towards ever mors rapid rates of distill

ing* the pace of innovation appears to have been induced partly by legis

lation, and partly by the considerable cost of fixed assets in distilling 

which promoted an Increased capital/output ratio, involving an acceleration 

of processing. The stills at Canonmills (whose oontents were 250 gallons)

ran *2,500 gallons Spirits per day*, which worked out at less than 4d. per
54gallon in terms of duty. 53 54

5 3 . P.P. Report* Distilleries, p. 369

5 4. P.P. Deport» Distilleries, p. 662.
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Stein mentions a proposal to erect an apparatus for distilling in

vacuo; by this means, the running time of the stills could be raised to
55three times what could be obtained by the usual techniques. John 

Steir^ would not allow the air pump, as applied to stills, because 'liquids 

boil sooner in vacuo', and also perhaps because there was a danger of 

stills collapsing. In 1799, the Steins could fill and work off their 

stills in 12§> to 15 minutes, and indeed in as little as 8 minutes on occas

ion. Stein did not take up the vacuum process because he thought the

premium asked was too high, and partly because he did not see the apparatus
, 56defltooitrfttod«

Some of John Stein's employees appeared before the Committee, as, for
57instance, did Richard Cartwright, who was described as a distiller. He 

may have been recruited from England because of hie skill in gin making.

In evidencs, Cartwright confirmed that he had been in the service of Messrs 

Cross, Stsin and company at 'Kilbegie' for 24 weeks, and looked after the 

stille there. Cartwright gave particulars about the plant! there were 

three wash stills of 1,288 gallons, 2,118 gallons, and 2,388 gallons 

content. Questions followed regarding the filling and working offs how 

often in 24 hours was a still of 2,000 gallons charged with 1,800 gallons 

wash (at the usual English strength) worked and discharged at Kilbagie? 

Cartwright's reply was 3» or 5, or even 6 times; the average being 5 

times in general practice, and he compared this with 'Bristol practice' 

whereby a wash still of 5>000 gallons was worked every 10 hours.

Cartwright's experiences at Kilbagie are illuminating. He found the 55 56 57

55. P.P., Report! Distilleries, p. 686.
56. P.P., Report! Distilleries, p. 652.
57. P.P.t Report» Distilleries, p. 433.
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works of Cross and Stain in anything but new and perfect order, and during

his engagement, considerable alteration had had to be made. The reason

was that the wash, with the rapid working, caused the stills to burn.

Coppersmiths bad to be called in to raise the bottom of the s t i l ls  because

the casings were in bad shape, and masons repaired the base of the stills.

Yet at this time the rummager was known to distillers, and was in use in

Scotland* it is a copper mesh device on rotating arms, that can be dragged

round the base of the still to ksep the solid matter in the wash from burn-
58■jng on to the base of the wash still. There may have been apparatus of 

this kind in the Kilbagie waah stills. Haigs had 'engines' in their stills. 

Two Dutch distillers were brought over from Schiedam by the Ilaigs c. 1707, 

and the latter discovered that the Dutch had no 'engines' in their stills 

to keep the bottom and sides clean; instead they employed a man to agitate 

the liquor by means of a wooden pole with iron chains at the end of it.

Later they returned to Holland, and introduced 'engines' into their stills
59on the Haig principle. 'Bottom scraping engines', were also fitted to 

stills by Highland distillers; one was noted in the Oban distillery of
6o

Hugh Stevenson & Co. in 1798.

Cartwright recalled stoppages at Kilbagie of 3 to 5 hours, and some-
/

times of 12 hoars, 10 times in 24 weeks', the outcome being that the spirits 

were rendered 'almost ussless.' He was asked about the stoppage of the 

stills due to shortages of watsr, but declined to answer; he would not 

disclose any differences between summer and winter working. In his 

opinion, the quality of the wash at Kilbagie was poor; compared with that 58 59 60

58. Richard Cross was a Bristol distiller, and a partner of James Stein.
59. P.P., Report! Distilleries, p. 691
60. P.P., Report! Distilleries, p. 752.
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wade in England, it was only half a» strong. This vas a merit in distill

ing good Scotch whisky, hut as the legislation was designed to meet English 

circumstances, it compelled the Scots to attempt rapid working with the 

hazardous consequences already described.

Further questioning elicited the information that Ihglish distill

ers were accustomed to draw 18 or 20 gallons of spirits frout 100 gallons 

of wash, but stills were definitely worked much faster in Scotland. The 

loss of 14,000 gallons of wash at Kilbagie was mentioned - Cartwright ex

plained that it was due to a defect in a new back (possibly a wash back or 

an under back). Losses also happened because the stills were worked so 

rapidly that they ran hot.

Cartwright was asked if he knew that the distillers in Scotland paid 

bo such duty a year for their stills, and not so much per gallon on the 

spirits produced (ns in England), but he disclaimed all knowledge of this, 

lie did know however that many English brewers and distillers were in the 

employment of Scottish Lowland distillers in the 1790s.

Cartwright was examined on the question of work days. At Kilbagie,

stills were not worked on a Sunday, and as a foreigner in a Presbyterian

country, Cartwright became somewhat confused regarding 'preaching days'
J ,61and 'Fast days.'

These matters nay be of less economic significance than other controv

ersies in which the Steins were implicated, but the response of the dist

illers to the acceptance of religious mores is noteworthy. The minister 

of Clackmannan remarked that although the stills were worked four times 

daily during the week, on Sindays distilling was only carried on for 10 to 

13 hours, and the same on 'Fast days'. Kirk opposition must have presented 61

61. Fast days were observed as a preparation for communion in the Church
of Scotland.
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«ore problem« the more closely distillation approached continuous work-
62m g .

In 1797 complaints were made against the proprietors of Canonmill« 

and L^chrin distilleries by the clergy and Kirk Session of St. Cuthberts, 

Edinburgh. The distillers were fined £10 Scots, and banned from working 

their stills and coppers on Sundays, under the penalty of £100 stg. for 

each contravention. Both the Steins and Haigs protested, and 14 June 

1797, the dispute again came before the court, when the plea of defence 

was founded 'upon a Necessity», namely that the process of distillation 

from its very nature must be kept in continual progress. On Stein’s 

behalf, it was said that operations were limited on the Sabbath to the 

work necessary for the preservation of the manufacture performed only by two 

or three of his servants. The English manufacturers were not placed under 

such a disadvantage because they could work on Sundays, and indeed distil 

spirits for the Scotch market. Andrew Stein of Cowden, distiller at 

Hattonbum and his servants were also restrained from working the distill

ery on Sundays by George Peat, Prior Fiscal of Court in 1798. 62 63 64

Valuable evidence was also given by Alexander Fairly, described as 

•Overseer of Mr. Stein’s workmen at Kilbegie.» ife also confirmed that 

Stein had erected 'very great additions to his premises after the Licens

ing Act of 1786.» He put the value of these at £15,000, and disclosed 

that Stein did so 'in consequence of his intention to make Gin.» Two 

distillers were brought over from Holland, but the gin trade was virtually 

stopped because a permit system was applied to dealers, rectifiers and 

agent» by the Excise authorities in Scotland.

62. Q.S.A., XIV, Clackmannan, p. 623 et seq.
63. S.U.O: Bill Chamber Processes I, I4f ■728.
64. Ibid.



The scale of the capital additions vaa very considerable, and 

Fairly later disclosed that in 1797» the Steins had been mainly occup

ied in making gin* but as the permits vere not forthcoming they were 

forced into permanent suspension of distilling, even selling some of 

their utensils. The brake on their enterprise led to such heavy losses 

that part of the buildings and stills vere pulled down in November 1797* 

Fairly emphasised that gin stills were not malie on a different principle, 

and could have been used for nornal distilling. The Steins thereafter 

began preparing row grain spirits from • London malt', to a ouch greater 

extent hitherto. The stills were worked 4 times in 24 hours, and 

Fhirly reported that they vere stopped for 10 to 15 hours on Sundays and 

tbs same on Fast days appointed by the Church.

The overseer also said that the stills were very often overrun, so 

that they vere singed and burned, causing breakdownaof 6 - 8  hours, or 

even some days on occasion. The Steins gave up working part of their in

stallation of around 4770 gallons capacity early in November, 1797, despite 

the fact that the winter season was the best time for distilling.^

The Use of By-Products;

Questions followed regarding Stein's farm, which extended to over 

1,300 Scotch acres; the rent paid was at one time 13a. per aore, being 

very poor land, before the Stein family improved it. Thereafter Fairly 

believed that the land would fetch 23s. to 30s. per acre. He was of the 

opinion that the by-products from the distillery had been the basis for 

the increased production from the holding - in 1797» 200 acres of wheat 

were grown on it, and 700 oxen vere fattened, while between 2,000 and

p.p. Reportl Distilleries, p. 447.
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5000 hogs (piga) were fattened. Fairly stressed that he had particular 

knowledge of James Stein's fnrm, rather than John Stein's one, which only 

extended to some 300 acres. The by-products of the distilleries plus 

the manure from the animals, not only supplied the Stein farms, but also

The farms were not solely agricultural enterprises; besides being

a means of disposing of waste products, and turning these to a profitable

use, the holdings also provided coal for the distilleries. A ton of coal

cost the Steins about 4s. Their grain was ground in their own mills.

Even in 1795, there were however cases of thirlage in Clackmannan. An

agricultural machinery innovator named George Heikle developed a mill at

Kilbagie driven by water power, which was capable of threshing 8 to 10 bolls 
67per hour. It permitted small scale farmers to thresh thsir own grain. 

There were nine of Meikle's mills in Clackmannan, varying in coat from £25 

to £60. It was in fact John Stein who commissioned Meikle of Alloa, prob

ably under the direction of his father, Andrew Meikle of Houston Mill, East 

Lothian, to erect the mill in 1787, and only the finest brass and iron

brought from Sweden were used in its construction. This threshing mill
68was regarded as a pioneer effort.

Water and Fuel Supplies;

The water supply for distillation and for working machinery came 

through the Stein works, as Fairly related, 'two falls within and one with

out', and entered the Forth as the Canal Sunt, which is still extant.

Fairly also showed that the distilleries had sea communication via a canal. 67 68

67. Gordon, T.C., The History of Clackmannan, pp. 162-3; also North 
British Agriculturalist, 14 Deo. 1859

68. In 1857, W. Downing Bruce, a cadet of the House of Bruce, who later 
went to Jamaica as a Judge, and died there, purchased Kilbagie, and 
dismantled the mill. He claimed that Meikle had not only evolved 
the simple thresher, but also the shaking and winnowing machinery.

units. John Stein's farm could support 400 to 500 cattle
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The Stein* had a dispute about their eater supply for Kilbagie bet

ween 1793-6.69 A partnership of John Bald, Robert Stein, John Primrose, 

and James Scott, who traded as John Bald & Company, Distillers of Tulli- 

allan, sued John Stein, distiller at Canonmills, Edinburgh, Robert Stein, 

distiller at Kilbagie, and John Taylor, W.S.

Bald & Company had obtained a lease from James Scott, feuar of Tulli- 

allan of a brewery, malt b a m  and kiln for a period of 19 years. They 

converted the work, into 'a di.tillery of whisky', „here they made spirit, 

until distillation was stopped by parliament in 1796. They laid a wooden 

pipe 3 inches in diameter from Peter's Dam to supply tbs premises.

In 1793, Robert Stein attempted to cut off the flow because he claim

ed a lease of the water and coal in the area. The landowner, Jan». Erskin. 

of Cardross had let the right, to John Taylor, V.S., who in turn rented 

them to the brothers Stein. Bald, meantime offered to pay rent for the 

water they used at the distillery, and expecting an amicable settlement, 

they enlarged and improved their works 'at a very considerable expense*.

The rent for water was fixed at £40 per annum. Robert Stein preferred 

that the water be got from the Mill of Tulliallan instead of Peter's Dam, 

and required that the diameter of the pipe be reduced from 3 to 2 inches 

in case of water scarcity. Matters dragged on until 1793, during which 

time Bald, formed the impression that the Steins wanted to be in a posit

ion to deprive the rival distillery of water whenever they chose to do so.70

Earlier in 1782, James and John Stein (the former then being describ

ed as a distiller at Kilbagie, and the latter at Kennetpana) had sought a 

bill of suspension and interdict against Crawford, Chapman & Co., who were

167.

69. S.R.O: UP» Adams Mkck B 6/38» Bald a p« _ ,/jo: Bald & Co. v. Taylor & Steins, 1796
70. Distilling in Scotland in the Mid-Nineteenth i w ,distillery, vide infra. th Century: Inverkeithing
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tacksmen of the coal on the adjacent estate of Talliallan. This may 

indicate their interest in the coal resources of the area, and anxiety 

about ensuring adequate supplies of fuel for their distilleries.^1

Production Costs and Marketing at Kilhagiet 

Fairly, Stein's overseer also knew much about costs and wages at 

Kilbagie. For instance, the cost of warehousing grain in 1797 was about 

£d. per quarter, while the wages paid to the workmen at the distillery were 

about 9d. and lOd. a day. On some points be had insufficient information 

to give concrete answers - in particular, he could not tell the number of 

bushels of grain needed to make 100 gallons of wash, probably because it 

was a quantity that varied considerably with the quality of grain used.^2 

Tn answer to the searching question, 'Do you think that Mr. James 

Stein's greatest profit arises from his farm and fattening cattle, or from 

the sale of Spirits?', Fairly was able to disclose that the profit on oxen 

had been averaging £4 to £9, six months being needed to fatten the stock.

He stated categorically that 'If it was not for the cattle and faro he 

flamea Stein7 would not carry on the business ^i.e. at Kennetpans^.»

Since distilling had been suspended, cattle were not being brought 

in, as there was no spent grain on which to feed them. As to the pigs 

reared, Fairly had no details about profits, as ths pigs were sold by 

contract by Stein himself, whereas the overseer was responsible for dis

posing of ths cattle. The level of industrial integration, both vertical 

and horizontal was thus very considerable in the Stein enterprises.

Regarding the marketing of spirits in Qigland, freight and insurance 

charges were not known to Fairly, because the Steins carried the whisky 71 72

7 1. S.R.Ol Dill Chamber Processes II, 23, 339
72. p.p., Kenortt Distilleries, p. 447.



in their ovn vessels. A commission or salary was paid to an agent to 

sell the spirit* in London. Nor was the traffic all in one direction, 

because 'barm' (or yeast) was brought from London, as veil as parte of

Scotland, for use in the distillery at Kilbngie.
\
The Stein*' Scottish outlets vere mainly among spirit dealers, like

Robert Wemyss, who had a shop both for vholesal* and retail trading in
7-5

Edinburgh. He bought moat of his whisky stock* from John St*in'* dist

illery at Canomaills, paying generally in cash, as he seldom issued bills. 

Mrs. Wemyss sometimes made direct payment* to Stein's salesmen, and this 

may have been a source of trouble. Both parties had numerous and extens

ive dealings in whisky. Between May 1796 and December 1797, Wemyss 

purchased spirits valued at £800 from John Stein. The account was regul

arly paid within a few days of ths consignment being delivered, and Wemyss's 

purchases varied according to demand*-

169.

25 May 1796* whisky* £60 16 011 June " 116 17 6
6 August 113 10 614 Nov. 35 8 4

4 Jan - 13 Feb. 1797 148 15 0
25 April 113 3 0

21, 22, 23 Dec., 1797 93 7 021 March 62 6 6

743 13 10

Subsequently, Wemys. va. surprised t. bar. « d.mnd mud. on hin for 

th. prie. of . puncheon of vbi.ky <£33) M l d to h o c  boon d.llwrrt on 20 

December, 1796, pin. £1 In. for on empty cook. Ho ororred that th.ro moot 

have boon on ovor.igbt in Stein', bonkn. On invootlgntion, Stoin'. book, 

appeared to b. nothing more than -jottings', with many error, and mistnl,.., 

the clerk bad not entered th. information corrootly on tb. debit sid. in 73

73. Signet Library, 417:66* Vemyss v. Stein, 8 July, 1800.



Stain's books. Venyas showed that he had paid over £99 for whisky in 

February, 1797, which was not recorded in Stein's accounts. lie alleged 

that Stem was guilty of over-charging, sending IfrU-yLa. 120 gallons, when 

the account entry was for 125. Ve^ss moreover had Excise evidence about 

deliveries, which showed that he hod been charged for no less than 221 
gallons in excess of what he had received.

Stein's Seles Cooks wers produced, and his clerks questioned, thereby 

revealing much about business procedures* it appeared that if cash was 

paid, whisky was allowed a discount, although it was charged at the credit 

pries. Casks wers numbered, their contents gauged, and invoices sent to 

purchasers. Thsse facts were noted in the books. The Steins had no 

fixed period of the year when the books wers balanced* none had happened 

between Dscsnbsr 1796 and April 1797. The details of ths cask, despatched 

were transferred from ths Sales Books to ths Cash Register Book, while a 

Return Cask Book was kept for empty casks, a clerk being employed to check 

their numbers and enter these. Carter, gave details of cask ownership, 

which could be verified from tickets or directions on the casks. The 

stock position was recorded in a ledger.

In another dispute, where James Stein, at Canonaills, sold whisky to 

a spirits merchant and grocer, the trade was on a ready money basis, the 

whisky being 3«. 10d. per gallon in 1795. When the dealer used bill, instead 

the Steins were very annoyed, but in their own purchases, they were prepared

to give bills, occasionally using a Leith merchant house, James Somerville
74

& Company, in that connection.

Andrew Stein also had disputes over bill paper* in 1793, David 

Paterson claimed that a bill was falsely sign«! 'Andrew Stein & Coy,' and 

another name inserted without hia consent. The transaction linked the *

170.

S.L. 378:64* Stein v. Gilraour, 1797-8.
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Steins with nn insurance broker in Edinburgh, a spirit dealer in the Grass- 

market, Edinburgh, and with a brewer near tho Water of Leith, who had a

»sort of concern* in a Stein distillery, at Burnhead. False bills added
75to business problems.

John Stein and the Investigation of the Scottish Distilleries, 1798-9

Documents fro« John Stein of Kilbagie were presented to the 1798-9 

Coamittee of Inquiry! these ore obviously the work of a well informed, 

astute man of business. In 1797» John Stein was not only associated 

with Kilbagie, but also owned Canonmills distillery, near Edinburgh! he 

submitted a list of matters which the committee should investigate.

The Highland Exemption!

Stein believed that the Highland exemption (which conferred favourable 

duties on that region) was grossly abused. It was a notorious fact that 

most private families in Edinburgh consumed Highland, rather than Lowlund 

whisky. He pointed out the great temptation to smuggle held out to High

land distillers, observing that unless free pardons were offered to witness

es who had broken the law, the Committee would have difficulty in gathering 

evidence. The revenue was consequently deficient - Stein estimated that 

instead of £500,000 only £200,000 was being raised. Lowlsnd distillers 

had indeed abandoned the trade before the distilling season ended, and 

their licences expired, because they were unable to sell the stocks of

spirits on hand. In his view, the revenue would continue to give diminiab-
^  76ing returns.

Having a vested interest in the Lowland trade, Stein did not want to 

see any Highland whisky in Southern Scotland. He would allow Highlanders 

to make their own spirits (which they were determined to do in any case). 75 76

75. S.B.Oi Bill Chamber Processes I, 51, 091.
76. P.P., Deport» Distilleries, p. k92.
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but they should not export the produce. Yet he was at a loss to suggest

how to handle the 'Highland exception*, os 'exceptions are always ruinous 
77to the Revenne.' The Highland distillers were led into fraud - making 

large*volumes o£ spirits, and stockpiling materials 'without hindrance 

or molestation' from the Excise. Their output was plainly intended for 

the Lowlandst Stein objected to them far more than to the unlicensed 

'poteen makers' or true smgglers, stating that 'a person in the Highlands 

working fraudulently, and altogether without a licence cannot do one- 

twentieth part of the same injury', because be bad no protection for his 

still, implements, materials or manufacture - 'everything he does must be

smuggled! in case of detection everything about him ie seised and confiscat-
78ed ... if the law ie executed he is ruined.•*

Compared with the smuggler, the Highland licensed men only suffered 

the seizure of a cask or two in transit to the Lowlands, but they often had 

numerous guards to protect their convoysi Stein concluded that they ntill 

found it a profitable traffic if one cargo out of six escaped.

Nor did he have sympathy with entrepreneurs who merely became distill

ers to take advantage of the duty differential between the Highlands und 

Lowlands. Those were the operators who used 'ingenious and illegal mach

inery', and widened the market 'beyond the limits of the law.' To judge 

by their reasons for keeping the Highland exemption, Stein concluded that 

it appeared 'no less difficult to estimate the capacities of men, than the 

qualities of soil, by degrees of latitude and longitude.' Stein's final 

plea was to be secured from the snuggling from the northern counties, into 

Central Scotland, even if this meant giving the Highland area an indemnity 

from the duty. 77 78

77. p.p.y Report» Distilleries, p. *»9k.
78. P.P., Beport: Distilleries, p. V?2.
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Another member of the Stein family, Andrew Stein, distiller at 

Hattonburn, near Kinross, 'the northernmost distiller in the fourth dist

rict', was also suffering from the depredations of Highland distillers, 

lie carried on business for many years, and his chief market had been 

Perth, when the Highland and Lowland duties were more alike. After the 

Lowland duties were raised, his former customers had been supplied with 

Ilighland whisky. Accordingly, he gave up business in June, 1797, with a 

large stock of spirits on hand, and provided witnesses would obtain free

pardons, he undertook to prove that Highland spirits were sold in^Milna—
■ >79

thort and Kinross ... at 4d. and 6d. per gallon below his price.

Aa to the contention that Ui^lond barley was inferior, Andrew Stein 

submitted that grain at Dunkeld and Crieff was often of better quality than 

at Kinross, while James Miller of Craigend Distillery, 4 miles from Stirling, 

used northern barley; he employed an agent to buy barley nt commission 

of 2$ per cent, carriage costing from 10d. to Is. per boll. Meanwhile, 

like other middle district, and Lowland distillers his market was swamped 

with Ilighland whisky, and he knew it overran Glasgow, Greenock, Port 

Glasgow and Dumbarton.

John Stein reconsidered the problem of the Highland exemption in his
80First Memorial, presented to the Conmittee in April, 1799. By drawing 

a line on a map, which could not be ascertained on the ground, parliament 

had given to 'the favoured side of the boundary' the facility of manufactur

ing for both sides. While Highlanders were prohibited from smuggling into 

the Lowlands, the same might be said for 'the Flushingers', but 'where the 

temptation is so strong, it would be ignorance of human nature to expect 

obedience from either.' He obaerved that few licensed Highland distillers

79« P.P.» Deoortt Distilleries, p. 494.
80. P.P.» Deport» D is t i l le r ie s ,  p. 686.



were ignorant of technical improvements, feut he admitted that imperfect 

apparatus, or poor supplies of raw materials (e.g. grain) might justify 

exceptions. A distinction was drawn between the commercial distillers

in the North, and Highland tacksmen and farmers 'who distil in private
\

for their own families and neighbourhood.' It was to Stein on ancient 

Highland custom, despite the lack of evidence for its existence in Gaelic 

literature, or other sources, and should be respected, 'so long as it does 

not degenerat# into trade', i.e. Stein would allow 'subsistence' distill

ing in the Highlands, but no illicit distilling for conraercial purposes. 

Highlanders had no intention of submitting to the law - in Stein's words, 

'they have proceeded in their own way, without regard to survey or licence; 

and they will proceed while a pot or tin cannister ¿sic7  is to be found in 

the Highlands.'

Distillery Ope ration»

As to distillery operation, Stein wrote that he knew solely about 

Canonmills and Kilhegie 'which are my own,» and that he had scarcely ever 

been in any other distillery in Scotland. Hardly any two distillers had 

identical modes of production, and 'none would enter candidly and fairly' 

upon his methods of working, always choosing to conceal some ports thereof. 

Stein therefore warned the Committee that if it wished to find out partic

ulars about costs, quality and the value of spirits, comparing one distill

er with another, it would be 'totally impracticable', and that 'the further 

you investigate the more difficult and uncertain will be the result.'

The reasons assigned by Stein involved complex technical matters — 

for example, the strength of the wash, the manner of filling the still, the 

speed of working it. With experience, some distillers got more spirit 

from grain than others, because their skill varied, resulting in a 10 to 

15 or even 25 per cent difference. Moat preferred large supplies of
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water for condensation; some used lose or more yeast; others tended to 

rectify their spirits which probably means they triple distilled, instead 

of the more normal doubling. Cost was therefore affected by all those 

considerations. Stein warned that there might be ns many cost patterns 

as there were distilleries.

The proportions of malted and unmalted grain was variable, as the

•Scheme of the quantities malted and raw grain used, of Wash rad», and of
81Low Win»» and Spirits produced* by the Stein distillers in Lowland Scot

land indicatess-
Q Ü A H T E B S ________ GALLONS________

Spirits at
.....  _ Spirits 1 ts 10 0.Ï
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Cbarles Stein, liattonburn

Malted
Grain

Raw
Grain Wash

Low
Wines

1 to 10 from Quart- 
0. P. or of grain

11 Oct.1798-10 Feb. 1799 
John Stein, Kennetpans

2463 2 126 3 324,982 60,287 23,893 9

11 Oct.1798 -10 Feb.1799 
Robt.Stein & Co.,Kilbagie

4221 5 80 4 517,356 131,252
at

51,290 12

1 1 Oct.1798 -10 Feb.1799 
John Stein, Canonmills

5644 3 97 - 626,247 29,192 76,340 13

5 July - 9 Aug. 1798 998 - 935 281,077 - 27,28»£ 14

* Probably an error in table for 129,192

The spirits yield at other distilleries ranged from 7 to 14j gallons 

per quarter of grain processed.

As well as cost patterns varying, Stein also called attention to the 

fickleness of market forces reminding the Comnissloners that 'The value of 

the spirits is what the distiller can sell them for in the market, and this 

too depends on a variety of causes, such as the state of Highland smuggling 

at the time, whether the market be bare of spirits or glutted, whether the 

sales be for ready money (in which case large discounts are given) or for

3 1  P .P .,  Report: Distilleries, Appendix B2, p. 652
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OO
long credit« •••'. “ He then proceeded to a cost analysis of the position 

as it affected Highland and Lowland licensed distillers, carefully compar

ing the two. In consequence he believed that the Highlanders were hatter 

off in terns of 'materials, labour & incidental expenses.' While coal 

cost 7d. per cvt. (Scotch coal) or lOd* (Newcastle) at Canonraills, the 

hundredweight was 1 - 2*. dearer in the Highlands, but this was more than 

compensated by the cheapness of labour, the cheapness of living, and the 

low rents of Northern Scotland. The Haigs endorsed Stein's analysis.

They paid nearly double the wage rate to their servants ns was paid in 

Highland licensed units. llano• the difference in labour costa alone must

have affected the competitive position of Lowlandors versus Highlanders, 

nnd acerbated the trade hostility of the former for the Highland exemption.

Stein took up the question of still sixe. The Highland distillers 

were limited to stills of 40 gallons content, whereas the Lowland men could 

use ones of 52 gallons nnd upwards. This the Highlanders resented, but 

were liable to a lesser rat© of duty - which Stein regarded as a 'jest', 

believing that small stills required no allowance in the rate of duty at 

all, pod citing the opinions of his own workmen and of the London distill

ers to support his view. He argued that there should be stills of the 

same content in both Highlands and Lowlands with one duty for both areas.

Moving next to the issue of grain quality, Stein showed that when 

duty waa levied upon the capacity of a still, the quality of the grain

used was quite irreleTunt, adding thnt it waa to the distiller's advantage
»

to make the wash weak, nnd that grain in the Highlands was capable of yield

ing wash quite strong enough for distilling purposes. London distillers 

were accustomed to having a stronger wash, enriching it with o mixture 

of fine wheat flour, so that 20 gallons of spirits could be extracted

82. P.P., Report* Distilleries, p. 492.
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from 100 gallon* of wash* An account i» thon given of the procedure at

Stein's distilleries when the mash bill was made up.
My practice is to weigh the Corn into ray mash tun 

every morning» without regard to its quality and price;
\ according to the weight I pour on my liquor; it matters 
not to me whether the Barley cost 16s. per boll or 20s.;
if the price is higher» I have quality and weight in

. . 83proportion#

It was a well known fact» Stein wrote» that inferior barley went to
distillers. He recalled purchasing 10,000 bolls of Norfolk and Suffolk 

barley ('very inferior') to use in his own distilleries. The npparent 

lack of interest in the control of grain quality may have been intended to 

persuade the government that prohibitions on the use of grain in distilling 

were unnecessary, as the oereals required therein were unsatisfactory for

other purposes.

Stein thus submitted that the Highland exemption was neither exped- 

lent nor practical; there was no foundation for duty concessions on account 

of still size, or the quality of grain, becuuse many parte of the Highlands 

were capable of producing as good grain os the Lowlands In his estimation.

A Cost Analysis»

The 1799 Report contains two lengthy documents sent in by John Stein, 

who was a senior spokesman for the Lowland capitalist distillers. Stein 

mentions his delay in submitting written remarks until the Committee had 

completed its first report, because he could not expect 'entire credit for 

impartiality', when his private interest was so deeply involved. This time 

he did provide an analysis of costs of production. He estimated that the 

annual Lowland consumption of spirits at 1 to 10 over-hydrometer proof to 

bo about 3.5 million gallons. Taking productive capacity, it was reckoned

R3* Ifrjd
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that »each gallon of the capacity of a still ... diligently worked 6 days 

in a week, allowing for common accidents and interruptions, and also the 

usual abatement on strength and quantity to the spirit dealers, can be 

made to yield per annum ... 1,620 gallons. The level of consumption would 

require a licencing of stills equal to 2,160 gallons! on each gallon of 

etill content, a duty of £162 per annum would yield £3^9,920, the spirite 

duty being 2s. per gallon. Against this, Stsin set out the price of 

whiskyt

Cost analysis of Scotch whisky! 8h1799.

s. d.
Prime cost to distiller ) 
& wear and tear on utensils )

2 7

Interest of money, bad debts, expenses 
of sales, loss of casks, etc. 'with a 
very reasonable profit'.

1 i 3

Adding the duty at 2s. p. gallon 2 mm

5 10

Stein did not believe that whisky, even in favourable trading condit

ions, could hold its ground with Highland distillers, smugglers, or the 

legal importation of foreign spirits, if sold for more than 5a. 6d. per 

gallon. If profit margins to dealers were added, the retail price would
Off

be driven above that of snuggled Dutch geneva, 'even in the present time 

of war, when the protection of our coasts is the most complete.' A 

distiller who marketed whisky at 5*. 10d., had therefore to make up the 

difference either 'by a farther improvement in his art' (i.e. in his methods 

of production), or by a decrease in his profits. Soma Lowland distillers 

reckoned that spirits would require to be priced at 6s. per gallon before * 85

at. P p.. Reoorti Distilleries, 1st Memorial of John Stein, London,
oOprii: 1799. p” 65?

85. Dutch geneva =. gin.



they could carry a duty of 2s. on that volume*86

Stein's estimates were based on the most up-to-date stills in 

operation« combining 'the principle of expeditious working', with the

latest 'flat construction.• He blamed low whisky prices not on glut
\
\

caused by rapid processing, and high output, but on the flooding of the 

market with smuggled whisky.

Thereafter Stein inveetigated the problems raised by the accelerat

ion in still operation. A sore point was the impairment of spirit quality; 

illicit whisky was claimed to be infinitely more palatable than parliament 

whisky. Ho tried to counter the arguments, firstly by stressing the 'whole- 

Oomeness' of quick distillation, citing the opinion of others 'who have 

combined chemical skill with practice in the business.' Stein actually 

thought an improvement in the quality of Lowland spirits had occurred in 

the 1790s, owing te the more intimate knowledge of the art of distillat

ion, and 'the more accurate distribution of labour and care', which had
87had beneficial effects on the manufacture. An indication of his own

practical knowledge is given in his discussion of the merits of copper 

worms then used in both Scotland and Ehgland for condensing the distillate; 

he stated that the 'poisonous quality of that metal is extracted least of 

all by great heat', adding that exposure to air, to cold, and intermittent

use formed more verdigris, the still being a greater source of danger than
88the worm.

One difficulty with rapid distilling was the tendency of the wash to 

boil over into the worm. Stein was reported to put soap into his stills os 

a preventive measure, and he was said to have spent £1 ,5 0 0  on soap in 1797 86 87 88

86. P.P., Report» Distilleries, p. 737.
87. P.P., Report: Distilleries, p. 687.
88. p.P., Report: Distilleries, p. 688.
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at 7d. per boll. Was the spirit harried by this treatment? One explan

ation was that the alkali in the soap by its chemical action on the wash 

accounted for the difference between 'the mild, fragrant Highland whiskey', 

and the harsh tasted, pungent Lowland variety.

In 1799, Andrew Stein of Hattonbum had an argument with a grocer in

S tir lin g  over the quality of sp irits  supplied by him. The grocer had

bought the whiaky on the recommendation that it was as good ae the apirits

produced by the Dolls Company at Menstrie. Accordingly, he purchased two

puncheons from Stein by way of a trial, the price being 3s. 8d. per gallon

for caah. The total outlay was £47$ and the grocer (llnbert Binnie) paid
90

£6 15s. of this in halfpence.

When the spirits were tested, Binnie found them 'of a very bad 

quality, being distilled from raw grain, having a disagreeable taste and 

a very unpleasant flavour.' He thsrefore requested Stein to take back the 

whisky as it would not suit his customers. The action soon came before 

the magistrates of Stirling, Binnie contending that he bought the whiaky 

from Stein's clerk on the assurance that it would be of sound quality; 

but unlike that of the Dolls Conpany, he found it 'of a very inferior 

quality$ distilled from raw grain, stinking and unmarketable.' Another 

spirit merchant agreed with this opinion; he had bought whisky from Hatton» 

burn, and had sent it to Edinburgh 'where people are accustomed to use 

spirits of a similar quality*, which would 'sink bead thirty-one in temper

ate weather', and were sold at 4s. per gallon at 3 months' notice.

Another S tirling merchant, William Paterson, stated that he had dealt 

in sp ir its  fo r  over 20 years, having been a d is t i l le r  fo r  seven of them.

Ue said he had frequently seen spirits made at Dolls; as for the Hotton- * 90

3  g

3 9 . p . p . ,  Report: D is tille r ies , p .  732

90. S.L., 406* 57J Binnie v. Stein, 1? June, 1799.
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burn product, he would not purchase it at any price, and thought it ’Is.
91a gallon worse than any spirit over he saw come from the Doll».'

Paterson suggested that the grain must have been unwholesome as well aa 

rav, because the alcohol had such a peculiar rotten flavour. John 

Mowbray, clerk to the bolls Company, also found it 'to smell n little ... 

one puncheon was of a whitish blew colour, and the other is high coloured 

which he supposes is dns to the cask.'

Paterson also spoke of an occasion in the Coffee Ilouse in Stirling, 

when he had shared one gill of Hattonborn whisky with a friend, because 

they could get nothing else. In consequence, the pair 'neither staid so 

long nor drank the quantity they might have done.'

To support bis case, Andrew Stein produced witnesses, who had also 

bought whisky from him for use in Stirling. lie contended that there was 

no fall in the market price of whisky since Binnie had made the bargain, 

und vhich might have caused him to return the consignment. Secondly,

Stein reasoned that the taste of whisky was very arbitrary and depended
much upon custom, and that there were not two distilleries in Scotland that

92made whisky exactly similar. He believed Binnie was trying to delay 

payment, hut this was countered by the fact that Binnie was able to dis

charge his accounts to the bolls distillery promptly and thus he was not 

trying to avoid paying because of on insufficiency of funds.

Towards the Patent Stillt

Andrew Stein also figures as a representative of the Lowland distill- 

era, along with other aeobers of the Stain connection. At a meeting at

91. SBOx Bill Chamber Processes
92. Ibid.
93. P.P., Beport: Distilleries: 

p. 678*

II, 36, 235*

Minutes of Meeting, 26 Jan, 1799,
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Falkirk in 1799 the following Steina or Stoin representatives were present:

Janes Stein for Canonraills Company
Thomas Staith, Edinburgh for Robert Stein & Co.,

Kilbagie.
John Stein, liennetpana,

V
Charles Stein, Uattonbura, and
Andrew Stein for Mrs. Cowie, Vhitehead.

The group met 'to consider the most proper model of stills, and such 

alterations with regard to the distillery export arrangements, as might be 

proper to suggest.' James Stein was a leading member of the eastern 

coanittee. The existence of such a body of Stein distillers, accompanied 

by others, is a sure indication of the technological ferment in the Scotch 

distilleries at the period leading to break-throughs in design and perform

ance. The rapidity of distillation has already been remarked upon, but 

Dr Jeffrey noted other advances, which could be regarded as msre stages in 

the evolution of still dsaign, which was to culminate in the outstanding 

innovation of the Patent Still for continuous production of alcohol.

In contrast to earlier statements, in which little knowledge of the 
practice of other distillers was claimed by John Stein, he Wrote in 1799 

that there were 'no secrets within distillery walls', technological changes 

spreading quickly due to the well informed nature of the trade - a pattern

which is equally true of the Scotch whisky industry to-day.
94 iDr. Jeffrey describes a plate Inserted in stills, (the patent still 

has a series of plates at various levels). Heated liquor ascended through 

a central hole in the plate, and the denser liquor descended at the sides, 

and swept along under the plate rendering this a kind of double still - the 

under one for generating steam, the upper for supplying liquor. This type 

of still 'night be brought sooner to yield steam.' As Dr Jeffrey had not 

been able to see a plate of this kind, he had a drawing made, and with the

gi,. p .p .,  Report: D is t i l le r ie s ,  pp. 730-1.



co-operation of Mr Glen* of Main« Distillery, near Linlithgow, a flat still 

was constructed with sueh a plate. The effect was that it enabled Mr Glen, 

with the same capacity of still to process three-sevenths ¡sore work each 

week,., than he had done before, and once his men had become acquainted with 

the new apparatus, Dr Jeffrey foresaw that he could do even tsore. This 

experiment resulted in plates being built into stills for other establish

ments such os that of Millar of Craigend, near Stirling. These modificat

ions are interesting examples of a prelude to innovation which led to
95

fundamental technical change in dietilling.

Advances in still pattern, and other improvements were not always 

well received by the Excise authorities. Prosecutions in tho Court of

Exchequer between July 1795 and July 1798 show that licensed distillers
96were liable to fines for supposedly contravening regulations. The 

general ran of offences were 'Distilling from Grain during the Prohibition', 

•Heating wash in a vessel other than Licensed Still,' 'Making Stills with

out notice', 'Buying and Receiving Highland Spirits', etc. James and 

John Haig appear, charged with the carrying on of the business of distillers 

with that of compounders. Among cases referred by the Board of Excise to 

their Solicitor are two involving Steins - namely, John Stein at Kilbagie 

being sued for non-payment of duties, for which the penalty is stated to 

be £100, and also Andrew Stein, for using illegal pipes and tubes to hia 

Still, the penalty being put at £200. Ingenuity - such as pre-heating 

wash, or ' ' modifying piping - was thus punishable, presumably on tho 

grounds that alterations made Excise control more difficult, and rapid 

working more possible. Indeed the whole idea of pre-heating wash is a 

basic one for the advent of the patent still, which is essentially a heat 95

95. Technological Change* The Patent Still, vide infra.
nr. p P.. Report * Distilleries* Account of Distillery Prosecutions, 
J * July*1795—8* Appendix a a j, pp. 63^-6.



exchanger,

John Stein's Recommendations*

The firet memorandum from John Stein also outline his recoaramdat- 

ione for the distilling industry in Scotland. H* reiterates his strong 

belief that a simple licence upon a still was »the only mode of taxation* 

by which the revenue could be secured and the manufacturer protected, de

crying 'an admixture of survey* as a means of meeting Scottish conditions - 

the joint operation of survey with licences had resulted in the still 

content licence promoting fast working, while the survey system encouraged 

'the whole unmitigated evil of snuggling. *

The Qjglish position was quite different* there a survey was used, 

but doubts were cast on its efficacy as a proper means of collecting duty. 

The Ehglish distilling industry was concentrated upon London, numbering in 

total about 12 major establishments producing on a large scale. They had 

few domestic snuggling distillers with which to compete, and Stein observed, 

•had formed themselves into a sort of fraternity* to regulate prices accord

ing to changes infhity, i.e. they could either choose to pass on duty in

creases in the form of higher prices, or they could absorb the rise by 

accepting lower margins. The location of the English industry mainly in 

London and Bristol, and its organisational ties nnds it practicable to 

collect the tax by a survey of the wash to be distilled, from which officers 

could deduce the yield of spirits.

Fbr different was the Scottish situation. Stein's graphic descript

ion reads*

In Scotland the distillery is in a thousand hands. It is 
not confined to great towns or to regular manufacturers, but 
spreads itself over the whole face of the country, and in every 
island from the Orkneys to Jura. J

It was in ths hands of both knowledgeable and illiterate distillers, and
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to raise revenue, the Excise would have 'to search for revenue in the
97voosk£i or on the mountains.* Few Scottish distillers 'registered their 

works' as required by law, the rest being smugglers and of course paying 

no duty. The highest sum collected pre-1780 was less than £13,500 (when
v

the duty stood at 2a. lid. per gallon), and Stein reckoned tax was paid on 

about 90,000 gallons of whisky, which would appear to be the total consumpt

ion of Scotland, but he was equally certain that whisky consumption was 

nearer 3-5 million gallons - duty was thus paid on barely one-thirty-ninth 

part of the total consumed. In consequence, more taxes were imposed by 

the government to swell their revenue receipts, and were augmented by a 

more rigorous survey, which forced regular distillers 'on whoa the duty 

almost exclusively fell', to abandon the Scotch mrket, which then became 

the particular sphere of Influence of the smugglers. By these means, 

revenue was increased to almost £100,000, but said Stein, this sum was the 

produce of spirits exported to England.

Stein also complained of the changeability of duty assessment in 

Scotlandi duty had once been charged on low wines and spirits yielded from 

a volume of wash, and later from wash only 'allowing a credit for such a 

portion of spirits as a given quantity of wash was supposed capable to prod

uce.* All proportions of duty were tried from small sums to 2a, Id. or 3s. 9d. 

per gallon. The hapless licensed distillers were put under 'the moat 

severe regimen of the Excise', with gnarda of officers and military discip

line, the personnel at distilleries being frequently changed, lest they be 

corrupted. Locks and seals were applied to the utensils at every stage of 

the process. These 'nnl tipi led precautions' are sneered at by Stein.

As he had an intimate knowledge of the four principal distilleries 

in Scotland (i.e. Kennetpana, Kilbogie, Cononmilla and Lochrin) he revealed

9 7 , P,P., Report! Distilleries, p. 684.



that in spita of Excise vigilance, not one-third of the wash distilled in 

these plants paid duty. Stills vere filled unknown to officers, and no 

lock or seal coaid be devised to circumvent the ingenuity of the distill

er. With the occasional connivance of Excisemen, distillers deceived the 

authorities by 'complicated methods of managing the stock and the permits.' 

Although these episodes vere disclosed vith candour, Stein did not approve 

of them! 'It is to be deplored vhen civil institutions place men in o

situation vhere the inducement is so strong to corrupt, and to be corrupt-
, ,98ed. '

Regarding the smaller distilleries, Stein believed they vere even 

better placed for evading the Excise, otherwise they would not have survived; 

the current price of their whisky ex-distillery vas at that time (1799) 

lover than the bare duty in many instances. It vas the 'private smuggling 

distillers' vho vere supplying the bulk of the consumption, and Stein sav 

no end to 'the buccaneering var' of the Excise versus the smugglers. Indeed, 

he believed the Excise authorities had an interest in continuing the contest - 

because it was clear that a large share of the fines and confiscations vent 

into the pockets of the officers. The Exciseman's position vas summed up 

as follows*

Such a man thinks more of punishing frauds than preventing 
them, of laying traps to catch the offender, than of a regulat
ion that would render the offence impossible.

The results of the Excise shortcomings vere scrutinised. Firstly, 

the assortment of regulations oppressed and even overwhelmed, those dist

illers vho hod 'irrevocably embarked their credit and fortune in the trade', 

subjecting them to duties which could not be exacted from illegal operators. 

Secondly, Stein thought that the fraud and corruption in the trade had

1 8 6 .

9 8. P.P. lie port I Distilleries, p. 685.



prevented the industry and genius of the distiller from the improvement 

of his manufacturej the sad state of the law had meant a poorer product, 

but not necessarily poorer methods. The legal position woe in fact provok

ing technical improvement# toward* continuous distillation. The bribing 

and deceiving of distillery officers caused derangements in processing, the 

vaah was often inadequately fermented, or had been allowed to go acid 

through delays. Stein knew of the miring of wash of different ages and 

different stage# of fermentation, and warned that quality must be harmed.

Stein gave his adviee as to what should be done fcr the distilling 

industry in Scotland. He pointed to the improvement which he ooneidered 

came with a licence on still content at 30s. per gallon, and a levy of <>d. 

on a gallon of spirits, but subsequent amendments had undone the good work. 

Stein also suggested changes in the law relating to spirit dealers and 

maltsters, but hie concern was most naturally with distilling. For example, 

he thought officers issuing permits to distillers should also send copies 

to surveying officers and to dealers, that dealers* sales should he checked, 

and they should he compelled to keep hooks. Severer penalties should he 

enacted for people committing fraud. By such measures, he foresaw the 

reduction in the smuggling of Highland, and also Lowland, illicit whisky.

In addition, Stein would like to have seen 'croae surveys of maltsters* in 
different dietricts, the licensing of still makers, the oreation of a cir

cuit Court of Exchequer (as a more impartial tribunal for delinquents against 

the revenue lavs than Justices of the Peaoe), publication of the names of 

licensed distillers, so that a landowner might without injustice be mode 

accountable for every unlicensed still on his grounds, and finally, the 

aonointment of »coursing aurveyors of stock* to prevent the fraudulent 

transfer of goods. Stain goss ao far as to suggest a licence system

99. Rouortr D is t i l le r ie s ,  p. (>P6.



for metal workers, like timers and pewtorera to hinder their working for 

illicit distillers. He had good cause to suspect this source of utensils, 

when one considers the nature of the trade of Robert Armour, a coppersmith

and plumber in Campbeltown, who made small stills for illicit distillat-
100ion.

Export»l

Stein also turned his attention to Scotch whisky exports to England| 

distillers had been driven to it, because thby were cut out of their own 

home market by smuggling distillers, and by the vigour of £xeise surveys.

He argued that they had a s much right to enter the Ehglish market as 'any 

other King's subjects', a matter which Stein developed in detail in his 

Second Memorial. Nevertheless, that right was more or lees abandoned 

'to allay the jealousies and contentions which subsisted between the Ehglish 

and the Scotch', the Scots being granted the Licence Act of 1786 as a quid 

pro quo. But Stein believed the right to export to England could be clainw 

ed with confidence by the Act of Union of the Crowns (l?07)* which prescrib

ed an equality of duties between the two countries.100 101

Social Problemst

The social problem of drunkenness was also scrutinised by John Stein.

At the period it was causing concern among 'higher ranks of life in Scotland.' 

Stein stated that drunkenness was always hurtful, no matter whether it was 

induced by 'Wine, Brandy, by Beer or by Whiskey', observing that there were 

many who abused all the varieties of liquor. Like General Stuart of Garth, 

Stein inclined to the view that the Scotch are in general a sober people and

100. An Illicit Still Maker, vide infra.
101. P.P., Reportt Distilleriesi 2nd Memorial of John Stein, London, 

7 May, 1799, p.688



the great majority of families who drink their native Spirit, use it vith

sufficient temperance, and generally dilated vith water, in which state it
102is perhaps os wholesome a beverage as ony that can be found.' Yet

some people would oppress whisky distilling, breaking it up, and thereby 

throwing it into the hands of adventurers. Stein believed that no good 

could come from such• persecution because. 'No manufacture ever yet produced 

revenue, or rose to excellence, but in the hands of men who could conduct it 

on a large scale, and mix science with their operations' - in other words 

distilling required the technical innovators and the entrepreneurs, of which 

ths Steins were such conspicuous examples.

Emphasis was also placed by John Stein on the interdependence of farm 

incomes and distilling, because the established distilleries had bad a 

steady demand for grain which had long been beneficial to agriculture.

Stein saw that the farming community in the Lowlands was well placed in 

¿his respect; he discounted any monopolistic tendencies on the part of 

distillers, remarking that grain could be sold to breweries, to other con

sumers, or else exported.

A flourishing distilling industry in Scotland would serve as a check 

on the powerful English distillers, giving them some tough competition, as 

would the legal importation of spirlta iron abroad. Stein anticipated a 

time when the trade would be dominated by regular distillers - distinguish

ing the latter from the 'occasional distiller, who by not embbrking his 

future and prospects in the trade can lay it down or resume it at pleasure, 

so a s to accomodate himself to the circumstances of consumption. • The 

government ought to create legislative conditions favourable to large scale
t5

distilleries, and then leave distillers well alone. Stein appreciated the 

value of public relations - the public must be informed about the Industry's

102 P.P., Heport; Distilleries, p. 686.
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problems and peculiarities, otherwise misguided regulations would be foisted 

upon it. Ills position is admirably summed up in his concluding sentences -

The public interest is seldom promoted by controlling 
a trader on those points on which his own interest and 
experience can best direct him.*0-*

Stein wanted distillers to be free to choose their own locations, 

to buy and sell as they pleased, to have the liberty of disposing of 

grains and refuse as they saw fit, and to be free to select their own 

sizes and types of equipment, under an equable licensing system.

103. P»P» fteport: Distilleries, p. 688.
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THE STEINS, PART II

During the early years of the nineteenth century, the affairs of the 

Steins were again upset by litigation and financial stringency. Echoes 

of tliW 1788 bankruptcy of Janes Stein recurred, and new problems arose, but 

the family was still connected with distilleries - James Stein's kin bought 

back Kilbagie for £6,000 after 1789.

John Stein was in control at Canonnills distillery, Edinburgh, where 

In 1790 he entered on agreement with on agency - none other than Reid and 

Drown, his brother's shadow company - for the selling of spirits mode at 

Canonmills. One nay perhaps conclude that whereas Buchanans had been 

spurious, Reid and Brown nay have become a genuine outlet.

The partners in the agency were to be paid by Stein, drawing a fired 

sum of cosmission per gallon of whisky sold) eales were made in Stein's 

name, to whom all bills were payable and by whom consignments were sent 

directly to customers. Later evidence shows that Steins also dealt with 

spirit dealers and others, through their own salesmen.

In 1800, an adjustment of accounts took place, bringing an acknowledg- 

ed balance of £1,792 against Reid and Drown; £550 was paid by a good 

acceptance, bills being granted for the remainder. Besides this amount 

outstanding there was a sum of £1,090, being accounts disputed by custom

ers (22 in number). A document was signed by both sides, stating that 

Held and Brown would be held accountable for the outstanding amount, when 

accounts were settled. In the interval, a previous adjustment showed a 

balance of £1,603 against Reid and Drown. It was not therefore surpris

ing that the new company, the firm of Brown, Murray & Co., formed from 

that of lie id and Brown, became insolvent in 1801. Stein was persuaded to 

accept a composition of 10s. per £ of the £1,603 deficit, provided all the
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partners of the company granted a bond for this. It vas in faet eventually 

paid up in 1821. In 1826, the assignees of Stein raised action for the 

£1,090 debt against Brown, the sole surviving partner.1

YThese transactions, and lav suits do not disclose much about what
I

vas happening in the Stein enterprises, nor do they sbov vhen or vhy the 

enterprises became bankrupt. They do indicate one type of marketing 

system which the Steins employed.

The sequestration of 1788, and another Involving James Stein, who 

'failed in his circumstances in 1793'• caused confusion about the true 

ownership of the distilleries. In 1805, John Stein, though residing in 

Queen Street, Edinburgh, had an interest in Kilbagie, which was tenanted 

by Robert Stein & Co., distillers. Alexander Brace was laird of Kennet, 

and James Stein had entered into a feu contract with him - the original 

document between Robert Bruce, and James Stein, farmer at Kilbagie, being 

dated 51 October 1776. The farm consisted of 25 acres, of Sbanbody Kerse 

(Carse), Shanbody Bank, and the Vet Acres. It may have been shortly after 

1776 that the Steins entered distilling. When James Stein was in diffi

culties in 1793, the lands at Kilbagie were sold by his creditors to the 

Ebrl of Dundonald who conveyed them to John Taylor, W.S., in Edinburgh.

Bruce wanted Stein and Taylor to draw up a proper feu coutraot - if they
2

did not, then they should 'flit and remove themselves.'

A year later, John Stein at Canonailla is named in a bond of cantion 

on behalf of Robert Stein & Co., at Kilbagie.^ It appears that the firm 1 2

1. Court of Session Records) Cases decided (report by Shaw, Dunlop & 
Bell)t Stains' Assignees v. Malcolm Brown, No. 517« 10 July, 1830, 
p. 106b.

2. S.R.0. Unextracted Processes) Adam Mack, B9/45, Alex. Bruce v. John 
Stein and others, 1805.
S.R.0. Bill Chamber Processes II, 5,k2k. Robert Stein & Co. v. Scott.3
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was obliged to pay damages as they had wrongad and interdicted Scott, a 

fouar at Tulliallan, adjacent to Kilbagie. In 1807» Robert Stein was in 

dispute with John Bold and John Primrose, distiller« at Carsebridge near 

Allojy Stein, Bald and Primrose had in fact agreed to function as a 

distillery company under the name of John Bald & Col the business was 

carried on first at Tulliallon, and later at Carsebridge. Subsequently, 

Bald and Primrose wished to withdraw. Stein delayed, refusing to arrange 

the sale of the lease on the ground on which the distillery was built, or 

to give up the houses and utensils in order that the concern could be wound 

np.1* The tack was dated 13 June, 1798, and was granted to J.F. Era kina of 

Cardross for a period of 19 years; it comprised the 'Wankers' Park' of 1^ 

acres, otid water from a former wanlk mill was available to the distillers. 

The area was in Alloa parish. The 1798 lease showed that rent was aet at 

17 bolls 1 firlot of wheat, and the same of barley, payable at Candlemas. 

The copartners were forbidden to grind grain for any purpose but distilling; 

they could use distillery waste on their farm, or give first refusal to the 

proprietor who in return would supply them with fodder for stock. The 

Steins were thus involved in the setting up of Carsebridge distillery, in 

addition to the part they played in assisting the Haigs, and other relat

ions to enter the distilling industry in Scotland.

Stein, Smith & Company! London.

The Steins' involvement in merchant banking contributed to their 

financial embarrassments. A remarkable development of country banking 

occurred in the expansive years of the 1790s, and received added stimulus 

from the wartime growth in credit which followed the suspension of cash 

payments in 1797. Country bankers were eager to have London offices and

ii. S.R.O. U.P.s Adams Mack, B10/37J Bald & Primrose v. Stein, 1807»



these enterprises tried to overcome tightness in commercial discounts by 

acting ns accepting houses.

A company consisting of John Stein, Thomas Smith, his chief clerk,

Robert Stein and'James Stein, plus Robert Smith carried on the business
1

of banking in London, tinder the name of Stein, Smith & Co., and in Edin- 

burgh under the firm of Scott, Smith, Stein & Co. A reference to the

latter occurs in 1806, vhen 'James McAlpine, clerk to Scott, Skaith, Stein
5

& Co., bankers in Edinburgh' is mentioned. At ths same time, John, James 

and Robert Stein vers in partnership as distillers at Canonmills (the firm 

being John Stein ft Co.) and at Kilbagie (the firm being Robert Stein ft Co.). 

Having a merchant banking connection must have provided the Stein enter

prises with helpful supplies of variable capital, and the convenient settle

ment of bills in both Scotland and England.

There was also a branch establishment at Workington, which functioned 

under the name of Wood, Smith, Stein ft Co. It began about 1801, and failed 

in 1812.̂  A Mr. M'Gae received bills of exchange from captains of vessels 

trading to the port. In 1809, he arranged with the local bankers, Messrs 

Wood, Smith and Stein, that 'he should pay such Bills into their Bank, 

indorsing them, and should take out in Exchange their promissory Notes, 

they allowing him as a consideration for such Issue of their Notes 24 days' 

Interest on each Bill paid in ...'. Country hankers were notorious for 

forcing their issues, which resulted in notei issues appearing to be un

controlled, and even reckless. It inevitably proved disastrous to hanks 

who indulged in it - hence bankruptcy overtook the Workington benk.^

There were several collapses among such banks in the 1812-13 phase,

5. S.R.O. Bill Chamber Processes II, 5, 424, on. ctt.
6. Pressnell, L.3., Country Banking in the Industrial Revolution

pp. 108-110. ~ 1— — ------ — ----■*
. Pressnell, op. cit., pp. 213-4.7



when failures have been explained as mainly agricultural in origin. Some 

have been ascribed to the stoppage of the London bank, Messrs. Kensington, 

Styan & Mama, vho had 12 country correspondents In England, besides others
Qin Scotland. Wood & Co. were the Workington correspondents of this firm. 

Eventually, the Kensington partnership became assignees of the Steins'
London honse.

On 22 July 1812, Stein, &oith & Co. in Loudon stopped payment, and on 

the following day, four separate commissions of bankruptcy were issued 

against Bobert and James Stein, who were in London, and against Thomas and 

Robert Smith. No commission was issued pgainst John Stein who was in Scot

land. On 25 July, the Edinburgh banking house also stopped payment. As 

'the affairs of the distillery concern were embarrassed*, a meeting of its 

creditors was held on 3 August, which 'declared their unanimous opinion, 

that, in the situation of the Distillery Company, of which the funds so far 

exceeded the debts, it would be much more for the benefit of the creditors 

that the affairs be managed by a voluntary trust, than by a sequestration.'^ 

Accordingly a trust embracing the whole estates of the companies at Canon- 

mills and Kilbagie was executed in favour of Walter Drown, merchant, and 

James Gibson, W.S., Edinburgh.

John Stein took himself to London, where on 12 August, a commission 

of bankruptcy was issued against him. The outcome was a battle between 

the English assignees and the Scottish trustees over the validity of the 

trust deed. The case went to the Ilouse of Lords, and from thers it was 

remitted back to the Court of Session. The creditors finally renounced 

all claim on the distillery effects on being paid 15s. in the £• The * 9

8 Pressnell, o£. cit.. p. /»70.
9. Court of Session Records, Cases decided r>. , „ „ .

“ S r  cr“ia & Drovn <st,in,a » .  T n' a
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conclusion reached was that John and Robert Stein had been made bankrupt 

under a Scottish statute in August, 1812. The rights of these men as 

partners in the distillery company had been vested on the English assign

ees, after the Acts of Bankruptcy of 22 July, 1812. John Stein was there

fore shown to be in no position to give either his distillery or its 

equipment to other parties.10 11 12 Much wrangling revolved round this 1812 

debacle of the Stein financial and distilling enterprises. Some of the 

debts owing by the distillers were substantial. An Edinburgh lawyer 

sudd then for £3,^27 1». Id. for business done. The Royal Rank was an

other creditor.11

The 1812 bankruptcies became intertwined with the repercussions of 

the earlier ones. James Stsin, 'merchant in London', presented a petit

ion to the Court of Session for payment of 3 bills of exchange which he 

had accepted. Us had formed an acquaintance with Sir Charles Gascoigne, 

about 1790; Sir Charles was English by birth, but a naturalised Russian, 

being employed at the Russian Court in St Petersburg where he had risen to 

a high degree of rank and influence. At that time, 'Mr Stein had newly

arrived on the continent from Great Britain, which commercial emberrass-
12raent had obliged him to quit.' Letters to Scotland from James Stsin 

disclosed that he had received help and favours (presumably money) from 

Sir Charles. By 1794, James Stein was in Rotterdam, and Sir Charles was 

demanding repayment. In 1800, James Stein had to bind himself to obtain 

a bill from James Stein, junior, for 9,025 roubles, drawn on ths house of 

Stein, Smith Ot Co. London, plus acceptances for 27,675 roubles on James 

Stein, junior. Sir Charles was to beindennified against the elaias of the

10. Ibid.
11. S.1Ï.0. U.P. Adams Mack: J/32/2, Inglis v. Stein, 1815.
12. Signet Library: 250: 19: Stein v. Haddington, 1810.
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Cammer College (?) to which he had stood security for Jamee Stein for

15.000 or 20,000 rouble». The daughter of Sir Charles was the Count

ess of Haddington for whom he also got a promissory note from the Steins 

payable in St. Petersburg for the sum of »10,000 rouble» at 28d. per 

rouble for value received from hia Excellency, Sir Charles Gascoigne.»

The signatories were James Stein, and James Stein, junior; the note was 

addressed to the latter in Edinburgh.1^

Janies Stein's property in Russia, estimoted to have a value of

72.000 roubles, had subsequently been confiscated, presumably for debts 

contracted there, but the Scots vere anxious to know why Stein abandoned 

this property to the disposal of a foreign state. No legal explanation 

is given.

It is possible that James Stein was trying to run a brewery and dist

illery in St Petersburg, because his accounts to a firm, Messrs A and C. 

Grant, 'merchants in St Petersburgh», includes 6,250 roubles worth of hops, 

stored in Grants warehouse. Among hia papers were accounts with various 

merchants for goods sent on consignment to Moscow, Revel and lUga, ns well 

as other parts of the Russian Empire, plus a list of bills, and a list of 

articles left at »Bolin's Place» in St Petersburg, and arrested by Sir 

Charles. These include casks of old porter, and strong vinegar. Mean

time, Sir Charles Gascoigne allowed Mrs Stein to have the use of her house, 

but warned her that he wanted no more dealings with the family. Stein 

himself was asked to leave Russia, from where he probably went to Poland.14 

He was there in 1805. Stein was outraged, accusing Sir Cbarlea of »tha 

most gross and barefaced usury», claiming that the bills had been granted 

under duress, that the greater part of the debt had been recovered, and

197.

13. Ibid.
U. S.R.0. C.P. 1 Curri. C l  3/n/l, P o t i o n  ^  SU(n> ^
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that the whole of it might have been cancelled by the funds available in 

Russia. The Countess of Haddington succeeded in obtaining a decree against 

James Stein» junior, but thereupon, Thomas Smith, the banker nnd Stein's 

former partner sued the Countess for payment of debts due by her father,

Sir Charles. The incident indicates that after his departure from Scot

land, James Stein, senior, formerly of Kennetpans, became a migrant advent

urer, nnd that a Scottish merchant colony, of which Grants were an example,
15had formed in the Russian capital.

A protracted action occupied John Stein & Co., distillers at Canon— 

mills from 1813 to 1815* Prior to the commissione of bankruptcy, John 

Stein, as manager of the distillery company had completed a trust deed for 

the whole property heritable and moveable in favour of Walter Brown and 

James Gibson. Rival claims to the ownership were put forward - firstly, 

by the assignees of Kensington, Styan and Adams, who said John Taylor, W.S. 

had given his agreement - Taylor had a disposition of the premises as secur

ity from the Steins many years before. The assignees of Kensington & Co., 

of Lombard Street were*

John Carstairs, Abchurch Lane, London, merchant.
John Alphonso Daxat, Bishopgate Street.
George Sandeman, Swithin's Lane.

Secondly, there were claims from the assignees of Scott, Smith, Stein & Co; 

the assignees were:

James Cuthbert, Savage Gardens, London, wine merchant 
James Smith, Vatling Street, London, warehouseman.
David Duval, Laurence Pountney Lane, London, merchant.
James Gibson, W.S., and Charles Bremner, V.S., Lawyers in 

Edinburgh*

The Steins made application to both groups for leave to purchase

Canonnills and Kilbagie on the following terms:

15. S.L.: 250: 19, o£. c_it,
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1. For the lands, distillery and utensils at Kilbagie,
the sum of £ 12,900

These premises are liable in the annual payment of 
£33 3s. 2d. barley )
£33 3s. 2d. oatmeal ) Stirlingshire measure

\ 8 capons )
38 hens ) and several carriages

2. For the lands, distillery and utensils of Canomtilla
the sou of £ 12,500

These premises are liable in an annual payment of 
59 bolls of barlsy
Say twenty five thousand ____________ ^

£23,000

Casks and all utsnsils were included in the estimate, which also

comprised rights to wsgomrays, the harbour at Kennetpans, the uss of water
from Lord Keith's estate at Kilbagie, without which it 'must be totally
useless as a distillery.' The water rights were held under a 19 years

lease, but were under aeratinyj Lord Dundonald ba«| assigned coal and water

facilities to Kilbagie, but Lord Keith later purchased Tull inilan estate,
17and disputed the rights to water.

Regarding the condition of Kilhagie distillery, it had stood idls for 

five years before being bought by John Taylor, W.S., in 1793» for the sun of 

£3,000 - thus it had been out of production from 1788 until that year. The 

roofs had never been remewed, and as the whole of the distillery section of 

the premises stood on wooden piles pat up in 1736, its stability was in 

doubt. The utensils were old and in poor shape. The Steins were intent 

upon buying themselves back into the distilling industry at low prices.

Ths gem* technique had won them Canonaills from David Stewart, their trustee, 

for £3,500 in 1790. It then had two mltingaf one was destroyed by fire, 16

16. S.L. 333* 7* Stein v. Stirling, 1813-8.
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£1,200 being recovered for it, presumably from an insurance company, but it 

was not rebuilt. The age and value of the equipment were similar to those 

of Kilbagie. Of the total valuation, the estimate of the worth of the lands,

buildings, engines and mills was five-eighths of the total, the remainder
\ -■

(three-eighths) being the utensils. The Steins reckoned, however, that the 

stills and worms at Canomaills were their own property. Yeast was to be 

taken over at £2 per puncheon; it varied in age from 12 months to 3 years - 

the latter was 'quite useless.'

The terms of payment offered by the Steins were £3,000 a year, plus 

a security for £3,000, the arrangement to begin at Whitsun 1814. They 

were advised to make an offer for a lease rather than purchase; the terms 

were:

The assignees met in London, and agreed to accept these proposals, and 

the Steins thus renewed their business as distillers. After 16 months both

groups were at loggerheads, because the assignees demanded a year's rent, 

with £5,000 for the crops and stock of the farms at Kilbagie. The Steins 

demurred, saying that their Scottish creditors had a right to be paid before 

the assignees - the latter in consequence threatened to confiscate the 

spirits being sent by the Steins to England* The distillers had to accede,

issuing a bill for £1,035 at 3 months to cover rent, with another at 4 months 

for £5,000.

At this juncture it was discovered that neither party of assignees had

any claim to Kilbagie, because ownership bad passed to William Inglia, W.S.

The creditors were also restive, and hence the Steins decided to pay no more
18rent, while the assignees determined to remove them from the premises.

1R. Thtd.

Cannonmills ... 
Kilbagie
Rent of Waggonway 
Feu duties to Mr* Bruce

• • • £625 0 0

• e •

430 0 0 
175 0 0 
67 3 0
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By 1812, John Stein vaa conducting hia trade through 'a man of 

business', Hr Bartram, who managed hia warehouse at Edinburgh. Spirit 

dealers bought supplies from him; a merchant, J. Shirreff purchased 100 

puncheons of spirits, and Stein wrote*

I hereby propose to deliver you that quantity ^T00 puncheons 
arranged with Mr Bartram7 upon which you nre to advance me by 
bill at three and four months, aa soon as the spirits are ware— 
housed and an invoice thereof furnished to you, at the rate of 
9s. per gallon, one in ten under hydrometer proof. When the 
first bills become due, I engage upon you renewing your accept
ances, to retire these ryself; or failing to do so, you shall 
be at liberty to sell so much of the spirits above consigned, 
at such a price as you can obtain, os will amount to the bill 
or bills to be retired by you.

The letter was dated 20th February, 1812, and Stein stipulated that 

he should he free to sell the spirits consigned to Shirreff at any time 

during the currency of the bills; and he undertook to retire Shirreff'a 

acceptances, or to put him in funds eight days before the bills fall due, 

in order that the spirit dealer could retire them himself. Stein ugreed 

to pay cellar rent, insurance against fire, and likewise to sustain ull 

loss by leakage, falling off in strength, and such like. The distillers 

acceptance of responsibility for losses and damage to stocks is worthy of 

note.

Eventually acceptances of C6,bl7 were granted by Shirreff, but in 

the interval Stein became bankrupt, and stopped payment at his distillery, 

where he had a counting house, whereupon Shirreff sold the spirits for 

£7,235 taking bills for the price from the purchasers, with which he retir

ed the bills granted by him to Stein. The merchant deducted £180 17s. 6d. 

cortnission (i.e. 2| per cent), and £108 10s. 6«1. (i.e. l£ per cent) as
19•del credere* on the sales. He paid the balance to Stein's trustees. A 

del credere agent, like Shirreff, may contract with his principal to

in Court of Session Records, Cases decided (Shaw A Dunlop), Stein's 
Assignees v. Shirreff, No. 28, 21 Nov. 1828, p. *»7.
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guarantee the performance uf third parties in any contracts he procures.

If this is so, he is acting Mel credere*. In return for this caution, 

he will norrnally be paid a higher rate of commission.20 It was a more 

expensive system^ but gave Stein some protection against default by agents 

nnd third parties. Deploying coiaraission agents was hazardous - there were 

risks due to lack of direct control, and to lack of attention to business, 

but there were some advantages, such as savings in personnel, premises, 

and business procedures. Stein’s assignees under English law, asked 

Sbirreff to account for his sales, and claimed that he was not entitled to 

sell, nor to take any commission.

Another transaction involving '30 puncheons of aqua' was disputed. 

John Stein proposed to deliver the consignment to an Edinburgh spirit 

dealer, James Williamson. Stein desired that the whisky should either 

he placed in Mr Bertram's store, or in a suitable cellar for seven months, 

or 'such shorter period as may suit your convenience, upon which you are 

to advance me by bills nt three and four months, ns soon as the spirits 

are warehoused, and an invoice thereof furnish you.' Stein bound him

self to retire the bills after one renewal, failing which Williamson was 

to sell the spirits. Bills amounting to £3,41*» 15s. 6d. were accepted; 

the bills were renewed when the bankruptcy took place. In 1819, WiIlium- 

son's estate was sequestratsd. It was thsn alleged that no actual con

signment had been made, when Williamson accepted the bills, and that within 

60 days of Stein's bankruptcy, he had obtained whisky from Stein's stock, 

put in Bartram'a cellars, in order to protect himself. Stein's trustees 

contended that Williamson should pay the proceeds of his sales to them.

20. Burns, C.B., The Commercial Law of Scotland, p. 88.
21. IWorrt,, C.... 4m  14.4 (Sho„, l«nl(lp »

Stein's Assignees v. Burton & Vardlaw, No. I67, 12 Feb . 1833
P* 373. ~ ’
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Char let* Stewart, a Greenock merchant, vas sued by John Stein for 

£262 18». 9d., the price of 8 puncheon» of spirits furnished by Stein in 

April 1811, and £17 Is. 2d. being the balance from a former account.22 23 

After Stein's failure, Mr Bartram made on offer for a composition of the 

account to Stewart, provided he bought 10 puncheons more. In the spring 

of 1811, the Steirfprice of spirits fell to as little as Is. 3d. per gall

on; in due course, Stewart got an invoice for 10 puncheons, Stein drawing 

upon him for that amount. Stewart also dealt with other distillers, e.g. 

Robert and George Blairs of Greenock who sold hi» three puncheons of A28 

gallons at 7«. 6d. a gallon (about £l6o) and Harvie (probably of Yoker) 

from who» he purchased one cask of 158 gallons at 7s. a gallon (£59). The 

transaction may indicate that Bartraa was trying to dump cut price stocks 

on Stewart in order to raise the wind either for himsolf or Stein.

These actions disclose in a limited way how the Steins arranged 

their dealings, hut the raising of funds was not entirely one vny. Steins 

assignees, for example, sued the Earl of Mar for loans made to him. It 

appeared that Robert Stein, the managing partner of Robert Stein & Co. had 

prior to 1812 advanced money to the Earl of Mar, then Mr Erskine, and 

entered the sums in the books of Stein & Co. As security, the Earl of Mar 

conveyed certain superiorities to Stein; it was a point at issue whether 

these were in fact security, or a sals. Steins creditors brought an 

action for the balance of £1,288 against the Earl of Mar; a bill was 

drawn upon him for that amount, and was renewed in 1820.

Stein Interests in Scotland c. 1820.

Accounts giving names of distillers for home consumption in Scotland

22. S.L. A87: l6i Stewart v. Stein, 181A.
23. Court of Session Records, Cases decided (sbav & Dunlop), Stein's 

Assignees v. Earl of Mar, No. 1, 13 Nov. 1827, p. 1.
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£. 1816-17 show that John Stain's distillery at Kennetpans produced

106,683 gallon» of spirits, valued at £29,000, while John Stein & Co.

at Canonmills made 93,258 gallons valued at £23,711» or approximately
245». 5tl. per gallon.

The Steins, like the Haigs, conducted distilleries in Ireland; in 

one instance, they joined forces vith their relations the Jamesons, prob

ably to take advantage of Irish duty concessions. Accounts of Dublin 

Excise for 1802 shew the following Scot« were engaged in distilling there:-

Distillers Gross Content * Gallons
Still nead Both

Jameson & Stein,
Marrowbone - Lane 946 260 1206

Robert Haig, ) 1 980 157 1117
Dodderbank ) 2 557 132 689

Regauged at 2 1472 75 1547
John Stein,

Bow Street 479 44 523

A reference also occurs to James Stein & Co., distillers, Eutcher 

How, East Soiithfield, London who produced the following volumes of alcohol:

1817* 481 gallons 24 25 26
1818: 8,997 gallons
1819* 4, 853 gallons
1820: 3,218 gallons
1821* 3,007 gallons

Hence the Steins may have tried to establish thenaelves in the London 

area to obviate the persistent difficulties in their export trade with 

England.

Returns and accounts of stills licensed in Ireland for 1822 name

24. P.P.t Accounts of the Names of Distillers in Scotland (1816-17)
XIV, p. 6. '*

25. £•£•• Fifth Report of the Commissioners of Inquiry into the Revenue.
Ï853, p. 116. ” ------------ ---------

26. P.P.. Accounts relating to Distillation in England aud Vales (1822)
xxl, pp. 168-9. '
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th« following Scottish distillersj-

Robert Haig: Dublin 2 stillst 501 and 750 gallon».27
John Stein: Limerick 501 gallon»
Andrew Philp: Dublin 500 gallon»
Andrew Stein) Clonmel 300 gallons.

They were assessed as »first class* distillers at the highest rate,

their stills being worked with imported coal. Andrew Stein vos the son

of John Stein of Canonaills and Kilbagie.

Among the Lowland distillers in Scotland, two groups persisted - those

who catered for the Scottish market and those who exported to Qigland. The

Steins were foremost among the exporters, who had formed into a monopoly of
28five firms by 1820-1.

Distillers in Scotland making for the 
English Market.

Robert Stsin & Cot 
James Haig & Son)
Vvm. Haig Sc Co I 
Andrew & Charles Stein: 
Wn. Haig:

Kilbagie, (Alloa)
Lochrin (Edinburgh)
Bonnington (Leith) 
Hattonburn (Milnathort) 
Seggie (near St. Andrews, 

Fife)

372,570 gallons* 
259,703 gallons 
319*045 gallons 
75*284 gallons

133,973 gallons

* gallons of spirit at 7 over proof.

There were only two representatives from the Stein-Unig connection 

preparing whisky for the Scottish market: these were John Stein &  Co., at 

Kennetpans, who was producing 61,155 gallons a year, and James Haig & Son at 

Sunbury, Edinburgh, making 137,699 gallons.

Robert Stein’s Kilbagie distillery was the largest unit at the time 

of the FiiihJkport of 1823; he was concentrating upon the export trade, 

while (Cennetpans was being reserved for the home market.

With other Lowland distillers, John Stein provided evidence for the

27
28

P.P., Fifth Report, p. 117 and p. 126 
P.P., Fifth Report, p. 162.
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1823 Commission, in which h« stated that he had been engaged in distill

ing since 1790, possibly having taken over the management of the companies 

after James Stein’s bankruptcy in 1788. Dy 1822, John Stein had divest

ed himself of Canonmills, bat he controlled both the Kilbagie and Clack

mannan (Kennetpans?) distilleries although he resided in West Ileriot Place 
20in Edinburgh. Kilbagie vas however in the name of his son, Robert, 

and there vas 'a practical partner' vho attended to the immediate manage

ment of the distilleries, and another man vas appointed to sell their 
TOproducts. It vas from him that John Stein had his information about 

illicit distilling.

Three matters vere alarming distillery managements in Lowland Scot

land - frauds perpetrated by distillers, the exportation of spirits to 

England, and illicit distillation. Regarding Excise supervision, a prefer

ence was expressed by Stein and other Lovlanders for a combined system of 

licences (specifying the gallonage to be distilled), and survey in distill

eries - in his opinion this vas the most effective means of securing the 

x'evenue. In 1807-8 under a combined system of survey and licence, Stein 

believed frauds had been trifling. The cost of buying a licence fell 

equally on all producers. The enforcement of regulations however depended 

too much on officers' exactitude, and the low prices for whisky convinced 

Stein that some distillers vere not paying fairly.^1 He believed he had 

lost money on account of being honest - his leases vere over £20,000 in the 

years before 1822 on his 'Scotch house'. Stein suggested that be would 

gladly fann the revenue from legal distilleries for £1 million a year; the 

state only received £600,000 to £700,000 from then. Objection was thus

29
30
31

P.P.. Fifth Report, p. 200. 
P.P.. Fifth Report, p. 196. 
P.P., Fifth Report, pp. 197-8.



taken to the laxity of enforcement, rather than to the distilling regulat

ions per se. Officers at his distilleries had hovever always been attentive, 

and Stein had not taken advantage of them.

I beg to avail myself of this opportunity of declaring 
upon ny oath, what I have often stated upon my honour, that 
the various concerns with which I have been connected, have, 
in the course of not many years, produced to government, I ’ 
believe about five millions of money; and that in contracting 
this amount of duties, we neither directly or indirectly, to 
the best of my knowledge, defrauded the revenue of the extent 
of one shilling. 32

One loophole was the possibility of chsating when the officer measur

ed the strength of the wash; another was the drawback on malt whisky, which 

induced distillers to seek the connivance of officers in showing that thsy 

had used more malt than was the cose.35 Distillers were estimated to make 

11 gallons of spirits per 60 lbs. of wash, but in Stein's view they could 

produce more - perhaps 12^ gallons. They avoided testing the gravity of 

worts, and of wash, because prices of spirits were so low - if Stein made 

the specific gravity of wash 75° instead of 65° he won an extra gallon of 

spirits from 44 gallons of wash. Hence surpluses were yielded, but not 

recorded. Alexander Haig reported that the aaccharometer was applied;

•when we brew, the strength of our worts is ascertained by an instrument 

called a Baccharometer, which gives a true indication of the (juantity of 

spirits which can be produced from these worts .... After the brewing operat

ion is at an end the distiller must distil all the worts or worts in bis
3*5possession before be can brew a g a i n . T h i s  procedure was designed to 

prevent cheating. The snag was that officers could not stay at the worm -

32. P.P.,

33. ?.P.«
34. P.P..

35. P.P.,

Fifth lleport, Appendix to Supplement, p. 17. 
Fifth Report, p. 196.
Fifth Report, p. 193.
Fifth Report, p. 242.
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hence as much as five gallons of spirits might be drawn off in their 

absence, and the overall loss to the Exchequer vaa considerable. Will

iam Aitchison of St. Clements Well, East Lothian, corroborated Stein's 

evidence. —

The Export Trade»

John Stein based his preference for the English, rather than the 

Scottish market, on a price analysis. Raw grain spirits sold in Scotland 

for about 6s. per gallon, malt spirits were dearer, and smuggled Highland 

whisky even more expensive. Duty on spirits stood at ^s. 9d., which left 

only is. 3d. to cover other coate - coal, grain, yeast, malt duty, and other 

overheads. The price did not give sufficient recompense to nn entrepren

eur; this was why he had largely withdrawn from Scotland, because he had 

lost much money, ’having paid the full amount of the duty' - a remark which 

would suggest that those who defrauded the revenue stayed in business.

Haig had also abandoned the home market principally for the same reasons.

Nevertheless, ths Scottish distillers preparing exports were subject 

to irksome restrictionsi-

1 . No distillery could be entered os distilling for England except 
on 1st October, and one year bad to elapse before it began export
ing. As John Padon, a Scot, remarked a works could not be entered 
'for exportation without having previously been thrown useless for 
a whole year.

2. No distillery could distil exports if there was another within 
a mile radius entered for the Scottish market.

3. The wash stills had to be four-fifths charged (as in England) 
instead of only 75 P*r cent as in Scotland. Alexander Haig 
stated that the quality of the product was thereby impaired. He 
spoke of the unpalatable and unwholesome spirits made for England - 
alcohol distilled for strength rather than quality. Spirits 36

36. P.P.» Fifth Report, p. 203. John Padon was n partner in the Bo'ness 
distillery.
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had improved just before 1822, because lack of demand caused 
stocks to be kept longer than was customary, and hence they

37were more mature.

4,  ̂ Only sis charges of wash a week were permitted, and the shape
of the stills was controlled with 'jealous vigilance.'

The Scots deduced that the object was to maintain a monopoly position 
for Hbglish distillers, guarding them iron a sudden influx of cheap Scottish

exports. The English were supposed to work under similar arrangements, but

according to the Scots, tbs reciprocity was more specious than real, as the
*38English distilling industry was not interested in exporting to Scotland.

The aim of the Lowland distillers was to have free access to England, 

especially to the London area. Alexander Haig believed that a lowering of 

prices by 2s. a gallon would break the monopoly there. After all, Scotch 

ale was sent to London, and London porter came to Scotland, so why should 

there not be a free exchange of the distillers' products? The Scots knew 

that there was demand for whisky in Northern England, because much was
39smuggled across the border.

Some Scots resented the increasing monopolistic trend in the export

trade which was controlled by the five distilling firms belonging to the

Steins and the Haigs. They strongly objected to John Stein's practice of

'offering spirits at 6s. 4d. which others could not sell for 6s. 8d.' and
40in addition, Stein was said to give a free gallon in every cask. The 

bitterness was acerbated by the deterioration of the home market, which was 

swamped with smuggled whisky. Formerly the Haigs had sent consignments 

to the north, but they found business vsry poor in the Aberdeen area in

P.P., Fifth lie port, pp. 233-6.
p.p., Fifth Report, p. 108.
p.p., Fifth Report, p. 246.
p.p., Fifth Report, p. 242.

37.
38.
39.
40.
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the 1820s.

Allegations were oven made that certain distillers had been paid 

not to work for the English mnrket. Those who had the export trade 

under their control raised prices as they saw fit, and according to John 

Padon, frequently enlarged their distilleries each time the 'period for 

entry* came round; a 'négociation' took place between these distillers 

and any intending exporter. The newcomer would be induced to confine 

his attention to Scotland, and barely earn enough to cover hie costs, 

becauss the exporters cut back the Scottish price level, making good their
41losses in the South.

The Haigs argued however that a monopoly of the leading distillera 

had formed because there were always more distilleries working in Scotland 

than was necssssry for that market. Nevertheless, only fivs distilleries 

Kilbagie, Lochrin, Bonnington, Hattonburn and Seggis, all under Stein or 

Haig management - exported to the South. There the price of raw groin 

spirits was Is. 9d. per gallon higher than in Scotland!

All this because they /Hhglish distillers/ had a better 
opportunity of managing the price ond of making a monopoly 
of it than the csany /£he Scots/.*'*'

The Scottish units numbered over 100, and the English ones about 

eleven; hence price agreements or quotas were possible in the South, hut 

unworkable in a market flooded with illicit whisky.

Investigations ints the exporters' conduct were held in 1823, when 

Archibald Dunlop of Haddington distillery revealed that there were in fact 

two groups of miscreants, firstly those who had been 'paid by the English 

monopolists not to enter their Works for tho English market'. He gave 

their names asi-

41. PJ\, Fifth Report, p. 203.
42. P.P.. Fifth Report, p. 209.
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John Stein, Konnetpans, for several years 
John Mowbray, Cambus 
Robert More, Underwood,
John Pbilp, Dolls.

Secondly, there were 'Distilleries which have been either bought or leases
v

taken of, by the Monopolists, and kept unemployed:

Cnmeronbridge Distillery, Fife, (bought): unemployed.
Rook Villa " Glasgow, (lease): Do.
Paisley " bought by James Haig and since

sold to James MacFarlane with a reservation that it was not to be 
entered for the English market for nine years from date of sale. 

Tulliallan Distillery (bought): demolished 
Tnverkeithing " (lease)of adjoining corn mills

taken,by which the distillery was prevented from getting water from 
the etream passing its walls).

Liverpool Distillery (bought): unemployed. J

Robert More, who was connscted with distilleries at Underwood and

at Bonnytown near Linlithgow had previously divulged in 1822 that the

former unit was not in production. Notics had been served on the Excise

authorities that Underwood was to enter the export trade, but it had then
. . 44closed down.

John Stein was called to account for these irregularities, in which 

ns one of the monopolists, he was involved. Formerly, Stein’s distillery 

had been the only one distilling for export, then the Haigs and three more 

joined him} by 1314, five houses were participating. Other distillers 

had expressed a desire to join, but they had 'not considered it in their 

interest to enter for the English market', because the price level fluctuate 

stein was prepared to admit that they had perhaps received some 

recompense for staying out, hut the main reason was thought to be their

43. P .P ., Fifth Report,

44. P .P ., Fifth Report,
Forth â Clyde Canal

45* P .P ., Fifth Report,
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fear of 'a most destructive trade' with those already established, ns a 

number of distillers had been ruined by exporting to England in the past. 

When asked outright if the proprietors of Underwood had received compensate
> ;7

ion, he declined to answer as the question might be 'productive of incon- 

venience to him in his trade.

The Cotmiss loners inquired about Canonmills distillery. Was Stein 

still in whole or in part the owner? lie then said, 'I know that Canonailla 

has been purchased with a view chiefly to feuingi the people who bought it 

have been unable to get a tenant.' Stein denied that it was a condition 

of sale that the premises should not be used as a distillery. He had 

conveyed the works to Kensington, Styan & Adams, the London bankers, with 

whom his merchant banking firms had besn linked. The works wtre sold by 

the Assignees of ths London bankers without any conditions.

Other witnesses indicated that Underwood distillery had been intended 

as an exporting unit, being fitted with large stills made in Alloa for that 

purpose; thereafter ite owner wns paid £ 10,000 not to proceed. John 

Stein at Kennetpans was said to strike a bargain each year to stay out of 

the English trade - Stein had not taken out a licence for 4 or 5 yearn.

Janes Williamson, o partner in Underwood distillery, and a merchant 

in ten, wines and spirits in Edinburgh, admitted that there was an nnder~ 

standing between the partners and the five export firms - but he had not 

been present at the negotiations, where the leaders were reputed to be John 

Stein and James Haig. Williamson was reminded that as a partner, he would 

he due part of the sum paid! he understood bills for £*,000 had been 

advanced. ^ 46 47

46. Ibid.
47. P.P., Fifth Report, Appendix to Supplement, p. H .
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Coppersmiths who had constructed new utensils for the exporters were 

also consulted. Millar, on Alloa coppersmith, had supplied stills for 

More's firm, while Henry Armstrong of Leith who had been in distillery
fig

engineering for sixteen years had equipped both Kilbagie and Cameronbridge.i
His iien had fitted up boilers at Underwood. When Cameronbridge was dis

mantled, about 1316 he bought back the utensils; he did not agree that 

it was stopped because of a proposed entry into England, but merely because 

the owners had lost money in the Scottish trade. Orders for plant did not 

indicate whether the units were designed to produce for hone or abroad.

Thereafter William Ellis, a sun of business for Robert More at Under

wood distillery was examined. He had drawn up the contraet of copartner

ship, yet he was uncertain about its composition - More, Williamson, and the 

latter's son were members - and he was reluctant to disclose what arrange

ments had been reached. Ellis had conducted a transaction between the

partners and the exporters. Legal objections had also been placet) before
49the Board of Excise to have the proposed entry rejected.

The final chapter about Underwood distillery was closed in February, 

1826, when the affairs of More & Williamson, distillers at Underwood in the 

Parish of Falkirk, were sequestrated. Robert More and James Williamson,

junior, are named as distillers, and James Williamson, senior, Edinburgh,
. 50as a partner.

It may therefore be concluded that the exporting group were determin

ed to maintain their advantage by confining rivals to the already saturated 

Scottish outlets. They had taken a leaf out of the Londoners* book. The 

movement narks the beginning of trade agreements, quota systems and other 

practices which were to reach fruition in the distilling industry in Scot

land with the negotiationsjwhich opened the way to the formation of the

1,8. Mackenzie of Seaforthi Stornoway Distillery, vide infra.
49. P.P., Fifth Report, Appendix to Supplement, pp. 15-16.
50. Minute Book of the Court of Session, 1825-6, Vol. 45, p. 242.
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Distillera' Company Ltd from the 1850» onwards. Kilbagie and the other 

distilleries appear to have been technically advanced - Robert Stein vas 

a pioneer of continuous distillation. The export group vas not only a

monopoly of five distillers, it vas also a monopoly of tvo inter-rehted
\ .J

families, the Steins and the Haigs.

Nor vers negotiations happening solely in Scotland - arrangements

vere drawn up with several units in Ireland, which were proving troublesome.

Alexander Haig, for instance, believed that the price of Scottish spirits

vas kept down by occasional imports of 600 gallons lots from Ireland. The

Irish had accsss at all tines to ths Scottish market, and if similar

opportunities to export vers created, the Soots vonld make and export three
51times as much whisky as thsy did.

The Legitimate Industry and Illicit Distillation»

Stein's evidence givee his opinion of the merits of slow and rapid 

working, and the resulting differences in ths pries and quality of ths 

whiskies. For every gallon of still entry, it vas necessary to produce 

2,025 gallons of spirits a year, which demanded great ingenuity on the 

part of the distiller. Over-rapid working had itself engendered compul

sory rotes of output, but Stein maintained that rapid distillation vas 

better than slow; testa had been carried out at Canonmills, the rapid 

distillation giving a better separation of the vegetable oils according

to Stoin. Do seems to havo disliked slow working because he vas intent
52

on producing a big output. Archibald Dunlop of Haddington had tried 

both large and small stills, the latter being used experimentally with 

Treasury permission. He found that the quality of malt spirits from the 

large stills vas inferior to those from the small onss - indeed, his 51 52

51. P.P., Fifth Report, p. 242.
52. P.P.. Fifth Report, p. 193.
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customers returned the whisky, which he sold off as common spirits.

Hence rates of distilling and a still of modest volume had a bearing on 

the character of the whisky.

It was put to Stein that Glenlivet illicit whisky was better than\
\

ony spirits which coaid be produced rapidly in large stills. Stein dis

agreed - Glenlivet would contain more vegetable oils, which to-day would 

be tensed secondary constituents and congsnerics, the matter which gives 

malt whisky its distinctive flavour. About 1822, Glenlivet fetched twice 

the price of ordinary spirits in Edinburgh, yet Stein disputed that it was 

superior, or more wholesome, attributing Its high price, not to quality,

but to inflated demand for a limited article in a black market - those who
54wanted it were willing to pay any price to get it, whereas the lower

orders had to be content with raw grain spirits.

In Glasgow, as such as a guinea a gallon was paid for snuggled whisky»

the Highland population of the city made Glasgow a major market. At the
\

still mouth, however, 'strong illegal whisky could be bought at 6e. n
55gallon, while legal malt whisky was 8a and upwards. Stein remarked on 

the wide variety of Highland whiskies, and equally variable prices, but 

whatever their prices, they were purchased because of their taste. He 

ascribed 'the particular flavour' of Highland whisky to the malt having 

been dried with peat, and he admitted that malt whisky was 'a very fine 

spirit.' Lowland distillers copied peat drying for malt to give their 

spirits a simulated Highland gout.

John Stein sold his malt whisky at 8s. 9d., 7° over proof, from a 

wash yielding 16 gallons of spirits per 100 gallons of wash. The smugglers 

employed a ranch weaker wash, taking 7 or 8 gallons of whisky from the same 55

55. P.P.» Fifth Report, p. 211.
5 P.P., Fifth Report, p. 194.
55. P.P., Fifth Report, p. 221.

5 5
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volume. The gravity of the wash prepared by Stein was higher than requir

ed by law; he was eventually ensnared by saying that by making the wash 

veak the substance of the grain would be more effectively extracted than if 

it were strong. - A corollary was that the spirits yielded by weak wash

were more acceptable; given o chance« Stein admitted that he would reduce
56the wash strength to beat the smuggler# at their own game.

As to the price differential between smuggled and legal whisky.

Stein noted that illicit whisky of Lowland origin was cheaper than the High

land type. People had to pay more for the latter in places distant from
57the ama' still, os risks of loss in earrings wers so great. On a 

quality and pries basis, illicit whisky hod become a widespread article of 

consumption! Haig showed haw consignments of 50 puncheons wers formerly

sent to Aberdeen, but by 1820 they sold very little there, having lost their
58market to illicit distillers.

Costs of Production c. 1820:

A detailed analysis of costs was compiled by John Stein; the data 

was subsequently amended in a letter to the Commissioners.

1. Grain!
Barley at l6s. per Stirling boll or malt at 34s. per boll.
47- quarters of malt (63^ boils) at 40s. per boll or loss
(malt drawback 6s.) i  giving 34s. total! £107 13». 4d.

423 quarters of barley (564 bolls) at 10». per bolli £451. 4s.
.*. grain cost £551 17». 4d.

2. Yeast!
6 puncheons of London yeast at 73». £21 18s.
2 hogsheads Scots yeast (from breweries in neighbourhood)
•which we find the most lively*: 120s. per hogshead: £12. 0 0

3« Fuelt
300 tons of coals at 6s. 8d per ton: £100 0 0 56 57 58

56. P.P.. Fifth Report, p. 250.
57. P.P.t Fifth Report, p. 198
58. P.P., Fifth Report, p. 234.
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4. Labour:
Servants * wages ’which is as low as they can bs put down:

£38. 0. 0
5« Sundries:•m h m m m m m m b

Other small articles 
Total outlay:

6. Deduct draff & dregs

£25. 2s.Od. 
£755.17». w .  

67• Os.0d.
£688.17».4d.

7. Suppose a quarter of grain produces 19^ gallons, 7° over 
proof ('which is a great work') the yield would tje

10,786 gallons of spirits at 10° under proof.

Coats of production per gallon a. d.
Grain 1

°ìexpenses n
total 1 4?
deduct draff ___ !i

1 •jL
Rut i os 4 9>
Carriage to Leith It

2 months' interest on the
duties per gallon l

Total 6s. 2V

Grain was thus the major element in costa (75 per cent), when the 

total cost was 6s. 2}d. per gallon; meanwhile, the general price of spirits 

was 6a. or leas for the raw grain type, or 7». 2d. to 8s. 4d. for malt 

spirits from legal distillers. Had there been no duty on malt, the Steins 

would have employed malted grain, avoiding raw grain mixtures} before 1807 

they took identical proportions of malted and unmalted grain. Like other 

Lowland distillers, they disliked London porter yeast which tended to taste 

the whisky; the smugglers never touched it.

When Stein read over his coat analysis, he found aerious omissions) 

far example, he had taken the lowest priced grain delivered to hi» Clack

mannan distillery, and the prime costs were incomplete - the interest on

59* P.P.t Fifth Report, p. 198.
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the capital sunk and employed in his bus mesa, wear and tear on buildings 

and utensils» the expense of making sales, the risk of bad debts, the loss 

of casks and other contingencies (together being not less than 6d. a gall

on) had been overlooked. The deficiency between cost and price was thus 

8jd. per gallon, and not 2Vd.

The analysis shows considerable accountancy proficiency. Stein had 

been accused of earning exorbitant profits in distilling, which he tried to 

disprove. On 1 October each year, an exact balance of his firm's profit 

and loss at each distillery was mads. During 1821-2, there were losses 

in trade with England, as well as in Scotland. Whisky prices had risen,

Stein said, not because of inflated profits but because barley prices had
60gone up. What he earned was no more than 'a remunerating price.'

With illicit whisky from Lowland sources costing bs. Id. a gallon, 

George Dunlop of Haddington found that he could not compete - he had done 

little business Bince 1820. He felt disadvantageously placed vis-a-vis 

other distillers both for cool supply, and sea or canal transport. Market 

prices for whisky were i n a d e q u a t e . I t  had been his practice to take 3 

month bills from wholesale merchants when selling at 6s. 2d. to 6s. 8d. 

per gallon; the dealers paid up as they sold the whisky. Old malt spirits 

always fetched a good price in trade with private families; Haig observed 

that whisky from the ama' stills was already supplanting brandy as the basis 
for punch and toddy.

The recurring themes of the 1798-9 submissions are thus discernible 

in the Fifth Report - Excise control, the export trade, and illicit dis

tillation. The Lowland distillers looked forward to a unified revenue 

system throughout Britain, freedom to trade where they wished, and the chance 

to set up large distilleries in the Highlands, where given a duty level of * 61

69* P.P»» Fifth Report, Appendix to Supplement, p. 17.
61. P.P*» Fifth Report, p. 208.
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2a. to ?a. per gallon, they thought they could hold their own with the 

smugglers and produce good whisky.

John Stein*a Estate:

John Stein of Kennetpans died in December 1825 leaving his sister,
62Mias Margaret Stein as hia next of kin. An inventory drawn up in June 

1826, shows that his assets weret

Cash in house
Promissory note granted by Lord Abercrombi 

12 No t. 1821 
Interest at 4<
Ditto 20 No t. 1821 

Interest
Ditto 2 Peb. 1822 

Interest
Ditto 21 Oct. 1822 (payable one day 

after date)
Interest

Bill of Tiaissay T. Wright in Alloax 
(at 3 months)

Balance in books of Paisley Banking 
Company at Alloa 

Bond by lat# Earl of Mar and his 
eldest son, 31 Aug. 1809 

Bond of Corroboration of Mar. Nov. 1822 
Promissory note granted by Mar, Feb. 1821 

Interest
Sum agreed by deceased as debt due ) 

to him by William Haig of Seggie, ) 
payable by Whitsunday, 1826 )

Interest
One share in the Alloa Ferry Steam Boats 
Balance due of sale of crops ft Stocking ot 

Parkhead farm* sold by auction, 1826 
Value of deceased's distillery, utensils )

Crops & Stocking at Kennetpans )
Household goods, silver, books, horses )

carriages, vines )
Sum due to deceased by Andrew ft Charles 

Stein of llattonburn, 1825 
Interest

Balance due by deceased's son, Andrew 
Stein of Clonmell, Ireland 

Sum recovered from Fred. Johnston for 
arrears of rent: granary nt Newport 

Sum due by Alex. Greig, W.S., account current 62

£ a. d

6 8 3

1,000 0 0
42 8 o

1,000 0 0
V 40 18 8
2,000 0 0

66 3 10

2,000 0 0
9 12 10

145 0 0

6,412 0 0

967 5 4
16 11 2

317 7 4
60 16 10

12,000 0 0

30 5 0
100 0 0

1,514 0 0

7,632 0 0

6,525 0 0
181 9 0

423 0 0

100 0 0
nt 82 1 6

62. S.R.O. U.P: l SIIs S/2A/36: stein v
The Abercrombv family wags assoc Sated *wiin Clnelcmannan. W o  .at«.) with tho eotnt. of T u l U W y
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The inventory thus discloses that Stein's financial standing vaa on 
paner considerable. As hia sister vaa left as nett of kin, a portion 
njay have been given earlier to his son, Andrew to start a distillery in 
Ireland. The relationshin vith the SteIna at Hattonhum ia not specif- 
je<1. but they may have been nephew*. Not only Steins, but also the Haigs 
had been financed by John Stem's capital; the £12,000 loan may represent 
tho cost of the Seggie distillery. Substantial loans were paid to Lord 
Abercrombie and other landowners. The diversity of Stein's interest is 
clear - distilling and farming may have absorbed hia attention and money, but 
he also had interests in ferries, in n granary and in banking.

An excerpt from the current accounts due to John Stein names the 
fnllownt persona and firm3j-

£ 3. 1,

James Haig, Esq., Lochrm IV» 1 1 h
John Jameson, E9n., Dublin 1 7 7 0 2
John & James Jameson, Dublin IS r> 7
The Devon Tran Company I'd» 12 1
Arch. Hill Rennie, Sher:ff 1 1 1 r>
The \lloa Colliery 7 2 1 0 i
Alex. Allan & Co., Bankers, Edinburgh 7 1 1 t>
Robert Jameson, Alloa *» i
James Westland, Clackmannan Colliery 1 2 0 10
Robert Stein ft Co., Kilhugie 2 0 2 1 0 i
James Miller, Carrier. Alloa 1 0 b 2

H;* hooks note that much trade took place in Leith; of the whole 
b o o k  debt« o f  £1,2*»!'' b s .  2d., o n l y  £ 1 7  was expected to be recovered, while 
of the remainder C^llR ka. vl. was debt 'doubtful and desperate' - ttie 
largest item was a sum of £ 1 , 1 7a. 2d. owing by Messrs Meldrura in St. 
Andrews• The total inventory amounted to £b1,l78. Robert Stein of 
K'lbayie was cautioner for Miss Stein, who sued Johnson, the lessoe of the 
ornnarv at Newport for £100! she got £b0Q.')1

Prior to 182-1, Robert Stein was trying out a process of continuous
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distillation at Kilbogie; perhaps the loan of almost £300 to hie distill

ery was in connection with his pioneering effort. 64 Shortly thereafter

a patent still of the Stein variety was in operation at Kirkliston near
65Edinburgh.

In 1832, the Stein group was still active; in that year, John 

Stein & Co. distillers had offices at the Royal Exchange, Edinburgh, the 

partners being John Stein, Robert Stein, and James Stein. They are mention

ed in an action for payment of £54 10s. raised against John Henderson, a 

wine and spirit merchant in Constitution Street, Leith. The selling price 

of the 'aqua* was 6s. 8d. per gallon. 66

Two years later, the following Stein distillers appear in the Seventh 

Report concerning the Excise Establishment:

Distillers Duty Paid
Andrew Stein & Co., Ilelensburgh £600
John Stein & Co., V/ilsontovn ?
Robert Stein & Co., Kilbagie £30,000 .
John Stein & Co., Clackmannan £4,000 '

Did Andrew Stein return from Clonmel to Helensburgh, or had he 

formerly been at Hattonburn? He refers to a model of a sample cock and 

safe »which his Brother is to show to the Conwissloners.• It is possible 

that this device was the result of the inventive capability of Robert Stein. 

Andrew Stein drew attention to the quantities processed nt Helensburgh 

compared with Clackmannan - a factor which would point to that conclusion. 

The interest in Wilsontown may have been due to the development of the iron 

industry there.

64. The Patent Still, vide infra.

°5* liston, 183l!/l85: Sed‘ 000,0 Andr®" Stein & Co*» Distillers, Kirk-

66. S.R.O. U.P. ISH: S/26/20. Stein A Co. v. Henderson, 1831.
67. P.P., Seventh Report of the Commissinn « »  .. _

iS t .b iia 5 ii^ iW lc a r-T n-n-. r,“tul-ry J ig- *1*« B.C»»



The Seventh Report also contain« a note on 'St. Marc’s Patent 

Still’. There were two in uae in Scotland one at Caroeronbridge (a flaig 

unit), and the other at Kirkliston (a Stein unit). Robert Stein had prev

iously been concerned with Kirkliston, having ’first obtained the sanction 

of the Board ¿/of Excise/ for using then on llth January, 1830.' From a 
revenue point of view, the invention was held to be 'quite unobjectionable.'

During the enquiries for the 1331» report, Robert Haig read a letter
GOat a meeting of distillers in Edinburgh from ’Mr. Stein of Kilbeggie.'

There was a bill in Parliament to consolidate the several acts relating to

distilling Into one act, and Robert Stein wished the government to abolish

differences in the Scottish and English systems. He asked that the gravity

of the worts should be left to the distillers’ choice. Proposals to remove

the drawback on malt however met with bis disapproval, 'the very existence

of the Scotch trade depends upon their being able to furnish good malt

spirits at a moderate price.' When the drawback was cut by 6d. a gallon,

the volume of legally made spirits had diminished, whereas consumption had

remained steady: i.e. the difference was supplied by smugglers. Maltsters

cancelled their entries as suppliers to distillers, changing to ’general
70nurpose* malting, all of which was sold for illicit purposes. Stoin was

continuing to send spirits to England for rectification - a trade in which

the family had been involved for almost fifty years.

The export situation was improving: George Dunlop of Haddington was

selling the product of his Haddington works in London, via Leith. Demand
71•was firm for sound malt spirits, but not for the raw grain type. After 

1823, exports from Glasgow to Ireland had risen, but a decline had set in,

G8. P,P., Seventh Report, App. 7, p. 120.
G9. P.P. Seventh Report, App. 116, p. 322.
70. p.P., Seventh Report, p. 5**.
7 1. P.P., Seventh Report, p. 164.
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because illicit distillation vas too rampant in Ireland - exporters could

not compete. Altogether foreign exports of whisky had not increased os
72much as had been hoped. There is no indication that the Steins particip

ated in the overseas whisky trade.
V  — /

Andrew Stein of Helensburgh who by 1834 had been in distilling for 

20 years spoke of the improved efficiency of the Excise department« which 

his relations had criticised ten years before. He had witnessed duty
7*T

evasion of the order of £300 to £600 a week 'at extensive works.' '

In 1841« the only notable mansion house in Clackmannan parish was 

that of Kilbagie, the property of Rol' rt Stein. V'crc were then two dist

illeries in the parish - that of Kilbagie itself« and the other at Clack

mannan. The former was 'a work of long standing and of great extent.'

An area of about seven acres was covered by the premises« which were enclos

ed by a high wall. To consume the waste over 700 cattle were kept« large 

byres having been built to accommodate them« while 850 acres of land were 

cultivated 'in connection with the distillery.' This nay indicate that 

the Steins were supplying some of their grain requirements from their farm. 

Compared with the Kilbagie complex, the Clackmannan distillery, close to

the town, was 'a work of much less oxtent’, the whisky being distilled
74solely for the Scottish market.

As there were eight breweries in Alloa alone, besides distilleries 

at Kilbagie, Carsebridge and Cambus, a very considerable importation of 

barley from other parts of Britain was noted. To this fact was attribut

ed the good price for local barley, which was equal to the cost of imported
75grain, plus the transport charges for carrying it to the area. 72 * * 75

7 2 . p.P., Seventh Report, pp. 64-5.

71- P.P.» Seventh Report, pp. 149-55
7't. N.S.A., Clackmannan (l84l), p. 128.
7 5 . Ibid.
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The declining years of the Stein enterprises are less well document

ed. Some references to Kilbagie occur in the papers of Tods and Romanes, 

Edinburgh. One finds that Robert Stein was negotiating vith'Mr. Bruce's

brother', about the lease of an adjacent 'rail road’ for ten years c_. 1845.
\

Despite their financial crises, the Steins were undoubtedly progressive, 

but Robert Stein was nn outstanding innovator. He told Bruce that unloss 

the rent was moderate, he would take steps to see that the railroad was 

not let at all. Stein also consulted with Menzies, the factor on the Tulli- 

allan estate over water rights, for which he paid £120 a year for 'full 

command* of two reservoirs. He seems to have been seeking tenants for 

the distillery. The factor offered the larger reservoir at £100 a year, 

with the overflow of the smaller - Stein was agreeable, 'This I consider 

moderate as it would save more coal than pay the rent.'* The copper 

utensils had been valued, with the view to a lease of the premises being 

taken.

Another reference to Kilbagie comes in 1851, when the title deed» of 

the property were acknowledged by William Chrystal of Newburgh. It seems 

that a rental of £600 p.a. was under discussion.^ 'Chrystnl complained 

that the ana was excessive;

Looking at the state in which the larger portion of the ground 
has been left by the razing of the Distillery, and ths dilapidated 
conditions of the stabling as well as the exhausted state of the 
roof, doors and windows of the Dwelling houses, it is not supposed 
that the sum of £t00 will be once offered. It will take several 
years, and involve considerably outlay to make the site productive 
of any kind of crop.' 78

Hence it is apparent that the distillery was in part demolished

76. S.R.O. Tods, Murray & Jamieson: (3) 237/182: Letter, Robert Stein, 
Itennetpana to Tods & Romanes, Edinburgh, 21 July, 1845.
The principal landowners in Clackmannan parish were Lords Zetland, Mar 
& Kellie, and Bruce of Kennet (later Balfour of Burleigh): see Third 
Statistical Account: Clackmannan, p. 533.

77. S.R.O.: T.M# A J.» QP. cit. Letter, William Chriktal, Newburgh to 
Tods & Romanes, 3 April 1851. 78

78. S.R.O.: T.M. & J., on. cit. Letter: William Chrystol, Newburgh to 
Tods & Romanes, 8 April, 1851.
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prior to 1851, and this Stein enterprise was in dissolution. Apart from 

Chrjutal 's client, an enquiry about the sale of the site of the distillery,

and houses ces» from William ef Dellshill, nen- __

specific point, about the supply of water, the property value, feu duties, 

burdens and upset price, but no mention of his purpose is made.79

Despite the poor condition of the building., a tenant was found; 

George Dunlop, who had been associated with the Uaddington and Lintonbridge 

distilleries c. 1816-3* rented the premises. Reference is made to his 

business connection. - in Leith, and at the Corn Market and Cross in Edin

burgh. Robert Stein was still to the fore, because in a dispute over water 

supply and the boundary of the Kilbagi. feu i„ 1851, he wae stated to be 

'the only person who can point out the line of the feu», an oarlier note 

showed that ’>!r. Skein is very far advanced in years», and »no time should 

be lost in gstting his opinion on it.' The Stein, had made ditcho. on 

farm land, which led to an action for water damage; a water course and 

tail race intersected their property, which fed the distillery, and »aerved 

to drive Machinery at certain of Lord Zetland's farms, and coal works more 

than a mile distant.'

George Duniop set about improving Kilbagio, but he found little 

profit in the distillery. His affairs were sequestrated in February, 1852. 

The malt duties had been advanced to the Collector of Excise to save a 

forced sale of the malt and equipment. Whisky had been produced, because 

the creditors wanted a local trustee to sign Excise bonds, and pay duty 

on consignments of spirits. A Mr Mitchell, a creditor of Dunlop, and

79.

80.

S.R.O.: T.M. & J. op_. cit., Letter, William Ramsay, Airdrie, to 
Tods & Romanes, 12 April, 1851.
S.R.O.J T.M. & <1., op» cit., Letter, George Dunlop to Tods (k 
Romanes, 18 Nov. 1851.
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partner in the Clackmannan Coal Company, 'a shrewd and clever nan of

business' was a candidate. By trade, he was a 'maltster, miller, corn

merchant, and farmer,' in addition to having 'a knowledge of Excise,

Distillery, and Country matters.' He wanted Kilbagie to be carried on,

'both1 for the sail«» of consuming his coal, and supplying him with the offals

for feeding cattle on his farms.» Furthermore, he was said to possess

ample capital, and might be persuaded to take an interest in the firm.

The Bank of Scotland seems to have been the principal creditor, being
81invited by Tods k Romanes to support Mitchell, but John Alison of Alloa
82was chosen, paying rent for Kilbagie in 1852.

Dunlop's account of the unhappy state of his businsss is outlined 

in a letter to Tods & Romanes. He referred to a meeting where he had been 

given the hope that if he reached n private settlement with his creditors, 

and thus resumed working the distillery, they would recommend to the Steins 

that some working capital be provided. Regrettably, Dunlop was unable to 

offer any security, and as he wanted to keep his remaining capital in his 

own hands, no compromise was possible. He wrote despondently - 'There 

is no doubt that I luive made a "shipwreck” of my fortune in this place.

Creditors pressed upou him demanding that he realise the money he 

had sunk in the premises; people agreed that it was ahumeful that the prop- 

rietors had not helped him 'when in consequence of his outlay on their 

property, he liad been ruined.' He had kept the distillery and utensils 

in good order, defraying much money on repairs; experienced workmen had 81 82

81. 3.R.0.J T.M. fit J., o£. cit., Tsdii u,iiitijuuuem Sequestration of Geonre
Dunlop, 17 Feb. 1852.

82. S.ft.O.J T.M. & J. ojj. c_it., Letter, John Alison to Tods & Romanes.
29 March, 1852.

83* S.K.O.t T.M. & J., 212.* £it,«» Letter, George Dunlop to Tod & Romanes 
17 Fob. 1852. *
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b»en kept oa after production was stopped in the hope that a restart would 

be possible - he had had to pay then high wages. A carpenter had been 

constantly employed, und a slater to keep the roofs in repair. The 

outlay was therefore very substantial, otherwise the neglected distillery 

•if it had remained so for a few more years ... would have collapsed.»84

Kilbagie failed to make the transition to a patent still distillery 

when its neighbour« and rivals at Canbus, Carsebridge and other localities 

were doing so c. 1840-50. Had it been equipped with a Coffey still, Kil- 

bagie might have survived to become one of the foundation members of the 

Distillers' Company. hence there is to-day no 'Kilbegie*, a whisky which
ojr

liobert Burns praised.

Kilbagie has been tho scene oi industrial ago. The Third 

Statistical Account of Clackmannan notes:-

The industries of the parish have altered in the last century. 
There are no iron works and no distilleries. The Kennstpans 
premises, once a busy distillery, becune a chemical factory in 
the middle of the nineteenth century, but is now a gaunt 
relict. The fUlbngie distillery became in 1875 o paper- 
making mill, the founder being James A. Weir.' 8ft

The paper mill is still active producing 20,000 tons of paper a

year, and employing over 700 persons. As a link with the past, the name

•Kilbagie* hns been retained.

t-'h. Ibid.
85. Burns, R., The Jolly Beggars.
86. Gordon, T.C., County of Clackmannan, Third Statistical Account ilQ66).

p. 540. --------------'*
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A. Sites of I l l i c i t  S t i l ls :

Malt whisky d is t ille r ie s  are commonly found to-day in regions where 

the sraa' s t i l ls  of former times prepared their whisky for local consumpt

ion, ,and gradually, with growing expertise to r areas uutwith the Highlands.

As the duty on sp irits  and licence charges rose, so Highlanders 

took exception to paying for the privilege of making their own whisky, 

and thus a flourishing commercial i l l i c i t  trade developed. By the 1820s, 

so great was the tra ff ic  in the product of the sma' s t i l ls  that i t  is 

clear that a cottage industry had been driven underground; the a c tiv ity  

was so successful that the i l l i c i t  d is tille rs  had supplanted 'parliament' 

whisky in terms of total output and also quality; it  is estimated that 

over 2 million gallons of whisky cane from unlicensed s t i l ls  before 18 2 3 . 

G lenlivet, in Banffshire, Strathglasa, and Strathconon in Ross-shire, os 

well ns Kintyre, nnd certain of the islands were major centres of i l l i c i t  

d is t illin g .

As the burden of taxation and interference concerning methods of 

legitimate manufacture became more vexatious, so did legislation  become 

impossible to enforce in places where the Excise o fficers were despised, 

and of which they had only a tenuous knowledge. The service was imped

ed by inadequate transport, as much ns by the resentment of Highlanders 

towards governmental scrutiny: the central government meant l i t t l e  in 

Highland Scotland, and obedience to tax laws was not readily acquired.

The situation envisaged by John Stein, a Lowland d is t i l le r ,  in 

his evidence before the Committee on D is tille r ies  came to pass. Stein 

asserted that 'in  Scotland, the d is t ille ry  is in a thousand hands. It 

is not confined to great towns or to regular manufacturers, but spreads 

it s e lf  over the whole face of the country, and in every island from the 

Orkneys to Jura. There are many who practice this Art who are ignorant
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of «very other, and there are Distillers who boast that they tanka the 

best possible whiskey who cannot read or write, and who carry on this 

Manufacture in Parts of the Country where the Use of the Plough is unknown, 

and wipers the Face of an Exciseman was never seen. Under such circumstances, 

it is impossible to take account of its operations; it la literally to 

search for revenue in the woods or on the mountains.'^

During the French Vara, the duty an spirits was substantially aug

mented, hut it was tbs fora of distillery regulations (e.g. the prohibition 

of stills of limited content) as ouch ae the aotual levy which hit the sne^ 

still owners* The mods of assessing the duty was tailored to suit the 

requirements of fiigliah gin makers; the rate was based on the volume of 

wash pieced in a still, compared with the volume of alcohol derived from 

it.2 St»’ still distillers were immediately at a disadvantage because 

they liked to use a weak wash which yielded only a modest volume of spirits. 

Nevertheless, illicit stills produced a better whisky than legal ones,

because buyers were prepared to pay more for on article they preferred
3

even if it was illegal.

Governmental mismanagement os in Ireland, had the effect of stifling 

a common adjunct to the Highland economy* In 1316 when legal distilling 

van at a low ebb, there were only 36 licensed distillers in Scotland 

producing 2.1 million gallons, whereas three years after the revisions of
K

1823, there were 263 units yielding c. 3 million gallons of whisky.

The Sites of Illicit Stillsi

The pot still hidden away at form toun or croft has boon the

1. P.P.* Deport from the Committee upon the Distilleries in Scotland.
1778-9, P . 27!). --------------------------------------------“

2. Legislative Changes and Distilling in Scotland, vide aupra.
3. The Steins, II, vide aupra.

k. Nettleton, J.A., The Manufacture of Spirits, p. 6, and Sillett, S.V.,
Illicit Scotch, p. 5 8 . Wettleton gives 329 units in operation e. 1825.

fe e  ■Sf'a. \r tst'i.ccx.l Tab Its /
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ancestor of many modem distilleries. Barnard cites examples of the

change from illicit to legal distillation, in the Lowlands as well os the

Highlands. The transition occurred once legislation had become attuned

to Scottish conditions. Of a visit to Tambowie distillery, Dunbarton—

shire in 1886, Barnard writes:

The distillery takes us back to smuggling days ... the 
cave cut out of the solid rock, wherein they carried on their 
nefarious practices, is converted into and now used os stores.*

He also mentions 'a low arched gallery, ... a curious old vault ... well

adapted for a hiding place, and subterranean distilling.*

At Balmenach in Strathspey, he discovered similar evidencet-

It possessed an underground spring, wherein the little coil 
of worm, which condensed the precious spirit, was laid, and ut 
a lower level it dipped into a receiver, made out of an earthern 
jar some two feet high, with a wooden lid thereon. The little 
copper still atoed on a furnace made with loose stonee that had 
fallen from the rock behind, and the mash-tun had originally 
been a wash tub* The place was totally dark, and no light was 
ever permitted except that which came from the furnace fire. 6

Illicit distilleries are said to have functioned on the sites of

Cardow, Dailttoine, and Crngganroore on Speyside, as well as at Ardbeg and

Lagavulin in Islay.

The 'bothan' or bothy was the favourite hiding place for the illicit 

distillery. Small in height, and roofed with turf or heather divots, it 

vaa almost impossible to detect on moorland. Osgood Mackensia inspected 

such a place in Rose-shire. It had 'regularly built, low stone walls, 

water tight heuther thatch, iron pipes leading cold spring water to the 

still rooms, and such an array of casks, tubs etc., as told that gaugers 

never troubled their owners.' It was actually located 'in sight almost 

of the road in Strath Bran between Dingwall and Loch Carron, and on the 5 6

5. Barnard, A., The Whisky Distilleries of the United Kingdom, p. *»5»
6. Barnard, op» cit., p. 221.
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hill road from Stratkbran to Lechky vithin a few yards of its many passeng

ers.

Other illicit works were ingeniously located to defy detection.

There is « record of the discovery of a private still by an Exciseman
i

•under very singular circumstances', at the notorious smuggling district

of Abriachan on Loch Ness—sidei-

It was in a vault, excavated in a pock, which formed the 
foundation of a house. The floor of the apartment above it 
was paved, and likewise covered with a bed of clay to the 
depth of 18 inches, to prevent noise. The entrance was from 
the stank or gutter of an adjoining byre. The smoke was 
conveyed into the common chimney of the house.

The Excise officer had to dig and bore his way into this distillery, and

•among other utensils found a tun capable of containing 400 gallons.•

Old smuggling utensils sometimes turn up in the cellars or lofts of

farmhouses, the owners having no knowledge of their existence or purpose.

General Stuart of Garth described how the smugglers shifted their

plant from place to place to baffle Excisemen. Tie stressed the remarkable

fact that ’a spirit of the best quality and flavour’ could be ’distilled

by men with their apparatus at the side of a burn, und perhaps changing

weekly for fear of discovery; malting on the open heath far up the hills,

and hurrying on the whole process ¿to avoid detection/ under the shelter of
o

a rock, or in a den.’ As early aa 1798, when Excise intervention was 

less vigorous, illicit distillers in Hoss-shire were prepared to transport 

grain or malt considerable distances, distil their whisky, and if necess

ary move their equipment two or three times a week.10

7. Mackenzie, O.H., A Hundred Years in the Highlands, p. 213.
8* J*».ied,),.Th* North<>rn Highlands in ths 19th Century. I.

2 9 « JflUe 1818| p« 13 6 . ........ 1 ■     

9. Stuart of Garth, P., Obeervations on the Origin and Cause of Smuggling 
m  the Highlands of Scotland, <). J. of Anrricnlt.m»»,

10. P.P., Report: Distilleries, p. 38.
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The site van carefully arranged beside running water, which was a

prerequisite for mashing and cooling in distillation . Tell-tale smoke

and burn water turned milky by contact with waste liquids were what

Excisemen looked for. Sillett refers to an astute distiller near the

Falls' of Orrin, who made his chimney in such a way that smoke blended

into the spray from the Falls) another device was to place a wash tub

full of dirty clothing over a smoking vent, or to convey the smoke by

ducts into the chimney of the distillers' house.^

Smugglers' caves are rarely associated with i l l i c i t  d is t il l in g ;

they are more likely to have been dumps for contraband - rum, brandy,

tobacco etc., - shipped from abroad. Some may also have served as caches
12fo r Highland whisky preparatory to shipping i t  to the Lowlands.

Often the sites of illicit stills were quite unremarkable. Near 

Muasdale in Kintyre was a depression known as the Smugglers' Hole, where 

distilling was performed: a similar site was beside Qrmsary farm steading 

in Glenbreckrie, while another lay at the junction of two small burns above 

Carrine farm.*'* Hence illicit distilling could be an outdoor, as well 

as an indoor pursuit.

Woods gave welcome cover, and an icmediate fuel supply. In 1829, 

the Supervisor of Excise at Dingwall was actively engaged in rooting out 

private stills. He wrote to Mackenzie of Seaforth on the subject;

To apprize you of what is carrying on in your plantations ... 
Upon the 17th inst., I discovered a Private Distillery in the 
Belting of your third grass park west from the Castle, where we 
destroyed 6 tuns, 126 gallons wash, 18 Gallons Low Wines, and 1 
still, head and worm. 14

11. S t lle t t , ojj. c i t ., p. 93.
12. Colville, D., The Origin and Romance of the Distilling Industry in 

Campbeltown, 10 Jan. 1923«
13. nnd.
14. S.U.O., Seaforth Muniments, GD 46/17/79, Letter, D. McLaurin to 

J.A. Stewart Mackenzie, Feb. 1829.
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The Supervisor warned the Laird that the pertinacity of tho 

smugglers might be an embarrassment to him, «» veil as harming his wood

land. Camouflage of birchwoods at Abriachan also gave the tenants pro

tection; Excisemen occasionally found utensils there.15

During the clearing of Blairdruaaond Moss c. ITji, the Highland 

settlers improvised houses by excavating blocks of peat, which they roofed 
with peat and heather on a wooden frame, after the manner of crock houses.

The whole settlement was dotted with picturesque huts 
shaggy with purple heath, and aoorlaml plants ... fraorant 
with peat reek and al.o with the aroma of mountain d.fit 
times. 16

The gaugers needed a keen scent when they vieited the colony. Peat 

stacks were made hollow; inside the innocent exterior »there lurked the 

warm hearted "Ewie wi» the Crooked Horn" « whose discovery and eradication 

gave the Laird and Excisemen much trouble.1''

There was a revival of illicit distillation in the north west High

lands in the 1880s. Even Inspectors of Schools encountered illicit stills 

on their travels. One who journeyed in Wester Boss recounts how he »saw 

the interior of a bothy where the smugglers were busy making the vile 

stuff.* His guide 'drew a sheet of coarse sacking from the end ... of 

a peat stack, when I beheld two men seated by a fire over which the distill, 

ery kettle was suspended.»18 After being reassured by a few words in 

Gaelic, the distillers explained the simplicity of the process, with no 

reference whatever to its illegality.

In urban locations, illicit stills have existed in unlikely places — 

tbe more obscure the corner, the less the risk of its discoveiy. hence

15. Barron, o£. cit_., I, 2 April, 1818, p. 138.
16. Cadell, H.M., The Story of the Forth, p. 27*».
17. Ibid.
18. Wilson, J., Tales and Travels of a School Inspector, p. 6*.
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some have been installed under the Free Tron Church in the High Street 

of Edinburgh; under an urch in the South Bridge in Edinburgh; in Leith 

closes and virtually nest to the Customs House in Aberdeen; and in a 

clocl^ tower in Dufftown (to take advantage of the public drains.)*^
i

Practically every close and pend in Campbeltown had its illicit stills c.
201811-17.

The arrival of both Highlanders (as at Blairdrunsnond) and immigrant 

Irish in Lowland Scotland in the early nineteenth century« promoted illicit 

distilling; the activity had always been a more flourishing one in Ire

land. The stills were sometimes plantsd in industrial locations. During 

the dismantling of the iron works at Wilsontown in 1812« an illicit dist

illery was exposed« and similar ventures were operated in an Airdrie coal 
21mine. The Supervisor of Excise at Newcastle in 1833 believed there

was no illicit distilling in his area« but added that 'the Irish used to
22got into a wood ond make some spirits.' Philipeon refers to the detect

ion of a still in an old coal pit adjoining Newcastle Town Moor« and of
23another cut into the side of a peat moss about four miles from Ilothbury.

[n Scotland the common locations were bothies« or gu llies or 

depressions on moorland« per flaps concealed by a sheep fank or o plantation. 

Sportsmen« shepherds or stray animals constituted almost ns serious a 

threat as did the itinerant Exciseman -  a fact substantiated by the number 

of smugglers' bothies which were only revealed as a result of people fa l l 

ing through the roofs of them. Owing to taxation levied on malted grain« 

i l l i c i t  rnaltings or malt barns were also secreted in caves and bothans.

19. Bretsner, D., The Industries of Scotland« pp. 448-9.
20. The S t ill Books of Robert Armour, vide infra.

2 1. T*« nf A irdrie, p. 271» (quoted from The Glasgow Herald, 29
Jan. 1813). ““

oo. P.P., Seventh Report of the Connissioners of Inquiry into the Excise 
Establishment (1834) XXV, p. 31^.

23. Philipson, J ., and Child, F.A., Remains of I l l i c i t  D is tille r ies  in
Upper Coquetdale, Archaeologica Aeliana, Fourth Series, XXXVIII (I960) 
p. 157*
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Mackenzie recalls that keepers frequently tramped through carefully hidden
2kbothies full of heaps of malt.

Lingering pockets of illicit distilling persisted in the Glasgow 

tenements, where the sm»ll and smoke hid the presence of a still. In 

1864, while on a visit to Glasgow, Tovey tasted hone made whisky in a 

shebeen shop and notedt

The contraband operator now labours more successfully, 
and with little chance of detection in dwellings in large 
cities, and any practise his secret work even in model 
lodging bouses ... wherever he has gas and water, and a 
fins to take off any vapours that may arise, he is pretty 
safe. 25

Current opinion tends to the view that illicit whisky is still nude 

in parts of Scotland! stray cases occasionally come before the Excise 

authorities. The activity was renewed during the Second World War, but 

high rates of duty which have been applied in the post-war period, have 

not hitherto induced the same excesses as high duties did in the post.

The Industrial Archaeology of Illicit Distilling

Investigations of the industrial archaeology of illicit distiller

ies have been undertaken at sites excavated in Northumberland.“** No 

survey of such a precise kind has so for been attempted in Scotland. 

Philipson and Child examined sites of stills associated with a Highland 

smuggler, named Rory, who was distilling prior to 1830. He is said to 

have had six units in Upper Coquetdale, where traces of three were found.

The illicit distilleries usually consisted of a kiln for grain dry

ing, built of rough stones} adjoining the kiln was a rectangular build

ing of local stone, where distilling may have been performed. It is

2k, Mackenzie, o£. cit., p. 216.
25. Tovey C., British Spirits, p. XX.
26. Philipson and Child, oji. cit.. p. 99
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Excavations in progress at Wholehope Still, Northumberland 
in 1953» Philipaon J., and Child, F.A., A.A.s 4th Series, 
XXXVIII (1960)1
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probable that the structure» were roofed with turf, which may have contin

ued into the steep face of the adjacent slope for camouflage. Dory's

still on the Inner Hare Cleugh measures feet by 22^ feet inside, while
27the lailn is about 6 feet in diameter with a depth of 5J feet.\

The Northumberland sites have comoon locational characteristics.

All are in remote situations, and fairly well concealed; all stand beside 

burns to give cooling water for the worm, and all have good spring water 

nearby. Thus the site factors are similar to the Scottish ones. The 

Highland distillers of to-day dislike peaty water for mashing; they prefer 

water 'off granite', rather than 'through peat', and no doubt the same held 

for the illicit operators. If Rory was a Highlander, as he is reputed to 

have been, abundant clear spring water would be a prerequisite in siting 

his stills in the haad waters of the Coquet. Near to his stills are peat 

deposits, peat being necessary for the kiln. Wood was however better than 

peat for still firing.

The fact that the structures were illicit distilleries ia supported 

by local oral tradition, by written accounts, and by on Enclosure Award of 

Alwinton Caramon (27 June, 1362) for which a plan names a site as 'an Old 

Distillery.' The evidence from the excavations is convincing, showing 

detailed ground plans and photographs, for example, of Wholehope still 

nsar Coquetdale. A phial, probably for sampling spirits drawn from casks 

was unearthed, as were fragments of pottery, glass, timber and iron, dating 

from c. 1780-1930; this was 'the heroic age of illicit distillation.'"8

The purpose of the kilns puzzled the archaeologists. These are 

frequently found on upland settlements in Highland Scotland as in 27 * *

27. The Inner Hare Cleugh is a northbank tributary of ths Coquet. See
Philipson and Child, o£. cit., p. 101.
Philipson and Child, oĵ . cit., p. 106.2 8 .
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Rothi«murehus in Inverness-shire, and in Glen Fearnach in Perthshire.

The kilne ver# employed for grain drying, wherever harvesting had to be 

done in damp conditions, otherwise the grain would rot. Like the 

Coquatdale ones, they may also have been used fo r  drying the malted grain 

preparatory to making whisky. A smooth cobbled floo r which was excavated 

by Philipaon and Child had every indication of being a malting floor, on 

which the moist grain would be spread to germinate. The smugglers appear 

to have lived, d ia tilled  and slept in one room. D is tillin g  needed constant 

attention, whereas malting required intermittent v is ita  to turn the grain 

on the flo o r  or in the kilna.

Despite semtiny in the Gleniivet area, no remains which could be 

c learly  identified as belonging to i l l i c i t  d is t il le r ie s  have been discover

ed. There are many possib ilities, but they could equally be abandoned 

crofts or summer shielings. S ille tt  has searched in vain fo r traces of 

such d is t il le r ie s  in the Cabraeh and Glenrinnesj he has only come across 

a »steeping vessel' hollowed out of the moor in Glenrinnes.29 Perhaps 

the lack of evidence on the ground is indicative of intensive persecution, 

leading to more cunning arrangements to conceal s t i l ls ,  and more determined 

e fforts  to remove traces of their existence. Frequently, the i l l i c i t  works 

were hidden within farm or oroft buildings, and there were no separate 

structures with an exclusive d is t illin g  function -  a conclusion which the 

entries in the S t i l l  Books of Robert Armour would support.-*0 * 50

29. S il le t t ,  9.V., Letter, Huntly, 7 April I 966.

50. The S t i l l  Books of Robert Armour, vide infra.
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Feu j prnont and Organisation

Illicit distillation in Scotland is replete with romantic accounts 

of swiggling, of guerilla warfare against the Excise authorities, and with 

official reporta giving the number of dotectiona made or fines levied on 

offenders infringing the law.

Little or nothing has been known about the supply of equipment to 

the illicit distillers, and hence the Still Books of Robert Armour are not 

only of considerable value but also of unique interest in this respect.

The fins of Robert Armour, Plumber and Coppersmith, was established in 

Campbeltown, Argyll, in 1811.1 Armour wan a well known name in Kintyre, 

and the family may have derived some of ite initial capital from agricult

ure, from malting, and from distilling. The Report from the Connission 

upon the Distilleries in Scotland (1799) ehows that one ot least, James

Armour, had been guilty of illicit distilling in the South Argyle Collect-
2

ion prior to 1798. Colville refers to a licence, dated 1791, reproduced 

in The Wine and Spirit Trade Record, 14 December, 1922, issued in the name 

of James Armour, Junior, nnd to another in the earns name, dated 1796, which 

was preserved ut flazelburn Distillery, Campbeltown.^ Other Armours were 

connected with Meadowbum Distillory (founded in 1824) and with Glenside 

Distillery (1835). both in Campbeltown. The family, in company with many 

of the customers whom they supplied with distilling utensils, may have been 

Ayrshire settlers who came to Kintyre between 1600 and 1760.

The Still Books were found among family papers, and they cover the 

period from May 1811 to September 1817. There are four jotters, now 

bound together into one volume of manuscripts, entitled *01d Snuggling

1. The Still Books of Robert Armour are in the possession of Mr. Il.R. 
Armour, 14 Braehead Road, Edinburgh.

om p.p.t Renort: Distilleries. 1799, pp. 997-8.
>. Colville, op. cit.
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Stills', which forms a simple sales record and account book. Some pages 

at the end of the second jotter are missing. The documents provide the 

basis for a case study of illicit distillation in Kintyre and the Inner

Hebrides.v
D is tillin g  had become well established in the region by the mid-

eighteenth century, although as late aa 1772 whisky was described os 'n

modern liquor', because in former times spirits had been prepared from
kherbs, and ale was in coonon use. The activity experienced fluctuat

ing prosperity depending upon changes in Excise laws and the availability

of grain. About 1793» next to herring fishing, the distilling of whisky
5

was the major industry of Campbeltown. The greatest disincentive came 

in 1797 when the licence duty was raised to £9 per gallon of still content 

in the Middle District of Excise in which the burgh was situated. Legal 

distilleries then ceased to exist in Campbeltown for a twenty year period, 

from 1797 to 1817. Meanwhile illicit distilling and smuggling develop

ed on on unparalleled scale, which is a sufficient commentary on the unsuit

ability of the legislation: in the Highland District no less than 839
7

private stills were seized in 1797. The local Collector of Excise Itad 

no success in 1799 in obtaining information about the extent of the activ

ity: at the time there were only three licensed distillers In his area, 

all of them in Date«- 'The landholder and the tenant (though not openly) 

give every encouragement to the business as without it they say rents 4 5 6 7 *

4. Pennant, T., A Tour in Scotland and the Western Tales, p. 194.
5. 0,9.A., X, Campbeltown, p. 55$, et seq.
6. Colville, oj9. clt«. No licensed Campbeltown distillers are mention

ed in the 1799 Report.
7. p.p., Report: D is tille r ies , 1799, p. 746.
3, P.P., Report: D is tille r ies , 1798, p. 432

*
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cannot be paid* ... 'penalties ore bo easily laid on as rather to encour
age than suppress the business*'

His opinion was that heavy duties served to stimulate private dist

illeries. The revisions of 1816 and 1822-3 laid the foundation for the
\

growth of the modern legal industry in Kintyre and the islands.

The first nineteenth century licensed distillery in Campbeltown vaa
a

erected in the Longrow in 1817 by John Beith & Company. Indeed a 'John

Bieth', in association with others, was ons of the regular clients of Robert 

Armour prior to 1817» because his name figures several timea in the Still 

Books. It is not unlikely that John Beith endeavoured to keep hie craft 

active during the hiatus in lsgsl distilling, and ones conditions for 

legitimate trade appeared more reasonable, he obtained a licence.

It is regrettable that the Still Books cease in 1817 because it 

would have been useful to know whether Robert Armour's business was also 

deflectsd towards legality and whether he began supplying equipment to the 

new licensed distilleries which were set up in Campbeltown in increasing 

numbers from 1817 onwards, when there may have been less need for his 

services in an illegal capacity. Many Scotch whisky distilleries owe 

their origins to illicit beginnings. The names of some of the distilling 

families of Campbeltown recur throughout the Still Books - Colvilles, 

Fergusons, Greenlees, Harries, Johnstons, Reids, Mitchells and Galbraiths, 

among others - as purchasers of utensils for private distilling.

From the Still Books, it appears that Robert Armour, the founder, 

was the principal workman, although the employment of a lad is mentioned. 

Initially, the business was a small scale family enterprise which seems to 

have vised the cover of a plumber's shop to conceal its principal function 9

9. Colville, 0£. cit.
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03 a Manufactory of distilling equipment, mainly still bodies, heads and 

worms.

The first two pages of the Still Books read as follows!

Samuel Harris

August 16, 1811
To a body 231ib.
To a head Glib. lOose.

August 21
To a body 1 3 1ib. 80s.

£ 5  6 3

Daniel Kelly Smith
August 21
To a worm 6J lib. at 2/6 C O  •• 16 .. 3d.
Mary Kelly, Jens Taylor, Barbra McTagurt, Lochend. 

Sept 8
To a worm £ 1 . .  2 . . 6
To repair a Body & Head 2 6

Archibald McKendrick, Mrs. Thomson, Widow Johnston,
Florence Armour & Co., Longrow

Aug 29
To a body 13 lib. -ioz. at 2/6 per lib. £1.13. 9
" a bead 5 lib. 6oaa 13. 4£
” a worm 9 lib. l. 2. 6 

£3. 9. 7i
By cash from Widow Johnston £0.10. 0
By cash from Arch. McKendrie^ 1.10. 0
By cash from Mrs. Thomson 1. 0. 0
By cosh 1. 0. 7} 

3. 9. ?S

Alexander Craig. Nockniha
Sept. 13 £ 8 d
To going out to Repair 0 body 1 6
To copr. pack & Souther 2 lib 
To a worm 11̂ - lib. (By 2 lib. of

0 4 8

their own makes at 2/6) 1 4 4
Oct. 4 To cash for an old still 10 0
1812 To cash for the ladd for nailes 6

Throughout the Still Books all entries have been heavily scored out, 

showing that payment was eventually effected, and in many cases this cancell

ation obscures much detail. The total value of work done, materials used.
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and goods supplied by Armour betveen 1811-17 amounts to over £2,000, rep

resenting an average turnover of over £350 per annuo. At times the copper

smith employed a code of letters to give details of income, and analysed 

cash receipts ta keep a check on payments to account; for example from 16 

May, 1816 to 1 August, 1817, he received £148 Us. 7d. in cash, according 

to his reckoning. The average transaction only involved £2 to £3, and 

about 400 stills were produced.

The 1799 Report advocated stopping the supply of equipment to unlic
ensed distillers by making it impossibls to have a still made or mended.

Still makers, such as coppersmiths, should have to purchase a licence; the 

system would then confine illegal manufacture to 'tinkers and people of no 

capital and desperate fortnne', who could be consigned 'to the house of 

correction', if discovered.10 In 1797, when small stills were confiscated 

in Islay, the illicit distillers induced tinkers to come over from Ireland 

to fit up cauldrons and boilers as stills.* 11 Failing these utensils, 

Aberdeenshire country folk employed kettles or pots to which a head was 

annealed. They were reputed to make good whisky, the quality depending 

not so notch on the type of apparatus as on the skill of the operator in

separating the optiraia portion of the distillate for collection as potable
12alcohol. Indeed, illicit whisky was renowned for its superior quality 

vis a vis the product of the legal distilleries. The whisky from Arran 

was even described as the burgundy of the vintages.1**

The equipment constructed by Armour was simple, the still consist

ing of four parts - ths veassl, head, arm, and worm. The complete apparatus

10. P.P., lie port 1 Distilleries. 1799, p. 674.
11. P.P., lie port 1 Distilleries. 1799, p# 752.
12. P.P., Report» Distilleries. 1799, p, 7^
13. JlucCnlloch, J., Th. Highland, and T.|.. gctl,..vl, p. ,72-
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cou U  b« purchased Tor les» than £*?, and embodied about 30-40 Ibs. of 

couper, giving the pot a cubie capacity of unward» of 10 gallons. The 

«till» head» and worn were the moat valuable utensils, and the illicit 

distiller would uae everyday household goods, like casks, creels, and 

measures which he had to hand. Many of Armonr’a cliente must have owned 

more than one still, to judge by Samuel Harvie's purchases on the first 

page of the Still Books; there is evidence that the onppersraith provid

ed numerous utensils for the same group of person# at a common address, 

so that each person must have had a still of his own.

There seem to have been two main sixes of still, some having vessels 

of 12-14 lbs. of cooper, and others of about 20 lbs. Tt is conceivable 

that the larger ones would bejntilised for distilling wash, and the smaller 

for distilling low wines in the second, or even third, distillation to yield 

whisky. Armour was also prepared to construct a tin still at a lower 

prico to oblige a widow. He fashioned the head and worm of copper, nnd 

sold the apparatus for £1 13s. Od. Tin stills would corrode rnpidly, 

whereas a copper still, If reasonable care was taken, could last for 20 

years and more.

The investment in apparatus may seem modest, but it was believed 

that smuggling would have been more ubiquitous, but for the cost of the 

appliances. Hesort was had to improvisation; &  Locb Carron smith made 

the worm by filling a tube with shot, nnd plugging both ends. He then

wound it round a niece of tree trunk, removed the plugs and the shot; the
tWh i>,

worm was^roady for use.

Besides making new distilling utensils, the coppersmith handled 
second-hand equipment; he may have repurchased stills rendered unusable 

by Evcia«'"«'», who ran swords through them. The copper was reworked, or

1 4. Wilson, op. cit., p. 63



the »till repaired. Armour valued old copper nt lOd. per lb., while new 

apparatus coat 2a. 6d. per lb. He carried out repairs both on his own 

premises, and nt the house» of hia customers, repairing worn., bottoming 

still», '»othering' (soldering) lugs, and fitting feadana. »Feadan* is 

Gaelic for a whistle, and is the spout or valve fitted at the end of the 

wort* whir» the distillate emerges.

In addition, Armour made branders, flacks, fillers, cans, nails 

and other hardware, which if orders were frequent and to s large amount, 

he sometimes gave away for nothing. Entries show that he 'gave a filler 

la. 6d.f or 'gave them a pint can Is.*. n» even stocked copper tea 

kettles, both new and second-hand, but these may veil have been much less 
numerous in Kintyre than private »tills.

Armours' customers normally operated in groups of 3 to 7 forming 

a 'company', whose names are carefully recorded in the Still Books. Indeed, 

ownership by parties of tenants was cownon in Ulster Ross, as well as in 

other parts of the Highlands.15 The Still Books, however, give a better 

and more accurate account of the organisation of illicit distilling than 

has hitherto been available. It may be that the loss of capital equipment, 

due to detection, would be leas disadvantageous if it were vested in n 

group operating together. Writing of Harris and Lewis, MacDonald noted

that the people frequently joined together to pay the fines exacted by the
16

Excise authorities. When a J.P. court was held at Stornoway in July,

1808, the crofters paid 'pretty smart fines', before retarding to their 

homes grumbling and discontented. The fines however were divisible in 

consequence of private compacts agreed among several families, and hence 

smuggling and distillation were soon resumed.

13. O.S.A., VII, Urrwy. p. 238.

U u Vi «  ° f  th , Aî rlculIuta the H.brld.. nndWestern Isles of Scotland, pp. 800-10.—  ... . . 1 „
17. Ibid.



With a group organisation, the private distillers would be able to 

move their installation from one hiding place to another with considerable 

case, and of course, they would spread the burden of the initial capital 

cost among themselves. This type of arrangement nay have facilitate«] the 

raising of capital to enable individuals in a 'company' to purchase their 

own equipment. As distilling was a protracted process, perhaps taking 

three to four weeks from malting to the final distillation, there would 

be sufficient persons to take turns of carrying out the various operations.

An examination was made of 200 consecutive transactions relating to 

the acquisition of atills from Armour, with a view to establishing the 

nature of his clientele. One hundred of these transactions concerned 

men only, either as groups or individually. The illicit distillers in 

Argyll were generally small tenants. What is surprising about Armour's 

business, and hence about illicit distilling in Kintyre, and probably in 

other areas of the Highlands, is the large proportion of women engaged in 

tanking illicit whisky on their own account. Farmers seem to have delegat

ed the task to maid servants and other 'inferior persons', who acted os
18covers in order that more substantial individuals would escape detection. 

Perhaps illicit distilling was regarded as part of general domestic duties, 

or as a source of pin money, especially for widows or single women, for 

whoa it may have been a ready source of income, (wonen have an honourable 

place in the history of distilling in Seotlandf Mrs. Elizabeth Uarvie was 

a distiller in Paisley, whose descendants subsequently moved to Port Dundee, 

Glasgow, setting up Dundashill Distillery, and Mrs. Cumming was owner of 

Cardov Distillery on Speyside.) No fewer than 58 of the series of pur

chases involved women, either singly or more commonly in a company. Mixed 

group«, numbering h2 in all, made up the remainder in the sample. The 18

18. P.P., Fifth Report of the Commissioners of Inquiry into the Bevenue,
XT§23), App. ¿3* p. lhh et
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men nay have been more occupied vith fishing and agriculture. Only 20 

per cent of theee purchase» of utensil» revealed one individual operating 

on hia or her own account? these illicit diatillers were person» of sub

stance to judge by the entries in Armour»» Still Books, as he always indic

ated their occupation e.g. cooper, fleaker, wright, farmer, miller, shoe

maker, or innkeeper.

The financial standing of Armour•» customers is disclosed by the 

manner in which they settled their account». The client» occasionally 

paid up when they collected the utensil», or else made a down payment, 

followed by several instalments, perhaps taking 2 or 3 years to clear 

off the debt. Credit was normally of 4 to 6 months duration. Payments 

in kind were remarkably rare, less than 1 per cent of all transactions 

recorded in*» Still Books showing settlement in cart loads of peat, meal, 

potatoes, cheese, butter, and, of course, whisky.

An account for goods supplied to John Beith, and others at Dalin

rowan, Campbeltown, amounting to £3 7». 6d. w h s partly paid »By 2 pints 

and 1 mutching ¿^iutchkin7 strong wisky /sic7 at 10/- per gallon'. The 

references to whisky show that its price fluctuated wildly, varying from 

Is. 3d. to over 9». 6d. per pint, which may reflect grain prices, ths 

scale of operations, and the quality of the product. Smugglers would 

fill 20 pint casks at 2d. a gill. The whisky was then retailed at dram 

houses attached to much frequented places, like mills or s m i t h i e s . I n  

the post 1815 depression, the price of grain fell by 50 per cent in seven 

years; this brought advantages to the smugglers, giving them a bigger 

profit margin on their whisky, because its price did not fall by a 

corresponding amount. In 1822, the price of illicit whisky in Kintyre was 

10s. to 12s. per gallon at 20° over proof, and it was worthwhile conveying 19

19. Smith, J., General View of the Agriculture of the County of Argyle.
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it to the Ayrshire coast, and even up the Clyde to Glasgow in fishing
OA

boats and coasting vessels.*'

Before 1321, aauggling was a lucrative trade; a substantial 

numby of cottagers and day-labourers in Kintyre supported large families 

by the profits of the business. A professional 'private' distiller could 

clear 10s. a week after all his expenses were paid. 20 21 Ehrly uarriages 

were frequent as a wife was an indispensable part of the enterprise; much 

of the work was assigned to women who were 'fit for, or employed in nothing 

else.*

There are notably few instances of bad debts in the Still Books. All 

transactions seem to have been settled to Judge by Armour's crossing out of 

the appropriate entries. Notes regarding promises to pay are very rare - 

•The above persons have granted their lines ¿Tiens7 each for their own 

part to pay the above sum....' In places distant from the Burgh, securing 

payment could be awkward; one still was supplied to Whitestone, Saddell, 

for the use of four partners, two of whom had to promise to pay before they 

could take delivery:-

We the undersigned do acknowledge having received for the 
mentioned persons above copper work ... amounting to Three 
pounds Eighteen shillings Sterling & will pay the same on or 
before the 20th Novr. 1815.

Witness our hand; Edvard Langvill
Jamy his x Stewart 

mark

There is much evidence of consumer loyalty, which oust indicate 

satisfied customers. A company, who were regular clients, bought a 

second-hand still, and head with an old vorJfJ in September 1313, and were 

back for a new still of lbs. in December of the same year, and for

20. P.P., Fifth Report, App. 63, p. 172
21. Bradley, E. (Cuthbert Bede), Glencreggnn. p. 7.
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another worm in the following January. Armour was obtaining orders from 

the same groups, or individuals, four to six, or more, times a year through- 

out the period 1811-17. This fact alone must disclose the profitability

of illicit distilling, and the intensity with which the utensils were being 
used.

The are* eupplied with stills from Armour's workshop was a far- 

ranging one. He was not the only coppersmith in the Burgh, but the major

ity of the utensils - more than 40 per cent of those manufactured by him - 

were installed in and around Campbeltown itselfj Lochend, Longrow, Dalin- 

ruan, Dalintober, Bolgam Street, Corbet's Close, and Parliament Close, 

figure repeatedly in the Still Books. Armour distilling apparatus was 

also sent to places ns far north as Claehan in N.V. Kintyre, and as far 

south as Maehrimore and Pennysearach in Southend. He exported equipment 

across Kilbrannan Sound to the south weat coast of Arran; another islund 

where Armour did business was Gigha. It has been possible to identify 

and plot the approximate sites of most of these illicit distilleries on 

an accompanying nap, and practically all of them show conmon locational 

factors, such as the presence of burns, and proximity to coastal areas.

The coppersmith was willing to replace equipment seised by the 

Excise authorities while being transported from his shop; for instance, 

he recorded on 25 August, 1815, that a client had »the first Body, head 

and worm seized nigh Smerby, and I allow myself to giro something down of 

it*. This particular order was being conreyed to Arran. It is said 

that the assistance of women with cloaks over long and voluminous skirts 

was especially helpful when stills were being collected, whereas men had 

to carry the still in a sack.

Armour must have been typical of many coppersmiths and plumbers 

in distilling areas. Illicit distilling was a ubiquitous but typically



small-scale enterprise, hence the modest transactions recorded in the 

Still Books. In this peasant group activity, the place of women vas of 

more significance than has perhaps been appreciated.

\v
¿Smuggling utensils may be seen in the National Museum of 

Antiquities in Edinburgh, and in Am Faagadh, the Highland Folk Museum, 

Kingussie. Regarding collecting, I.F. Grant points out that had she

been allowed to acquire old stills and obsolete apparatus she vonld
22 * "  have done so. ~ The Excise authorities confiscate such equipment./ 22

249.

22. Grant, I.F., Highland Folkways, p. 305
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A complete outline of the method« of making poteen cornea from Ire

land, vh.re Donovan nrovidea the necessary information on vhleh Slll.tt and 
othe^p It«vo drawn.*

Malting* About 1705 each still operating in or around Campbeltown was con- 

siiming on average 000 to 250 bolls of grain a year.2 A disadvantage aris

ing from an excessive concentration upon distilling, in addition to its 

ruinous effects on the community were recurrent scarcities of ««in* Pennant 

remarked upon the dearth of grain, despita the quantity of here that vaa 

grown. About 6,000 holla were distilled each year.3 When the harvest 

foiled in 1782-3, the Conniesloners of Supply forbade the making of whisky, 

ordering the confiscation of sma» stills in Argyll/1 Distilling was again 

stopped in 1795-7, due to grain shortages. In 1812, there was another 

grain deficiency in Argyll, at a time when 20,000 bolls were eetimated to 

go for whisky distilling, of which over 50 per cent was distilled illicitly 

in Kintyre, and over 30 per cent in Campbeltown alone.5

Here was of course grown for the purpose of distilling at farms and 

crofts; in 1811 it was reported to form one half of the Hebridean crop 

acreage, requiring a growing season of only 10 to 13 weeks. Seaweed and 

shell sand were adequate manures. Bars was capable of maturing on poor 

soils in moist conditions.^

Farmers found a ready market for their harvest, and had quick sales 

among illicit distillers.7 Such obvious gains were made in illicit dist-

1.

2.
3.
5.
7.

Donovan's description of a poteen distillery is given in Barnard, on. cit
p . 9 .«  j  <0«**e [ r o m  'SKelrcUes '¡w C a r  bery, Cou„t-y C o r k ’ , ( i k ' J C ) .  *“L’
O. 5.A .. X, Campbeltown, p. 556 ot aeq.
Pennant, 00. cit., p. 19*» 4. Colville, oj>. cit.
Snith, og. cit.., p. 91. 6. MacDonald, oj>. cit.. p. 215.
P. P., Fifth Report, App. 63, p. 172.



Illicit distillers at work, Kintyre region, c. 1890 
Royal Coanission on the Ancient & Historical Monuments 
of Scotland.

An illicit stills (Dvelly's Illustrated Gaelic to 
English Dictionary, p. 730.)
1 . An leidi fireplace 6. Angearradan: the arm.
2. Bod an leannai discharge 7. A'chliath: the vorm
3. Am bragadi the shouffler J'n cleithj vorm tub
4. An lionadair* charger f®adani a pout
5. An cennns still head i 2 3 4 5'n glocadant spirit

,, % , receiver.
11. An apudnn* cold vator pip«.
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tiling that the exportation of spirits seems at least to have paid for the

import of cereals for food. Whenever legal distilling vas halted in Kint-

yre, the illegal variety increased; deficiencies of meal and flour had to

be made good by importation. After a fine season, there vere from time to

time grain surpln.es in Argyll, vhen bore and malt vere available for export 
0

to the islands.

Much of the crop was howsver wasted because of the primitive tech

niques of illegal malting, vhereby the snugglers might soak the grain in 

a sack immersed in a burn, or in a peat hole, * 9 such as Sillett examined. 

After steeping, the groin was allowed to germinate, in caves, in woods, on 

hillsides, in botbans, or even in dunghills. Cnee it bad sprouted the 

green malt was dried in a kiln; it must not decompose, otherwise sour grain 

would yield bad whisky. Grain drying kilns,often part of the homestead 

served admirably, as did those at mills; the smuggler might improvise « 

kiln by laying a perforated metal plate across o low peat fire in his 

kitchen, drying the grain in batches, and processing one boll at a time.

Mashing and Brewing; Prior to mashing, the malt was ground in a quern or 

at a mill, and thereafter infused in kegs of hot water to dissolve out the 

sugars - this formed the sweetish liquor, 'worts'. Wood or peat was 

needed for boiling up the water sometimes in the still, minus the head.

The mashing (or masking) keg had a father seive for drainage or 

a falae bottom, through which the liquor could be drained off. Once the 

worts was cool, it was left to ferment, with a cover of bran or chaff to 

keep the air out. Either natural yeast or sediment in the barrel kept 

for brewing was sufficient to promote fermentation. Robert Southey waa 

astonished that Inverness load its yeast supplies from the Black Iale

q. P.P. Report» Distilleries 1799, p. 751,
9. P.P., Fifth Report, p. 211.
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smugglers,^ and in the Galrloch district, chance meetings with private

diatillersi ensured a fresh supply for hrendraaking.**

Cleanliness at every stage w h s essential; dirty utensils would

spoil the whisky. Sillett believes that most smuggled whisky must have

been objectionable due to careless manufacture, caused by undue haste, and

imperfect techniques, or defective equipment. The bit»  1 stills had no

stirring gear, and hence the wash, as the fermented liquor is termed, must
12have burned on to the base of the still. Nevertheless, Highland whisky 

had an immense reputation, and men like Smith of Glenlivet, must have been 

capable of turning oat a sound produet. Possibly the Highlanders' view 

that 'some whisky is good, some is bsttsr, but there is none bad', would 

be a fair assessment of the quality.

A weak wash was favoured, and it was double or triple distilled. 

Speed was probably relatsd to fear of discovery; where there was no risk, 

distilling could proceed slowly. Illiterate country folk in Aberdeen

shire c. 1800 ussd<jordinary pots and kettles, and a conventional still 

head and worm, distilled good whisky. A fastidious separation of the 

distillate into sir portions was performed; the runnings veret-

ga or gall, foreshot, middle running, belling whisky, 
strong feints and weak feints.

The third, and especially the fourth runnings were the outstanding

13ones.

The whisky was therefore a craft product, based on accumulated 

experience. Its strength might be assessed by its bead, but evidence 

from Strathspey and Northumberland indicates the smugglers had and used * 11

10. Southey n., Journal of a Tour in Scotland in 1819. p. Al.
11. Mackenzie, o£. cit., p. 215. 12. Sillett, o£. clt.. pp. 85-7.
1 3 . P.P., Report; Distilleries; 1799, p. 7&).
lb. Information from Mrs. C.M. Boyle, Nethermilncroft, West Kilbride, a 

former resident of Fochabers.
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thermometers and hydrometers. lienee their technical skill vas rein» 

forced by measurement.

The waste from the processes was firstly the draff, which might be 

fed to cattle as a winter supplement, and secondly, the pot ale or burnt
t

ale left in the still, which when emptied into hill burns turned the water 

milky, a give-away sign. Smugglers were accused of throwing spent grain 

out, rather than keeping it for fodder, presumably to get rid of the 

evidence.

As to maturation, the longer the whisky was retained, the greater 

the risk of detection; immediate disposal seems to have been the practice, 

the spirit being fit to drink as it came from the still. It goes 'off 

colour' after it is put in wood. Smugglers were commonly persona of small 

capital who were obliged to sell as they mad», to generate fresh variable 

capital.

Colonel Walter Campbell of Skipnesa described an illicit distillery 

in production. It nay have been located within the grounds of his own 

estate in Kintyre, and may oven have been provided with equipment from 

Armour's shop.

In a deep valley, at the foot of a small waterfall, there was 
a small wretched-looking hut, the roof of which consisted of 
branches of trees covered over with turf, ferns, rushes, and long 
grass, with a door at tha lower end.

On the right hand of entering there was a tall caak, out of 
which flowed a frothy liquid with a sour yeasty smell into a low 
broad cask set at the side for the purpose. Opposite these 
were sundry tube, barrels, creels and sacks. Beyond these was 
a copper kettle of substantial proportions, placed on a bed of 
stones, neatly built, with a space of considerable size, left 
in the centre fof the fire. The kettle vas wide below, and 
closed in at tbe top, with a large round copper 'helmet', from 
one side of which branched out a large pipe of the same metal.
This pipe disappeared, in spiral carves like a corkscrew, into 
a cask, into which a small stream of cold water poured from a 
hollowed tree, which entered at the upper end of the hut, and 
was so placed as to convey a portion of the b u m  into the cask

15

1 5 . Bhilipson and Child, oj>. clt., p. 106,
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near the kettle or etill.
A clear bright fire of bircbwood, vhich was thought to 

give a peculiar and very superior taste to the whisky, vas 
burning. Opposite the fire was a turf seat for two people. 
From the bottom of the cask containing the worm there spouted 

•, a small clear stream which fell into a dish.

The Laird was offered a dnuai-

The smuggler took a small bag, soaked it in the burn, and 
wrapped it round the worm elose to the still head, and then 
put a wooden quaich under the clear stream, which was reduced 
to a few drops, spurting out in quick succession. At the 
end of five minutes, the quaich was half full. "Now, Sir", 
he began, "you'll tell me what you think of this. I have 
pleased many a good judge before now, and I'm thinking you'll 
no' find fault with that drappy." 16

l6. Campbell of Skipness, W., in hie Forest Sketches (I865)
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Transporting Illicit Whisky

Domestic snuggling reached ita zenith in Scotland in the early years 

of the nineteenth century, but after the enactments of 1822-3 became law, 

the t^de began to turn against the iliicit distillers. Free or fair 

trading in foreign goods liable to duty was widespread in Scotland after 

the Union.* Billie Steuart of Inverness sold Highland gentlemen and 

Hanoverian officers wines on which no duty had been paid; indeed, John 

Forbes of Culloden, the Lord Advocate's brother was a customer. The 

bailie also desit in ‘mountain wine', or whisky, sometimes terming it

•Isle of Skye Champagne•; in August, 1733, he had a request from Edinburgh
2

for a hogshead of illicit whisky. Hence long before the illicit distill^ 

ion boom, the routes and transport tschniques, as well as the distribution 

system# had been perfected - whether for contraband;or illicit whisky.

Binds of men heavily armed carried and guarded the product of the 

ana' stills through ths glens in ltegs or ankers, laden on the backs of 

ponies. First hand accounts of ths smuggling convoys are rare. Joseph 

Mitchell, son of Telford's superintendent of Highland roads recorded his 

meeting with smugglers; he encountered a party one morning as he drove 

up Glenmoriston. They hadi-

tventy five Highland poiies, tied to each other, carrying 
two kegs of whisky a-plece, and /were7 attended by ten or 
twelve men anted with bludgeons.

At first, Mitchell was treated with great suspicion, until his 

identity was disclosed, and he was given a sample of their wares.

A similar description comes from the Glenlivet district*

1. Graham, H.G., Social Life of Scotland, II, p. 261.
2. Mackay, W. (ed.), Letter-Book of John Steuart of Inverness. 171ti-17(i2.

S.H.S. (1915), p. 39T: ----1 11-----------'
3. Barron, op. cit.. I, p. 200(111; Art a ^ker  (s a of 10 gallons content.
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\Jo hove often seen congregations of daring spirits in 
bands of from ten to twenty men, with as many horses, with 
two ankers of whisky on the back of each horsey wending 
their way, singing in joyous chorus, along the banks of the 
Aven./*

\
The rivers were frequently too broad and deep to be forded, and

the Inverness Courier of 1811 noted that a rowing boat, along with ita
5

cargo of snuggled whisky had been lost opposite Ness Castle.

Highland whisky was taken to the coastal towns or Lowland markets 

by groups too numerous and powerful for any attempt at seizure to be nude 

by a single Exciseman. An astute officer at Braemar succeeded in disposs

essing a large smuggling group of 'twenty Seota ankers of pure Glenlivet' 

by the ingenious expedient of locating the overnight hiding place for the 

whisky, which he removed while the smugglers were asleep, and redeposited 

elsewhere.^ Consignments were sizeable} another confiscation in 1824

involved five horses laden with upwards of 100 gallons of illicit whisky
7in the Fort William district. Sometimes, Excise officers could only 

standby and watch snuggling expeditions make off. As two Excisemen were 

searching for smuggled whisky in the neighbourhood of Crieff, they disturb

ed a group of twenty-eight 'Irish' smugglers (probably Highlanders as 

•Irish' was commonly used for 'Gaelic speaking') loaded with bladders of

illicit spirits, reckoned at five gallons per person, and amounting to 140
0

gallons or so, 'on their way from the Highlands to Glasgow.' They could

not be detained. Fifty 'Irish' emigres were said to organise whisky
9

smuggling into Glasgow. * 7 8 9

4. Glenlivet, The Annals of the Glenlivet Distillery, p. 17.
5. Barron, ojo. cit., I, p. 42. 6. Barron, o£. clt.. I,
7 . Barron, op. cit.. I, p. 251.
8. The Glasgow Herald, 28Jan., 1816.
9. P.P., Fifth Report, p. 223.

p. 234.
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A well known method of deceiving the causers was to convoy the 

illicit whisky in a funeral cortege from Highland area» into adjacent 
Lowland towns, such as Aberdeen, or Stirling; the same technique woa 

onnlied in removing whisky from Glenlivet to Dufftown, while local

Excise officer« viewed the dismal procession at a rosoectful distance
, „ 10 with cape doffed.

Illicit whisky was distributed in bladders as well as in kegs, 

hut it was also transported in special containers. Women played a sig- 

nificnnt part in its distribution. In 1821, for example, the Supervisor

of Excise and a clerk came upon five men and three women conveying small
Inverness Ucasks into fcwww for sale. Whisky was brought into Campbeltown in

jars or bladders; women could spread their skirts round casks, or sua-
1°pend the whisky bladders under their petticoats. " If caught, these 

were well adapted to squirting the raw whisky in the officers' faces.

If seizures of whisky had occurred, the consignments appear to have 

been broken down into smaller quantities, and more effectively concealed* 

It was reported in 1824 from Inverness that illicit whisky was 'brought 

in by women in tin vessels, made to fit their shape, and other small 

vessels; never by carts or horses.'1"5 Furthermore, dumps were formed 

near the town where volumes were divided into small parcels for ease of 

handling. The ingenuity of the smugglers suggests a well organised 

distribution network, and a high profit margin. The activity could nlso 

be large scale and brazen, particularly in the years before 1823. A 

report from Glnsgow stated

10. Sillett, on. cit., p. 30.

11. Barron, op. cit., I, 29 Nov. 1821, P* 202

12. Bradley, oo. cit., p. 76.

13. Barron, on. cit., I, 19 Feb. 1824, P* 237
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On Friday morning about 9 o’clock, a largo bond of
smugglers, fully loaded, passed into a place called the

14Eee in Cowcaddens, the bagpipes playing before them.

There was a proposal to link Cowcaddens with the military barracks 

at the1 Tolbooth, so that help night be summoned.

The tin containers for whisky may well have been constructed by 

itinerant 'coords' or tinkers, who also supplied illegal poteen makers in 

Ireland. Evidence to the 1822-3 Commission of Inquiry revealed that 

Donegal women had 'pockets made of tin, exactly the skhpo of^woman's 

pocket, and a breast; and a half-moon, that goes before them; and with a 

cloak round them they will walk with six gallons and it shall not be per

ceived.*^ One Irish poteen maker had a tin vessel fashioned like a 

woman, which he could dress up and mount on the pillion of his horse.1**

Not only did women convey whisky in ways which would be unlikely 

to bo explored by the Excise authorities, but they also participated in 

affrays with the officials. At Abriachan on Loch Ness-sido, women were 

adept at frightening the borsee of Hiding officers and in joining in 

battle as enthusiastically as their men folk.

The carriers of illicit whisky penetrated not only to the Lowlands, 

but to the Borders and Northern England. Highlanders had outlets for 

their wares at iwna and farms; local people helped to secrete deposits 

of snuggled whisky, protecting the smugglers ogainst informers.

Trade with Ehgland in sma* still whisky was mainly due to differ

ences in duty. The people of Berwiek-on-Tweed petitioned parliament on *

1 4 . The Glasgow Herald, 13 Oct. 1816.
15. P.P.* Fifth Heport, p. 80.
16. Connell, K.H., I l l ic it  Distillations An IriBh Peasant Industry} 

Historical Studies, 3, Papers read before the 4th Irish Conference
of Historians, (Cork, 1961), p. 68, quoting from Cesar Otway,

A Tour in Connaught (iXsblin, 1839), pp. 253-5.
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the question of smuggling in 18*2 3 , complaining that ’ ever since the dist

inction ¿waa7 made in the Scottish and English rotes of duty upon whiskey, 

the offence of smuggling has arisen to a most alarming height on the

among them children and very old people, chosen to convey the smuggled 

sp irits  in order to evade the levying of any pecuniary penalty', n fact 

that would endorse the opinion that the trade was carefully planned.

By the 1830s, the differential rates of duty caused prices to be 

four shillings a gallon dearer in England than in Scotland. There waa 

still a little activity, 'though mors cautiously and in a smaller way.' 

Anglers in unfrequented valleys, 'near the head of C/oquet or Kail-water 

in the grey of morning, about a week before Stagshawbank fair, may some

times observe a man driving a cart, or leading a horse, seemingly loaded

vith  a sack of corn, who by suddenly halting or altering his course . . .
18shows that he is anxious to avoid a meeting.'

Not a ll  the Border smugglers were Scots, and many were by no means 

f r a i l .  Philipson refers to letters of June 1830, recounting the injur

ies in flic ted  on three Excisemen by two heavily armed Irish whiskey 

smugglers near L itt le  Basle, Northumberland.1  ̂ Meantime, the Supervisor 

of Excise at Newcastle was able to remark on the big decline in whisky 

smuggling in his area, but recalled consignments coming across the Border

in cartloads, or in gallon lot» on people's backs.“''

Prior to 1835, the parish of Yetholm in Roxburgh was a focus fo r the 

activity, which gave 'employment and subsistence to one-fifth  to one-sixth

1 7 . Philipson, J., Whisky Snuggling on the Border in the Early 19th
Century, A.A., 4th Series, xxxix, p. 160.

18. Philipaon, o£. £11*» P* *54
19. philipson, op. cit., p. 160.
20. P.P., Seventh Report, 1834, p. 315.

20
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of the inhabitant».* From £10,000 to £20,000 worth of smuggled whisky

was traded into England from the area, but after 1830, a stricter

police force, and heavy fines on malefactors had almost ended the de-
21moralising traffic.

21 N.S.A., III, Yetholm (1833) p. 172



Route*

Before the 1790a, whisky distilled in the Highlands waa decanted 

into adjacent areas; such smuggling had two components, firstly, the 

output from illegal aim’ stills, and secondly, the output from licensed 

pot stills debarred by law from marketing their product south of the 

Highland line.

A survey of 1799 reported that from Iloss-shire to Ardnamurchan, 

whisky waa either made locally or came from 'Ferintosh', possibly a genaric 

term for whisky from the Eastern Highlands. North and South Uist were 

supplied from Islay, from 'Ferintosh', or from Lowland sourcesi the 

Uists were wrongly estimated to lack grain and water. Mull, which was 

•not grain country', imported whisky from Tires, which severely undercut 

the sole licensed distiller at Tobermory. More whisky was also brought 

from 'Forintoeh', Islay, and from Ireland. Irish imports caused ser

ious problems of control for the N. and S. Argyle Collections.1

Jura received grain from Knapdale (Kintyre was reckoned good grain 

country and at times exported barley to the islands). The Illicit whisky 

vas exported bock to Loch Crinan and Loch Goil. Islay was the setting 

for Campbell of Shawfield's home industry of distilling, it being noted

that 'illicit distillation lias here given rise to commerce; 1 whisky was
2shipped to Argyll, Inverness, Mull, Lewis, Galloway, and to Ireland.

There seems therefore to have been two foci for production - one in the 

N.E. Highlands, and the other in Kintyre and the Inner Hebrides, from 

both of which the whisky was distributed.

Whisky prepared in bothies in Glenshee was carried via the valley 

of the Glac Lochan on its way south, the smugglers taking the precaution 

in the 1820s of avoiding the public highway and travelling by night os * 2

lt P.P., Report: Distilleries, p. 753.
2 .  I b i d .
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much as possible.^ Similar groups took their wares over the 'Whisky

Road' and Ladder Trail from Glenlivet, and Glenrinnea where over 200

private stills operated, eastwards to the Aberdeen area, or southwards
k

to Pe^th and Dundee. Several routes converged on Donside at Glen- 

buchat, which also had its share of distilling 'bothans' located in the 

headwaters of tributary glens, and across the watershed in Glenochty.

The distillers of Abriachan, Strathconon and Strathglass used Loch 

Ness-side tracks, while those of the Aird and Dlack Isle turned either to 

Inverness consumers, or to the coastal luggers which shipped whisky out 

of the Moray Firth. Trade was also brisk on its southern shore. Glen

rinnea smugglers sold their product in the sucmer months for preference, 

when routes were passable, and rent payments not due until the autunn. 

Accounts speak of thirty horses and carts leaving the glen 'en route for 

Buckie, Banff and Gsrmouth, with mixed cargoes of barley, oats, cheese,

butter, wood, honey and whisky, although the latter wns always carefully
5concealed.'

Trade in illicit whisky was also channelled towards the Firth of 

Clyde and the Glasgow region from the West and Central Highlands. M«c- 

Farlanes from Loch Lomondside, who had connections with the cattle trade, 

were linked with distilling and snuggling, being so conveniently close to 

the Highland Line. Nimmo mentions a 'M'Farlane at Aberfoil' who kept a 

regular working still, albeit an illicit one, as an adjunct to cattle 

dealing.^ Hence 'MacFarlane's Lantern' must have lit both the droving

3. Sillett, on. ctt., p. 59.
h. Bremner, o£* cV*»t P* V»G, quoting George Smith of Glenlivet in

The London Scotsman. 5 6
5. Sillott, o£. cit., p. 77.
6. Nitnmo, V., Ilistory of Stirlingshire (3rd ed.), II, p. 165.
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of cattle, and convoys of Highland whisky. The MacFarlanes seem to 

have played a significant role in the relaying of the illicit product.

A MacFarlane is mentioned in the 1799 Report as being a thorn in 

the flesh of licensed Lowland distillers, because he vbh exporting on 

such an extensive scale, and cornering their markets. David Cassils, a 

distiller in Kippen parish, Stirlingshire, saw that the Highland distill

ers transgressed the Highland line, supplying outlets around him for miles. 

Most of their whisky went to Glasgow, and some to Edinburgh. Cnssils' 

men met consignments from licensed distilleries in the Highlands being 

smuggled to Glasgow; two of his employees encountered two carts loaded 

with whisky on the Glasgow road; as usual the convoy was guarded by 8 

to 10 men armed with pistols and bludgeons. The whisky fetched Is. per 

gallon more in Glasgow, where purchasers had 'a prejudice in favour of
g

Highland spirits, and particularly an article that is smuggled1. Cossils 

did not agree that this portiality was based on superior quality. Mean

while, to do him out of business, the north line distillers undercut him 

in his own immediate market, so that he could not make sales. As the

illegal traffic grew, the resources of distillers like Cassils were over-
g

strained; his firm became bankrupt in 1826.

It is suggested that cattle dealing and whisky smuggling were comple

mentary and compatible occupations. The drove roads would afford an 

admirable route system. Cattle dealers had existing contacts in towns 

like Falkirk, Perth, Stirling, Glasgow and Edinburgh, the major centres of 

consumption for illicit whisky. Furthermore, much of the finance of the 

Highlands depended upon the negotiation of bills which could only be met 7 8 9 *

7 . MacFarlane's Lantern is the moon.

8. P.P., Deport; Distilleries, p. 493.
9. 3.11.0., RH 15/139; John Cassils, Distiller at Kepp , Sed. Dook;

1831-7.

7
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out of the receipt» from Falkirk Tryst, held in October. 10 Doaier» would 

then have fund» to invest in utensil», and raw material» for diatillation 

during their winter period of inactivity.

Sach were the operations of the MncFarlanes nnd their like in the
\

early nineteenth century in ferrying whisky to Glasgow, that a government 

cutter wa* stationed on Loch Lomond with the twofold object of »eerchin« 

boats engaged in contraband traffic down the loch, and of assisting land 

officer» as occasion required. 1 1

Fro- the Western Isles and Kintyre, 'Hebrideans crossed ... to Rhuna- 

hourine ....tlience morching across the hills to Skipn#.. in bands oí thirty 

or forty armed men, whose rough shelties were laden with heavy creels, con

taining the moonlight produce which was then sent to Glasgow. ' * 12  * * There 

was a brisk traffic across the Kyles of Bute, the ferry house between Bute 

and the mainland being alleged to harbour a distillery. 15

Arran hed its share of private stills* 'Illicit distillation nnd 

smuggling were occupations more congenial to the minds of the natives than 

the unproductive drudgery of husbandry and labour; and they who, amid 

darkness and tempest, could successfully steer their skiff, and land their 

cargoes unchallenged in the little hidden creek on the Ayrshire coast were 

respected for their intrepidity and daringj1*

Around Vest Kilbride, Highlanders put their cargoes ashore, hiding 

the casks among ths whins, whilst they lay at the backs of the dykes wnit-
1*5

ing for carts to take them inland. J Once ou the mainland it was

10. Mackay, cm. cit., p. Hi. 11. Niamo, op. cit.. p. I65.
12. Cumming, C.F. Gordon, In the Hebrides (1883), p.
1*5. Auchincloss, R., Ferry to Ekite, Scottish Field, Dec. 1963.
H .  McArthur, J., Antiquities of Arran, (1873)» p. 175.
15 . Lamb, J., Annals of an Ayrshire Parish, (1896), pp. 52-6.
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relatively easy to dispose of such whisky, because no Excise permit for the 

removal of spirits from a distillery was required in the Lowlands.16 17 18

Greenock was a focus for a fleet of ferriee on the Clyde, which »were 

quite open for a consideration to embark in illegal as well as legal enter-
i

prises .... Malt was run to the haunts of smugglers on the various locb-

sides, and the liquid product thereof in due season was taken to Greenock,

Helensburgh or Dumbarton, for disposal to parties who wore in the confed- 
17eracy.

The smuggling routes were especially busy when the price of spirits 

was high, and illicit distilling was much encouraged 'by Mountains, Glens 

and Caves ... and in the importation of that Article from Ireland.» Enter

prising Irish smugglers brought poteen across to sell at 4s. to 6s. o
idgallon. There were strong ties of common ancestry and language between 

the Ulster clans and those of the Inner Hebrides, and the traffic was a two- 

way one.

Excisemen, Revenue crews in their cutters, and Hiding officers were 

employed to police the routes. In 1822, Sir George MacKensie of Coul point

ed out that time was wasted chasing about on hillsides, searching for stills. 

The practice should be to watch roods and passes -.loading to the Lowlands, 

apprehend the scaigglers, and destroy the spirits on the spot.19 20

The Skipneas men did battle with the Revenue crews, overpowering

thorn on occasion, removing their oars and tackle, and setting them adrift
20in their own boats. The smugglers were ultimately the loserst a report

2 6 5.

16. Colville, op. cit. 1 also 28 Geo III, c. 46.
17 . MacLeod, D., Garelochside & Helensburgh (1883) p. 54.
18. P.P. Report! Distilleries, 1798, p. 41.
19. P.P., Fifth ileport, App. 49, p. 133.
20. N.S.A., VII, Saddell, (1843), p. 450.
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from 1827 announcedî

Owing to the vigilance of Captain Oliver, of the Revenue 
cutter, "Prince of Vale*", and the new Excise officers on 
shore, smuggling ia now so completely put down on the Long 
Island that there ia actually not a drop of illicit whisky 
to be got from the Butt of Lewis to Barra Head, and there 
ia probably at this moment a large supply of legal whisky 

' on it* way from Greenock, for the supply of Stornoway alone, 
than was ever imported into the whole Hebrides alone. 21

Illicit distillation, as well as the movement of smuggled whisky
22was therefore curtailed when Revenue cutters were on patrol. The 

development of road, rail, and steamer transport in the Highlands probably 

did as much lasting damage to the private distillers as changes in distill» 

ery legislation or Excise control. Easier routeway» provided faster 

communications for everyone,Sftwfc the smugglers who thrived in isolated 

and inaccessible districts. Excise officers, by contrast, benefitted from 

being able to penetrate swiftly and unexpectedly into remote areas. 21 22

21. Barron, op. cit.. II, 1*» Nov. 1827, p. 37»
22. Excise Control, vide infra.



Price and Profit
\lid* fluctuations in both price anil profit are typical of black 

market product», and illioit vhisky vas no exception. It ha» not been 

possible to chart the course of price» during the peak years of the activ

ity, W t  the data available for 1822 has been plotted.

Apart from the scale of operations, the quality and strength of the 

smuggled vhisky vere variable; in Kintyre c_. 1812, the price, according to 

Armour's Still Books, ranged from 3». to 9*« per pint.1 One may say with 

certainty that the vhisky vas cheaper at the stillmouth, than in tovns like 

Glasgow or Edinburgh, vhere it carried a premium, not only for ite distinct

iveness, but also due to the costs and hazards of transporting it. Hence 

in 1822, it at tines fetched ns much ns s guinea a gallon.

Regarding the varied level of operations, David Cassils exposed hov 

substantial some illicit units vere:-

In January last, our John Cassils having gone to ... Bochlivte 
¿Sic7 vith a party of 3 Excise officers, and a constable, to en
deavour to make a seizure of some of these stills, they vere 
deforced by a numerous mob, after having seized one Still of 
about one hundred gallons, besides the head and a large copper.
In this distillery, there vere no less than ten fermenting 
tuns at vork ... * 2

This unit placed so close to the Highland line vas obviously run os 

a commercial venture by persons of some capital; it nay liave been a licens

ed vorks which vent 'illegal'• A reference occurs to the capture of an 

illicit still bigger than a Lowland distiller's spirit still c. 1822; it
J

was declared to have cost less than £6.

About tbs same time as Cassils vas helping to root out illioit stills

o*- e
1 .

3 .

The Still Books of Robert Armour, vide supra 
P.P., Report» Distilleries, 1799, p. 601. 
p.p., F^fth Report, pp. 223-A.
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in his area, Excisemen had been deforced trying to 9eize a ’smuggling still’ 

from one, David Thomas, near ftichlivie, who,’for the protection of his 

illegal work' had two charged muskets and a bulldog. It is significant 

that ^assils distinguishes between the large type of still, guarded by a 

mob, and the ’smuggling’ type, with its lone, but well armed, distiller/1 

This impression is endorsed by Dr. Jaffrey when he differentiates between

'the poor men', and the Highland distillers who bought the new flatter stills
5

in Glasgow, aping Lowland producers. To the 'poor men' the attractions of 

going illicit would be strongest, they haring least to lose, and most to 

gain} the small seals operators readily turned a domestic craft into a 

money spinner.

At least prior to 1821, in Kintyre, illicit distillation was lucrat

ive; numbers of cottagers and day labourers supported large families by the 

profits of smuggled whisky. A professional but unlicensed distiller could 

clear 10s. a week after all his expenses were paid, which enabled him to 

keep a horse and an additional cow. He may not however have costed liia 

effort properly, overlooking his time and labour. His chief outlay would 

be for grain, commonly home-grown. In Itoss-shire the price of barley was 

driven up by illicit distilling; about 1822-3, 30s. to 32a. per boll was

paid by smugglers, whereas legal distilleries sought supplies from Montrose
7

at 18a. to 20s. per boll. Notwithstanding, the licence holders could not

sell whisky at a profit for less than 10s. to 11s. per gallon, while arouggl-
o 8ed whisky was being delivered to Inverness at 6s. per gallon 12 under proof. 4 * 6 7 8

4 . P.P., Report: Distilleries, p. 601.
3. P.P.* Report! Distilleries, p. 753.
6. N.S.A., VII, Killean and Kilchenzie, (1843), p. 385.
7. g.P., Fifth Report, p. 136
8. P.P., Fifth Report, pp. 15-16.
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Cat prie« 'mountain dew’ was available at 4s. to 5». per gallon. Bulk 

purchase* nay have been cheaper than pinta or drama. It is small vonder
n

that the population of Inverness were consuming about 1,000 gallons a week. 

Even ̂ hen smugglers made very little whisky, by ev ading all duties, and 

manufacturing regulations, tbs business paid them; yet they were estimated 

to lose up to two-thirds of their output in the course of the year. 10

Connell, who examined the Irish situation had difficulty in follow

ing trends in the price of illicit whiaky;-

Costs and risks, demand and aupply, all varied widely from 
place to place and from time to time; and dealers could have 
done little to steady prices inherently unstable - their re
sources wars too slender; they were impeded by the police, 
and they were interested, not infrequently in turning fluctuat
ions to good account. 1 1

When prices were high in the Glasgow area, Irish smugglers brought

poteen across to Scotland for disposal at 4s. to 6a. per gallon, which must
12have undercut smuggled Highland whisky.

It may be concluded that there was a relationship between grain 

prices and illicit whisky prices; smugglers would wish to cover the cost 

Qf raw materials, and hence thètoutlay would be a floor to prices. In

roads on profit margins must have been considerable, either due to detect

ions or other losses, such as sampling ths product. Connell found that 

the profitability of Irish poteen-making moved with the level of spirits

duty,varying one year in three between 1790 and I860, from about one-third
11of the retail price of legal spirits to about two-thirds. Lack of data 

precludes such a pattern emerging in Scotland. * 11

9. Barron, oj>. cit.. I, 19 Feb. 1824, p. 23b.
10. P.P.» Fifth Report, pp. 223-4.
11. Connell, 0£. cit.. p. 70
12 . P.P.» Report; Distilleries. 1798, p. /»I
13. Connell, op. cit.. p. 87.
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Suppression
Lairda versus Tenants:

Landed proprietor» in Sootland tor Ion, held conflicting opinion« 
obont illicit distillation. Many v e m  nndcnbtedly perplexed by the l a w  
leaan^sa of tenantry, and the .Wrali.ing effect. of cheap and abundant 
li^or. They b.li.wd that a low dniy »«old renew a ral.on d'ctc for 

illicit distilling, becanae the hitler the dnty, the more profitable it nas 
to diatil without a lieenee.

Mach depended on whether the proprietor of an eatate «os trying to 
establish legal distilleries - if they vere doing so, then the illogsl 

variety «ere destroyed wherever possible. On the other land, some iQlrd. 

especially those with Jacobite inclinations connived ut the unlawful practice. 
Such men disapproved of oppressive legislation which prevented the Highland 
tenantry attempting to distil within the law. Regular rent receipts vote 

tied to earnings from selling whisky? illicit distillation was indeed 

alleged to keep rents up, to absorb grain surpluses, as veil as supplying 

the local demand for malt vhiaky, both for the gentry and their tenants. 1 

At one time, Highland gentlemen had private distilleries of their ovn? 

Balryeepick whose domestic arrangements are documented for 1769-82 not only 

malted his barley and brewed beer, but also distilled his own whisky.2 

Mackenzie relates how lairds never imagined smuggling was a crime) his 

father never drank anything but illicit whisky, and distilled every Sunday 

to meet the needs of the following week. The view was held that vhiaky must 

be available, groin oust be consumed, or how vere rents to be met?3 Vested 

interests thus countenanced the industry. Control by lairds, Justices and 

the Erciae became more erratic the further illicit distilling was transformed

1. P.P.# Fifth Heporti Letters from Landed Proprietors and Examinations,
^57 12S S 2T;

2. Grant, I.F., Everyday U f a  on an Old Highland Fhrn, 1769-1782, p. 81.
3. Mackenzie, op. cit., p. 214.
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fron a private to a commercial proposition.

For the tenants, distilling was a winter-time pursuit, a domestic 

industry, like cheese making; it was n croft with money-making possibil

ities^ a means of paying rent, in Highland regions where sources of income 

for the small farmer or crofter were very restricted, and where both economy 

and society were in a state of flux. It va. moreover the provider of a 

product which was accounted a better purchase than Parliament whisky.

The Argyll Estates!

Landed proprietor« in Argyll were said in the 1798-9 Report to

promote private distillation, because they wish«! to ensure tbereceipt of 
k

rents. Accordingly, smugglers learned that they could count upon the 

protection of partial Justices, who were usually landowners, if they were 

unfortunate enought to come before the couife. * 5 6 Duncan Stewart, factor to 

the Duke of Argyll saw how the Justices modified fines to suit the circum

stances of people brought before them; otherwise the law would have been 

unworkable and the prisons over-populated.^

There was, however, a determination on the Argyll Estates to supp

ress illicit distilling. Prior to 1772, the Duke of Argyll had discour

aged smuggling on his lands*, he was reputed to oblige all his tenants 

to enter into articles to forfeit five pounds and their still if detected, 

but the trade was so profitable that the people preferred to take risks. 7

Until the levying of heavy still licence foes in 1786, farms on 

the island of Tires had connonly at least one still each, producing for both 

local consumption and for export. A volume of 200 to 300 gallons was

'»• Raporti Distilleries, 1799, p. 656 and p. 67/».
5. Saith, op. cit.. p. 88

6. p *p*> Fifth Report, Anp. 68, p. 188.
7. Pennant, op. cit.. p. 194.
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shipped out each year. Rents were largely paid out of the proceeds of 

these whisky solemn 1770-1, for instance, Tiree yielded rent to the value 

of £852 :»inly from the sales of grain and whisky.8 9 The crushing of the 

cottagq industry of private distilling brought hardship to the islanders as 

well as embarrassment to the proprietor.^

In 1789-90, two legal distilleries were functioning in Tiree which 

used locally grown grain, plus supplies brought from Appin and the Clyde 

area, and imported coal. hhen grain was lacking in 1794, all distilling 

was stopped, but the tenants continued to make their barley into whisky, 

drinking the product and trusting in the price of kelp to meet their rents. 

They were willing to give undue attention toihe here crop; all they could 

spare of it was distilled, without a penny of Excise duty being raised.10 11

In 1795 the Duke of Argyll sent word to his Chamberlain on Tiroe that 

rent from the island, and from Coll was to be paid in barley, to atop its 

being distilled; ships were sent to carry it away. Argyll stated, *1 am 

very anxious to accomplish this object which cannot be attended with much 

difficulty now that the Crinan Canal is about to be opened for the passage

of vessels.»11 He would then market the grain on the mainland, thus collect

ing his cash income.

During a grain scarcity on Islay c. 1797, Campbell of Shawfield con

s e n t e d  the stills, of about 90 gallons content,which he previously induced 

•the yeomanry» to work. The distillers found a solution, by aunsaoning Irish 

tinkers to fabricate cauldrons and boilers as stills, some of which were as

8. Cregeen, E.R., ed., Argyll Estate Instructions. SHS. 4th Series T
p. XX. ~~ "—  *

9. Cregeen, oj>, cit., p. 16 et seq.
10. Cregeen, on. cit., p. 50.
11. Cregeen, on. cit., pp. 50-3.
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big as 100 gallons capacity. Here is another indication that legal entep-
1°prises vers being converted overnight into illegal ones. “ Campbell had 

leased the Excise revenue of the island - nn arrangement that vas not renewed. 

As thê  people could no longer buy their licences for a trifling aura, they 

’resolved not to take out licences, but they made no resolution not to 

distil.’̂  While distilling was in this state the Revenue benefitted not at

all.

The Duke of Argyll tried various methods to defeat the Tiree smugglers.

In 1800, he again announced his intention of accepting rent payments in kind -

barley was to be surrendered to prevent its being made into whisky. This

policy did not meet with much success os in the following year, no less than

157 persons were convicted before the Justices of the Peace on charges of
1 hillicit distilling. The Duke therefore insisted that the malefactors pay 

up every farthing of rent which was owing, and determined to evict them if 

they did not comply. Furthermore, one out of every ten, 'the most idle 

and worthless', was to-be deprived of his possessions, and of the Duke’s 

protection. It vas awkward for the Duke's Chamberlain to implement these 

orders, when a herd to supervise the souming vas lacking, and compassion was 

aroused for motherless children, and war veterans who would thus have Buffer-
15ed; besides, some leases extended into the next year.

In Islay, a meeting of tacksmen convened by Campbell of Shavfield's

factor at Bovraore in 1801 agreed that distilling should be put down!

This meeting resolve collectively and Individually to use 
their utmost exertions for preventing any of the grain of the 
Island being destroyed by Illegal Distillers, and for that 
purpose pledge themselves to Inform agt. any person or persons 
that they may know or hear to be concerned in this Illegal1 and 
Distinctive Traffick.* 16,

12. P.P. Report: Distilleries, p. 752.
13. Ibid.
15. Cregeen, o£. cit.. p. 54.
16. The Stent Dook of Islay, p. 158.

Cregeen, on. cit., pp. 50-3.
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The Tiree distiller» were slow to leave the island: Argyll let

them secure their crops, and proposed an allowance of *»0a. on their remov-
17al, but there was a further mitigation. The initial offences had been

18committed £. 1800-1, but the whisky delinquents were in occupancy in 1803.

In the interval other instances of illicit distillation had been discovered, 

and grain had been secretly shipped to Ireland for processing. The inter

change of grain and whisky was not i n f r e q u e n t . T h e r e  was mounting unrest 

and opposition to the reorganisation of runrig; the islanders bad shown 

themselves ready to emigrate rather than conform. The Chamberlain reiter

ated an earlier request that a company of volunteers should be stationed on

Tiree to maintain order. Even persons under summons of removal contrived
20to work off a few bolls before their stills and worms were confiscated.

Some had intended taking ship for America, but the Passenger Vessels 

Act of 1803, laying down improved conditions for emigrants, had prevented 

their doing so. The impression is given that the Duke was considering the 

clearance of Tiree, and resettlement on the mainland. The formation of 

sheep runs was associated with suppressed areas - clearance for any purpose 

had the effect of curtailing, or wiping out illicit distilling. In Suther

land, the Loch policy, with its notorious clearances, removed people from the

interior of the county, and struck a severe blow at private distilling
21there. The island of Pabbay, a noted illicit distilling centre, was

22cleared in order to suppress the activity.

17. Cregeen, 0£. cit., p. 6l.
18. Cregeen, ojj, cit., p. 6j.

19. VII, Tiree & Coll, (l8*»3), p. 209.
20. Cregeen, o£. cit., p. 65.
21. Prebble, J., The Highland Clearances, p. 115.

22. Moisley, H.A., The Deserted Hebrides, Scottish Studies 10, 1966, p. 55.
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When improvement« vere attempted in Arran about 181*», there was 

opposition to letting in lot«, and to road construction. Robert Brown,

factor to the Duke of Hamilton, noted that tenants were more defiant in
. . 21district« where smuggling was rife. Illicit distilling was limited in

the north of Arran, because fishing was of greater consequence there, but 

elsewhere it was connon, and the tenantry like those in Tiree was said to 

be in touch with the Irish. When improvements were begun, unco—opemtivo 

ones carried off the road tools, and broke down new houses in course of 

erection • The Duke of Hamilton threatened to drive smugglers from the 

island. Wherever illicit distilling had spread, Brown believed it was 

because it had not been checked from the outset; in his opinion truculent

and demoralised tenants damaged estates. They certainly did not pay rents
25either adequately or promptly in his experience.

The Duke of Argyll had little success in setting up a licensed dist

illery on Tiree. By building small licensed units which they leased to 

tenants, lairds hoped to exercise some control over whisky production. No- 

one on the island was willing however to undertake whisky manufacture in a

legal way, duties being high, the regulations complex, nnd the venture reck
ononed unprofitable. There was always the risk of competition from smugglers." 

The Chamberlain questioned the wisdom of establishing such a place, 'as it

may produce too great facility of procuring spirits, to which the natives
27ore much addicted.'

Colonel MacDonald of Lynedale, Skye, commended the extension of small 23 24 25 26 27

23. P.P., Fifth Report, App. 63, p. 166 et aeq.
24. Ibid
25. P.P., Fifth Report, App. 63, p. I67.
26. Cregeen, op. cit.. p. 26.
27. Cregeen, op. cit.. p. 61.
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legal distilleries; he opened one in Skye, but 'vexations and ill judged
28restrictions' caused him to abandon it in disgust* Likewise, the Duke 

of Hamilton was 'in treaty with a gentleman in Glasgow' with the purpose 
of putting a legal distillery on Arran; his factor bought up bare when

hatstills had been seized, gave a rent rebate, and exported the grain to Green-
29ock and Glasgow. Aeneas Coffey, os an Excise Inspector, and a colleague ? 

saw the dilemma for the tenantry and for the 'first adventurers*' The 

custom was for 'several poor persons to unite their little capitals' in the 

erection of a small works, in which each in turn brewed a back of wash,

distilled his whisky, and disposed of the phddUyton his own account, with
30or without a licence.

Other measures advocated by the lairds included moderate duties, 

combined with a better standard for legally made spirits, or alternatively, 

the brewing of good ale. An 1811 review noted that much grain was transferr

ed from Islay to Kintyre there to be distilled, because Campbell of Shawfield,

determined to put paid to private distilling on Islay, had erected a brewery,
31the only one in the Western Isles. Habits were not readily altered; the

32tenantry preferred strong spirits to ale. Argyll's factor wrotei-

In spite of all that an enlightened landlord can do, 
illicit distillation will be practised in the Hebrides as 
long as ths present abeurd regulations concerning the Scotch 
distilleries remain in force. 33

The problem of extracting rent from illicit distillers has been touched

upon. In Kintyre c. 1820

28. P.P., Fifth Report,

29. P.P.. Fifth Report,

30. P.P., Fifth Report,

31. MacDonald, op. cit.«

32. MacDonald, op. cit. ,
33. P.P.. Fifth Report,

p. 134. 
P* 177.

p. 297.
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would be collected on a specified day, it frequently happened that 'the poor 

tenant» had not converted a particle of the produce of their fame into 

cash.' They then borrowed from Campbeltown maltsters who advanced money 

on the^promise of-receiving the bore which the tenant bad to sell: no 

price was fixed, the tenant having to take what the maltsters agreed among 

themselves. The situation reflected the changeover from rents in kind 

to rents in money.

This picture of areas of Argyll is probably typical of Ilebridean and 

Vest Highland estates; it illustrates the predicament for lairda in suppress

ing illicit distilling, keeping up rent returns, and ensuring the co-operat

ion of tenants. Argyll's Chamberlain had to maintain a delicate balance 

between conflicting parties.

The Northern Counties;

In the north-eastern counties, private distilling also flourished; 

there it was held that 'without the Gentlemen of the Counties taking nn 

active port in the suppression of that illegal trade, it will never be

prevented', especially as ths ever-changing restrictions had put 'legal
3 3

men out of action', besides stimulating foreign smuggling. Perhaps the 

gentry had little incentive (other than fear of government disapprobation) 

to put up the price, and lower the quality of their own purchases.

Oy 1823, it could he asserted that compared with Ireland the exert

ions of Scottish proprietors were succeeding in checking illegal stills, 'by 

their not suffering persons known to be engaged in illicit distillation to 

continue in the occupation of the land under t h e m . R e l i g i o u s  and social 

pressure against ths practice was growing; values were changing; attitudes 34 35 36

34. N.S.A., VII, Killean A Kilchenaie (1843) pp. 390-1.
3 5 . P.P., Report; Distilleries, 1798, p. 47.
36. P.P., Fifth Report, p. 18.
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to snuggling and poaching were hardening. It was suggested that landowners 

be obliged to remove persona convicted of such offences, because a degree of 

responsibility could be attached to the proprietor if he harboured offenders 

on his property - he must either hope for better conduct in the future, or 

else be affording deliberate countenance of a breach of the law.^

The exactions of the landowners nay have set stills to work in some 

districts. The new pattern of agriculture evolving in Highland Scotland 

tended to increase rent levels at the expense of the tenants' welfare.

Country folk could thus be expected to be predisposed towards illicit dist

illing precisely because earnings therefrom were less easily assessed by 

proprietors. Mackenaie of Ardross declared that landowners had a positive 

interest in not executing the lawi-

If a gentleman has an estate in the Highlands worth ...
£400 per annum, he may set it to smugglers, if there are 
mosses on it to supply fire, for the purpose of carrying on 
illicit distillation at five, six, or seven hundred pounds, 
whereas if illicit distillation were suppressed, it would 
immediately fall back to its true value, and he would lose 
half his income. 38

This opinion was regarded as exaggerated; smugglers were generally 

'small Highland farmers', with a sprinkling of 'desperate characters', with

out the wherewithal to pay grossly inflated rents. A poor tenant with a

£5 a year rent might earn £40 to £50 by whisky making, but not hundred, of 

pounds.Nevertheless, the illicit industry must on occasion have allow

ed the payment of rents out of proportion to the quality of the land occup

ied, and the marginal productivity of resources invested in unlawful dist

illing may have been greater than in sheep fanning, or other enterprises. 

The Fifth Report comments on farms reduced by sublets to mere patches, the 

excessive population on the land being supported by income from snuggling. 37 38 *

37. Barron, 0£. cit., I, 19 Feb. 1824, p. 236.
38. PJ., WthJfflSrt. p. 130 39. ££.. Fifth 1pp. Co, p.
40. P.P., Fifth Report, p. I39.
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Gradually, the farming revolution gave additional security to certain 

tenante; leases replaced annual rents, and enclosure, together with mult

iple improvements made the risk of forfeiting tenure, not worth incurring.

In 132̂ 5, in the Inverness region, a laird framing lease conditions on o 

large estate included this clause;

That any tenant convicted of illegal distillation, or of 
uny offence therewith connected, either by himeelf or by any 
person, or persona on his farm, shall thereby forfeit hie 
lease, and subject himself to lanediate removal from his farm.41

Such people ae were evicted may have become the vagrant Highland

smugglers who spread illicit distillation into Lanarkshire, Duafries-shire,42 43 44
4 3

the Borders, and even Northumberland.

Stern measures were increasingly employed from 1825 onward; a circular 

from the Excise office in Invomess stated that to counter o determined group 

of smugglers who were at large in Glenochty and Donside, resisting Revenue 

authority the Earls ofAboyne and Fife, Sir Alexander Leith, and other prop

rietors, had issued orders to their agents, bailiffs and ground officers to
Excise

give every assistance to^officers. Smuggling utensils were to be destroyed,

distilling bothies burned, and any tenant concerned in illicit distilling was 

to be dismissed, while itinerant smugglers were to be prohibited from cutting

stocks of peat. Such steps were coianended by the Supervisor of Excise to
, 4 hkother estate owners.

Anurova1 for such methods occurs in a letter to Mackenzie of Seaforth

from the Supervisor at Dingwall. He informed the lairdt-

The same day in the wood at Brahan ... we destroyed another 
Distillery, with 2 tuns and 50 gallons wash, and altho1 it was 
not discovered, I understand that ths week before there were ¿Sic7

4 1. Barron, on. cit., IT, “1 March 1825, p. 6.
43. P.P., Fifth Report. Aop. 63, o. 170.
43. Philipson and Child, on. c i t . , p. 99.

44. Barron, o£. cit., II, 17 May, 1826, p. 19,
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o Private Distillery in the immediate vicinity of Brahan 
Castle. There were also last year discovered two private 
distilleries, both in the woods of Brahan.

He added, 'we have not been able to discover any of the proprietors',

hinting that if the laird's servants exerted themselves operations would
45soon cease.

Factors and agents coaid of course let lairds down. Wilson in his 

inspection of schools met 'a well known and much respected factor on a

Highland estate', who presented him with 'a bottle of smuggled whisky, clear
» /*

as water.' This was a common experience for trusted visitors.

By the 1830s, lairds and estate owners were supporting the Excise 

personnel in more whole-hearted fashion - calling out the volunteers, send

ing for detachments of soldiers from Perth and Rraemar, turning smugglers off 

their land, and demolishing snuggling bothans. Farmers were known to sublet 

such premises to itinerant distillers, helping to secure barley for them.

They bought grain in the low country in Ross-ahire, taking it to their upland
47holdings, which consisted mainly of grazing with a little arable.

General 'Stroart of Garth, a Perthshire landowner, in reviewing the

situation, stressed that responsible persons did not want low duties or a

lax legal system, because they knew how damaging the consequences of cheap

alcohol were. At the same time, they regretted that duties pre-1823 had
48been out of line with the poverty of the tenantry, but agricultural prod

uction had to have local outlets, and rents bad to be safeguarded. Lairds 

like the Mackintosh of Mackintosh did in fact reduce rents in the post-
4918 13 depression, and when harvests failed, distributed meal at cost price.

45. S.B.O., Seoforth Muniments, CD 46/17/79, Letter! D. McLuurin to J.A. 
Stewart Mackenzie, Feb. 1829.

46. Wilson, oj». cU.» p. 63 
P.P., Fifth Report, App. 60, p. 150.
Stewart of Garth, D., ojj. cit.. p. 469.

47
48
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Rents were also cut on the Strathspey estates.

Lord Teignraouth, touring Scotland in 1336, was interested in the argum

ent that illicit distilling had produced satisfactory rents - to him this 

was derived from 'an earlier state of things before roads were made, and 

when ... the landlords could not send produce of their lands, in a bulky 

shape, to market.' Improved transport and the erection of new licensed

distilleries, had wrought benefits 'in an economical and far less pernicious
50way', th*" those imputed to the old illegal system.

Thirty years later, the Revenue officials were lauding the example

of the Scottish landowners to the Irish ones, because the Scots did not

suffer persons known to be engaged in illicit distillation to remain in

occupation of the land. Eviction, in addition to prosecutions, was the 
51final sanction. Lairds had also become enthusiastic in the cause of

Temperance and Total Abstinence. The successor to Mackenzie of Seaforth
50

at Stornoway, Sir James Matheson was a supporter of these movements, 

while at Alligin in Wester Ross, during a school inspection, pupils who 

blushed scarlet when the topic of smuggling cropped up were sure to be

noticed by the laird of Torridon, who never scrupled to evict a tenant
53

found guilty of smuggling.

50. Teiirnmouth, Lord, Sketches of the Coasts and Islands of Scotland. (1836).
p . 379. --- ----

5 1. P.P. Fourteenth Report of the Conniasioners of Inland Revenue (1870),
p. 28.

52. Case Studies, vide infra.
53. Wilson, o£. cit., p. 67.



Excise Control

The curtailment of private distilling in the Highland, turned smuggl

ing into n rather cooraendable occupation; the illicit distiller, interpret

ed the^imposition, of dutie. and restriction, as arbitrary interference. 

MacDonald, in hi. Smuggling in the Highlands point, out # a t  vhiaky waa 

distilled fro« the produce of the people*, ovn lands. Tenant, vers often 

ignorant of the necessity for a national exchequer, and the need for a tax 

on spirits. They drew a sharp distinction bets.« »offence, created by 

Ihglish statute and violation of the lavs of God'. They felt quite justif

ied in converting barley or here fro« their own holding, into a coo-oodity 

which would pay tha rent.*

Excise official, and Revenue personnel held a strategic poaition in 

the suppression of privats distillation. Thsir occupation v«. uninterest

ing and ill paid. Th. Exciseman was usually a stranger, sometime, a Low- 

lander, quit, helpless until he had gained a working Icnovledge of the country

side. He was closely watched, hi. movement, were broadcast in yod 4-,W 

and a whole community would unite to baffle him, or »jink the gauger', conceal

ing or obliterating the evidence he wanted. 2 Galt remarks that th. Excise-
Of\ basis

™ ” v0* “CC”pt"i !,y th’ co«mmitykth«t h. could b. dedg.d.3 Th. outuitting 
ot tb. gauger find. .xpr...ion in Roh.rt Hum.-» aong, 'Th. D.il'. .... .i. th.
Exciseman. * Ganger, m  expa,ad to blaekmnll and bribary, th. efflc. might 

fall into unreliable hand. - a retirad gauger va. a.!d ta be rich enough to 

buy a atraet of hou... in a eouth.ru to™, having participated in « protection 

racket. ‘ Officer, were even deacrlbed a. 'drunken obe.qniou» drone. . ' 5

1 . MacDonald, Ian, Snuggling in the Highlands, p. ^2
2. Colville, o£. cit.
3. Galt, J., .Annals of n Pariah. (Everyman Library), pp. 72-5.
4. Mnckenaie, op. cit., p. 214. See also IVP., Reports Distilleries, n.

455. ------ ----f
5. P»P«> Fifth Report, p. I39.
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The Supervisor at Stirling o. 1800, Samuel Milligan, stated that the 
Exciseman vast-

obnoxious to the old, and a terror to the young, none would 
satisfy his entries, and few were willing to render hln 
\serrice m n  for payment.

The Board of Eroie. in Scotland was created in 1707, hut during the 

eighteenth century, the official, nude little attempt tc control illegal 

distilling in the Highland., perhap. b«ans. they were deficient in a n .  

power and finance. 7 Detection, are an inadequate guide to the extent of 

snuggling, and the efficacy ,f Ere*. aurwye. I„ 177s, . .In,u  _____„

officer was thought adequate to cower an eatensiwe region north of Dunkeld 

in the Grampians, hut by 1825 prentice w o *  kept eleven resident officer., 

riding officers and supernumeraries at fall atrstch. 8

John Mackenzie of Ioverewe observed that E*ci.enmn tsndod to bo based 

on »central stations», and that they seemed to remain in the same locality; 

the rumour was that »they and the regular smugglers of liquor were bosom 

frionds», and that they turned a blind eye to illegal traffic for a black

mail pension from the sniggle« . 9 Excise officers paraded aeixuree of 

vhiaky in the newspapers to impress the public with their vigilance - wags 

hinted that the anker was planted in the gauger's peat .tack, thus saving 

him the trouble of searching for it, 10 Mackenzie show, that there was a 

tolerance of the Exciseman», duties, recalling that in his youth, few in the 

parish were more popular than the resident gauger.

Gradually, a change occurred, the 1798-9 report described how the

6.

7.
8.

T £ T l u T . (1886)* VoK  *  >• 3 « » .

Legislative Chnnge and the Distilling industry in Scotland, vide annra. 
Sillett, o£. cit., p. 25.

9. Mackenzie, op. cit.. p. 212.
10. Ibid.
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country folk vere 'disorderly, and tumultuous, • so that no Exciseman could 

perform his duties among them vithout being, 'obstructed, insulted and 

beat'. Nevertheless, Logie and Coffey confessed that the Exoise officers 

vere applying very little exertion to check illicit distilling. 11 12  13 Much of 

their vork vas in controlling coastal traffic in contraband, but they became 

more involved in suppressing vhisky smuggling - on equally hazardous task.

To do this, personnel had to be augmented, and military support vas demanded. 

In 1816, a party of Excisemen, vith a detachment of the 42nd Highlanders 

vas sent to invsstigats a a higgling convoy vbich had entered Covcaddens, 

Glasgow! after a 'very strict search' they only found tvo gallons of vhisky.

After the smugglers had safely deposited their contraband 
stores they began to dance on the success of their excursion 
and before the Excisemen arrived, they had left the place on 
another expedition, the bagpipes playing before them, the 
favourite air, "Highland Whisky 0". I J

The smugglers had arrived in Covcadd.ns at 9 a.»., and the Excise did 

not trouble to appear until l p.m., vhich indicates latitude for the fro« 

trade—  Hence the demand for expeditions intervention by opponents of smuggle 

ing. A specific order had to be signed before the military could be called 

out - the sHigglers had ample time to disappear. The Army disliked the 

task, and also that of still bunting.

Hor. illicit whicky la said to h e n  paaaod at Castletavn of Brnomor 
in th. 1820a than at any other placa in Scotland. Urcia. officers var. 

reluctant to go near anch an »re. »ithout additional aupport. 14 Snb.equ.ntiy, 

a party of th. 74th Baginent from Parth vo. Bent t. Braenar, and another of 

the 25th Iteginent fro« Aberdeen to Corgarff Caatle an the Lecht Hoad to

1 1 . P.P., Its port» Distilleries. 1799. p. 788.
12. P.P.. Fifth Report, p. 106.
1 3 . The Glasgow Herald, 13 October, 1816.
14. Sillett, on. cit., p. 53.
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assist in suppressing snuggling in the Tomintoul district.15 The Collector 

of Excise at Elgin hinted to the Board of Excise that a troop of cavalry, 

rather than infantry was what was required in hia are«.16 17

\ m  th. interval the Illicit Distillation (Scotland) Act of 1822 had 

becone law, it laid down severe penaltiee for every type of offence assoc- 

iated with illicit distilling. Fine, of £200 were to be imposed whenever 

persons were found in possession of unmarked stills, whether they were l»ing 

used or not. Working a still without a licence, or in unlicensed premise, 

was liable to a fin. of £100, the same penalty was enforceable where more 

than 20 gallons of wash, or any volume of low wines, or feints, were held 

by persons other than licensed di.tillsrs, brewers or vinegar makers. When

ever private distilling was practised in premise, with th. owner's knowledge 

fine, ranging from £20 to £100 night be imposed, with th. alternative of 

six to twelve months imprisonment. Aiding and abetting at an illicit 

distillery carried a £30 fine (or six months) for n first offence, and £60 

(or twelve months) thereafter. What immensely strengthened th. authority 

of the Excise officers was the fact that they could now search for, seise 

ond destroy, private stills, materials and whisky, irrespective of whether 

they had a justice's warrant for the purpose. The Act of 1822 also provid

ed for th. payment of rewards for the detection or prevwtion of illicit 

distillation.1^

The operations of the Excise authorities were stepped up. In 1793 

there were fourteen collection, in Scotland, but between 1799 and 1832, the 

staffs in certain of the collection, were greatly enlarge (e.g. in Stirling, 

Elgin ond Aberdeen) not only by appointing more collectors and supervisors,

15. Barron, oj>. clt., I, 25 July, 1827, p. 34.
16. Sillett, op, cit.. p. 65.
17 . The Illicit Distillation (Scotland) Act, 1822.



Officers and other officials, Scottish Excise Collections
1793 - 1832.

\

Supervisors etc. Officers

1793 1812 1818 1823 1832 1793 1812 1818 1823 1832
Edinburgh 12 8 5 - 9 39 — 40 37
Aberdeen 5 5 6 6 7 35 42 44 44 44
Ayr 6 4 4 6 6 40 34 32 48 38
Argyll N. 1 5 6 8 24 237 7 43 40Sm 1 5 7 7 22 38
Caithness 1 1 1 1 5 9 10 11 10 18
Dumfries 3 4 4 4 6 25 20 20 19 25
Elgin 5 5 5 7 33 33 30 36
Fife 5 5' 5 4 3 40 41 35 30 27
Glasgow 6 7 7 7 11 43 63 66 60 94
Greenock 3 3 4 3 21 12 18 21
Haddington 5 5 6 5 6 31 33 50 40 49
Inverness 4 5 5 5 6 34 32 31 30 27
Leith 3 2 4 3 20 7 18 20
Linlithgow 4 4 4 4 6 38 29 24 24 29
Montrose 5 5 5 6 33 36 33 27
Orkney 1 1 1 1 7 7 7 7
Paisley 4 5 - 4 33 33 - 33
Perth 6 5 5 6 7 43 33 33 35 31
Stirling 5 5 5 7 38 30 30 51
Teviotdale 3 3 3 3 - 18 14 14 13 —

Zetland 1 1 1 1 3 4 4 3
Sourest The Edinburgh Almanack: 1793 - 1832
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but nl*o by adding 'supernumeraries, assisttanta, expectant.-» and permit

writers.’ Revenue men were brought in to help, and Hiding officer*

deployed. Thereupon, ’all pence and comfort in smuggling vaa at an end;'

the men were ’a aquad of horrid coastguard sailors with long, iron-pointed
walking sticks for poking about wherever earth seemed to bare been lately
disturbed ... rascals who ransacked overy unenclosed bit of country within
their limits each month; accordingly, the gauger soon began to be the most 

19detested of men.’ Small children were nervous of seeing Excise parties
20on patrol with their cutlasses and pistols at their sides.

Am the level<yfpenalties rose, smugglers had more to lose by being 
caught, and became more obdurate in resisting capture. Do tween 1823 and

1833 the climax of the contest was reached; for instance in 1830, during 

on intensive search for illegal naltings, Excisemen encountered robust opposit

ion in the Dingwall district, being fired upon because they bad destroyed 

a Quantity of malt. One of the men hud two slug shots fired through his 

hat. The Excise, being ignorant of the strength of the opposition, judged 
it best to pursue their journey without attempting to seize their assail

ants.2* Even when Revenue men were present resistance was stubborn, as 

in Strathglass, where in 1827, parties had to retreat, being warned that if 
they did not withdraw, worse would happen to them. Nothing daunted the 

officer led his men forward next morning; ’About two miles beyond the 

public-house, a smart fire commenced from the upper grounds, and on arriv

ing in a narrow pass of the road, further progress was opposed by about 
twenty men armed with muskets and arrayed with in gunshot. ’ 18 19 20 21

18. The Edinburgh Almanack: 1793-1832.
19. Mackenzie, on. cit.. p. 214.
20. Colville, og. cit.
21. Barron On. cit., II, 17 Feb. 1330, p. 77.
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As the Revenue men were armed only with pistols and cutlasses, they

had no alternative but to retire before 'the determined purpose of slaughter
22shown by the smugglers.' They could not make detections in such an area 

until powerfully reinforced and sufficiently armed. Bat the smugglers were 

sometimes the losers, as in March 1824 when the crews of two cutters capture 
ed 100 Eaglish gallons of whisky and five horses near Keesock on the Dornoch 
Firth. The whisky was put up for auction at Inverness, the ponies being

nrt
sold at 6a. each. One laird urged that comnando raids by 40 to 50 men

24could root out illicit distilling.

The Revenue vessels employed in Scottish waters from 1793 numbered 
four 'Excise Yachts', having a crew of 40 to 60 men, and an armament of 18 
to 20 guns. There were also cutters and boats at various stations. The 

war-time growth in privateering resulted in additional vessels being intro

duced. Gy 1812, there were eight armed vessels, although somo of the orig
inal ships had bad a reduction in both crew and armament. Contraband began 

to decline and by 1829, it could be said tbat:-
A circumstance, happily now of rare occurrence took place 

on the 25th ult. A large smuggling lugger was captured in 
Loch Snizort, Isle of Skye, with eleven men, and a valuable 
cargo of gin, tea, tobacco, and snaff on board. The seizure 
was not made till after a long chase, and several gun» were 
fired. 25

About 1830, only two ship# were so engaged - the Atlanta and the
26Chichester, supported by preventive boots. The Atlanta wae the larger, 

with a crew of 40, a captain, two mates, and 10 guns. The Chiehester 

carried a crew of 31 and had six guns. There wae a boat at Dornie on 22 * 24 25 *

22. Barron, 00. cit., II, 18 April, 1827, p. 30.
2"5# Barron, op. cit»« I, 4 March, 1824, p. 237»
24. P.P., Fifth Report, App. 49» p. 133.
25. Barron, o p. cit.« II, 7 Oct, 1829, p. 71
o T h e  Edinburgh Almanack, (1830), pp. 273-5«



Loch Duicfc, Kintail, crewed by 11 men. For a period, there was one on 

Loch Lomond; illicit distillers on the island. had an unpleasant exper

ience one Sunday in 1816, when the revenue cutter, Princes, of Vales, plus 

the boat from Luss, put men ashore to destroy illegal distilleries.27 

Such vessels gave the authorities mobility, and brought an elem.nt of 

surprise to their forays. Whenever a revenue ship moved, whisky smuggler, 

put its absence to good use. In 1833 for example, on the withdrawal of a 

cutter from the Inverness vicinity, illicit distilling revived, it was 

also stimulated by the low price of barley, the flare* price, being some 20 

per cent below those of the previous year.28 The same happened in 1834, 

when the cutter returned, 'they made many seUur.s and detection, of utensil, 

malt and di.tillery operation, in the neighbourhood of Stmthglass. *29 *

It wa. thu. reconmended that Revenue ship, be permanently placed - 

one at Oban and one in the Beauly Firth to support Excise forays» the

cutters could moreover be switched from one seaboard to the other via the
30

Caledonian Canal. Several smuggling districts opened off the Great 

Glen. Sillett recounts how the Revenue cutter Success after sailing through 

the canal, anchored near Ke.sock» no smuggUr. dared appear» the ships 

sailed to Fort George, sending off boat, to put men ashore on the Black 

Isle, and they soon captured horses loaded with whisky.31 The struggle 

continued» in 1835, four men and an officer from the Atlanta were attacked 

in Stratbglass, by smugglers numbering about fourteen. The Revenue pers

onnel vere driven back so violently one of them being 'so severely cut and 

bruised about the head that it wa. found necessary to convey him to Inverness 

in a cart for surgical aid.’

27. The Glasgow Ilerald, 12 Nov. 1816.
28. Barron, o£. cit., II, 20 March, 1833, p. 127.
29. P.P., Seventh Report, pp. «0-1. 30. Ibid.
31, Sillett, oj>. cit., p. 65.
32. Barron, o£. cit., II, 16 Dec. 1835, p. 177.
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The Strathglaaa distillers had a Ion« history of terrorising Excise

men; their system of nwtual protection covered an extensive illegal industry. 

Informers against the smugglers vere beaten up; Sheriff's officers vere 

reluctant to serve summonses upon illicit distillers. The approach of the 

Excise vas heralded with bonfires, shots being fired, and other signals, 

and the officers had to move in pairs for protection. 33 Gaugers «ere 

aisled by false information, and confounded by names and lnnguags diffi

cult iss. Sir George MacPherson Grant observed that the problem «as becom

ing ae serious as that in Ireland, «ith officers being deforced, and indict

ments of murder against s^igglere.3* Hence for first offences fine, of £100 

should be exacted, or at a lo«er level with hard labour; the offenders 

should be put on hulks to relieve the overcro«ded prisons - 'terrify the 

Highlands by putting one at Cromarty' . 33

Accounts tend to stress the vigour and resource of the smugglers, 

defying authority, in contrast to the apathy and incompetence of the Excise 

and Hevenue men. Sillett believes that without the efforts of the Riding 

officers the situation would have been impossible. It was they who snpplied 

a steady stream of wrongdoers for the attention of the Justices. 36 y0t for 

oil their zeal, the Riding officers could not afford to bring illicit 

distilling to an end. The Excise men regarded the smugglers' 'presents' 

as part of their income; the Riding officers found earnings inadequate with

out regular rewards for seizures. Robert Brown, Hamilton's factor averred 

that officers on Arran were so lax that ha had to send his own men out to 

seize stills 'to a very great number* in the course of o day. The Factor's

P»P., Fifth Report, p. 139, 
P«P«, Fifth Report, p. 128. 
P.P., Fifth Report, p. 138. 
Sillett, 0£. cit.. p. 49.

3 3 .
34.
35-
36.
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party gathered In thirty stills or more, hut the Excisemen only found six -
37indeed, they did not seem anxious to effect seizures. The bonus system

c. 1830 for the capture of a still, head, worm and vessels with pot ale or

worts was £3 5s. Od.; while any malted barley destroyed earned 7d. a bushel.

The oAicer in charge received one-third, and the men two-thirds in equal

s h a r e s . A f t e r  seizing utensils and collecting a reward, an officer's

interest lay in allowing smugglers to make good their losses} thsy were

alleged to damage equipment rather than destroy it.

Logie and Coffey, Inspectors of Excise spoke of the collusion between

private distillers and inferior officers, who rotated their patrols among
39them, and then left well alone. But such officers also complained of

lack of support from their collectors. It was alleged that the Collector

of Excise at Inverness had an interest in smuggling, and there was pressure
40for his replacement. In Lewis, an agreement was reached whereby an 

Exciseman based on Stornoway allowed ten gallon ankers of whisky to paaH 
through, on payment of 15s. by the smugglers - a rate of la. 6d. per gallon. 

His income was estimated to average £230 a year, which was more than doable
LI

his salary. The improved recruitment of personnel was demanded - energetic 

persons of 'a more respectable description should be chose^). The Supervis

or at Tain and bis staff did not exert themselves to stop boatman ferrying
42cargoes of barley and illicit whisky.

The Excise and Revenue personnel were faced with a huge task, which 

can be judged from the 3»06l detections reported from the Elgin Collection

3 7 .  P . P . »  Fifth Report, p. 1 6 6 .
3 8 . P » P »» Seventh Report, A p p .  7 3 ,  p .  239 .
3 9 .  P . P . ,  Fifth Report, p .  1 0 8 .
40. P.P., Fifth Report, App. 57, p, 136.
41. Sillett, jog,. £it., p. 44.
42. P.P., Fifth Report, P. 1 5 1.
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in 1325-4, which may be compared with the 1 ,2 17  detection» in the period
43

1810-21 in the Clatt ride, an average of 110 a year.

The report of the Trial of Malcolm Gillespie and George Skene Edward 

for Forgery in 1827 demonstrates the violence inherent in the occupation, 

and the temptations to which an Exciseman was exposed in N.E. Scotland at 

that time.

Gillespie entered the service in 1799 when he was twenty, being appoint

ed an 'Expectant* at the salt works at Prestonpans, then transferring to 
44Aberdeen in 1801. He was engaged in suppressing contraband on the Buchan 

coast, then moving to Stonehaven, where he had conflicts with whisky stragg

lers. ne remained there until 1812.

One of these episodes led to a case in the Court of Exchequer. Gill

espie met with a horse and cart loaded with illicit whisky, being escorted 

by 'a notoriously desperate character by the name of Grant', with his two 

•equally vicious' sons. Gillespie managed to make n seizure of the casks, 

which he transported to Stonehaven, despite Grants claim that they belonged 

to a local Justice of the Peace. It was this sume Justice who appeared on 

the Bench when Grant was tried; he 'condemned the spirits, but restored the 

horse and cart to the accused, and found the Excise liable in expenses.'

With only one Justice present the Court was not properly constituted, and

Gii}eapie's protests resulted in the Board of Excise taking up the case,
45eerving a citation on Grant.

43, Sillett, o£. £it., p. 65.
A Report of the Trial of Malcolm Gillespie« (Aberdeen, 1827), p. 6.

¿A note on the flyleaf in the copy in Aberdeen Public Library states 
that Gillespie obtained his position through the Duke of Gordon, having 
been one of his mother's recruiting sergeants when she was raising the 
92nd Highlanders. Gillespie is said to have written his autobiography, 
and it was very different from this work. The anonymous writer saw 
Gillespie about 1818, when the gauger visited a farm, whose tenant did 
not smuggle but may have sold or molted barley for the stragglers>7
Henort of Trial, op. cit., pp. 14-5.45.



Following a protracted hearing in the Court of Exchequer, vhere 

Gillespie conducted the case for the Revenue authorities in person, finea 

amounting to £150 were imposed on Grant, and the J.P. was severely reprimand

ed. The Lord Advocate was moved to circularise all J.P.a in Kincardine 

demanding that they should attend to their duty in future.
Gilleapie next joined the Skene Hide, which comprised a wide region 

between the rivers Dee and Don, through which the balk of the illicit whisky 

w a s smuggled to Aberdeen. By this tins ha had achieved some notoriety for 

his successes. On occasion, the Board of Excise supported hie endeavours 

by offering a reward of 20 guineas for the arrest of offenders. Nearly 

always the smugglers were in parties of four to ten men, with horses trans

porting the whisky in carts or panniers. The loads impounded ranged from 80 

to 200 gallons; the groups were generally well armed, with bludgeons, fire

arms and heavy stones. The type of sentences laid on the wrongdoers varied 

from 9 to 12 months imprisonment to transportation, or being outlawed; 

the contraband, horses and carts were sold.

The height of Gillespie's adventures was in the years 1814 to 1827.

As well as detecting smuggling, he was also obliged to search for illicit 

stills in the Skene area, but he seldom wet with any resistance when con

fiscating these. It was probably not worth while fighting to save apparatus 

it was simply made, and was easily replaced. Only the finished product, 

particularly in transit under protection, seems to have been worth defending. 

On one occasion, military aid had to be called upon to effect the capture 

of a still of fifty gallons *ao constructed that a person even of no 

ordinary penetration could scarcely be able to find it out, although within 

a few yards’. The Kincardine Volunteers assisted the Excise, who destroy

ed 300 gallons of wash and low vines.

ii()m Report of Trial, op» cit., p. 20



The account of Gillespie'b struggle* suggest* that aa the suppression

of illicit distillation intensified fro»» 1823 onwards bo did the oi’juggl in* 

operations become bolder ami more determined. Instead of handfals of wen 

with four or five horse«, Gillespie and hia ansiatants intercepted gangs of

Excise force« caught all ten carts, fourteen horses and 410 gallons of whisky. 

Gillespie compared the fight to the battle of Waterloo. The Excisemen were

It has been already stressed that the payment by results scheme in 

the Excise service led to abuse. General Stuart of Garth statedt

Thus the Illegal traffic continued for many years with unabated 
activity and eagerness, to the great emolument of thoee concerned, 
and especially of the Excise officers, from their share of the 
fines; so that the more they suppressed smuggling, the less wns 
their income - rather a trying situation for men to be placed in. 48

The expenses of making seizures were taken from the Exciseman's share;

n moiety went to the Crown. Gillespie had assistants to pay, including

their board and lodging, from his own pocket. Money bad also to be paid for

information. Officers might be le f t  with insufficient funds to defray

whisky caotured, »besides much more unavoidable expenses ond outlay.'

Through paying out money to get information, he was forced into debt, and 

the temptation to forge Treasury Bills overtook him - a sad commentary 

indeed noon the conditions under which Excisemen laboured. He was sentenc

ed to denth in November, 1827.

There seem to have been two roads open to Excise personnel - to 

enter agreements with smugglers on a 1 ive-and-Ut-Uve basis to the mutual

severely wounded.

47. itenort of Trial, op. cit., p. 35.
48. Stuart of Garth, op. cit., p. 363.
49. Sillett, o£. cit.. p. 40.
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enrichment of both, or like Malcolm Gillespie to pay dearly for determined 

service. The volume of his seizures is remarkable - 14,000 gallons of 

foreign spirits, 6,535 gallons of vhisky, 407 stills, and 62,400 gallons of

years of service.

Concerted efforts by landowners, the Excise, and the Courts were 

successful in time. The Collector for the Perth District reviewing his 

career remarked -

I had a great deal of practice in suppressing illicit distill
ation and private malting. I recollect perfectly well ... there 
were 150 or 160 detections to prosecute once a quarter in this 
Collection, and now they seldom exceed five or six. It is 
astonishing ths difference that has taken place about Aberfeldie 
and Loch Taynide. 50

The falling trend in detections for illicit distilling throughout 

the Highlands confirns this observation! the figures for 1823 were about 

14,000, and by 1834, only 692.^

50. P.P.. Seventh Report. App, 104, p. 52.
51. Barron, o£. c i t . , I , p. XXXTV.



Tha Role of the Justices of the Peace

Persons who hold tho office of Justice of the Peace played a signif

icant role in the control of illicit distillation in Scotland. In the 1798 

fteport the immense extent of private distilling in the Inverness Collection 

vas ascribed to the insufficient numbers of licences being granted by J.P.a 

for legal distilleries in the Northern Counties - the few licensed units 

were incapable of meeting the local demand for whisky, let alone adjacent 

regions which might have few licensed stills. Secondly the lenient treat

ment of offenders against the Excise laws was blamed on the inactivity of 

the Justices. They did not bring a disinterested and unprejudiced mind to 

bear on the situation, using their influence to protect their own and their 

neighbours' tenants.1

Robert Murray, a licensed distiller near Tain in writing to the 

Coomissioner of Excise, recommended that the J.P. fines should be more real

istic - fines of £20 instead of £400 as a maximum» thereby the J.P.s would 

have leas reaeon to commute fines to 10s. Those that could not pay should 

either be imprisoned for 6 months, or sent to the Army or Navy. Each 

breach of the Excise lawe should be tried 3 months after detection. Murray 

stated that J.P.s were accustomed to sell indifferent grain to the illicit 

distiller* at 20s. to 24s. per boll, although it could be imported from the

Lowlands for less. Perhaps he was suggesting that the J.P.s received a
2

bonus for their protection. 0ns proposal advanced was the appointment of

'coursing officers', who would be rewarded with a small premium for every
still they seized. In 1798 at the annual Excise Court at Dingwall, Bosa-

■»
shire, 500 private distillers were charged with various offences.

The Justices knew well that if tenants paid fines, they night have

1 . P.P., Report» Distilleries, p. 35.
2. P.P., Report» Distilleries, p. 682.
3. Ibid.
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nothing left to pay rente. Some illicit distillers complained that they 

could not find funde, because their 'poit dubh* had been remorad. 4 If 

finea vere not paid, the illicit distiller vent to prison, as they and 

amuggl^re vho vere caught vere not criminals but debtors to the revenue - 

they could stay in prison in relative comfort being alloved 6d. a day main

tenance. 5 Meanwhile hi. family might starve or be driven to more defiant 

conduct. A wife vae an indispensable business partner, required to keep 

production going vhile the head of the fins was in jail. 6 Fro« Inverness 

in 1828, it va. reported that tvo men had been convicted for smuggling and 

imprisoned for non-payment of finee, but their vives had in the interval 

cosnitted the same offence. 7 If discretionary povers vere not to be 

allowed to operate, J.P.e f.lt inclined to stay* home, and take no part 

in ruining their tenantry, and thus themselves, hence they could not be 

•hearty in the cause of the revenue.' Their sympathies vere with the under

dogs, and as teasing regulations had to he countered in the legitimate trade 

by cheating if a profit va. to he earned, »no man but a rogue can he a 

distiller.* 8

Vho vere the Justices of the Peace? According to Captain Munro of 

Teaninich, they vere 'gentlemen, landed proprietors, farmers, lawyers, 

elder bailie., sheriff, and their substitutes, factor, and stewards of lairds.' 

Mnnro vas aleo a J.P., hut he held the view that it vas 'not quit, correct» 

for him as a distiller to act at Excise Courts. 9 other, vere 1... scrupul

ous. An example of a magistrate with vested interest, vas a bank agent,

4. MacDonald, Ian, o£. cit., p. 72.
5. MacLeod, D., Garelochside and Helensburgh, p. 72.
6. Dradley, E., op. cijt., p. 7^.
7. Barron, op. cit, II, 28March, 1828, p. 49.
8. P.P. Fifth Report, App. 49, p. 131.
9. P«P»» Fifth Report, App. 60, p. 150.
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estate factor and merchant in Tain. He sent barley to Ardgay, which was

distributed on credit to whieky smugglers at a high price} those buying

from him had his protection. Pettifogging lawyers vere bribed with 
10

Regarding the justices' own attitudes, Duncan Stewart, Argyll's factor 

was a J.P., and attended Excise Courts, but he confessed he was not at all 

acquainted with Excise laws. The bench made fines 'different* according 

to their feelings at the time, and modified penalties to suit the circum

stances of people brought before them. Otherwise, the law would hare been 

unworkable.** Robert Brown, Hamilton's factor used his influence with the 

Justices to haws illicit distilling suppressed. He managed lands for 'very 

great landed proprietors', most of whom were absentee landlords, scarcely

interfering in local affairs, or estate management, leaving matters like
12J.P. proceedings to lesser men. Knowing the Justices' shortcomings.

Brown advocated that the Excise Board should go on . circuit.

Sir George Mackenzie of Coul had much to say on the mismanagement of 

the Justices}

In this country scarcely one legal sentence has been passed for 
nony years, as the books of collection will testify. This has 
happened from no other cause than the law being considered by 
the Justices too severe} in consequence of which they have 
been administering a law of their own. 13

The reluctance to convict was shown by the minimal fines, and the 

acquittals through loopholes, or flaws in the proceedings. He added that 

there was not a J.P. in the Highlands who could say that he did not, in his 

own family, consume illicit whisky: some even dealt in it. 10 11 12 13

10. P.P., Fifth Report, p. I37,
11. P»P«, Fifth Report. App. 68, p. 188.
12. P.P«, Fifth Report. App. 63, p. 169.
1 3 .  P » P » ,  Fifth Report, App. 50 ,  p. 1 3 2 .
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John Mackenzie of Tnversvo served as a Justice: he recalled that 

hie father never tasted nny hut areugjjlod whisky, and did not consider private 

distilling a crime.

>, Ere I vae twenty he had paid £1000 for the "superiority" of 
Platcock at Fortrose, to make me a Commissioner of Supply and 
consequently a Justice of the Peace and one of the about thirty 
or forty electors of the County of Boss, and before it had 
occurred to me that smuggling was really a breach of the law,
I had from the bench fined many a poor smuggler as the law 
directs. Then I began to see that the receiver - myself, for 
instance, as I drank only 'mountain dew* then - was worse than 
the smuggler. 14.

Be therefore ended his connection with the traffie except in his capac

ity am magistrate to the regret of his friend, the Dean of Roes and Argyle 

(Scots Episcopal Church), who scoffed at his resolution. The Dean's opin

ion was that the law was iniquitous and should be broken. Being factor at 

Gairloch, John Mackenzie warned crofters that anyone convioted of illicit dist

illing would be turned out* a person who worked a distilling bothy was not 

normally a well doing rent paying man. A tenant at Diabnigwas subsequently 

caught, resisted arrest, and was imprisoned at Dingwall| this man was how- 

over about the ablest crofter in the district - as he was going to be married, 

he could not ask hie friends to drink Parliament whisky. lie was fined £j50

with the option of thirty days, but h# chose the latter, although Mackenzie
in

offered to pay the fine with money held on the tenant's behalf. Sillett 

quotes the instance of a J.P. who issued a cheque in settlement of a number

of heavy fines inflicted by a neighbouring magistrate on songglers in his
16area.

The Justices were involved in Excise proceedings on two counts - they 

not only heard cases relating to illicit distilling and spirit dealing, but 14 * 16

14. Mackenzie, op. cit., p. 212.
l*j. Ibid.
16. Sillett, o£. cit., p. 42
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olao granted licence» to distillers and retail merchants. Although they

did vary their fines with circumstance», these vere not alvays light. The

Inverness Courier noted in 1813 that persona punished for private melting

and distilling vere being fined between £50 and £20.*^ In the post 1815

depression» the Justices vere sensible to the hardships of the people» and

vere disposed to inflict slight fines* snuggling grew as farming became

depressed» and gave farmers a chance to dispose of their barley. Illicit

vhisky vas cheaper and mors easily obtained} it vas consumed in greater

quantities» and no duty vaa paid for most of the spirits made in the High-

, 18lands.

Public meetings in Hoss-ehire therefore approved the Aet of 1816»

vhich removed the right of the justices to mitigate penalties below £20 or

6 months. Notwithstanding, the J.P.s ignored this. McLeod of Gsaniss,

who was a Sheriff of Hoes for 50 years ̂ vas tackled on this point) he
19answered» ’How then do you suppose we are to sell our barley?' The 

implication was that it vaa ridiculous to expect persons acting os justices 

to accept a voluntary curtailment of income. The nev legislation vas 

simply not enforced. Sir George Mackensie asked for statutory penalties 

at a J.P. Court shortly after the enactment* tvo J.P.s supported him, four 

voted against him. The incident vaa reported to the Chairman of the Board 

of Excise.17 18 19 20 Noting tbs desire of J.P.s to 1st smuggling persist, Captain 

Munro said that fines seldom exceeded £2 to £5* the offenders returned home 

•exaltingly to reeomoenee their illicit operations.' At times, the small

fines vere not vorth the trouble of exacting, and the courts vere 'a mere
,21farce.'

17. Barron, op. cit., 1813» p. 62.
18. Barron, op. cit., I, 19 Jon. 1816, p. 101.
19. P.P., Fifth Report, p. 137. 20. P.P., Fifth Report, App. 50, p. 131.
2i. p.p.. Fifth Report, App. 58, p. 142.
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A hardening of attitudes is however discernible. In 1818» at an 

Excise Court at Inverness, sixteen fines of £20, nine of £23 vere levied; 

two men iron Stratbglass received penalties of £60) smaller sums vere 

cxacicj for malting. On this occasion, the Justices expressed their

determination to put a stop to 'a traffic dangerous to the interests of the
22country.•

Excise officers accumulated substantial numbers of cases - the result 

vas 'hurry, confusion, and very inperfect justice.' The jails vsre inad

equate to hold the delinquent# when hundreds were called to a sitting of 

the court. The obvious expedient vas to reduce fines to £1 or £3* Sir 

George Mackenzie vould have preferred a Revenue judge of superior intell

igence and ability to local justices, and he vould havs put the malefactors
23into forced labour on Highland road construction, vhethar they vere 'small 

farmers or desperate characters.'

The years after 1823 brought the culmination of efforts not only to 

eradicate sniggling, hut to bring the justices into lino. The coomentary 

of the Inverness Courier vividly traces the pattern of events) In June 1823 

o J.P. court met at Inverness; it vas entirely occupied vith punishing in

fringements of the Excise lavs. Nearly 400 persons from the infamous 

districts of the Aird, Strathglass and Urquhart vere convicted and fined

trivial sum« - 20s. each for private distilling, and About £4 for selling
24spirits vithout a licence. The following January, 293 persona appeared, 

and it vas announced that in the Inverness area the finea and arrears of 

licences amounted to £400. A crisis vas developing because the BoArd of 

Excise could not rely on the co-operation of the justices.

In May 1824, the convenors of the county of Inverness produced a 22 23 24

22. Barron, oj>. cit., I, 14 May, 1818, p. 145.
23. P.P., Fifth Report, App. 50, p. 132.
24. Barron, op. cit., I, 5 June, 1823, p. 223
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communication from the Lord Advocate, enclosing a letter from the Board of 

Excisa insisting on mors vigorous action. Ths Inverness Collector stated 

that Justices had no alternative but to impose minimum fines of £20 on 

whisky^delinquents, and that in future be vould demand this penalty. The 

convenor, protested that the poverty of the people vould not permit penalt

ies of this order, warning that the Jail accommodation in Inverness or 

anywhere else in the Highland, would be insufficient to contain the partis, 

imprisoned at a singl. Guis» Coart. 25 Ths t.st cams soon, vhan a court 

was called. The justice, in ths first case named a fine of £}, upon which 

the Collector withdrew all the cases to r.port to the Board of Excise.

The Justice, war. left in a d i l « ,  ln August, they gathered in 

Inverness to determine whether they might mitigate penalties below £20 

for offence, against the distillery law.. At the nest court, an offender 

stood his trial, and counsel appeared for the Crown. Ih the face of this 

show of legal strength, the court dared not levy less than £20, or 6 months 

imprisonment! as th. object of the Crown was to establish a precedent in a 

test case, the Excise authorities did not insist on th. penalty. 26 27 The 

episode had th. desired effect of rapidly bringing the justices to heel| 

a few days later a correspondent from Skye reportedi-

At a J.P. court held at Broadford for ths purpose of discuss
ing prosecutions at ths instance of Mr. Burrell, Collector of 
Excise, Oban, the Justice present, anxious to put nn effectual 
stop to smuggling, imposed a fine of £5 for each conviotlon in 
malting cases, and a fine of £100 for each conviction in cases 
of illicit distillationi and granted warrants for incarcerating 
every delinquent who fails to pay within a half year, in the 
jail of Inverness for ths period of 6 Calendar months. 27

Ths total amount of fines imposed on this occasion was ths then

enormous sum of £3,400.

25» Barron, on* oit., I, 13 1824, p. 241.
26. Barron, o p« cit.. X, 12 Aug. 1824, p. 243.
27. Barron, op. cit., I, 19 Aug, 1824, p. 243«



Some J.P.a seem to have been temporarily overaved, because although 

their obligations had been made clear, in September when an Excise Court 

vae scheduled to be held at Dingwall no Justice of the Peace appeared, 

because they were piqued that they could no longer apply their discretion

ary powers in exercising their functions. In other Highland counties they 

had also determined not to cone forward. Even when Courts were held, the 

Justices still hedged - for instance, at another Dingwall court, a number 

of cases were put off on the plea that inadequate notice had been served on 

the accused. Three persons were fined £20 each, and a warrant of arrest
00

after much argument was granted for one other.

In December 1824 the long awaited collision between the Board of 

Excise and the Justices took place. Certain persons froa the County of

Banff were brought before the Court of Exchequer in Edinburgh on charges
. 29of illicit distillation. In one case, a verdict was found for the Crown 

to the extent of £500, in the second of £200, and in the others of £100 each. 

The Inverness Courier drily observed that these unfortunates might blame such 

punitive measures on the mistaken clemency of the J u s t i c e s . T h e r e  were 

warnings that the proceedings might be repeated. The repercussions were 

widespread, and it probably marks the turn of the tide against the Highland 

whisky smugglers, and equally the more confident inception of licensed dist

illeries began.

By September 1825, the Commissioners of Revenue were able to state 

that illicit distillation bad greatly diminished although it was a cause for 

regret that it was carrying on at all. This they attributed to the foolish 

notion of some magistrates in certain areas that they were at liberty to 28 29 30

28. Barron, op. cit., I, 2 Sept. 1824, p. 245.
29. Note! Attempts were made to trace this case in the Court of Exchequer 

papers without success.
30. Barron, op. cit., I, 23 Dec. 1824, p. 2^4

30 3 .



commute penalties as they thought fit. 31 Nevertheless Justices were bocom- 

ing »ore aware of their responsibilities . When a court mot at Tain, 130 

persons were prosecuted, heavy fine, were imposed compared with former years, 

in on. ^stance asjmch as £100 for private distilling, and it was also 

reported from Dornoch thot stiff fines were being levied. 32 A. the fines 

rose, so did the jail, fill with impecunious distillers? by 1828 however, 

the Jail at Invemes. contained only twenty offender, against the Excise laws, 

who had been fined from £6 to £20? four of the persons were women. 33 34

Thee, who resisted capture were vigorously pro.scuted, in 1827, wh.n 

two men from the Cabmch were sent to the High Court of Justiciary, for being 
among a party which had opposed Uevenu. officers with firearms» fifteen or 

twenty men had fired volleys, wounding on. officer. The accused, who pleaded 

guilty to deforcement were sentenced to transportation for life. other, had 

been charged, but one failing to appear was outlawed, while an objection was 

sustained to the citation of the other.

As illicit distilling became too risky in some parishes, so did it 

temporarily intensify in others. By 1828 it was possible to state that 

the Black Isle which had formerly »swarmed» with smugglers had scarcely one 

left, in the district of Strathgla.s they had increased »prodigiously.» Th. 

private distiller, appear to have migrated, a few of them becoming vagrant., 

and some emigrating like Iiory to Northern England, or oversea..

The forces of law and order were gaining ground. The number of 

Excise offences began to fall, as at a J.p. court at Inverness in 1830.

Fourteen case. were examined, a trivial number coopered with the hundred, ten

3 1, Barron, o p» cit.. II, 24 Sept., 1823, p. 10»
30 Barron, o£. cit«» II* 17 Feb. 1823» p» 3»
33, Barron, op» cit« II, 12 March, 1828, p» 45»
34, Eorron, op« cit., II, 25 July» 1826, p. 34.
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years earlier; moreover, the majority were of a relatively unimportant

nature, and there was not one case of illicit distillation, a satisfactory
33indication that snuggling laid disappeared around Inverness.

^From Perthshire, General Stuart of Garth, who served as a J.P. noticed 

that as the number of Excisemen increased, the heavier and more frequent 

penalties became; and surprisingly, the more the illicit trade flourished.

Be quoted the example of John MncNiel /sic/, one of many in his district, who 

appeared before the Excise Court at Weem, by Aberfeldy, on thirty-two 

occasions - all for illsgsl distillation. MacHiel paid 29 fines, to a high 

and even ruinous amount*

yet he realised a little fortune, improved his farm, and 
with commendable industry, brought barren heaths into cultivation, 
and conducted the usual rotation of greenerope and liming with as 
much regularity and system as in Midlothian.

Stuart of Garth stressed that this was a measure of the profitability 

of smuggling» yet, in spite of repeated confiscations and fines, the private 

distillers hung on to the practice with determination. He recollected years 

when Excise courts were ao common, aud fines so severe that £3,000 had been 

imposed in the Court at Weem in a single day. Every shilling was paid with

out apparent difficulty from the profits of the trade, which after a seizure, 

vae resumed with all possible haste. In Harris and Lewis, the tenantry who 

held their lands jointly, clubbed together to pay Excise penaltiee. Although 

•uncouth figures’ were summoned to the court they pleaded their cause with 

ingenuity, settled ‘pretty smart fines', and went to their villages *grumbl-. 

ing and discontented.’ Offenders wore hailed before J.P. Courts on a 

regular basis and old hands were treated with tolerance. * 37

55. Barron, op. cit.« II, 29 3ept. 1830, p. 86»
Stuart of Garth, 0«, o p . cit», pp. 365—6.

37. MacDonald, J.» PP» 809-10.
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Conclusion;

M U r  1823, with a .till licno. of CIO, and a duty on whi.ky of 

2n. kid. par gnUon, th. illicit dintill., „nickly loot hi. ocon^lo admal_ 

oe.. \Aa fin.. increased in incid.nc. no did hi. pot.nti. 1  oo.ta. o„ly 

wh.r. ooforeod idion... nnd por.rty p.roua,l.d hi» to „.clock „ c h  oo.f n. 

labour, iu.l, and .oar or toor on nton.il., did th. a.tiyity p.r.i.t. It 

b.gan to b. 1 « .  r..pootabl. a. a moan, of .arcing T O „ ,  and th. „«»unity 

wo. therefore 1... incline to conbin. off.etiv.ly ag.in.t th. Exei...

P.rhap. th. .both«., o, drinking d.n. of part. of Oot.r Ilobrld.. 

ar* a 1 inuring ruaant of a one« diffuse activity.

Tb. aupproa.ion of illiolt di»tiUation in Sootland, lik. th. colLp.. 

oi k.lp gathering, wa. a factor in th. r^i.trihuti™ of th. highland populat

ion, and nay bay. prcotcd «.ignition. Coin 1 1. „.„tlon. letter, fro»

Caupboltown ..ttl.r. in Ohio c. 1825. in which they w.r. „ i d  to prootl.. tb. 

di.tilling of th. oam. whiaky a. th.y led formerly ™ d .  in th. Burgh. 38

Lic.n..d distiller, in th. Highland, atmgglod to .«v. th.ir credit 

until 1823, when with th. i»pr„ed frenowork for distilling 'on oxtraordin- 

ory chang. ... p . r c . i r o d . I h .  rowenn. fro» th. hard-pro.,«! l.gitimt. 

industry which had fall., to 1... than Cl »inion oft.r 1815, wa. by 1830

approaching £6 million. Prieto .till. w.r. abandon.d, .on. without ev.r
. 40

having boon within th. cognizance of th. lav. ^  tb. mid-nineteenth century, 

th. great staple commodity of Caapbeltovn vae th. di.tilling of malt vhi.ky. 

Smuggling van almost compl«t.ly suppressed. Lik.vi.. in Tir.. and Coll.

Islay and th. Outer Hebrides, private distillation va. rarely performed.

In the Northern Counties, the licensed distiller» vsre alrsady secure.

38. Colville, ot>. cit.
39« P.P.t Seventh Report, p. 52.
40. Clow nnd Clov, £n. cit.. p. 5 6 7 .
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Production of Spirits, Duty Levels, and Detections
for Illicit Distillation, Scotland

\
Year

Production 
Proof gallons, 

millions Duty Detections

1321 c, 3.0 6s. 2d. ---2s. 4jd c.. 14,000
133* 9.1 3». 4d. 692
1844 8.3 3a. 8d. 177
1834 9.8 4s. 8d. 73
1864 13.7 10s. Od. 19
1884 20.1 10i# Od» 22
1900 31.7 10s. Od. nv. 3
1910 22.3 14s. 9d

Sources; Inland Revenue Reports.
G.B. Wilson, Alcohol & the Nation, PP. 336-9.

Illicit distillation had bean go ouch entrenched in the economic 

structure of the Highlands that ita elimination was « tough proposition; 

there were powerful vested interests to he convinced, habits to he broken 

and attitudes to he transformed. Once the practice wna interrupted 

however,whisky of the Highland molt type, a version of the smugglers* 
product, but manufactured in factory pot still units to sell by the bottle 

for a modest sum, Boon became an acceptable alternative in Scotland. The 

long exposure of the social fabric to private distilling and smuggling may 

still he traced in Scottish drinking habits and patterns of consumption.



Early Nineteenth Century Distilleries

Five Cnse Studie»,
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The wholesale application of systems of agricultural improvement in 

the period between 1780 and 1820 contributed to the oeeking of new and reg

ular outlets for the increased barley production, which was substantially 

taken t b y  brewing ami distilling. John Ramsay of Ochtertyre observed

that both these activities bad developed into significant Scottish industries 
by 1820.1

Them was also a transference of capital in the 1815-40 phase from 

brewing to distilling, because of the improved legislative climate for 

distilleries, and the demand for whisky. Corn merchants, miller, and 

maltsters took up distilling, while farmer, were prepared to join as co

partners in distillery enterprises, with a view to disposing of their grain 

harvests, and receiving back the waste and spent grains for fodder. The

Glendronach Distillery Company ofr>
Forgue, Aberdeenshire, was basically Q

farming consortium.

Country bankers were also willing to invost funds in diatilling - 

indeed the association of banking and distilling was a close and long

standing one. The Glens of Mains distillery, Linlithgow wore partnere in 

the Falkirk Union Bank,^ and the Steins were notable merchant bankers for a 

time/* Between 1815 and 1820, cash credits were granted by the Cohereial 

Bank of Aberdeen to a variety of industrialists, including distillers 5 

while the Stonehaven Saving. Bank lent £2,000 at 5 per cent to the local 

distillery at denary . 6 For their part, distillers were not alow to senre

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Macmillan, D.S., Scotland and Australia. 1788-18*0. (Oxford, 1967), p. a
S.R.O. U.P. 1 SRîG/31/llï Glendronach Distillery Coy. v. Neilson, 1935. 
Kerr, A.W., History of Banking in Scotland, p. 1 3 1.
S.L. 333*7* (l813-1818)i Stein v. Stirling.
Cameron, II., Banking in the Enrlv Stages of Industrial jaaf.}»„ (1967), p. 77. 

^Oxford* 1^47)~”p **54* 77' qU°t0S H,0# Iforno* Miatorv of Saving flunks
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on tho boards of banks, or In other cap,,cities. John Haig of Lochrin

distillery, Edinburgh, was an e.traardinary direotor of the ¡loyal Bonk 

betyeen 1871-4,7 and John Snith of Glonlivet see on the board of the North 

of Scotland Bank in 1347, retiring fro. this po.ition in 1351.8 Nor va, 

it unusual for oonn.rcial men to cochin, distilling with a bank agency,

John Colville, junior, of Canpbeltovn voa a partner in the f i m  of 

Colvlll. 4 Co., owners of the Kinloch di.till.ry, and agent for the Clydes

dale Bank between 1879 and 1851. He also had the distinction of being 

Provost of the Burgh fro» 1842 to 1848.^

There were thu. raw material, available for distilling in the early 

nineteenth century, there were oourc.s of finaac., .specially working cap

ital iron banks, to which distiller, had access. Piv. cue „tudie. of 
distilling enterprise, from this period have been compoa.,1. Two of the 

fir» were begun by sen active in many field. of commerce, John Fr„,.r of 

Taynabinch of Forintoeb, nos,-shire, and Tbomaa Stevenson of Oban, Argyll, 

are representative, of this type. Two „r th„ oth.r distillerio, were „stab, 

lished by landed proprietors, Lairds like J.A. Stewart Mnckensie of Ses

tertii, and B.Ii. Campbell of Jura, who wished to supply their tenants with 

spirits in a legal way, by taking the production of whisky into tb.ir own 

control, and thereby removing the raison d'etre for amuggling. At the „no. 
time, the grain harvest was converted into a profitable comowdity, and their 

rent income was assured. The fifth study relate, to a distillery set up 

by a retired Army officer, Captain Amory of Denny, Stirlingshire, who wn. 

one of those vho vent over from browing to distilling.

309.

7.

8.
?funro, N., The History of the Royal Bank. (Edinburgh, 1928)
Keith, A., The North of Scotland Bank Limited 1836-1936. (
1936), p. *»5 and p. 53.

» p. 410. 
Aberdeen

9. Colville, D,, 
Campbeltown.

The Origin and Romance of the 
Paper: 2y Jan. 1923. Diattiling Indusffy, in



Plan and Elevation of a Distillery, erected in 1819, by 
the Marquess of Stafford, at Clynclish, in the parish of 
Clyne, and county of Sutherland,

From* An Account of the Inprovesents on
the Estates of the Marquess of Stafford, 
Juzues Loch (1820), p« 28, plate 18«

a Couch.
4 Sleep, 
c Malt-barn.
it Still-pit.
t  llotliy.

J  Horse-course. 
g Drew-house. 
h Tun-room, 
i Sull-housc. 
k Condensen.

ja Granary.
b Kiln.
c Dried-corn Jolt. 
d Boiler.

REFERENCES.

Ground Flour,
l Spirit-cellar*.

, m Spirit-casks.
, f n  Slicd for casks.

. , ‘ 6 Cilice.
* ' P Court

'' '!  ? Tiff area. .
'  r  Pig styes.

. e Breeding pig-stye*.
• t,.v, to, Foreman’s bouse.

' Firti Floor,
/ ,  Cooler. 
g Still-house.
4 Coopers’ shop. 
i Condensers.
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With the exception of Amory'a distillery ut Denny, the other units 

were located in the Highlands and islands, where they undoubtedly suffer

ed serious competition at the outset from illicit distillers und smugglers 

in the^years up to the 1930s. The studies are based on family muniments 

and bankruptcy papers, and demonstrate the problems of equipping and operat

ing pot still distilleries during and after the phase of rapid development 

in the industry at the beginning of the nineteenth century. They appear 

os followsi-

1. John Fraser of Taynablncli, Forintoah, Floss-shire
2. Captain Aroory, Denny Distillery, Stirlingshire
3. Thomas Stevenson, Oban Distillery, Argyllshire
li. Mackenaie of Seaforth, Stornoway Distillery, Isle of Luvis
5. Ca;npbe 11 of Jura, Jura Distillery, Argyllshire.
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Jolrn Frnaer. Distiller, Tnvnnbinch of Ferintoah. 
near Dingwall

The period of about 10 years from the end of the Napoloonic vara in 

18 13 t<̂  the greatjfinaneial crises of 1825-6, sav the founding and the 

demise of many distilling concerns. During 18 15» the conuecjuoncos of the 

prolonged international straggle vere severely felt not only in Ehglond but 

also in Scotland. In the Highlands, commercial enterprise seems to Iiave 

been in confusion; goods vere scarce, ogricultural prices vere falling, 

and it was not until after 1817 that signs of improvement vere manifest.^

The Sederunt Books of the trustee for John Fraser of Taynabinch give 

a useful indication of the nature of his business. Fraser, described ns a 

distiller in Inverness, had been the agent for the Bank of Scotland at Inver

ness, hut had been dismissed from its service. In 1315, he vns in practice 

as a distiller at Taynabinch of Forintosh, vhich vaa on the northern shore 

of the Black Isle in Ross-shiro. Along vith his distilling and banking 

interests, John Fraser vas associated vith multifarious enterprises, either 

as ovner or co-partner. Thus he vas »a tamer, shoemaker, hrover, anti

woollen manufacturer at Inverness, and one of the partners of the Cnledoniun
2

Coach Company.* That his affairs vere in a bad state is apparent from an

entry shoving that his creditors vere to meet *in the house of Colin McLennan, 

Vintner in Dingwall.* The trustee appointed vas Alexander Shepherd.-*

A principal creditor vas the Bonk of Scotland; its agent in Inverness, 

Alexander Anderson, produced b  claim by the governors for £6,860 5». 5d. * 1

This place name Is shown on the O.S. 7th series 1 inch map sheet, Inver
ness as Teanahinch. ’

1 . Barron, J. (ad.) The Northern Highlands in the l«)th Century, p. XXXII
(Introduction). ' *

2. S.R.O. KH15/U2J John Fraser: Sed. Book W.l6* 1815, p. 1 .
3. 5.U.O. IS 15/l**2: John Fraser: Sod. Book, U.16: 1815, p, 6.
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for which the Bank held Bonds of Credit for auras due on cash accounts, and 
sums due on discounted bills. It also hold missives of sale by Fraser of 

certain houses and property in Inverness. Alexander Anderson entered a 

personal claim as agent against John Fraser for the aura of £1,077 13*» 9d.

It is clear from the Sederunt Bool« thAt Fraser had been for raany year* 

prior to hie dismissal a trusted servant of the Bank of Scotland, and vhilo 

employed therein, being in charge of considerable funds, had embarked as a 

partner on a variety of speculations. Over and above his commercial 

ventures, he farmed at Taynabinch, and bald shares in vessels and other joint 

concerns. Bis downfall was a consequence of 'so many speculations, which 

led to a failure of the whole*j once he had been dismissed from his office 

as bank agent, demands came so thick and fast on Fraser, that he found it 

necessary to make a retreat to Edinburgh for his personal safety, according 

to his trustee.

In August 1813» John Fraser tried to make arrangements with his creditors, 

but ultimate diligence was raised by the bank, and thereupon, the unfortunate 

Fraser Hook refuge in the Sanctuary.* The foreclosure by the Bank of 

Scotland would suggest that they had been providing the circulating capital 

for the enterprises. The amount of debt soared to over £54,000.

Fraser had taken up distilling late in his career. A note states that 

he *commenced the distillery in the said farm (Taynabinch) in March, 1814,» 

leasing the land for an annual payment of £103 sterling from Forbes of Cull- 

oden.*4 At the time of the sequestration, Culloden had a claim of several 

hundred pounds against the estate for urrears of rent, so that a small sura 
(£28 59* (3d.) stated as owing to him early in the proceedings was mislead

ing. The family of Forbes of Culloden had enjoyed an Excise privilege at 

Forintosh between 1690 and 1704, when the privilege was withdrawn by the 

government: hence Ferintoah could be regarded as one of the most celebrated

it. S.H.0. It.H. 15/142: John Fraser: 3ed. Book, W.lOj 1315, p. 271.
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distilling districts in Scotland.

Despite the size of Fraser*» debt, it looks as if he did recover; al

though no evidence has been forthcoming fron local directorios or gazetteers, 

John Fraser is still listed in 1820-1 as being a distiller at Taynabinch in 

Morevood*» List of Distillers in Scotland. Morevood states that the distill

ery produced 1,840 gallons of vhisky in that year."*

Fraser also owed the Excise Collection £1,392 12s. 2d., and he may

have been lured into distilling by the changing legislative climate of 1314-

15. In this phase, the legal distiller vas more liablo to go to the vail 

than his unlicensed competitors to vhon high duties and strict Excise regulat

ions gave every encouragement. In order to realise some of Froaer*» assets, 

the trustee had an inventory made of the distillery*» contents, vhicb vere 

probably considerably undervalued.

Distillery at Toynabinchj Inventory: lSlj/'

Steeping Vat and Purups
Five Copper Stills with worms end 

worn tubB
A Copper Soilor
A mush tun and underback with 

braa9 cock
Six wash backs with Cover ami 

four brass cocks
Five snail wash Backs
One spirit and four Revenue Receivers,

Locks for the Stills and Receivers, 
eight in all, included in general 
valuation 5 *

£ s .  d .

5

70
15

10

40
5

5

145

5 Morewood, Samuel, Invention» and Custona ln the Use of Tntoxicating 
Litmors, (1824) P- 326.

C S.U.O. R.H. 15/142: John Fraser: Sed. Book: W.l£*i 1815» pp. 83-5



Four pumps and runners 5 - -
A White iron pump - 3 -
One hundred and eighty bushels or

1»5 bo.Iha malt at £2. 2s. 96 10
Five hundred gallons of whisky in 

Cellar unreduced at 12/- 300 **
674 gallons of wash at 2a. pr. gallon 67 8 -
Six bolls, or thereby of Caithness 

Biggin tended for malt nt 12/- 
pr. Boll. 3 12

A parcel of coals supposed about 
5 tuns 6 13 —

A Jack Back £3 A tub 5/- 3 5 -
A wooden Gallon measure - 10 -
A Copper do. A white Iron Uaggen 

10/6 3 10 6
3 Funnels of Do. 15/3 Cast Iron 

Furnaces 30/- 0 5 —
A large White Iron Pump - 10 -
A Servant's bed, Vessels Bound ate. 1 1 -
A white Iron Gallon luoasure - 10 6
2 Half Bnb Casks - 15 -
6 White Casks and one puncheon 

do. at 15s. 5 5 -

637 18 6

T!.e inventory ia »oat intor.ating in that it giva. a pietur. of a diat- 

illory with work in prograas, aa compared with oatinata, anil aohodnlo. ot 

coat, for .li.till.ria. in coura. of erection, auch a. th. Stornoway Di.till- 

ory in Lewis. One note, for eranple that coal was baing need aa a fuel 

for th. distillery, th. probability being tint it waa imported by coaatlng 

vessel fro* th. Firth of Forth, a fact al.o aupportad in th. pap... „f th. 

Beauly Distillery Conp^y. Th. lattar obtained coal fro» All„. ,,ml jp, 7

7. 3.R.O. HI 15/209, Beauly Distillery Company, Lett.rbook, 1825-fl.
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The proximity of the Brora coalfield does not seem to have been particularly 

Advantageous, although Clynelish Distillery at Brora »ns located partly on 

account of the coalfield there. By the 1880s, local Brora coal was not used

Secondly, the di.till.ry at Taynabinch relied not only upon noU.,1 

berley, but alee on .Citbn.ee blggim. or inf.ri„r er,in> v M c h  ^  ^  

conveys by coasting v.eeel. fro» that county. The Beamy Distillery Com

pany did buainesa in Norf.lk barley, and .tea pnrch..ed 300 ball., a, barley 

fro» Coleraine in Nertbern Irelend, althengh much «„in ... E„t loo.ny in 

,n»H quantities. SCilarly, the clyn.U.b Dl.tlll.ry i„ Dram ve. 

m  1819 with the oi» of providing a r.ady market for tb. groin «row „n the 
productive coastal loWand., and to supply local demand for whisky In „ i„„it_ 

imate way.

At Taynahinch .hat i, perhaps surprising is th. number ef smell .till, 
en th. premiss., there .ere five of the»., and it is disappointing that n„ 
indication is given of their dimeoei™,. Fro„ th. inv.ntory of ^  

meat, it is likely that laynabinch va. th. original Porinto.h Di.tUl.ry of

the Forbes family.
Almost half the vein, of th. content. up by t„. ^

whisky lying in a cellar at th. distillery, and it ... »b„„t thi. that th. 
Erais. authorities were concerned. Be.pit. hie precarious finances, Fraser 
had a .milnvrighf working at th. dietill.ry and farm erecting a thre.hing 
machine, hut th. latter had expended work on th. project, which vn. to co.t 
£126, because he had only received £6 to account.* 9

Eraser appears to have employed three men at th. distillery, on. u

entered in the Sederunt Book as a distiller. The ± .ine trustee did not immedlately

Barnard, A., The Whisky Distillerio« ........  ' 7"1097, p. 160. --------- ~  thB Unitad (London),
9. S.B.Oj lUi 15/U2* John Fraser, Sed. Book W.16, l81g> p> 85>

because of its inferior quality.8
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discharge them, paying them wages in the form of nn allowance of meal and 

coal, but they awaited the payment of their money wage» which were due in 

September, 1315.10 11 12 13 Meanwhile, the Commissioners of the Hoard of Excise in

Edinburgh, anxious to receive the duties owing to them, were being importuned\
by the trustee to delay pressing for settlement. In a letter doted 11th 

September, 1815, Shepherd states that he had advised the creditors not to 

throw away the distillery property at half its value, adding that »were it

to be sold by Public Eoup at present, it could hardly be expected to fetch
,11more.*

The creditors also looked to Fraser»s other enterprises and investments.

lie had a £500 share in tho Inverness Brewery» the trustee, observed that
12•the concern has turned out very ill.« There had been eight partners» 

six were deceased, and of these only one had died in n state of solvency.

Large debts had to be met in respect of this concern, and one at leaet amount

ed to over £3»000. It appeared that Fraser had so far sunk £2,000 in the 
firm.

T),e possibility of raising fun,,, fro,,, th. .i.bts duo to Fraser was 

explored by th. cr.Jiters. An Edinburgh fine, Willis« H , n  & Co. hod Iwd 

whisky consigned to thee by Fraser to th. vole, „f £ n o , ha(| aU<>

spirits to n Thornes Hsreie, Georg, Pinkerton, and Chsrlcs Al.xand.r ft Co. 

among otbors, and bills drawn on the», firm, had been mad. t„ th,

order of his brother, Donald.1’ Tho draft on Ilnrri. wa. for £160, on 

Pinkerton for £507, and on Alexander & Co. for £55l all th... w.r. in 

Glasgow. Fraser*. trad, waa thus exten.lv., and reached beyond th.

10. a.n.O. nn 15/142» John Fraser, Sod. Book, W.IS, 1815 „ n o
11. S.H.Oi m  15/142» John Fraser, Sed. Book, W.16, m ,’ ' . “
12. S.B.0» HB 15/142» John Fraser, Sed. „.uk, w.l6 ’
13. S.S.0» TOT 15/142» John Fmser, s.d. „oak, w.l6 18I,’ “"d ^
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confines of the Inverness market.

The Board of Exclsa, it appear., did not answer the trust..-. letter 
regarding the payment of Ercia. duty, or th. aal, of the distillery. I„- 
atoad the Board gay. in.tiuction. to th. Coilootor to aell „f, th. property 
nt Ferintoah without d.loy, uni... the whole dutie. outstanding ware paid 
forthwith. Her. d.bt. were being brought to th. truat.... notic, among 
th... was an account fro» Ai.xand.r McGregor, a copp.r.nith in Dingwall, vho 
had .applied o M W  c.ppar bottom for a atill, and carried out otb.r repair., 
while a a«» wa. ol.o out.tending for »..on work. McGragor wa. al.„ ow„, 
money for other work nt the distillery.

It wa. proving difficult for Shepherd to obtain fund.. Inve.tigation 
of the whisky accounts showed that sale, completed by Jam s. Bell a Co. of 
Leith, and Willis» Hall a Co., Edinburgh, of th. spirit, con.igned to them 
by Fraser, were not in agreement with th. invoice, in his book, -it appear
ing that there was a great discrepancy botwe.n the Invoices sent to these 
house, and th. .aid Aceompt. Sale...>3 Th, tnl„to. w  ^  ^  ^  ^

satisfactory explanation from them, and wa. inatructed to pay the dutia. a. 
soon as poasible* Ih. creditor, re.olv.d to put him in fund, by discount
ing bills with th. different branch., of the bank, in lav.™.,., wh.r.by 
Shepherd could accept bill, at 3 month, to th. extent of £1,1,50.14 15 16 T„ .

banks named were th. Itonk of Scotland, th. Perth Onion Baric, and th. British 
Linen Bank. Ihrth.mor., th. trustee was to arrange for th. sals of th. 
stocks of whisky by -private bargain-, and for th. public roup of Fraser-, 
share, in th, tavern... and Leith Shipping Company. m .  „„„.p,.

was to be disposed of both by privat. bargain, and by public roup a. Shephard

14. S.H.O. ™  13/145. John Fraser, Sed. Book, D.l9, ibi6, p. 04
15 . S.R.Ot mi 15/HB, John Eraser, Sed. Book, W.16, I8I5 „ 1 ,
16. S.Ji.O... f£H l5/,52. Joh„ fra„ r SeJ. ’ -  **•

» IO, IM15, p. 225.
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saw fit, in order to maximize receipts.

Some of Fraser's debtors were paying their accounts, for example, a 

note for December, 1815, records that George Urquhart paid £80 for 

gallomyf whisky and in February 1816, Collector Cochrane refunded 

£38 9s. 7d.17 Another entry shows that the Supervisor of Exciee for

Roas-ahire was oaid for a malt seizure and distillery lock, ami for advert

ising the sale of Fraser's possessions at Taynabinch.

In July, 1316, Shepherd wrote to inf on, the creditors of what was a-foot 
at the distillery}

I tear the Distillery «ten.il. nr. totally ln.t tn th. editor.
Join, Fru.er, nlin. Mill., nt Dri.ann.ieh. haying in th. beginning 0\ 
m e t  »pring broke /Si«7 into th. Di.till.ry in the night tin. „n,, 
commenced n Pro.... of Di.tillntion in vhich he „,.d .erne of th. 
Uten.il., nnd haying b..n detect.,!, the .hoi. ..r. lnid ,m ,„r 
ure, a not.ith.tnn.ling every effort I „ „ 1,1 M k #  to roC0Y,r th# 
uton.il., they hnyo boon condo,ml in the Court of Exchequer.18

Th, derelict di.tiH.ry „net hny. pr.yid.d a greet testation, and „„ 

opportunity tbnt ... too good to »ion. Th. „ 1 .  of ,„m  „nJ h„„.„h„ld

plenishing, raised over «25, hut no di.tUI.xy „ton.il, nr. a.„tioBed in tl„  

accounts. Tlie Sederunt Dooks end in 1821.

There ..re s.y.ral con... .hy Highland Jl.tiH.ri.., Ilk. th.t of rr.,er, 
found th.ne.ly«, in finoncial trouble. Prior to 1815, m  Aot 

172) .a. pns.od to prohibit th. ue. of .till. u „  tha„ ^  Jn ^

Highland District, .hi.h tantamount t. , couplet. lnt#rilot m  1<>gol 

distilling in that region.1'’ Th. o.cond nnd nor. pereanent cnu.. th. 

poat-..r di.tross ,ln. to finnncinl cri.es, fall, in ngricnltuml prices, ,m d

l"  WH Wl'rt!John Fraser Sed. Book, W15 I,,,.
,8. S.S.O, EH 15/ U 2, John Pra.er, Sed. “ 7'M-
I0- P-P-. Fifth Deport of the ’ P>

v h , (Tssjt: jpp. si, p. ass-— —  nf|" irT tJ— H-------
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other problème of re-adjuatment from a wartime to a peace time economy.

Aa legal distilling became impossible, so did smuggling become so wide

spread that the County authorities in Inverness-shire and elsewhere petit
ioned the government to permit the use of sina' stills, n measure which waa 

conceded in 1816. The stills of 40 gallons capacity were then able to 

enter production again, and Fraser nay have been able to commence distilling. 

Nevertheless, the new Act was enmeshed and hedged about with so many restrict

ions that many of the distilleries which were set up failed to become viablo. 

For instance, a legal distiller was obliged to make wash of a specific 

strength, and to pay duty on a specific volume of spirits, whether he was 

able to extract the required amount or not. He was compelled to produce 

one-quarter to one-fifth more than the illicit operators, whose output thus

tended to be of o superior quality. Other irksome factors are shown in the
20following excerpt from the Inverness Courier.

The County of Banff petitioned Parliament for the re
establishment of small distilleries, and for tho equalisat
ion of duties on spirits, Scotland being subject to a duty of 
3d. per gallon more titan England and Ireland.

In the same year, it was also noted that *A decision of the Barons of 
Exchequer again prohibited the southern market to Highland distilled whisky.* 
The Inverness Farmer Society resolved to address Parliament on the subject.
An Easter Ross farmer, writing in the Inverness Courier said, »Many of our 

brethren have been ruined by the great depression of price for agricultural 

products, and almost all of us are struggling with difficulties to save our
OÏcredit.* Bid he have Fraser of Taynabinch in mind? It was especially 

remarked that *a distiller in the neighbourhood of Inverness was ruined by * 21

¡20. Barron, J., (ed.), The Northern Highlands in the 10th Cent,.-», Vol. I 
(26 Jan. 1816), p. 101. ---- ---

21. Barron, oR‘ Vol. T (l6 Feb. 1816), p. 102.
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th» decision of the Darcna of Exchequer prchibiting th. export of spirit, to
22th© Lowlands.'

Much agitation went on throughout 1816, wb.u notings w.r. hold on th. 

subjecyf th. di.till.or laws in th, counti.. of Inv.m..., lb,.., suth.rland

and Banff, both by county s.ntl.a«i„ and by faming aoci.ti... At th. A___ ,

Meeting of tb. Comraiaaion.ra of aipply, th. m.ab.r of Parlio^nt for tmr.m... 

shir. (Hr Fraser-Tytl.r) r.port«i that th. doing, of protoat and r.pr...atat- 

lona on th. la». ».,. lik.ly to r.c.iv. .. fair aud d.lib.r.t. instigation», 

which could be anticipated to haw* beneficial result» .22 23

It ia notable that th. naa. of »p.rinto.h» va. k.pt aliv. in th. Sc.teh 

Vhiaby industry. D.C.L. to-day o»n F.rlnto.h ».„hou... at Dingwll, Eo..- 

ahiro. Th. F.rintch Bi.till.ry out of «hid. th. woruhou... v.r. created 

»a. a relatively ncv e.tabli.ta»nt, being built in 1S78 by D.G. Has. of 

Dingwall, and at first being colled Ben Wyvi, Distillery. On a ohang. of 

ownership to Kirk.r, Or.er & Co. Ltd., Xr.land, in 1893, th. nan. wa. alter

ed to that of Ferintooh. Th. ae.unption la that th. change wa. nad. to keep 

olive th. fanoua nan. of th. original Forintoah Di.ttll.ry, about two nil., 

distant nt F.rintosh in th. Dlack I.I., Ab„ut 1693, ii.ttl.ton refer, to it 

as being operated by the Scotch Whisky Distillery Company. 24

Iur’ier, Greer & Co. Ltd., were succeeded in 1912 by Mitchell Drotbora 

Ltd., Glasgow, and during the period of management by these two interest» the 

distillery was operated in the name of the Ferinto.h Distillery Company Ltd., 

until it vent into liquidation in 1924. The ownership of the modern Ferin- 

tosh Distillery then passed to John Begg, Ltd., the premise, were dismantled, 

and converted into a bonded warehouse, which was sold in 1930 to Scottish 

Malt Distillers Ltd.

22. Barron, cit., Vol. I (29 March, 1316), p. 103.
23. Barron, on. crt., Vol. I (3 May, 1816), p. 104.
24. Nettleton, J.jU, The Manufacture of Spirit,. (I893), pp. 411-4
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Anory: Danny Distillery: 1820

Captain Amory commenced business ns a brewer nt Denny, Stirlingshire in 

1815. He had had some previous commercial experience, but he did not persist 

with hiA brewery, hnd in 1818, began a new enterprise ns a distiller. This 

isove may have been stimulated by the new legislation of 1817, which encourag

ed Scots to take out licences na distillers. Captain Fraser of Bracklo in 

the county of Nairn was another entrepreneur with military connections who 

also entered the distilling industry about this time. Perhaps Captain Amory'a 

problems stemmed from making the transition from military to civil employment, 

giving a parallel with the postwar years after 1918 and 19^5»

Anory »3 distilling business was abandoned in March 1820 when he stopped 

payment.* Action was raised against him at the instance of William Purves, 

a clothier, who was due debts amounting to over £133. By this time, Amory'a 

affairs were stated to have gone by »unavoidable losses in business* into 

confusion. Wien his activities began, Amory was reputed to have had n capit

al of £*»,000. He had received betveon £1,000 and £2,000 on account of his 

father's estate in the West Indies - the island of St. Christopher is mention

ed - and he also held a commission of Captaincy in the Stirlingshire Militia, 

which was a paid appointment. It is not clear from the distillery record 

whether he was a discharged or demobilised soldier, or simply a Captain of

Volunteers.

Amory had no business partners, but hia sources of capital were good, 

and it is interesting to find profits made in the colonies being invested 

in distilling.

Because payment of Excise duties bad fullen far behind, in March 1820, 

the authorities raade ready to sell the whole of Amory's distillery, together

1. S.R.Oi HU 15A55! Amory: Denny Distillory Record, p. 3.
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with his household furniture and other effects in order to raise fund» to

meet the duty outstanding. The losses sustained by both the brewing iond
o

distilling businesses were os follows:“

 ̂ Loss in Brewing per Ledger No. 1 & 2 £2051 s ltll|
Loss in Distilling per Do. No. 2 £2647 : 2: 1}

£4698* 4» 1$-

The list of claims against Aaory totalled £2246 16s, 0d.t and suras were

mainly owing to persons in the Cumbernauld and Stirling areas. Apart from 

Purves, the clothier, Gilbert Sandere entered claims on behalf of the Stirling 

Banking Company for £21 2a. Ojd. The bank may have put up the working

capital for Araory»» firm. Other debts were due to spirit dealers and various

Glasgow merchants, such as bottle makers and cork cutters, as well as to local
3farmers who had supplied grain.

The debts owing to Amory himself were of varying amount and had been 

contracted by people living chiefly in the Denny area - in Cnrron, Falkirk, 

Donnybridge and Airth. These were classified as »good*, »doubtful*, and 

•bad» - the latter being described in nost cases aa »totally desperate,) which 

was not a pleasing prospect for the creditors.

•Debts due »good*: £ 15. 9s. 7d.
•Doubtful»: £268.13s. 5d.
•Bad»: £298.19*. 2d.

£583. 2s. 2d.

The proportion of bad debts was remarkably high, amounting to over 51 

per cent of the total. As against this, Anory»s estate was valued at £-920 3s.,

but after deductions had been made for payment of »Heritable Bonds, Taxes,

2. S.H.O: RH 15/*55, °£* £it., p. 5*».
3 . 3.R.0: RH 15A55J £»• £i£», PP* 8-20.
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Servants, and the Wages ami Expenses of Sequestration*, the remainder wns 

only £670, which gave a composition of 2s. 3d. in the pound.

Inventories and valuations of the distillery and some of its equipment

were prepared; little in the way of plenishings had been left to Amory
\ ^

after the Excise had held its sale of utensils in March 1820.

'Inventory of Utensils sold at the Excise Sale 
on l6 March last and still remaining at the work.

1-3 Gallon Copper Measure 
1 Fired measure
1 w . h  still ) vlth scrap«..
I Doubling do. )
1 Flake stand with 2 worms & 2 water cocks 
1 Water Pump
1 Spirit Deceiver with Copper Purap & Chain Fastening 
1 Faint do. Do. Do.
1 Low wine do. Do. Do.
3 Tin Fillers for Do.
1 Jack Back with cast iron purap
1 Small cooler
2 Large Do.
1 Large Copper Boiler with furnace 
1 Mash Tun with 2 oars.
1 Under back with wort pump 
6 Fermenting Tuns with fastenings 
16 Locks with Keys 
1 Bub Cask
Sundry rones belong to the Utensils:'

Donny distillery was therefore of the common pot still type, equipped 

with both a wash and a low wines still. The valuation of what is described 

as 'East Borland Distillery', as at 23 May, 1820, is given as £834 10s.,

but no statement is given of the stun realised by the Excise Sale. An

4. S.R.O: DU 15/455: «£• £it., p. 25.
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i j
account is given ©lsevhero of the original coat of the distillery.

Tbo Distillery with ground, 
improvements, utensils etc. cost at loast £1800
Present value per Mr. Kemp's valuation £ 834.10s.

\ £ 965.10s.

It should be noted that the drop in capital value of the distillery 

(£965 10s.), deducting debts due to Araory (£583 2s. 2d.) makes the defic

it considerably less than would at first appear. In addition Amory had net 

estate of £670. The accounting and business methods must hove been bad, 

because the distillery appears to have continued to produce at a loss.

After the Excise sale all that remained in the premises were sundry 

puncheons, casks, hogsheads, staves, and 9 dozen bottle*. The presence of 

the latter and the fact that Amory was owing money to a cork cutter in Glasgow, 

(John Mitchell), must indicate that direct marketing to retailers was practic

ed.^ There are also references to business with spirit merchants, who hud 

retained casks belonging to Aaory.* Along with malt shovels, a flaughtor 

spade, marking irons, sign boards and measuring rods, the casks nnd bottles 

(2s. 6d. nor dozen) were valued at £28 18«. A land surveyor reckoned that

the house and grounds at the distillery were worth £363 8»» made up of the

following subjectsJ-

•Dwelling house* & cellar: £250
Distillery & house connected

thereto 340
Servants' houses nnd Byres 100
Garden Wall 23
Ground including site of 

Buildings and Garden 110
Pig Styes 5
Trees 4
Old Materials O

3« S.R.Oj EH 15/455» 00» cit.. p . 54.
6. S.R.Os m  15/455, on. cit., p. 10.
7. S.Jl.Ot I1H 15/455, op. cit.. p. 24,
8. S.H.Or IiH 15/455» 00. cit.. p. 25.

£863 8». 8
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The distillery itself was put up for auction in the Lyceum Rooms in 

Glasgow on 21 February 1821, being described in the advertisement as

That newly erected distillery in the immediate neighbourhood
of the town of Denny, containing Mash House, Tun Iloom, Still
Hoiise, Cellars, Malt Darn, Granary and Kiln, with every utensil
necessary for carrying on Distillation..., The whole premises
are in excellent order, and being near the canal, and in n popul-
ou9 and plentiful grain district are well worthy the attention of
Distillers and Brewers. The work at a small expense might
easily be converted into an excellent Tannery, there being a

q
sufficient supply of water for such an establishment.

The reference to the canal, which was the Forth and Clyde Canal, is 

noteworthy, because canal Bites have been, and still are, significant dist

illery locations, especially in Lowland Scotland. There is Port Dundas 

distillery on the Port Dundaa branch of the Forth and Clyde Canal. It is 

adjacent to the former Dundashill distillery of Robert Harvie & Co. Ltd., 

which is also on the canal bank, but which now functions as a cooperage.

Both establishments ore owned by D.C.L. There were, and still are, many 

other distilleries in similar locations; Littlemill Distillery at Bowling, 

Dunbartonshire, Auchentoshan Distillery near Clydebank, and east of Glasgow, 

Bankier Distillery, to-day used as a waitings, were sited close to canals.

On the Union Canal are based both St. Magdalene Distillery at Linlithgow, 

and Rosebank at Falkirk (owned by D.C.L.) There were others now defunct, 

such ns Mains Distillery at Linlithgow (Union Canal) and Broomhill Distill

ery, South of Donnybridge in Stirlingshire (Forth & Clyde Canal). Such 

was the pull of n canal site, with its outstanding bulk transport facilities 

for fuels and grain, as well os its possibilities for cooling water that it 

was not unknown for distilleries to be relocated to gain those advantages.

S.R.O: RH 1[>A55: «£• cit., p. 86.
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It is recorded in the General View of the Agriculture of Renfrewshire (1812) 

that distilleries had been carried on in the town and neighbourhood of 

Paisley, with great success since before 1790, but that they had dwindled 

in number, ’some of the companies engaged in this business having removed 

their works to the banks of the Forth and Clyde Canal in the neighbourhood 

of Glasgow.*10 11

To revert to Amory's predicament, the Excise officials' abortive sale 

of the utensils in March 1320, led to a further attempt being made in July 

1821, when the equipment was disposed of for £68 3s. 7d., the vnsh still

fetching £10 15»*, and the smaller spirit still only realising £5 5s» The

upset price of the distillery was £640, and because of the lock of offers 

and the poor returns obtained from the sale of casks and the few remaining 

utensils in the premises, the creditors were left to face a situation in 

which there was an insufficiency of funds even to defray the expenses of 

managing and sequestrating the affairs of Araory.

The general circumstances of trade suggest that Araory's failure was due 

to under capitalisation, and lack of variable capital in a period of wide

spread depression in trade. Producers often continued to operate to recover 

fixed costs or to ¡aeet immediate bills, but sold their output at a loss - 

this was a conspicuous defect of inadequate working capital, and the hope 

of better times was too alluring.
Distilling did however continue in the Denny area. The 7th Report of 

the Commissioners of Inquiry into the Excise (1834) names the firm of 

William McPherson & Co. as functioning as distillers at Denny.** In 1841,

the New Statistical Account showed that mills and manufactories wore numer

ous, there being 'eleven of these on the banks of the river Carron, within

10 Wilson, John, General View of the Agriculture of Renfrewshire. (Paisley) 
1812, p. 264.

11 p p .. Seventh Report! Coiaraisa ionora of Inquiry into the Excise (1034)
1 Appendix 67 . PP- '¿7^U ----------------
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a mile and a half of the town of Denny.* One prepared pot barley. It

also reported that *tvo distilleries have also been erected, one in Denny,

and another at Bankier.* Another pot barley mill was functioning at Bonny-

ford, b^t vater power was sometime» inadequate, so that a steam engine was

installed and put to vorlc when necessary. The distillery nearest Denny

was under the firm of MacPheraon and MacNaughton; it consumed 3»500 quart-
13ers of malt each year, which yielded 53»000 gallons of proof spirits. Two 

stills were employed - a wash still of 500 gallons content, and a low wines 

still of kOO gallons. It is probable that this distillery was the one 

formerly owned by Amory. Poor quality grain was acceptable to the distill

ers - 'bear or big makes the finest spirits, but this is not so profitable 

to the distiller.* The best season for distilling was stated to be spring, 

and for fermentation, autumn. The Denny distillery afforded a ready market 

for the barley of the local farms, ami such was the confidence of the farmers 

in the new company that it was common practice to forward the grain after 

harvest to the distillery, and, if it was received there as suitable for 

malting, the settlement of the price was loft to the company, without a 

prior bargain being made. The other distillery at Bankier on the river 

Bonny, was said to be much the same in respect of consumption of barley, 

and of the quantity and kind of spirits produced.

12

N»S»A.» Stirlingshire, Vol. V III, p. 1 2 3 . 

NeSs A s f J2Ji# t P * 1 30 |
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Thomas Stevenson: The Ohnn Distillery

Barnard vas a visitor to the Oban Distillery in 1887 when it was in 

the possession of a Mr Walter Higgin. In hi» account of that visit, he 

describes the premises as being, *a quaint old fashioned work*, dating back 

prior to the existence of the town, having been built about the year 179^ 

by the family of Stevenson. Ho ascribes the founding of the town of Oban 

to them, which prior to their investments in property, and other business 

activities, had been only a small fiahing village.1

A much earlier visitor had been Dr. Jeffrey, during his survey of 

distilleries for the Committee of Enquiry of 1798-9. Dr. Jeffrey was prob

ably James Jeffrey (1759-18*18), Professor of Anatomy at Glasgow University.

He reported that at Oban he found everything pertaining to the Stevenaons* 

distillery in a ranch better situation than elsewhere in the Highlands. The 

distillery had once been fitted up as a brewery; the bams were large and 

the granary ample. The manager of the work had been trained as a distill

er in the Lowlands, and the apparatus, especially the stills, was up-to-date. 

Nevertheless, the spirit still waa not like the ones at Cannon Mills, Kil- 

bagie or Lochrin (Stein anti Haig distilleries), because it did not have a 

plate in it - a device which waa believed to give a more rapid heating of 

wash, quicker evaporation, and thus speedier working. The still vos raore 

like the usual Lowland ones, for commercial operation, rather than a Bma* 

s t i l l A s  far as Dr. Jeffrey could recollect, it was also fitted up ‘with 

a bottom scraping engine*. He thought that had the furnace been as well 

proportioned, the Stevensons could have distilled as expeditiously as any

1 . Barnard, A., The Whisky Distillories of the United Kingdom (1887), p. 125.
2t P.P., 1798-9, Deport from the Committee upon the Distilleries in Scot

land, p. 752.
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other distillers, even in the Lowlands, hut »as things w e r e ..... he was

by no taeana distilling alow*. Like other Highland distillers, the Steven

sons were eager to learn, and vere accustomed to order stills and other

apparatus from Glaagov.

From his inspection, Dr. Jeffrey concluded that the Highland commercial 

distillers, as typified by the Stevensons, distilled as fast as they could, 

when the Excise vere not votching. Meantime, the unlicensed fraternity vere 

likewise operating as fast ns possible, because of *their dread of an unexpect

ed visit from the Excise,' vhich resulted in their sma' stills being worked to

the limit.

The owner and operator of the distillery at the time of Dr. Jeffrey's 

account was Hugh Stevenson, father of Thomas Stevenson, the subsequent owner 

vhoee affairs became embarrassed in 1820. Thomas Stevenson was then in debt

to a variety of creditors, the most notable of vhich vere the Ship Bank in 

Glasgov, the National Bank of Scotland, and the Conwercial Banking Company 

of Scotland, his debts in March 1820 being put at over £8,000.^ Among his

assets were hia farms, smithy, houses, und distillery, as well as his inter

est in slate quarries near Easdalo, and a partly built hotel in Oban.

A survey of the distillery shoved the following stocks and work in
4progress t

Distillery
45 gallons whisky in stock ft 9/- 
324 Do. 11 o.p. in Bond 5 A  
640 Do. (this quantity supposed being 

under process of distillation 5/4) 
Balance of draw back duty on Malt due by 

Excise, suppose 
40 tons of Coals 
Cellar utensils 
Counting House furniture 3 4

£ s d
20 5
86 8 -

1 5 3 12 -

5
24 — —

15 15 —
10 — -

315 — —

3. S.R.O. RH 15/423» Thomas Stevenson, Oban, Sod. Book (3 ), 1309.
4. S.H.O. HI 15/423» on. cit.. Sed. Book (l), p. 00.
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The Oban Distillery, c. I9 6 5. The Distiller's 
Co. Ltd. Formerly owned by the Stevenson family, 
it is located on o restricted ami difficult site. 
(From J.R. Thine).

Mains Malting», Linlithgow, c. 19i>5* this old 
distillery of William Glen & Co. is now a waitings
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Other assets belonging to Mr Stevenson were n variety of insurance 
companies* stock - for example 20 shares in the Scottish Union, valued at 
£ 1 0  five in the Insurance Company of Scotland*s stock worth £33» There
was al3 ô £ 1 0 0  of stock in the Govermont Tontine In the name and on the life 
of Mrs Stevenson, which bore an interest rate of £5 10s. per annum. Cash
on band at the time of the bankruptcy amounted to only £3 0. 1 7 ». 6d. which 
had been set aside for the purpose of paying Excise duty ami the wages of the 
men employed at the distillery. A complete survey of Stevenson*s affairs 
showed that the divisible fund would give a dividend of 3s* 8 d̂. in the 
pound, on claims of £8 ,7 0 8 . lie. 2d.

The debts due to Mr Stevenson were of amounts ranging from some shill
ings to over £350 and were incurred by persons in the vicinity of Oban, Mull 
and Campbeltown. Set against these, the statement of Stevenson's losses 
discloses the extent of his enterprises and his assorted interests. An 
extract gives the following details.̂

'Highland Chieftain' : Steam Boat:
•Hen Nevis', <lo.
Sloop, Earl of Fife
9 years loss on Delnahua Slate «harries 

( 1 8 2 7 and 1828)
Ilobt. & James Watson, Glasgow, for whisky 
Roy, Liverpool, for whisky 
Business Account for law proceedings 

(the late Hugh Stevenson's Trust)
TTooly & Co., Nottinghame /sic/
Hugh Humphrey, Liverpool 
Improving property at Oban 
Buii.iiug new store at Belnahua 
Paid Captain Hugh Stevenson as part of his 

Patrimony in 1B23 and 18211 
Paid Hugh Stevenson's Trustees difference 

between my patrimony nnd value of property 
disponed to me

£200 — —

71 17 G
21*3 1 0 8

283 4 ll
150 - -

410 - -

1 1 1 19 3
270 - —

150 - -

370 - -

300 - -

1,050 -  -

5'*5 - -

The total statement amounts to £6,723- 8s. 3d., and an analysis is
given of the cost of heritable Property acquired by Mrs Stevenson. Tbia

5. s.n.o. HU 15/^23: jan. cit., Bed. Book (l), p. 21».



property included the distillery.

Dwelling house etc.
Distillery, Malt Ilarn, Granary, 

Kiln, Bonded Warehouse etc. 
impended in improving the Heritable 

Subjects in Oban
IIotel9 and offices in part erected 
Island of Belnahua & c, situated 

about 18 miles from Oban 
Building new store at Belnaliua

The debts amassed and the losses incurred were therefore by no means 
attributable to whisky distilling, but arose, as bas been exetnplified in the 
study of the papers of other bankrupt distillers, from a combination of 
circumstances. Captain Hugh Stevenson, son of Mr Thooias Stevenson, writing 
to his mother in Oban from Africa, told her of his arrangement to ship *»7,000 
dollars to Liverpool to help clear the debts on his grandfather’s estate.
He emphasised that the money mat not he sent to his father - the latter was 
•not to be angry* on that score, because *he, you, and ¡nyself know that money

fwflies through his fingers, God knows how, without doing any good to himself.» 
The sen seems to have regarded his father as something of a speculator, if 
not a spendthrift.

Particulars are given of the equipment installed at the slate quarries, 
and an inventory of the distillery utensils is also included.' The Mash 
Bouse at Oban contained coppers for preparing and brewing worts and another 
for making ’Bubs*, a fermenting compound, pipes for supplying water both to 
the coppers and to a steam engine which was kept in a special Engine room, 
and used for the purpose of grinding malt. It is clear that Highland 
distillers were not far behind their Lowland rivals in technical innovations. 6 7

6 . S.R.O. BIT 15A23» HI!* cit»» Sed. Book, (l), pp. '»5-7.
7 . S.n.O. an L5A23: op. C it., 3ed. Book (l), p. *»R.

£ 3 d
1,500 -

2,700 -

370 -
*»30

3,000
300

£8,320
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In addition there were also in the Maah House, wash tuns (for »masking* the 

ralt), an underhack, a wort receiver, a cooler for reducing the temperature 

of the wort», a» well a» sundry pumps and roans (pipes). The term »mask

ing* iŝ  still used in Scotland for the proper infnsion of tea in a teapot, 

ppd takes its origin from brewing. In the Tun Ro o m (also described as 
♦Fermenting House*), there were eight wash backs for fermenting and keeping 

wash, and a range of casks, while the still house had »one still for distill

ing wash into Low Vines*, and a second »for distilling Low Winee into Spirits.* 

There we» a ’Fleck Stand containing two worms', and a spirit safe *at the 

worm-end, with three fixed pipes, marked spirits, Feints and Low Vines.*

To contain the liquors produced during processing, a Spirits receiver, 

a Low Vines receiver, and a Feints receiver had been installed each with 

fixed pumps;and chargers were provided for Wash and Low Vines. Stocks and 

goods in process were stored in a spirit cellar or in the courtyard ond in 

the former were four spirit casks, and a vat, while the court had tubs for 

receiving and keeping spirits and wash. All these utensils were numbered 

in the inventory according to the Excise conventions that are in use at the 

present time, e.g. 'one copper for preparing and brewing worts, marked no. 1 *,
g

•One pipe for conveying sparge from water receiver to Copper No. 1.', etc.

A supplementary inventory refers to a hydrometer and saccharometer

which most have been in coown use in Highland distilleries by the early
o

nineteenth century? two brewers' thermometers are also mentioned. These 

aids indicate that distilling in the Highlands was not nscessa rily the rule 

of thumb activity which it has been made c*t to be? on the contrary, it 

was fast becoming a technical process, dependent upon the inetmments of 

technology. An assortment of measuring vessels, funnels, a cooper's adze 8 9

8. S.R.O. EH 15/^23» ££. cit., Sed. Book (l), p. 49.
9. S.R.O.» RH 15/423» °I>« cit., Sed. Book (l), p. 114.



and hung knife, barrows. wait shovels, pokers and rakes for furnaces and other 
equipment was enumerated. The valuator noted that the art idea had heen in 
uae for several years, and were consequently not in first rnte order. Yet no 
reference to Stevenson's distillery is made in Morewood’s List of Distillers 
in Scotland in 1821. It may thus not have functioned until after the Excise 

j\ct of 1823*
The stocks in Warehouse vere stored duty free, and consisted of 5 cask», 

with a total volume of 3 1 5 gallons of whisky ut 1 1 o.p., with a further 1 3 5  

gallons duty »aid whisky at the same strength. An offer was subsequently 
made by Mr Jolm Stevenson of Edinburgh to the lawyer of Mr Thonas Stevenson 
(a Mr John Patten, W.S., at Inveraray) for this whisky - 8 s. per gallon
being offered for the duty paid whisky and ¿»a. 9‘l. for the bonded whiskies.
Mr John Stevenson also suggested purchasing the store of fuel (coal at 12s. 
per ton and peat at Is. ('A. per cart). His intention may have been to assist 
the Oban family in its difficulties because an enquiry was aade in May, 1829 
about the lease of the distillery. Mr John Stevenson suggested that lie 
take over tiie operation of the distillery at n rent of £ 1 0 0 per annum, for 
the neriod from Whitsun 1829 to October, 1330, 'being the period at which 
Distillers obtain their licences. ' * 0

Some information may be gleaned about the extent of Mr Stevenson's 
trade in his prosperous days by studying the location of casks and puncheons 
which had not been returned to hin, being 'in the possession of former Cust
omers.* Most of these persons were in the Oban district or in Glasgow, but 
there were others - in Irvine, Dowling (Mr Hobert Bell), Paisley, Edin
burgh, Erskine Ferry, Inchinnan, Dumbarton, Ardroaaan, Saltcoats, and a Mr 
Falconer at Muirkirk.** Nearer Oban, his customers were found in Tnveraray,

1 0 . S.U.O. nil 15/423* on. cit., Sed. Dock (l), p. 32.
11. Jill-

*
333.
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at Bonave, in Appin, and on Hull. Mr Stevenson also supplied ship»; 

entries refer to Captain flaillie of the Sloop Elizabeth.12 His market 

thus seers to have been an extensive one on the Western seaboard of Scot

land and his interests in shipping doubtless tied in with his distillery, 

as well os with his slate quarries. The slates were also used in the 

speculative building in Oban with which the Stevensons were associated.

Th0 01,1 Statistical-Account reports that the brothers JoJrn and Hugh 

Stevenson (the latter was the father of Thomas) contributed taiCh to the 

industry and activity of Oban.13 rt states that the town should regard 

the Stevensons as its founders. The elder brother Hrept up shipbuilding* 

and the younger house construction. Likewise the New Statistical Account 

records that »Oban is the property of the Most Noble the Marquis of Breadal- 

lmne, and of ilobert Campbell, Esq., of Sonachan.*1'* It is indebted for its 

present onoearanee to the encouragement afforded by its present and late 

proprietors to housebuilding, by giving stances (feus) on payment of n small 

feuduty: also to the enterprising spirit of two brothers named Stevenson, 

who settled there about the year 1778 and engaged in shipbuilding and various 

brandies of trade. At that time, there were few slated houses in the village 

now there are streets of good and co.-aiuodious houses (lH4l).* The Third 

Statistical Account also praises the Stevensons for their contribution to the 

development of the town, listing their major activities as shipbuilding, house 

building and faming. After their time, shipbuilding seems to have declined

in Oban although there was a revival in 1367, which had some measure of
15success.

One can deduce that the Stevensons had Lowland origins - their family

12. 3.U.O. OH 15/423 Sed. Book (l), pp. 115_„.
13. O.S.A., Vol. XI, p. 135 (c. 1795).
14. N.3.A., Vol. VIC, p. 5;2, (1843).
1 5 . Jto.Dom.ld, Colin H., (ed.) Cnnntr of , W U, Third stntintjcl

(Glasgow, 19bl), p. 196. — ---- ------- —
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name alone would substantiate this, and that they hod capital to start a 

range of enterprises. Whether they began the distillery in Oban is open 

to question. The Distillers* Company whose subsidiary, Scottish Halt 

Distillers, now owns Oban Distillery, claim that it was established in 

179^, the original proprietors being the MacLeans of Locbbuie in Hall.

D.C.L. then goes on to state that the MacLeans were succeeded by a Mr 

Gillies and thereafter by James W. Higgin, who was the owner when Barnard 

visited the premises on bis tour in 1887. No reference is made in D.C.L. 

literature to the Stevenaons, but Barnard upholds the view that the Steven- 

sons were responsible for the erection of the distillery. lie gives the 

date 179^ for the commencement, adding that the premises were set up before 

the existence of the town, and that the distillery was »built by the family 

of Stevenson.* It seem* unlikely that the MacLeans had anything to do with 

Oban Distillery and that the D.C.L. version should be disregarded. If the 

Marquis of Breadslbane and Campbell of Sonachan were the superiors, it seems 

strange that they should allow the MacLeans to put up a distillery in Obau. 

Mull itself was not noted for distilling, nor was it good grain-growing 

country. Only one licensed distillery cane into being there - in Tober

mory about 1821. It was operated by a John Sinclair, and produced 6,086 

gallons of whisky in that year.1^

To return to the Oban distillery ns it was in 1329, John Stevenson 

(who offered to lease the premises) seems to have been accepted as tenant 

He ia listed as the distiller at Oban in 1833* Details of thia arrangement 

are disclosed in a proposal that the distillery should be sold - proposals 

which were first ?ande in August 1829, and which included the disposal of the

17

1(> .

1?.

Morevood, S., An Essay on the Inventions and Customs . . .  Inebriating 
Liouors (1324), L ist of D istillers  in Scotland, 1821, p. 324.

P.P , Seventh Report of the Voramiaaion of Inquiry into the Excise. 
(18*4), Appendix 67, p. 229.
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heritable property and the islands and elate quarries near Oban. The la tter 

vere desirable beeauae they were tin the immediate v ic in ity  of Easrtale, and 

in the direct tractof veaeels passing to or from the North either by the 

Crinan Canal or Mull of Kintyre.* The superior quality o f the slate waa 

commended -  there were seven quarries open, nnd in fu ll working order. The 

advertisement for the d is t il le ry  describes i t  as »that neat and compact dist

i l le r y  situated at Oban, presently occupied by Mr John Stevenson, capoblo of 

d is t il l in g  between 600 and 700 gallons sp irits each period in the course of 

10 days. The d is t ille ry  is in complete repair nnd working order and con

tains a sterna engine for grinding malt, with ample raalting premises, Bonding 

Warehouse, Feeding House for 30 head of cattle & c ., entry at 10th October, 

1830.* The upset price for the d is tille ry  alone was £ 2 , 0 0 0 .  Arrangements 

were set in hand for the sale of the unfinished hotel and o ffices in George 

Street. Oban, which were advertised with some foresight na being a sound 

venture *from the increasing resort of Travellers in the ¿u;mner Season . . .  

an«' toe scarcity of accommodation in that, place ( » .e .  Oban) any person poss

essed of a small capital would find the completion of this building a p ro fit

able speculation* Some argument centred on the issue of upset prices - 

the d is tille ry  offers were to be £2 .5hh but subsequently prices were reduced 

until in February, 18” l,  John Stevenson offered £ 1 , 5 0 0  for i t .  The document» 

do not show whether this o ffe r  was in fact accepted.

Another inducement held out to intending purchasers -  in addition to 

the compact premises and the proximity to canal nnd coastal shipping routes - 

was the abundance of paat in the Oban d is tr ic t. Thomas Stevenson had indeed 

the rights to neat cutting on the lands of Ivilnsory and Scarba described as 

•the two nark land of old extent of Kilmory and twenty sh illin g  land of 

Lungn.' He also had the privilege of grazing the lands of Gleucruiten and 

of »carrying away 825 loads of peats ormually gratis in and from the Moss 

of Cnrheilisk,* besides 'the liberty of drawing water from springs on the
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adjoining lands far the uses end purposes of the Brewery or other works eroct-
18

ed or to be erected on the premises.*

If the Stevenson» were of Lowland origin, they may have formed part of 

the group described by John Stem as 'adventurers* who entered the Highland 

District to carry on diatilleries in order to take advantage of the speciul 

duty arrangements therein. Like John Fraser of Inverness, who operated the 

distillery of Taynabinch of Ferintosh, the Stevenson» had multifarious busi

ness interests. It does not appear to hove been distilling per se which 

caused the failure of Thomas Stevenson. His son w h s of the opinion that 

his parent could not manage money; he may have overshot the mark in specul

ative building, and like other distillers, he may have had an inadequacy of 

circulating capital. The small sun of cash on hand at the time of the seques

tration (about £50) provides some evidence for this, but the records do not 

tell what proportion of fixed to circulating capital was employed in the 

Stevenson enterprise.

Despite the failure, the distillery survived os a going concern.
Barnard found the Oban distillery a ‘quaint old fashioned work* when he visit- 

19ed it in 1387. It then covered 2 acros of ground, forming an oblong group

of buildings entered from the main street. The proprietor was James Valter 

Higgin* The Distillers Company believe that an intervening owner carae 

between the Stevenson» and Higgin, namely a Hr Gillies, but Barnard does not 

rofer to him. Higgin made several additions to the premises - notably, two 

varehouses and improvements to machinery and utensils. Barnard was interest

ed in the offices, which had formerly been the Stevensons* residence. A 

part of the sitting room had been made *to project over into the Still-House,•

18. S.R.O. Till !5/h23; Sed. Book (l), p. 121.
19. Barnard A., The i*hi3ky Distilleries of the United Kingdom, (1887),

?. 123.
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anil there was a 'peep-hole* door through which the proprietor could watch 

the progress of whisky nuking. This arrangement was not uncommon in the 

works of f i r s t  generation entrepreneurs in other businesses besides d is t i l l 

ing. Tt wus also-found in banking, drapery, and brewing, among other activ- 
\

it ie3.

A particular observation was made by Barnard about the origins of Ihtai 

guide, James Gordon; he was a nephew of Mr Smith of Cragganmore Distillery - 

thi9 was John Scaith who founded Craggamnore in 1369, but who had formerly 

been nn employee at Minmore distillery in Glenlivet. He was regarded as a 

•pioneer of distilling in the North and had served at one time as brewer and 

distiller in as many as seven distilleries in the Glenlivet district, 'taking 

each in turn.' This comment inay indicate that technical skill was at a 

premium in the period of change over from illicit to legal distillery on a 
commercial scale.

Barnard also remarked upon the amount of peat in store ('su ffic ien t  

fo r  two years' consumption') and the nature of the water supply from two 

lochs in Ardconnel, which although 'peaty' was said to be of splendid rual- 

ity . This conclusion is somewhat surprising because d is t i l le r s  generally

dislike excessively peaty water, preferring water 'off granite through peat, 
not peat through granite.*

in the 1880s, two s t i l l s  were functioning at Oban. They were old pot 

s t i l ls »  one *or (holding 1,000 gallons) and the other fo r  sp irits  (hold

ing 500 gallons), both heated by f ir e .  The rurnnagers were driven by water 

from the worm tub, but the mill had steam driven machinery and the stirring  

gear for the mash tun was also steam powered. Note was taken of a 10 II.P. 

engine and n steam bo iler which had been at work for over 40 years. At 

that time, the output of Oban d is t ille ry  was 35,000 gallons each year. The 

whisky was described us a pure Highland malt and also a good s e lf  whislcy -  

that is it  was suited to being drunk as a single whis!ky, on its  own, without
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being blended.

J.V.'. Higgin operated Oban Distillery until 1899 vhen it was sold to 

the Oban and Aultxnore Distilleries Ltd., a company forced to take over 

these distilleries. This company suffered a serious blow by the Pottison 

failure of 1899. Pattiaons Ltd. of Leith, were one of the chief users of 

the firm’s production. Tn 1923 the company sold their malt whisky distill

eries - Aultmore to John Dewar St Sons Ltd., and Oban to a new concern, Oban 

Distillery Company Ltd., whose directors were Alexander Edward, Sanquhar, 

Forres, and others. In 1930 the whole share capital of the Oban Distillery 

was purchased by Scottish Malt Distillers Ltd., a subsidiary formed to oper

ate malt whisky distilleries on behalf of D.C.L.

In 1968, Scottish Malt Distillers announced that Oban distillery would 

be closed down, os would Glengarioch in Aberdeenshire, nnd Glenlochy at Fort 

William. Oban was not only too small, but was incapable of enlargement to 

make it economic because of its restricted site. ft was also said to be 

an outlying unit in terras of D.C.L. organisation, costly to operate, and
°0producing whisky which was not particularly popular with the blending trade.“

20 The Scotsman, Three Scots Distilleries to Close, 6 June 1968



Mackenzie of Senforth: The Stornoway Distillery 
Isle of Lewis

Entrepreneurs like John Fraser of Taynabinch were not the only person» 

interested in distilleries as comaercial propositions. The fact that ama» 

stills could once again be operuted in 1816 encouraged landed proprietors to 

turn their attention to the profitability of distilling. The Inverness 

Courier was able to give information to its readers about the new legal 

distilleries»

Tn Ross-shire we are glad to observe, they are making considerable 
progress there alone} we believe there are at present in that shire 
alone, one of 400 gallons, one of 200, one of 80, and one of 40, and 
there is also one establishing at Fortrose of 200, and another at 
Tenninich (Alness) of the same content; there aro two of 40 gallons 
in Caithness, and one establishing of 80 gallons in Naim-shire.
There are none in Inverness-shire.»1

That landowners were interested in distillery investment is clear from 

an advertisement in the Inverness Courier in the summer of 1818, in which it 

ja stated that the Marquis of Stafford (later the Duke of Sutherland) had 

«greed to erect n distillery on the river Brora for the accommodation of the 

Sutherland tenants; this was the Clynelish distillery, and its object was 

ostensibly to provide a convenient market for the groin produced on his

estate. The Marquis desired to engage »with some person of skill and cqj>-
2ital inclined to embark on such an undertaking.» This venture had a 

troubled history, because it was tenanted by Tames Harper, a distiller until 

1827, when his business failed. He was then in debt to the extent of over * 9

1. Barron, J., (Ed.) The Northern Highlands in the 10th Century. Vol. I, 
(12 Dec. 1817), ?. 131.

9, Barron, op. c it., Vol. I (18 June 1818), p. 148.
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£6,000, against which he had assets of £2,212. 15a. Id.

Earlier in 1818, it was announced in the Inverness Courier that 'Mr 

Mnckinnon of Corry, and Colonel Macdonald of Lynedale luul orocted two 

distilleries in Skye.* The size of each still was about 100 gallons.** 

Tali3ker, the only surviving distillery on the island, was not erected 

until about 1830.

Like other lairds and county gentlemen, Mr J.A. Stewart Mackenzie of 

Seaforth, the proprietor of Brahan Castle, near Dingwall, also made enquiries 

about the operation of distilleries. A reply from W. Munro, of Tenninich 

Distillery showed that:

The d is t ille ry  has not been at work for two months, and i t  w ill lie

a few weeks before it commences} indeed the state of the Country, ns
to I l l i c i t  D istilla tion , and the unaccountable supineness of the
Excise to put a stop to i t ,  makes i t  doubtful, i f  at the present moment,

from the limited sale of Spirits, whether i t  is advisable to go on; to
5

any extent, certainly i t  is not.

Unlike the Marquis of Stafford, Mackenzie of Seaforth did not procoed 

further at this stage - the prospects appear to have been too dismal.

The Excise had many problems on their hands, a fact shown by a petition 

to Mackenzie of Seaforth from John Mathison, an Exciseman who had been dis

missed the service.^ It is dated February, 1824. A report had been made 

about his conduct to the Board of Exciao for Scotland. The Exciseman hutl 

had a distillery and malt survey under his charge, and had been taking 

sample» from the wash and spirits. It is noted that 15 gallons of spirits * 5 6

■x

3 , S.R.O. IU1 15/150» James Harper, Distillers, Clynelish, Sod. Book» 
1827.

4. Barron, 00. cit.. Vol. I, (l Jan. 1813), p. 135«
5 S.R.O. Seaforth Muniments, GD 46/l3/117» letter, W. Munro to J.A. 

Stewart Mackenzie, Sept. 1818.

6 S.R.O. S.M. GD 46/17/63» Petition by John Mathison» Feb. 1824.
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ha<l been sold by hin with a permit out of the distiller*« stock. When it 

carae to examining malt, n couch of malt showed a disparity of 21 bushels 

between his estimate of 45 and the surveyor's one of 66 bushels. It is 

disclosed that he had once supervised Polls Distillery and Malting in Tain 

District, as well ns Milntown Distillery and Malting in Inverness.

According to the petition, it was the practice for J pint samples of 

spirit to be drawn, under the existing statute (Geo. 4 cap. 74) relating to 

the distilleries in Scotland. Mathison submitted that it was not his intent

ion to short charge the duty to the traders in measuring the couch of malt, 

ond that in all subsequent gauges his measurements tallied with those of the 

acting supervisor, adding, in words that seem Gilbertian, that he was 'honest, 

sober, andjof industrious habits, and attentive to his duty.' Seaforth does 

not record what the result of the petition was, but the episode does indicate 

that the Excise had difficulty enough in checking the work of its own personnel.

7n l«23, Mackenzie of Seaforth bought the island of Lewis (excepting 
the town of Stornoway) for £1^0,000,* mid in the s. me ye *r, he set about 
having o distillery erected on the island. He contacted Henry Armstrong, 
n coppersmith in Leith, with regar1 to Ilia proposal, asking him to stntet

At wimt price per lib. you will engage to make mo two copper 
stills, containing nearly 600 and 400 gallons complete for putting 
on board deliverable at Leith by Ipth Feb, next, payable at 3 
months after delivery. The stills are to be of the same size, 
quality, and dimensions os those made by you for Preatonpnns 
Distillery, of which you this day showed me the plana and measure
ments. Also at what price you will make me two copper boilers 
For these stills, each to contain 100 Darrels complete .... at 
what- price you will furnish, the cocks and copper pipes required 
in the plan of the distillery erecting by me .... as also all the

7 . Da W on , o p *  c i t . ,  V o l .  I I , (17 Feb. 1325), P. 3.
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g
requisite grates & furnaces to suit these stills and boilers.

•rostrong's reply shows that he undertook to execute the work ns 

specified at one shilling and sevenpence per lb., requiring 3 months for 

erection of the-plant, which was to be delivered at Leith by 25 February, 

1826; cocks and other pipes were to be charged at the rate of 3d. per 

lb. extra, and the grates and furnaces were to be provided 'at the rate 

of beat iron goods.* The coppersmith also engaged to make at la. 7d. 

per lb., a boiler and what is described as *a small still* for heating 

the tuna. The copper boilers were to be lift, in diameter, and 10ft. 

in height.

The reason why Mackenzie of Seaforth was anxious to enter the distill

ing business was shared with many other landowners ami entrepreneurs. The 

profound legislative change which had been mode in the laws relating to 

distilling in Scotland in 1823, when an Excise Act was passed reducing 

duties, had reinforced the Illicit Distillation (Scotland) Act of 1S22. 

These Acts brought a new era of progress to the logal industry.

In 1822, Captain Fraser of Urackln Distillery, Nairn, had asserted 

that he had 'not sold 100 gallons for consumption within 120 miles of Ills 

residence during the past year, though people drank nothing but whisky',

while Mr Munro of Teaninich Distillery stated that 6,000 gallons of whisky
c)lay in bond on his premises, for which customers could not be found."

It was in this atmosphere of improving prospects that Mackenzie of 

Seaforth embarked on bis distilling venture. Among the Senforth Muni

ments are estimates, accounts and memoranda on the building of the Storn

oway distillery; these are dnted November, 1826. They include lists of 8 9

8. S.H.O. S.M. GD k6/l3/l 18: Missive between J.A. Stewart Mackenzie 
and II. Armstrong, Leith, 1825.

9. Sillett, S.W., Illicit Scotch. (1965), p. 56.



utensils, »cases with clacks», brass cocks, keys for still cocks, and 

materials such as »10 lbs. Borax? a Tin worm for a small Still, and 

pipes * are also mentioned. 10 11 The estimate of wood, carpentry and mill 

vright work at the distillery amounts to £793. 15». 6d., the water wheel

alone being reckoned to cost £157 ,6a. 6d., and to measure 16» in diam

eter. A revised estimate shows £735. 12a. for the malt bom, in which 

much pine and birch was to he used, the timber being drawn from the Son- 

forth estates on the mainland.

These matters were in the hand, of Messrs Latta and Lobnn, tho main 

contractors for the distillery; Mr Bulloch was Seaforth«» representative 

on the site, and it was with him that the laird took up the question of 

instruments. Would the distillery require a sacchaiftneter, a hydrometer, 

a thermometer and dipping rods? IIow much soap, yea at and hops would be 

needed? Soap was used to keep down the head of wash in the wash still, 

nnd thus prevent it boiling over into the worn. It was said to help a 

lazy or careless stiliman. The need for hops is questionable and so 

far as is known, they are never used in waking whisky, but are essential 

in brewing. The problems of construction are also examined: do kiln- 

lieads need wire cloth? Seaforth was anxious to discover whether Lewis 

grain, which would probably be here, was suitable for distilling, and how 

much fuel would be consumed. He preferred that peats only should be used 

in the processing. Finally he wanted to know how much first quality 

spirit could be expected to be yielded from each still. 1 1

That satisfactory answers were obtained is clear from the memoranda.

10 . S.H.O. S.M. GD 46/13/190: Estimates for Stornoway Distillery,
Nov. 1826.

1 1 . S.H.O. S.M. GD 4ii/l3/l20: Memoranda: Nov. 1826.
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V/ith regard to fuel supply, Bulloch stated *400 carts of peat, and 27 

tons of coals, may serve till Spring. The grain in the mill will not 

answer for malt whisky, & I would not rnlviae to make grain whisky for 

some time at leaat.' By this he would mean, raw grain whisky, prepar

ed from unmnlted materials. Secondly, he replied that the malt barn 

would be capable of malting about IpO bolls, which might be worked off 

weekly, adding cautiously, *not being accustomed to peats only, I cannot 

say the quantity necessary.* Bulloch reckoned that 130 bolls of good 

quality malt ought to yield 13,000 gallons of worts, with a specific

gravity of 50, which in turn should give about 1,800 g lions of proof
.. 12 spirit.

The number of employee* required to run the distillery was also 

carefully investigated. Seafortb wished to know how many would be wanted 

each year, and how many would be temporary personnel; inwhat capacities 

would the men by employed, and at what wages? This was Bulloch*s assess

ment

1. A principal malt man at 20/- or 21/- per veeke
2. 2 assistants « 0/- " 10/- 91 »«

3. A boliman «t 18/- " 20/- tt •t

4 . 1 assistant it 10/- tt ff

5. A raan for tun & 
cooler room M 16/- •t tt

6. An assistant to do. ft 9/- ft Vt

7. A cooper about 15 A tt ft

8. A clerk about £30-35 yearly
The artisans to he engaged by the year.

A further note shows that Mr Bulloch was to manage the distillery and 

that it would be expected to be in use for 10 months of the year,but if

l o S.n.0. S.M. 00 4h/n/l20s ibid
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demand was goo !, »it nay be wrought all year.’

Soaforth then worked out a conputntion of expenses uni anticipated 
receipts, on the basis of these estirantes:

\
I.
O

3.

i-.xoenaes

Servants
10 p.c. on 00i>£
Coals 
Grn i n
incidents & 10 o.c. on £ 1 0 , 0 0 0  

Mr-It duty at '•«!. per gallon (36,000 gallons)

£'.00

Coo
900

»*750
1,000 £9,*00 

1 * 330 
Cl 1 , 1 5 0

Per Centra hecemta lb00 galls for 30 wee.,s £ 1 0 ,9)0

1, M)0

or 5 6 ,0 0 0 at •>/- ner gall 
deduct l/Otii calls

£16,600
Casks ami duties full on cmauner f, vnuui be added on both

s -es of the account £3,250. 13

another calculation of expenses gives « ti*tnl -f £ 1 1 , 6 6 3  7s 00 

(exclusive of duties payable) while receipts are out .it £56,000.
'uch -3>» estimate shows that Sea forth was looking fs,r a return ?n 

the order of 55 per cent cn Hie outlay. An analysis of the unit costs 
.11 sc loses that duty constituted 9 per cent of total costs, labour 5 ner 
cent and fuel 7 Per cent. Grain was the biggest item in Ins budget, 
taking 7« Per cent of the total costs. The »10 p.c. on ¿000£» 13fly have 
been interest on »oney borrowed, ami it may represent the cost of the 
distillery, whereas «IncHunt* & 10 n.c. an £10,900» m y  be the cost

of the distillery Plus the cost of running it for a year, possibly includ
ing nanugerial expenses and comrnssion.

15 3.9.0. S.M. G.n 66/13/150: ibi i.
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There follow some leta i la of the coat of atone bui Ming orni s lating  

at the d is t i l le ry ;  John L»hun*s costing for the unit barn, m ills , and 

ki ln, along with the inai le d ivision» of the d is t i l le ry  cornea to £4HQ.13a . 2^• 

he also specifies the expense» of obtaining materials for the roof of the 

building and the kiln  (e .g .  Ira.ty.ing stones, and furnishing lubour) which 

amounts to £17. 8s-

Further to 3eaforth 's  Memoranda of Movembor, I82f>, one finds an

account rendered to Ina Chamberlain, Mr James Allan, by Henry Armstrong

14
of Leith, in March 182?. It reads:-

To 2 s t i l l s  with Heads and two worms £595 6 a

rr Materials for 3 boilers and pipes 719 12 6
1» 44 trao cocks 206 l 5
i» a »Mall s t i l l  with head & worm 00 If' 0
«1 3 rmwpa with wells 51 fj 8

it tinned safe for worm end» 12 14 i n

1» 2 cases with Clacks >! 17 10
1» a Stuffing Box 1 7 3
ft 18 pipes with flanges 18 14 0
1» 120 Screwed bolts 9 0 0
tt Mb Bars solder 138 4 0
n Iron Machinery for bo ilers  & s t i l l s 48 4 0
»1 Stops fo r  bo ilers  2 17 inch l lb 0

l 1 inch l l 0
3 1 inch nosed 1 11 (1

3 inch 1 8 6

£1,83« 5 10

c
An additional l i s t  mentions more supplies of solder, rosin , leather 

nines, a cask for a worn, kettles, ladles, soldering irons, n a i ls ,  pacU- 

ing cases, cost iron furnace and doors, giving a total of £1,934. 3». hd.

lb S.il.O, S.M. Gi) <1*1/ 13/ 1 19s letter, If. Armstrong to James Allan,
April 1920, and March IH2?.



All the»« goods vere to be shipped from Laith, and 2 workmen were to be 

sent by Armstrong to fit up the eauiproent and utensil*. They were to 

travel by steam boot from Greenock.

^There i s  also »owe information regarding equipment and materials

required for the distillery» together with on estimate and some letters»
15from Messrs. Baird, of the Canal Foundry» Glasgow. An assortment of 

bricks» clay» piping» cast iron pipes and a round holler is listed» which 

amounts to £88. 17s. 5d. For example» the purchase of 2,500 fire bricks 

(best quality) to be shipped from Greenock is recorded! the coat was 

£13 2s. 6d. while that of 1,500 common bricks waa only £3 7a. 6d. and 

22 cwta of fine ground clay, including charges for casting amounts to 8s.

Bairds' papers also include a note on casting for the distillery! a 

water wheel was to be supplied, for which 16 shrouding plates, 2 flanges,

2 gudgeons, two plumber blocks, for the lying shaft, eight segment plates 

and various gear wheels (one spur wheel 2$- in. diameter, two bevel wheels, 

one upright shaft 4' long, and one step for it) would be needed. The 

patterns for this equipment vere to be sent by the Star, and were there— 

after to be marked by Mr Latta, the millwright. Other details relating 

to the water wheel show that its main shaft waa to be square and it 

was to torn 22 times a minute. Special spindles for driving a mill stone 

ore also mentioned in the specification.

A note appended by Soaforth shows that Mr Baird of the Canal Foundry 

was to take a copy of certain memoranda and make out his estimates! the 

memoranda show that Seaforth was anxious to know how soon the work could 

be executed, that he was keen to have the lowest prices, and 'at what date of 

payment, the half being at 3 moa. after the delivery of the whole order, 

the other half at — The pipes must be of iron, and he requested Mr

15 S.R.O. S.M. GD 46/L7/73* List of Utensils from Messrs. Baird, Port 
Dundas, July 1827*
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Bn in) to send him advice as to the conditions vhich ought to he made bind

ing upon the tenant of the distillery with regard to the wear and tear of 

the utensils.

\There is appended to these memoranda a further 'List of Utenaila.'
16

Here a wooden mash tun 1?J feet in diameter with 'a cast iron false bottom 

and side sluices' is specified, along with a 'copper' to be connected by 

30 feet of cast iron pipe 3 inches wide to the mash tun (to supply hot 

water) and a wort underbade or wort receiver of from ISft. to 14ft. by 

4ft. deep. Precise details ore given of o horizontal cast iron doable 

force pump for worts, to lead to a cooler and of a 3 inch-bore wash pump 

for charging the stills. Only passing mention is made of steeps (steeping 

vessels for grain), but the dimensions of the kiln are given, vis— '12' x 

10' strong milled blank sheet iron to hang above the grate for the kiln 

and 12 x 9 yds. of hair cloth for the kiln, along with 12 'wood shovels 

for malt.'

Baird's estimate for the utensils to be supplied by them is dated

13 July, 1827 and in it the 17^ feet mash tun, with mashing machine (stin>*

ing gear) amounts to £207) the wort and wash, pumps were to he got from

«Mr. Stewart of Paisley' for £83, while the underbackv&s £116. Bairds

stated that connecting the machinery from the water wheel to the 'Mash- 
not

ing Ehgine' could/be estimated as they were ignorant of the situation and 

the measurements byt they added that they would 'cost them on as low terras 

as possible.' The prices charged were for articles shipped at Glasgow, 

and the terms 4 per cent for cash or a bill at 3 and 4 months from that date 

of shipment.

16. S.R.O. S.M. CD 46/ 17/731 ibid.

' Jriy,'is§£' ®  46/17/731 E,ti**U  * "■ a*ird. Port ft*«...17



Thereafter on l1? July, 1-27 Bairds were instructed to proceed; bomb

nodifieations were requested - the msli tun whs to b® increased to l'̂ ft. ’at

the same price, or even something loss*, hut first they vero to find out

from «̂ ohn Bulloch or William Lotto whether the diatillery would in fact

accomodate a mash tun of this siae. For Sea forth it ves pointed out

that Baird’s former estimate (which does not survive) gave a quotation

for the mash tun of only £19* and other objections were node:

•Yonr former estimate for two pumps wa» £r>9 the new one is £?*, I

observe..... * Despite the price increases, the tome of payment wore

accepted at 3 months poyable at the Bank of Scotland Office at Inverness.

(A payment to account of £100 was made in order to discharge part of the

debt already incurred, and to leave a balance). The equipment was to be

shipped not later than 20 September or the first week in October and

Baird’s workmen were to be sent to put the installation together. Sea-

forth wrote to them, ’I will sent! ray Vessel south on purpose for the
iswhole and for the workmen.’ Baird’s opinion was also sought on the 

contents of an advertisement presumably seeking a tenant for the Storno

way Distillery, which was to be corrected and amended if anything essent

ial was omitted. Likewise a ground plan of the distillery was forwarded 

to Baird, but no copy of thia exists in the Seaforth Muniments.

Distance seems to have been n major obstacle in carrying out the 

contract. Hugh Baird was s t i l l  in doubt about some measurements, and 

wrote to Lady Seaforth in August, 1827 seeking further accurate dimens

ions before making the wheels and shafts to connect up the water wheel to
19the mashing machinery. By October, Baird was awaiting the arrival of

ia, S.B.O. S.M. GB *6/1 7 / 7 3 1 Letter J.A. Stewart Mackenzie to Messrs.
Baird, Port Dundas, July, 1027.

19 . S.R.O. S.M. GD *6/ 17/73» Letter Hugh Baird to Lady Seaforth,
Aug. 1327«
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the Star or Keith to ship the machinery to Stornoway (it bad been ready 
for some time) anti hud mechanics standing by to send with it. It appears 
that the mash tuns had already been despatched, because Baird wrote that 
Measrvs. ilwing of Greenock were to hold a bill of lading for Mackenzie of
Seaforth.

Two bolls of oats and oil were also to he sent by the vessel taking 
the machinery but by mid-November the equipment had not yet been loaded. 
The Star was under repair at Greenock; four mechanics were waiting to
sail and meanwhile Bnird* 3 forwarded an account for £130. iCs. 6d. for
the equipment supplied earlier in the year.

During this time Seaforth had become involved in a dispute, which
is hinted at in a memorandum of March, 1827 an’ again in December 1827.
Letters from Messrs. McLeod of Stornoway relating to the purchase of casks
for Stornoway Distillery show that pressure was being out on Soaforth for
payment. Indeed the fact that he tried to beat down 0nird*s estimate
for utensils would also indicate that his finances were unsound and in
particular that he was short of liquid funds. An account was rendered by
Messrs. McLeod enumerating the purchase of *h Brewing dishes for Seaforth
Lodge* (£5. 10s.), 100 Funchiona /̂sic/* 50 hogsheads and 27** other casks*
of various 3 izes; the total comes to £391. 10s. 0d. Messrs. McLeod
demanded payment, if need he by u bill for £ 3 0 0 at 3 or months payable
in Edinburgh, the balance to remain until Seaforth corresponded ubout

differences over prices. They added that *the want of this bill will
subieet us to serious expenses and many disadvantages. Your reply before

°0past time with the needful will ;uuch oblige.*'
Seaforth did answer them in October, 1827 saying that he would have

pi). 8 .H.O. S.M. G;) *r»/l"/l?l: Letter Messrs. McLeod, Stornoway, to 
J.\. Stewart Mackenzie, 1827
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been glad to have accommodated them with a payment to account, leaving n 
final settlement until the price of similar articles at Glasgow could bo 
ascertained, but that he had been * .Interpol led* from rating any payments 
to them by an arrestment served by John Mackenzie, senior, a merchant in 
Stornoway against Messrs. McLeod and James Marr also of Stornoway to the 
extent of £300. Accordingly, until that business was settled Seaforth 
stated that he could not with safety pay anything to their account.
Another letter from Messrs. McLeod announced that the casks would stay 
in their hands, that they deplored the time wasted in corresponding over 
prices which Seaforth could have confirmed ‘long ere now*, that they had 
found *the undertaking from first a poor one*, and that when they absolut
ely depended on receiving itmiodtate payment, the non-appearance of the 
settlement had occasioned serious loss and disappointment. There is no 
reference to the exact nature of the dispute - it is only hinted at in n 
memorandum of December, 15127 to Mr Patrick Cockburn (‘Seaforth** legal 
adviser) when questions were asked about the once of casks in relation to 
the cost of freight and one deduces from this, and from Seaforth*s inquiry 
about costs of casks in Glasgow, that he strongly objected to the high 
prices of the McLeods, and the high charges for transporting them to 

Stornoway.
Regarding Mackenzie of Seaforth*s debts, a document gives »Proposed

Arrangements for the Payment of interest* until sales of the Seaforth
Estates be effected, and dates from January, 1S29. Under the *»th heading,

21•Personal Debts which have no security* are listed. These include the
bills of both Armstrong and Raird for distillery utensils nt £2,000. The 
debts include Mnirkirk (£l(j3«000) where an iron works was set up. Personal

pi. s.n.0. S.M. GD hh/\7/791 Proposed Arrangement ... Payment of
Interest: Jan. 1829.
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debts amount to £23,000 while the assets are Lewis (valued at £137,000) 
and Huirkirk (£83,000). Thus Seaforth was certainly short of funds.

In answer to the advertisements seeking tenants for the new distill
ary came a letter fro*» six gentlemen. It ia addressed to Lady Seuforth

' 23and ia dated September, 1B?H.‘“~

Honourable Madam,

We the subscribers and others who may become partners with us offer 
to take a lease of the distillery at Stornoway for five years on 
the following conditionar-
1. The first two years to pay £200 stg. rent per annum, with 
permission to give up the lease at expiry if we feel we cannot 
continue the lease.
2 . Rent to commence when the premises, utensils and accommodat
ion are complete and fit for operation, according to law and to 
the satisfaction of the distiller we may employ.
3 . Whole work and apparatus to be ready as above specified by 
the 1st day of January, 1820.
h. To he accommodated with a suficient /sic/ quantity of neat 
moss contiguous to the road leading from Ilayhead to the old Market 
Mill.
5 . To be accommodated with one of the two parks nearest to the 
distillery Northward, at a rent not exceeding rate of 2gns. per 
acre p.a. /For ♦park* read field; park is a common Scottish 
expression for an enclosed pasture and ia derived from the Gaelic 
• pa ire 'J.
6 . To make a proper and sufficient lead to convoy water to the 
distillery and to keep the dam under repair and that from a source 
calculated to be a proper supply.
7 . The rent to cease in the event of a stop being put to distill
ation from grain during the period of such a stop.

%, Full me!ioraticna to he allowed according to corapriseraent for 
errecting /3 *ç7  a byre if found necessary.
9 . Not to be held accountable for decay, fair tear and wear, or 
accidents to your premises and utensils excepting casks, wooden 
vats & tuns which we engage to return in good order and condition.

3 .H.O. S.M. GD kb/l7/7**! Offer of Louse: Sept. IB28.00



10. That no other distillery he allowed to he carried on or 
{sanctioned in the Island of Lewis during our lease.
11. That the road from Bayhead to the Distillery shall be put 
and kept in good repair as a cart road} part of distillery road 
to be shut in at both ends & considered on exclusive road.

\ 5
After reminding Lady Seaforth to intimate her reply 'previous to 

the sailing of the first packet,' the letter is signed by Lewis Maclver 
(for Daniel L. Mackenzie), John Mackenzie, W. ft \. Morrison, William 
Mynie and lloderick Nicolson. No details are given of their addresses 
or occupations, hut from the names it seems that they were Lewismen, and 
possibly merchants in Stornoway, hut the papers do not disclose how their 
offer was received.

firstly, there is no indication as to whether these gentlemen secur
ed the lease of the distillery or whether any other competing offers of a 
worthwhile kind were attracted by the advertisercent. Only one other letter 
enquiring about the distillery is extant. It is from William Alexander of 
Greenock. Me writes

'You have at Stornoway a fine Distillery' and goe3 on to say that 
he has heard the Laird wishes to engage with a person qualified to manage 
this work and to conduct 'the Malting and Distilling business there.' 
Alexander states that he conducts a distillery in Greenock and thinks 
hinsaelf suited to undertake the charge, offering to serve for a small 
salary, with a certain percentage of tile profits to be arrived at by mutual

agreement.
Secondly, the clause regarding stoppages due to groin shortages 

relates to recurring periods of grain scarcity in the eighteenth century 
and to the restrictions on the use of grain for malting which were intro
duce! during the Napoleonic Ivars and which caused distillation to cease

01. GD w,/‘7/” ’ utUr< w uii"» « •» * '« •  u  s.»r, rth



in licensed distilleries from time to time. The cessation could be impos
ed by the Commissioners of Supply for the counties. Restrictions on the 
use of grain were also found neceaaary during the First and Second World 
Wars;̂  for example, no Scotch whisky vaa distilled between 19̂ 2 and L<)k4, 
n fact which led to the aeriou9 stock imbalance of the poat war period.

The offer from the gentlemen shows considerable commercial sense - 
their insistence on having a monopoly of distilling in Lewis was econom
ically sound. Thua the offer contains a stricture asking that competition 
from any other distillery that might be built by the proprietor, or with 
hia approval, be prohibited. At a time when many other distilleries were 
being constructed, and distilling concerns launched, the six entrepreneurs 
were taking no chances.

»Meliorations» refer to improvements to the distillery for which 
compensation was to be sought by the tenants. It is worth noting the 
conditions they lay down with respect to transport to the const, water 
supply» and fuel. The narks would probably be required for grazing horsoa 
to haul supplies from the coast find possibly for pasturing cattle, which 
might be fed from the spent grain and other waste.

For the Stornoway distillery, which was unproven, and indifforoutly 
endowed with raw materials (e.g. barley and coul), as well as distant from 
markets, perhaps on unduly high rent was offered. The lairds may have 
had a strong interest in asking for u high rent fréta legal distillers, 
because the landowners would be tinder some obligation to suppress illicit 
distilling to give the licence holders free rein. With illicit distill
ation stamped out, there would be little hope of taking large rents from 
crofters and farmers, who had depended upon the turning of their grain 
into whisky to meet their rents in past years. Thus what the proprietors 
lost on the swings, they could hope to make up on the roundabouts.
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In aubseifueut rovisiona of the lease» of the Stornoway distillery, 
when anplications were made by other prospective occupants, lower suras 
-were quoted and a different type of financial arrangement whs envisaged.

The question of settling the debts incurred in the building of the 
distillery, dominates the later section of the papers} that the financial 
situation of Mackenzie of Seaforth was very insecure is clear from a copy
letter of Mr. Patrick Cockbum, his agent, to Messrs. Baird at their Canal

nhFoundry.“ He writes *1 regret to find that n Bill drawn by Mr Stewart 

Mackenzie in your favour ou the Agent for the Bank of Scotland at Inver

ness for £373- 12s. to retire his Bill to you now past due has been refus

ed acceptance.*

Cockburn explained that a hill for £1,500 had been lying at the bank, 
ami had exhausted the credit, so that he is forced to ask for a renewal of 

the bill past due.
While the financial crisis was in progress, the distillery ut Storn

oway appears to have gone into ooeration. There occurs n memorandum 

regarding the reinstatement of an [exciseman named Boss during IB29, but it 

refers to complaints 'upon which he was discharged last year* (i.e. 1B2S) 

and these did not presumably arise out of employment at the distillery 

but somewhere else in Mr Mackenzie of Seaforth*» constituency or estates. 

The investigation of the Exciseman’s case showed that circumstances liad 

transpired which gave reason to suspect that he had taken up and not duly 

accounted for some ’Fines and Forfeitures*, and that the Cnnmssionera to 

the Board of Excise awaited the result of an investigation.

While Bairds were pressing for payment, Henry Armstrong had also

2-j. S.H.O. S.M. GD Ah/17//9i Letter, Patrick Cockburn to Messrs.
Baird: Feb. 1B29.

25. S.R.O. S.M. GD bo/17/791 Memorandum, Reinstatement of Exciseman.
1B29. ’
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been seeking n settlement of his account. Affairs deteriorated to the 
point where Armstrong was being earnestly requested not to use personal
ultimate diligence against Mackenzie of Soaforth until such time as a

26proposed trust was executed and his financial position clarified.“ As 
has been shown, the debt to Armstrong and Daird was classified ns a 
personal one which had no security.

Further proposals regarding the working of Stornoway Distillery nre
27contained in a document of 1829. These outline that the distiller 

aooointed would be expected to commence working on 3 April, 1829 and to 

continue on trial for three years, at the expiry of which the buildings 

and utensils must be left in complete repair.

An advance of capital amounting to £3,000 in shares of £1,000 per 
investor was to be placed in the concern. Mr Mackenzie of Seaforth was 

to be held as having advanced * in like manner three other shares of £1,000 

each, by his furnishing the buildings and utensils for the work without 

charging interest thereon.* The ground ront or feu duty for the premises 

was fixed at £5 per annum. The profits arising from the distillery bus

iness were to be divided into six equal shares, of which those persona 

putting up £3,000 were to have three parts, while Mackenzie of Seaforth 
na his return for hia outlay on buildings and utensils was to have the 

remainder. Tho cosipany was to he known ns the Stornoway Distillery 

Company and a half yearly state of account was to be made up and a yearly 

balance was to be struck at which the profits were to he divided. The

next reference to the distillery occurs in October, 1330 in a further
28memorandum, describing it na the Ness distillery. It is unlikely that

2 6 . 3.R.O. S.M. GD **6/1 7 /7 *»: Proposals for working Stornoway Distill
ery, Dec. 1829.

27. S.R.0, 3.M. GD 46/17/7*»: ibid.
2 8 . S.R.0. 3.M. GD *»6/l3/l22; Memorandum, J.A. Stewart Mackenzie and

Alex. Stewart, Oct. 1830.
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the Mess distillery was any other than the Stornoway distilLery at Allfc
na Broig (Burn of the Shoe). The building occupied the site Inter taken

09ur> by the stables of Stornoway Castle, adjoining the Shoe Hum." An 
agreement appear» to have been reached by the laird nnd Alexander Stewart 
on ?)ehalf of partners. Mention is made of a lease which w hs to run from 
Whitsun IH31 for seven or nine years, and the rent was to be only €*»0 - a 
sizeable reduction from the £200 and £300 quoted in the IH2H offer. The 
ieiprovenhle land was to be brought into cultivation in terras of an Act 
of Sett, -and a plan was to be laid down for managing it. Doubtless the 
distillery waste, together with manure from the livestock supported by it, 
would be a significant factor in tho new husbandry.

Further improvements were outlined; for instance additional build
ings were to be erected, the roofing timber coming from the Urahan estate.
A water course was to be cut and plans submitted for this. The new 
partnership was to pay interest at 5 per cent on the value of the timber 
used in t'te repair of- the buildings and on the sum which Donald Morrison 
was entitled to for improvements effected to the premises during his lease.

Cush and credit to the extent of £300 was to be sought by Alexander 
Stewart and ’Via. M.G.* (the other partner) nnd their application was to 
be strongly recommended to the Directors of the National Bank, because 
these men could offer ’respectable securities’. The utensils ut the 
distillery ’as per inventory to the value of £1 *1 0* were to be installed 
nt joint expense by the partners. The business was to be allocated in 
the following shares, viz. three-eighths to Alexander Stewart, three- 
eighths to ’Wo. M.G.' and two-eighths to Seaforth. It further appeared 
that the partners proposed to seek n tenant to operate the distillery for 
them, and Stewart undertook to ’write to the ftevd. Mr. McTavialt of Islay

20 . Information per A.J. MacAskill, Stornoway, May, l')‘>b.
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to engage a proper maltster whom lie recommends. * The Minister would be 
expected to act as a referee, Islay being renowned for its whisky product
ion. Perhaps the failure to have properly trained and skilled staff had 
been contributory to the distillery's lack of success.

Another memo rail-dura about an offer for the lease of the distillery
30dates from March, 1832. It relates to proposals from a Mr Morrison

and its inclusion would suggest that Alexander Stewart and his pnrtnory 
did not keep the distillery going for long.

Seaforth drew up the memorandum of March 1832 while in London and 
he noted that no objection would be offered to Morrison's propositions 
provided buildings were left in equally good condition and of equal value 
('to be ascertained on or before 1st day of August and a full inventory 
of all materials, utensils & machinery to be made out and signed'). It 
Is further stipulated, probably in the light of the distillery's chequered 
career, that should no spirits be distilled over a period of 2 or 5 years 
the lease was to be discontinued and in fuese circumstances, the premises 
were to be used for no other purpose. Once again the casks supplied by 
Messrs. McLeod of Stornoway are mentioned, because reference is made to 
casks which 'must he paid for at the price which they cost ... in Decemb
er, 1827, £103. 9a. (H. by a bill payabLe at 12 months after 1st August 
(to Seaforth) at the Bank at Stornoway.' Meanwhile tenants were to be 
set to work by the proprietor on the building of a dam above the Lodge 
offices. Every facility was to be given Morrison for peat cutting, but 
Seaforth refused to be tied down to allowing him the use of the mosses 
nearest the distillery. Nor was he anxious to defray the coat of build
ing a jetty for the distillery, adding that if it was 'really deemed 
advisable cwi8t be paid for by Mr, Morrison (repayable in 2 years, if

30. b.H.O. is.M. GJ ko/l Memorandum , « c?. .March, 1832. eraorandua, J -'* Stewart Mackenzie,
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renewal of the lease does not take place)*. The original builders,

Lotta and Loban, were to be called in, tlie one to value existing wood

work and machinery, and the other to give help where necessary. The 

park to be wade available for the horses, hut no ca ttle  were to be

permitted to graze there. The rent wua to bo fixed by Morrison and 

Seaforth in consultation.

The distillery does not appear to have fully entered the market 

until about 183“. In the N.S.A. for Barvaa parish in Lewis, which is 

dated 183", a distillery is said to be in operation in the neighbouring 

parish, winch would be Stornoway."*1 The quantity of spirit* brought 

into Stornoway from this distillery is stated to be considerable, being 

328 gallons in one quarter, to 802 gallons imported. because of the 

great demand for the local product only ‘very inconsiderable stocks* were 

reported to be on hand. The yield of duty was put at £735 each year, and 

the quantity exported was only 300 gallons whereas about A,520 imperial 

gallons had to be brought in to supply the 14 licensed (louses and four 

inns in the town.

Further evidence on the operations at the distillery occurs in throe
32letters to and from Thomas Mansfield in 1833-34. ‘ Mansfield reports 

that he has engaged a distiller for *the Ness Work*, whom he highly 

recotsaends, *T think he will be admirably cat out for o large distillery 

when the lease of the present company is at an end.* Furthermore, this 

distiller was to give advice about the erection of any farther distiller

ies to be started by Mackenzie of Seaforth. There follows a letter from 

W. & H. Morrison to Mansfield who was an Edinburgh accountant. They

3 1. N.S.A., Vol. XIV (1833), p. 140.
30. S.R.O. 3.M. CD 46/l"/l24: Letter, Thomas Mansfield to J.A. Stewart

Mackenzie, 1833-4.
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agreed to take over the management of the Stornoway Distillery for 3 years 

provided Seaforth and his trustees advanced two-thirds of the money need

ed and the Morrisons would then supply the rest. The profits arising in 

the business were to be divided in like proportion, on condition that 

should profits be incapable of giving a reasonable remuneration for trouble 

and outlay, they would be allowed 'the usual counission on any sales made 

at home’. Furthermore, Morrisons would expect the proprietor to keep the 

premises in working condition and would require him to build, 'Byra and 

shades ¿sizj for feeding cattle and pigs (to consume the offal)', which 

they point out was being put to no use under current management. Stock 

would be purchased to consume waste material. In return Morrisons offored 

to superintend the delivery and shipment of 'Ness Whiskey' from the bonded 

warehouse, and to correspond with the purchasers, subject to the usual 

commission on the gsllonage sold in the home market. Finally, they were 

prepared to pay an insurance premium on the distillery and utensils to the 

extent of £20 - if the profits could stand it, and if Mansfield insisted
33upon it.

The last letter is from an A. Robertson of London, requesting the

assistance of Mackenzie of Seaforth in obtaining an agency for selling

whisky from the distillery in Stornoway. It is dated March, 1835.

Robertson thought Ness Whisky would 'command a very large sale, presuming

that ths spirit would be of first rote description.' He emphasised the

fact that he had excellent connections with vine merchants(in Town (and)
*

also with Captains of vessels trading with India. Besides, Robertson 

stressed that he hud a large demand for whisky from his private connection.

•5-3. S.n.O. S.M. GD 46/13/124i Letter, W. & K. Morrison to Thomas
Mansfield, 1333»

•y,. S.R.O. S.M. GD 46/13/125: Letter, A. Robertson, London to J.A.
Stowart Mackenzie, March, 1835»
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which ‘only required to be pushed to hecone very extensive.* Ho estimat
eti that he could dispose of 1 , 0 0 0  to 2 , 0 0 0  gallons of whisky in the first 
year and would be happy to accept the samo terns ns other agents of the

to the prosperity of a rising Establialiment'* then the London agency should 
be his.

This application indicates n number of interesting trends in the 
emergent commercial Scotch Whisky industry. It is generally supposed that 
there was little or no demand for Scottish malt whisky in the London market, 
in Ehgland, or even abroad until the late nineteenth century. Much Irish 
whiskey was consumed in the English market. Hobertson’a statements, oven 
if highly coloured in order to impress Seaforth, would suggest that there 
was n substantial demand for Scotch whisky, possibly coming from Scots in 
London, in the forces in India and in shipping. Ilia confidence in being 
able to dispose of sizeable gallonages is useful evidence in this respect.

No precise information has come to hand regarding the date when the 
Stornoway distillery ceased production. No further references to it occur 
in the Seaforth Muniments. The Seaforth Estate in Lewis was taken over 
by Sir Jar.es Mntheson in lBbb. T.t is bel ieved that the distillery nay 
have ceased operations about 18b0, while in Mackenzie of Seaforth*s control, 
or else Sir James nav have closed it. The reason may well have been the 
Temnerance Movement, which was in full force in the latter half of last 
century. Sir James was a complete abstainer and prohibitionist.

As in the case of John Fraser’s distillery at Taynabinch of Ferin- 
tosh, the viability of the Stornoway enterprise does not seem to have 
depended on the general prosperity (or lack of it) in distilling, hut 
rather upon SeaforthVs financial position and the interplay of his other 
business interests. The distillery appears to have had a gestation

if ’zeal, activity and perseverance are in anyway conducive
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period of about ten years and it is probable that distance frota markets 
aa veil as transport problems on the island (witness the insistence upon 
better road3, and jetties in the offers of tenancy) added to its difficult
ies. It is even doubtful if it made much use of local grain. Obtain
ing a pure water supply for mashing may have been problematical, as Lewis 
water tends to be excessively peaty.

The name of the distiller latterly in clmrge was MacNee. There 
was a Gaelic saying current in Lewis 'Tomhais Xhicnee* (MncNee's measure)
as a compliment to the liberal drama he gave when dispensing the product

35of the Stornoway d is tille ry .

35. information per A.J. MacAskill, Stornoway, May, 1 9 6 6 .

NOTE: Puring a visit to Scotland in 1939, ttobert Southey sampled some
---0f the whisky from Lewis. He was entertained by 'Stewart Mackenzie,

who by marrying Sir Samuel Hood's widow, the daughter and heiress 
of the last Lord Seaforth, had become the head of the Mackenzies.'
His companion, Thomas Telford, the civil engineer, made fun of 
Southey's partiality for whisky, and 'this ended in Lady M's 
producing two bottles of the very best made ih Lewie at the birth 
of her son (now 1 6  months old) to be drunk when tins young hope of 
the Mookenzies shallcoiae of age.* The whisky was probably the 
product of the Stornoway distillery.

See Southey H, Journal of a Tour in Scotland in 1819, pp. I6 3-6 .
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t’.Tanbol l of Jure 

The la la of Jura D ist i l le ry

The CnMnbells of Jam vers In iris of part of the isle of Juru, nnd 
they Vere accustomed to keep herds of Jura cattle, which fornetl the island’s 
■;oin source of wealth. Over the years, they did their utmost to develop 
such natural resources as the island possessed. Fludge stresses that 
they encouraged the production of barley on the island mid arranged the 
collection and supply of it to the islay distilleries.* This factor 
would help to support grain prices, ond according to Pr. Jeffrey, on Jura 
grain was sometimes imported from Knapdale, which the people then distill
ed, and they exported the whisky to Loch Cr'.nan ami Loch Goil. The Jura 
nsople were r;u:te undeterred hy ti’.e one 2xcise Officer on the island, ’ha

p
•,;'ay scare theta, but lie dare do nothing .Tore.*'

The fLrat mention of the existence of a coramerc tul liatillery on 
juvn occurs in the papers of the Campbell family in 1^52. A letter cn- 
/.uiring about the possibility of taking n lease of the concern cai.ie from 
an interested entrepreneur, Nornin Buchanan of Brury Street, Glasgow, who 
i3 also cite* in the onper» as *a distiller of Mow isbank, Govun. * He 
offered an annual rent of £80 for the distillery, and the officer’s house, 
and showed himself willing to negotiate an insurance policy of £500 upon 
which Campbell of Jura insisted as a condition of a l() years* lease. ' 
Buchanan sought a break in the lease at the expiry of fivo years, should 
the duality of the spirit not enable him to work the distillery without l.

l. Bulge, Donald, Jura (lO'V)), p. IBO.
o. T-\P. , ( l70‘) )  Report from the Committee unnn the D i s t i l l e r ie s  in 

S c o t l a n d ,  n .  i 5 2 .

S.U.O., C. mpbell of Jura, GO 64/l/l22s Letter, Norman Buchanan to 
‘i.D. Campbell of Jura, July, 1,-52.
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logs• This escape clause is of interest, because instances of distill
eries foundering because of a poor quality product have rarely been en
countered, although they have been known to close down due to inadequate 
water supply. Tbs reasons for an inability to be viable have been 
financial, often originating outside the whisky trade altogether; one 
feels ‘quality» was but a scapegoat, should economic c i rcuaistances prove 
unfavourable and Buchanan wish to nbundon the enterprise.

Budge believes that the distillery was erected about IbpO, and that 
it was operated by several persons, and between times, by the Campbells of 
jura themselves. Before 1854, Uugald MacVean managed it for the propriet
or, and the distillery was also rented to Patrick Fletcher, of the family
of Fletcher of Tarbert, Argyll. in 1374, the sole distiller in Jura is

Unamed as Archibald Fletcher.
To return to Buchanan's proposals, before negotiations were conclud

ed an inventory ha! to be made of the contents of the establi aliment. The
utensils wore to be fit for full use, on condition that the tenant left 
them in the same .state. That the utensils were by no means satisfactory 
is indicated by the fact that Campbell of Jura was asked to advance up to 

£ 1 0 0 to put the place in working order, while should Buchanan desire 
further improvements *neliorations to the extent of £1 0 0 * would be made 
at the expiry of the lease, and this would be the limit of the proprietor's 
compensation. The distiller would be given ‘free and uncontrolled use* 
of ns Much water ns would be sufficient to «ash, or to work the stills, 
provided plenty was left to work the island‘s mill. Meantime, the lessee
was to repair the sluices and the water course, and thereafter, Campbell

r;and the miller would be prepared to pay half the costs of maintenance.'

-4. P.P., Seventh deport; Coraaiaatoners of Inquiry into the Excise (1834), 
Appendix :>?, P- °‘d0 et. sec;.
S.P.O., C. of J.t GD to/1/192, op. cit
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Campbell»» reply shows that he was not impressed by Duchanan'a 

offer and conditions. In December 1851, the la in ! had received a report 

-m his d is t ille ry  from his factor on Jura, Neil MacLeod. Some of the 

i a i i'd objections mice .m ain « reading in the light of MacLeod »a report.

The la tter held out l it t le  prospect of the d is t ille ry  entering production, 

addin-: that it would be »very d ifficu lt  to aay wlmt a person could tank® of 

the utenaila i f  turned out and aold ns old copper.« He reckoned that the 

copper goods would only fetch £263; the tuna and receivers might be convert

ed to some other purpose, hut the ateam boiler and .« »b in *  apparatus might 

bring next to nothing, unless bought by a d is t i l le r .  MacLeod believed 

that it night be reasonably advantageous for such a person to give £400 for 

the whole, but i f  the equipment was sold for scran only £300 would be

i (jraise-!.

.in interesting observation is olao made on the subject of the quality  

of «Jura Whisky*. MacLeod writes «On leaving the Small Iaios, Orr gave re 

a sample of his beat aged whiaky which I have seen compared at Port Aakaig 

(Is la y ) with Cool Ila by the manager, Mr. Ram.*

Mr Bain Whs reputed to have been the manager of the Juru d is t ille ry  

at one time, andw&S alleged by MacLeod to make the best whisky, but the 

dis t i l l e r  would not be drawn into expressing himself as to whether the Jura 

product could be improved or not, »he merely said old. or new, it  maintain

ed its former taste.* MacLeod thereby concluded that the whiaky was aa 

good if not rather better than Caol Un; indeed demand hod been ao brisk  

that there were only 1,200 gallona of whiaky on Jura, ond no Jura whiaky 

could be obtained on Islay at auy price.

Vaa it  on the strength of MacLeod*a assessment of the situation

S.R.O. C. of J: Gh 6k/l/i22; Letter, Neil MacLeod factor to n n 
Campbell of Jura, Pec. 1851. * r *

6 .
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that Campbell of Jura decided to seek a new tenant for his distillery, 
in spite of the worn condition of the utensils? The main hope of gain 
seems to hove depended upon inducing someone to take up the tenancy, 
keeping the premises « 3  n distillery, otherwise the plenishings would 
only have scrap value. Accordingly, negotiations seem to have been open
ed with Buchanan.

initially, the laird claimed that the rent suggested was too low, and 
that the manner in which the distiller intended to take possession of the 
utensils •objectionable.' Campbell added, ’Unless the work is worth to 
you all i ask, you are better without it.’̂  New terras were then proposed, 
namely a lease for five years of the distillery and the ilxcise Officer’s 
house at £100 per annum, or if payment of poor rates were made, for £t>0.
The premium on the insurance policy for £300 on behalf of the proprietor 
was to be paid, and the utensils taken over at valuation. Furthermore, 
the difference in value therein was to be assessed at the conclusion of 
the lease, before any: compensation was paid. The laird believed that £ut) 
advanced for immediate repairs would he ’amply sufficient* for renewing 
essentials, such as the woodwork of the water wheel, and repairing the 
dams and water courses, always provided he was given evidence that money 
had in fact been expended for the tmrpose. Meantime, the tenant hud to 
bind himself to paint the external woodwork every 3 years, and to tar the 
water wheel, ns well as all felt or canvas roofs every year. To avoid 
disputes about water, the com anil on the island was to be supplied with 
water 2 days in the week, ’the days to be named by the distiller.’

With regard to a lease of l') years, the laird was only prepared to 
offer a 5 year lease in the first instance, with a possible continuation

]. 5 ,1 1,0 , C. of J. GD copy letter, it,U. Campbell of Jura to
Norman Duchnnan, Glasgow.
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for an additional U  yea« after a probationary phase. The rent was then 
to become £120 each year. Compensation for improvement was then discussed, 
Campbell being agreeable to repay the cost of any buildings erected during 
Buchanan*3 tenancy, on condition that they had been put up with the laird's 
sanction and consent. The naxi.-mim amount was fixed at £100, if the struct
ures were »of that value at the end of the lease*.

Little encouragement was given to Buchanan regarding ths upkeep of 
water courses; the miller was not to he asked for Ins assistance, because 
he already maintained certain channels. Further assurance was given about 
the water supply which was firmly stated to be abundant even in the driest 
seasons. Reference is also wide to the spent grain, or draff, the factor 
bad been consulted and estimated that the Jura farmers would purchase the 
waste products for at least six months in the year, provided it was dispos
ed of at the same rates as applied in the neighbouring island of Islay.
The lain! bound himself to give ns twch pest as was needed for the distill
ery from the island's peat banks.

There follows an inventory and valuation of the cooper and brass 
utensils at the distillery, made in August, 1832. The v aluation seen» 
to have been carried out by the firm of James Vylie & Co., of 9 Ann Street, 
Port Bundas. and it amounts to £402. 17s. Od. The most substantial items 
are a wash still with head and worm, put at £129. 7a. Od., nnd a low wines 
still, with its fixtures, estinated to be worth £100. *»s. Od.

Among the other valuable goods are an iron steam boiler, with access
ories, quoted at £2 5 , a raash tun and water heater at £1 3 . 2a. 0d. and £18 
respectively. It is clear that the mash tun was supplied with steam from 
the boiler, so that the grisi'could be rinsed in a succession of warm

Be c>*!i*0* C* of tJ- GD 64/J./23* l n v i » n f p -•»Distillery: 1852. 7  “ventory of equipment at the Jura
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waters to give the sugary solution, worts. The inventory is principally 
composed of estimates for pining, cocks, crown locks, an.l other installat
ions of that kind. The full document is ns follows:-

£ a d.
Wash still, with head, wora etc. 129 7 0

Low wine still, with head, worn etc. 1 0 0 4 0

Furnace frames etc. fire irons for stills 1 0 0 0

Pipes from safe to receivers 6 5 0

Pipes & cocks .. with receivers to spirit cellar 3 13 0

Copper fillers & pipes of safe 7 0

Spentvash pipe 2 0 0

Measures 4 16 0

Spirit pump & Sampler jugs o 3 0

Tun room pipes & Cocks 2 1 1 0 0

Mash tun 15 2 0

Waterheater 18 0 0

Pipes, cocks, flanges for above 19 8 0

Vaterpipe, flanges, cocks 3 3 0

Cooling pipes 15 0 0

Steam pipe from boiler to waterheater 4 18 0

3 x I" cocks & oipe for dampening fires 1 1 0 0

Pipe for discharging work tub 1 0 0

6 2 yds. 1 " lead pipe 4 13 0

1 6 " " do. 1 0 0

23 Excise Locks i'i  fastenings 13 16 0

Iron steam boiler & Mountings etc. 
frame, fire irons etc. 25 0 0

£ 402 17 Od.

A further inventory prepared at the same time, includes additional 
ecjuipusent, and amounts to t2 0fl* 1 9s. fid. Ft gives puotntions for the 
worm tub (Clb.lOs.), the four wash backs in the tun room (£18), and the 
mash tun (at no less than £3 0.l5s., with its underbnok at £1 0 .1 0 s.).
This second estimate was prepared by a Hugh Stirrat, Junior, who charged 
10 guineas for his services. Doth valuations see-n to have been proparod
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Jura distillery« c* 1886. James Ferguson &
Sons* Erected by the laird« Campbell of Jura« 
and tenanted by several entrepreneurs« it wua 
dismantled c* 1910-20, and has been reconst rue teil*

Dankier distillery, Denny, £. 1886. James Risk. 
Amory*9 distillery was located in this area* Note 
the tramway leading from the canal. The premises 
are now meltings owned by D.C.L. (From Barnard).
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at Buchanan*a request, but the inventories do not aho* whether Campbell 

of Jura hail been dissatisfied with Wylie** estimate, and wished another, 

or whether the two estimates were sought in the first instance to give 

a standard of comparison in the negotiations. The mash tun is quoted 

at only £15. 2s. Od. in Wylie's valuation, but Stirrat rated it at over 

£50; it is most unlikely that a distillery on the small scale of that 

of Jura would have more than one mash tun.

The capital cost of such an establishment seem* relatively low, acc

ording to these valuations - even allowing for the fact that the equipaent 

was not in a m t  condition. This nay explain the oast of ontry into the 

distilling industry in Scotland as far «8 pot still distillation was con

cerned Difficulties arose when there was a lack of circulating capital, 

and many small scale distillers went to the wall whenever trade was poorly. 

The years 1341-42 were marked by several distillery failures, as the Minute 

S22-L-2JL Session allows; it records acts sequestrating the

estates of Andrew Philip, formerly distiller ot Kirkliston, 9 and later 

brewer and c o m  merchant in l-undee, Charles McLaggan & Son, distillers at 

Kilmorick in the County of Perth, 10 11 James Black, Tamer and distiller at 

BarreIwell, in the parish of Brechin, among others. 11

A volley of letters about the rent and lease of Jura distillery 

continued to be exchanged during the summer of 1352. Buchanan revised 

his offer, suggesting an annual rent of £90 per annua for the first five 

years for the use of the works, and the Excise roan's house. Only if the 

lease were firmly fixed at 19 years in the first instance, would he he

9. Minute Book of the Court of Session 1841-2. Vol. (»1, p. 38; Bill 
Chamber, First Division, Thursday IB November, 1H41.

10. Minute Book, on. cit. 1341-?, p. 532.
1 1 . Minute Book, op. cit.. 1341-2, p. 320.
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oraparod to mide his offer t 0  These amendments <1 j.fl not suit the
IniH. After further argument, the rent appears to hove been fixe! at 

£ / 0 Per annuu Tor ID year,, with a break in Buchanan's favour after 5 

yeara, or a:.x months notice being given, Should the distiller then req
uire an extension to the lease for seven yean, the rent was to be £L0  

yearly. Buchanan wished to take possession of the premises at Martin.,*.

li*5i?5 olthou*h he H«reeaMe *o P»something for the utensils, he 
felt in no way obliged to insure them. Negotiations were concluded, when 
Cairr.be l1 of Jura accepted Buchanan's latest offer of rent, on the un.Ier.Ucl- 
ing that the condition» of naintonance of tho premises would be observed, 
an,l that 'a a n 1 1 room* was kont 'for the yacht things' . 1 2 Eviilence for 
tins agreement >* found in a receipt dated Apr. I, |i;5 3 , which relates to 
the Tack of Jura Distillery an.] records that 'a duplicate Contract of Tack 
between H.i). Campbell, Esq., of Jura, & Mr. Norman Buchanan, Distiller', 
had been trade, but it gives no details of the precise nature of the 
treaty.1̂

With the Contract of Tack, there is included a further inventory of rijt. 
tures which were not part of the utensils or other nrt.cle. sol» to Buchanan. 
It lists n cistern for steeping grain, a water wheel with wooden rones, a 
wort pump, with the machinery connecting it to the water wheel, n mash tun, 
with a lying shaft, beams supporting two woolen tanks, and supports mid 
bearers for tuns. The *alt mil and cast iron coolers above the tun room 
are also specified. The document bears the signature of the factor, N.il 
MacLeod, on behalf of Cnnnbell of Jura, and of Jolm Bayne, Manager, or, 
behalf of Woman Buchanan. it is intriguing to speculate whether this is * 13

1 2 . S.d.O. C. of J. GJ fib/1/231 Letter, H.D. Campbell of Jum to MarnimiBuchanan, July, l i ì ' 3 2 .

13- .‘-ì.'i.U. C. of J. GD >’b/l/l?i|, Aug, 1̂ 32.
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the .s»!!e 'Hr. «.in* vbo te.1 been a„,e,l to pronounce on the nerita Jura 

v !, ,a ’ y .  BuO*. mention, that a fir. Bayne- „ „ ¡ . j  rsnl , „ r  ti,„  ,1t , u l l . _  

on the island in 1654.

\The Jura ¡Ustillery Lad clearly been a maeg.nal one in economic 
terns. ninni the li'SOs. increasing numbers of Patent Stills wore being 
sudile! for use n Scotland, but the not still tellers were also pros 
per I ng in the »«proving cohere tal c tiriate post 04 .. Already Glasgow 
merchants were ass««in« an important Tuie in the m. feting of Scotch wins y. 
To-Je.y. the city is the outstanding centre m the Scotch Whisky industry 
respect of blending, bottl ing an t exporting the prahict. IJbchonon was only 
one of «any entreoreneurs who were anxious to secure sound sources of „«poly 
of now wh 9hy.

At the same time as v no an! spirit merchants lite the Mutters were 

uvestm« in How .ore distillery, Islay, distillers like the Smiths of 

Gleniivet were ensuring adequate grain sunplies for their plant by purchas

e s  or lca8i11? lan<1- ~ George Smith is said to have »resolved to acquire 

rrnre land, and thus provide a reliable nucleus supply of barley on the 

quality of which he could depend», and accordingly he both owned and rented 

seven» 1 far»« in Gienlivet.15 Thus vertical integration, both in « forwarls 

and a backwards direction, was a common feature of the distilling industry 

in the mid-nineteenth century.

A new Tack appears to hove been drawn up in 1653, taking account of 
Buchanan’s wish to have a 19 years» lease of the premises. ft notes that 

the part.es consent to the registration of the agreement in the Hooks of 

Council and Session to ensure its preservati on. No further mention or the 

distillery thereafter occurs until 1676, and one concludes that Buchanan’s

14. Budge, a_2* c •' t • > !»• 190.
H. filoni ix-pt.. The Annals of the Gleni ivet *) at i 1 I .,-v (Gleniivot) In,/,a. I BO. ,r ' *



firjn remained tenants for the duration of too lease rol ino.ui siting control 
in the early !o7 0 s.

That there was then a change of occupancy is clear from tin* copy of
a new Contract of Tack between It.!'. Campbell of Jura, ami George anil Junes

\Ferguson, of Glasgow, dated December 187- • Tiie Fergusons were to Imve 
entry at Whitsun of that year, and their 2 1 years* lease was to run until 
Y/hitsun 1897. The Tack states that the name ‘Janes Campbell* of Jura was 
to be substituted for that of 'Ji.ft. Campbell* in the document. Tlie 
Fergusons are described as being wine and spirit merchants of 7 and 9 
Cndogan Street, Glasgow.

The document sets out that ’assignations* m  favour of the Fergusons 
had been granted by John tv. Orr, and Daniel Orr, Commission Agents in Glas
gow, and also by the late John kerr Orr, distiller on I Co’.aciias iou Agent.
The Drrs had Campbeltown connections, and probably derived their distilling 
interests frort that area.

The second Tack shows that the new tenants were to have unrestricted 
r ghts 'to carry spirits. coeL, grain, etc., ... to or from the sea by cart 
way, already formed or to be forme!', and an ahundunt supply of water for 
processing from the Crnighnuse Bum on the island, always provided that 
they left sufficient water to allow the corn nill to function on 2 days 
ereXy week, ‘ For these rights and the uae ol' the distillery itself, the 
rent was fixed at £ ? 0 — an amount which nay mdiente a decline in the 
profitability of distilling, or the deterioration ill the premises during 
the previous tenant’s leaae. Mot only the buildings at Cruighouse, but 
also the dams and reservoirs were included in the Tact, the rent being pay- 
nble twice yearly.

iiejrard ing f ire insurance, more stringent regulations were laid down

f
373.

C. of J., G.D. (¡h/[/\?*i, Contract of Tack, Dec. I87i>.
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compare*? with the period of Buchanan»« occupancy. Tfie policy had to 
cover »the distillery, malt barns, (twelling house«, ¡vxcise Officer's 
house, pier shad and appurtenance«• to the extent of at leaat £3 ,0 0 0 . 
lies:d̂sa this increase in insurance, the rliBtillers were to he obliged to 
nay their proportion of the poors» rates aa all tenants were expected, to 
do. Greater emphasis waa ulao placed in the new lease upon maintenance —  
all external wood surfaces were to he naiuted 'once every 3 years with two 
cents of the best oil paint», while the water wheel and canvas rooTa were 
to be coated 'with the heat Archangel Tor or pitch». The Forgusona, lihe 
their predecessors, had to agree to simply and deliver waste products to 
Campbell of Jura throughout the currency of the lease; draff fro» the 
distillery was to he given to Cnraobeli's farms at 3 1 . per bushel, and not 
ale or dregs (for use na manure) »without charge', whenever the distillery 
was in production. Otherwise, the distillers were to he free to dispose 
of the by-products as best they could. The impress ion is given thereby 
that the lairds of Jura, or their advisers, were learning how to turn 
their distillery into a more lucrative activity, an 1 that they were becom
ing more stringent in their demands on tenants to avoid the destruction 
or depreciation of their capital, which might occur during the use or the 
premises by careless persons.

Of course, distilling bad long been a significant source of Income 
to the landed proprietors, especially in the Highlands and Islands nt 
Scotland. The divided loyalties of the lairds during the phase when 
illicit distilling was at its height between 1 7 0 0 and 1 8 3 0 makes this 
clear. They found it impossible to reconcile their own interest in sec
uring rents, and a market for their grain, with their duties ns Sheriffs, 
Justices of the Peace, and upholders of luw and order. Likewise, post 
I65h, « pevod o i  great agricultural improvement and now construction in 
the Highlands, income from distilleries would be welcomed.



luring the tenancy of Ikiehunan, the Jura distillery hail been a 
swoll affuir to judge by the inventory of 1 8 5 2, and by the account of
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Fudge, but the little ’premises were substantial ly enlarged and improved
by t!̂* Fergusons. Tty 187'), the new tenants were seeking a lease fro«
Campbell of Jura of a small croft, extending to some k acres, adjacent
to the distillery, for a rent of £h per annum. Their business appears
to have flourished, because in 1 8 8 5, they were enquiring about an addit-

17ional 21 years* lease of the distillery. The la?rd*s terms show that 
he was prepared to consider the proposition, but only if the rent was 
raised to £°0 eachyear. All the other conditions of tenancy were to 
re".ain as they had been, although Campbell took the opportunity of intro
ducing some new requirements.

For example, a pier was to be erected by the Fergusons. In the 
contract of lease between the laird and tho distillers, the latter ‘bind 
themselves and oblige themselves at their own coat and expense to eroet 
and completely finish a good substantial pier, with a depth of not less 
than ten feet of water at the pier head at low water*, and also *to oroct 
a waiting room and store on the pier with road access und bridge, and all 
to he sufficiently wide to allow two loaded carts to pass at any point*.
The Fergusons were to be permitted to construct the pier *ot such a 
place and of such materials as may be found moat suitable*, and they were 
to make a road to the pier, maintaining it throughout the currency of 
their lease. Campbell insisted that he should have the final say in the 
plans for the development, stressing the need for a shed to give shelter
to passengers waiting on the steamer, and for the reception of goods,

18•liable to damage by bad weather*.

1 7 . S.fl.O., C. of .T., G.D. 64/1/129! Petit ion by James Campbell of
Jura ... for authority to grant a lease of Jura Distillery to Messrs. 
George and James Ferguson.

18. S.R.O., C. of J., GD. ('A/1/120: ibid.
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As partial compensation for their investment, Campbell conferred 
on the Fergusons the right of charging dues, and ho bound himself to take 
the pier over at any time 'at valuation'; should the pier be removed from 
the distillers' -control, Campbell pledged himself to allow them full use 
of it in return for a rent of £-’i0 a year. That there was some urgency 
in the need for a pier, and for bettor transport in general, is clear from 
the cone lulling statement in the agreement, namely that Campbell of Jura 
would cancel the lease unless the pier was completed within two years.

As In the instance of the Stornoway distillery, the necessity for 
improved communications in remote or island situations was pressing. The 
Fergusons must have set about the building of the new pier almost immed
iately, because a legal document nf 188*) refers to a piece of ground on 
the foreshore of Jura where 'there ia at present m  course of erection the 
Pier, and other works mentioned in the above said lease', i.o. the Tack 
of 1883.̂  Pudge writes that without the Ferguson's pier, Jurn might 
still be compelled to endure the inconvenience and discomfort which is 
even yet being suffered in some western islands which l>'Ck a pier to this
day. The old wooden structure was replaced by a modem concrete one in

201052.

The 1883 petition by James Campbell also states that n yearly rent 
or tack duty of £135. 5*** was to be paid at Martinmas and Whitsun, in equal 
portions. At the same time, power was sought by Campbell of Jura, unlor 
the Entail Acts of 1868 and 1882, to extend the lease, if it should he 
desired, for 3** years from 1884.

It is clear that a revision of tbs 1 8 7 6  lease occurred in 1884-5, 
and the new terms specifically laid down that the lease was to cease in

1 <). S.H.O., C, of J., GD. 64/l/l2')i 1885, op. c i t.
9 0 . Budge, op. c it., n, 159.
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1897» if the P‘0*\ ®hed, road and bridges were not kopt in repair by the 
distillers. Tn return, the Fergusons were to ho allowed to cut und carry 

peats, and to take water from the Crnighouse Burn. In the event of their 

failure to pay rent when it fell due, aa a penalty, an extra took duty of 

3 per-cent was to be demanded. The insurance policy was to he raised

to £7,5,»0» the distillers being obliged to arrange the insurance, vhilo 

the laird bound himself to repay 6 per cent of the premium« to the Fergus— 
ona. This change may be a reflection upon the alteration of the premises, 

and of the increasing scale of production.

Furthermore, us in previous agreements, the tenants were to pay their 

portion of the poor and school rates, ns well ns other public and pariah 

burdens, which were not specified. Draff was to be made available to the 

estate on the same terms us set out in 1333. With regard to the pior, the 

laird reserved the right of charging duea on vessels to the Fergusons.

There must have been some dispute over the extent of the charges, because 

•David MacBrayne, or David Hope MacBrayne*, was to be invited to arhitrnto 

about the anpropriate rates to be employed. David MncBrnyne was the 

nephew and successor of David Hutcheson & Co. (1851-79), the Vest Highland 

steamer owners, au-J it was said

The Lord nade the Earth, and nil that it contains,
Except the West Highland piers, and they’re Mnclirnynes.

Barnard included the Jura distillery in his itinerary, and landed
21at the •handsome pier* built by the Fergusons. He explored tho lochs 

which fed the burn beside the distillery, and described the premises as 

looking more like a castle than distillery, because it was the highost 

building on the island. The works covered 3 acres of ground, and it is

21. Barnard, A., The Whisky Distilleries of the United Kingdom (London). 
1887, PP- 115-77

A
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recnr-lel that the Fergusons, when they took possession 3et about restoring 
the buildings, and added new buildings, machinery, and appliances ’of the 
most modern description at a cost of over £2 5 ,0 0 0 ’ to make the distillery 
one of the most-easily worked in the West Highlands; it had, however, no 
steam engine, all the processing being done by water power. There were 
two maltings, a malt kiln, a mill, mash tun, tun room, and still house, 
with three pot stills —  one was a wash still to hold 6 , 6 5 0  gallons, the 
other two, spirit stills, with a capacity of 2 , 3 5 0  and 1 , 2 0 0  gallons 
respectively. Storage space, in four warehouses, could hold 5,500 casks.
A boiler house was next to the still house. Barnard noted that the 
turbine water wheel was erected by Messrs Smith & Co of Glnsgow, und 
although of simple construction had ’wonderful power’ und was cnpable of 
•flooding the whole place in ten minutes.’

Like many other Highland distilleries, it is claimed in Barnard’s 
account that Jura distillery had illicit beginnings. The date of found
ing is given as 1810̂  and reference is made to an excavation in the burn 
called the smuggler’s hole, which had been filled up, and 'It is the very 
place where the smuggling founder of the Distillery, a century ngo, for 
many years carried on his operations without discovery; and the tiny stream, 
tapped from the burn which ran through the centre of the cave, had to be 
stopped up by the present owners, when the hole was filled up.’

The Fergusons also had a cooperage, and the houses for their employ
ees formed a street in the village of Craighouse, each having a plot of 
land. There was a farm attached to the distillery of twenty acres extent, 
to provide pasture for cart horses and some cattle.

The annual output in 188̂ -5 is given as 60,339 gallons, rising in 
1 8 8 5 to 6 5 , 0 0 0 gallons, but the productive capacity of the distillery is 
put at 180,000 gallons, which may he an exaggeration.

Other distilleries (e.g. Glen Grant, and Glen Kothes) are also

A



cited by Barnard ns having productive capacity veil in excess of their 
1885-6 output, which may indicate a slackening in trade in those years 
but on the other hand, some premises were being remodelled and enlarged 
(e.g. Benachie) while others were being built (e.g. Glenfiddich).

Nettleton's list of distillers in Scotland shows that the Fergusons
were still operating the Jura distillery about 1893» but two authorities

22are in dispute about the subsequent history of the distillery."“ Budge 
maintains that the Fergusons’ lease continued for Jh years from 188*i, 
until it expired in 1918. Although production thereafter went on for a 
year or two, the lease was not renewed. The years which preceded and 
followed the First World War found the whisky trade endeavouring to recov
er from the speculative boom of the nineties. Pre-1914 there was a super
fluity of stocks relative to demand, and later world-wide depression in 
trade. The making of whisky on Jura thus ceased altogether. Budge says 
that the great buildings were unroofed to avoid taxation, and the machinery 
and fittings sold for scrap.

Tn contrast, the present operators of the distillery, the Isle of 
Jura Distillery Company, state that the old concern went out of product
ion in 1901. They believe that the lease between the Campbells and James 
Ferguson & Sons ran out in 1899» and as agreement between the two parties 
coull not be reached, the Fergusons removed their machinery leaving an 
empty building. Tn order to avoid paying rates, the Campbells then 
demolished the roofs. If production was stopped about 1901, it may 
have been as a direct result of the bursting of the whisky bubble, which 
made prices collapse, and put many distillers, wine and spirit merchants, 
and publicans in financial difficulties.

^79.

22. Nettleton, J.A., The Manufacture of Spirit. (1893), p. ,*12

i
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Detveen the years, 191*1 and 1958« the population of Jura fell from 
800 to nearly 150. Barnard had noted that the population vas about 1,000 
in 1886. The intention in building the new distillery was to give employ
ment«̂  Construction began in I960, and was completed in May 19&3, the 
distillery entering production on 6 May of that year. The establialiment 
is operated by a privately owned company, but Scottish and Newcastle 
Breweries, Ltd., have a controlling interest in the project.

The Jura distillery makes pot still or malt whisky from malted barley. 
At one time, many households in Jura, as elsewhere in the Highlands, must 
have distilled their own whisky, sufficient for their own needs. Pennant 
says of Jura in 1772:

In good seasons, sufficient bear and oats are raised as
will maintain the inhabitants, but they sometimes want,

23I suppose, from the conversion of the grain into whisky.

Later, the lairds' local distillery was developed partly to supply 
local requirements in a legitimate way, by sweeping away illegal distillat
ion, and partly to earn income from the islands' limited resources.

Landed or county families were frequently associated with distilling,

e.g. -

Braclcla Distillery, Nairn: built 1812:
Captain William Fraser

Clynelish Distillery, Brora: built 1819:
Marquis of Stafford

Glenury Distillery, Stonehaven: built 1836:
Captain Barclay of Ury

Teaninich Distillery, Alness: built £. 1800:
Contain W. Munro of Teaninich

Afterwards there came the large commercial distilleries making whisky

23. Pennant, T., A Tour in Scotland and Voyage to the Hebrides, (4th ed.) 
(1774), p. 214



for consumption both at home and for export overseas. The Jura distill

ery illustrates these phases in the economic history of Scotch whisky 

from 1R52 to the present day. The distillery, being a marginal one, 

seems to^have been vulnerable to the effects of slump in the industry, 

with a period of over 40 years of non-activity, and has only become viable 

once more due to the unprecedented levels of activity in Scotch whisky 

since 1950, and to the availability of grants for industrial development 

in remote areas in Scotland.


